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:~~~~~~~c~~~,.;

Tile “l+ighwaj Safety Engineering Studies” Procedural Guide contains
detailed guidelines fcr tb,e planning, conduct, and use of safety erlgi-
neering stuGies at identified hazdraous locations. It is intenoeti for US=

by those Ij/h G are responsible for tirgeni2inq ano cor]tiuctjng en$jj-ieerjj,g
procedures ar?d for aildlyzirlgthe procedure findi rigs.

Ti,e guide contains the necessary prcceoures to perfcrr;] tile engi -
neeriilg Stutiy Frocesses at]ti Subprocesses within tile Z i9hway safety
Ifi;provernent?rogra[,, oescri bed in the Federdl-Aic highway Progrdn: :~anual
(FHPlf) 8-2-3.

T.. hlSTOFiY (jFTI;Elii~llilAYSAFi TY I:f’;PkOVENEp!Tp,~o~;{j.;.!

tiighwdy safety professionals have 10IIg recognjz~c tt, e ~eeti for ~n

or~anized apprcach to the correction of Ilighwdy safety protile[fis. Iri the
late 196w’s and early 1970’s, the lniportance of a hishway scfety pro$ri[,,
!/as efi;hasizec t}]rouqh legjs]etj~n anc research. t41ore recently, tile
private sector itas exFressee a desire fcr a systematic approact} to ir:prcv-
ing hi jt,,Jdysafety, dnd simi lir concerns I,ave teen expressed by State anti
local higkiijayage~[cies.



Tl,e sub[;recess level of tie HSi F is s!!o’~jnir[Figure 2, \;here 14 spe-
cific SUb; roceSSe S are defined. Tt~e necessary sequence of subprocesses is
also illtistratec t{iti)ineach process. For exafiiple,in Frucess 3 !“Contiuct
Enginterir\g Studies”), tie collection] and analysis cf ddta (Subprocess 1)
jhOUIG be perfor[:ed before accide~,t courltermecjures are develope~ (Subpro -
Cess 2). Pr~jects can be finalized or uevelope< for each tiigh~iaylocaticn
(ill SuoFrccess 3j cnly after t!le fi rst tiio subprocesses are cor]plete~.

~~e ;inal Iisti;]$ of safety i!rlproverfierlt ~;rojects is ti]en tisec as the input

i~]to Prccess 4 (“Establish ?rcJect Prlcri ties).

2



Fiqre 1. Highwzy Safety Imp:~ovement Program at
the process level.
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SUbprOCe SSe S - refer to specific activities ?Ihich are con~ai;]e~ ,\itt;-
in processes. For exarfiple,under Prccess 3 cf tile?lanning CU[jpO(IetIt
(“Cor~auct Engineering Studies”j, tie three stibprccesses crk: (~)
Co]]eCt and ~flal~Ze ~atd, (~j ~eVSIOF
(3) Develop PrGjects.

tarlc~tia:e ~;otintermeasures, and

Activities - refer to tile steps usec to relete t!-i2 procedures to tile

subprocesses. For exanple, the accident procedures are contained in
Pjctivity 1 - “Perforr; Accident Procedure” cf Subprocess 1 - “Collect
anti/~nal~ze Let a”.

Procedures - refer to the possible flays 1rl v!hich eacil Gf the
processes or subprocesses mdy be attai ne~. Fcr ir)stance, tile [.rcce-
aures for Stibprocess I (cG}lect ana P,,lalyze Data) of process 3
(“COnduCt ~nqifieering StUcj CS”) are: (1) Accident-Based Procedures,

(2) Traffic-3asec Procedures, (3) En\/ircfifiiet]t-8ased ?rocecures, and
(4; Special Study 9rGcetiUres.

P, listil]g of procedures anti techniques unacr each stibprocess ijas cevelc~ed
basea on:



e !Ie!;ftir untested ccncepts repcrted in tile literature k~hich I,ay cffer
v~orihk~hi12 alierndti ves to existi rl$ ;roc2dures and deserve furtiler

testing for possible future use.

l~it!]intile text cf tile oroceoural guide, the prccecures are categorize~ by
Sa-;ety, traffic, enviror)m2ntal and other related variables. A br~ef

description of these categories is given belovi.

J,cciaent-Based Procedures

Traffic accidents provide t}?e mzjor Indication of a safety prob-
lem at a location. By definition, a d~stinct re13ticn.ship exists
bet,!een traffic accidents and the sl;ecif~c hazardousness of a loca-
t ~on. Acci6ent-base C engineering studies are used to aefine this
relaticnsi]ip ana identify the safety deficiencies of the location.

The five accident-based procedures are:

Procedure 1 - Accident Sum~ary by Type.
Procedure 2 - Acci dent Sumrl;aryby Severity.
Procedure 3 - Accident Sumfi:aryby Contributing Circumstances.
Procecure 4 - Accident Sumlmary by Environmental Conditions,
Procedure 5 - Acci dent Sun,fiiaryby Time of Day.

Field R2v~ev/ Procedures

This proceaure provides for tile reviev~ of site ccntiitic,ns jr!

the field environ mefit. It assists ir! aefining safety deficiencies
and possible causes of accident ~)atterns. The field revietl prcce@ure

is:

Procedure 6 - Safety Performance Study.

~raffic-dasea Procetiur~

Traffic operations-based studies at identified hazardous lcca -
tions can provide essential inforniation to assist in tile selection of
the Eiost appropriate safety improvements at each location. The i)ine
traffic operations-based procedures are:

Prccedure 7 - Vciume Study.
?rocedure 8 - Spot Speed Study.
Procedure 9 - Travel Time and Delay Study.
Procedure 10 - Roadway and 1otersection Capacity Study.
Procecur2 11 - Traffic Conflict Study.
Procedtlre i2 - Gap Study.
Procedure Is - Traffic Lane Occu?ancy Stuay.
Procedure 14 - Queue Length Study.



,-

I’ossible Accitient Cause - specific elefierlts of the roac,+ay-driver-
veilicle systefiI related to a specific safety prcblec, l,,ilich can be

identified On the basis of past experience, pr2dcr,,inact accident

trends anti Ijatterns, etc.



Pro$rart - a group of )rcjects (not fiecessar~ly sil:+ilar ~n type or
location) iriplementea tc achieve a confijoni]ighway safet), goal. Exdrn-

pies include: (1) a Sk iti treatment prografi; to reduce wet-t~eather-

relateti accidents at different locations, using i!l,proved signing,
]O;~gjfudi”a] groGvi fig, or overl a!+, and (2) all projects result~ng
frofi;tile !-;s.,‘D planning cor:ponent.

~~e effe~ti\, enes S of d s~fetv project depends cn the ;jroper select io~l

of ti]e prtiject for a particular location. The r;lajor objective <n the

select ian process Is to recor~lend icl?rovements v;tI?ciI are i;ost appropriate

to reduce accioents and accident potential. To meet this objective, the
Specific safety problenls ShOUld W? correctly Gefine G. ‘his #ill perr,!it

the ~rost feasible safety-related co!~ntermeasures to be recortin~ended. F ror:l
~15tt.})is of canci date counier!cedsures, econovic analysis procedures

Stlculd be used to select ttie most desirabie project.

8
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,@ rictlvity 1 - Perforr: Accitier)t Study ?rcceuures.

@ ,p!Ctlvity z - ~i~]d ~~vj~!~ L~~~~i~n.

@ Act~v~ty 3 - Select ;~pprcpriate Traffic, EnvironrJent, and Specici
Stuoy P roceoures.

@ Activity 4 - Select Tect]niques.
@ ,Activit:j5 - ‘erfor:,;Procedures.
* ),ctivity 6 - Identify Saf2ty Deficiencies.

involved iI~tiIis suhprocess is the performance of tiIe dccl deni, traf-
fic, environment, and specia?-baseo studies used to id2ntify t?]e scfety
pro ble!,;. This sub; recess ;vill allc,! fcr !i) selecting tnd jjerforrning tile

appropriate study procedures uses in iaentif;/ing the safety Geficiencj es,

(2/ analyzing the prticedure findi;gs inuivitiually ano collectively, and
(3) identifying the safety deficiencies. iased on tkIese jdentifjed safety

deficierlci es, eppro?rj ate safety -relatec ccunter;;:2dsures can be cevelopeo

(in Sl~bprocess 2).

SubOrOcess 2 - Gevelop Candidate Count ernleasurej

TiIis subprocess serv2s tc develop a list of feasible safety -relateti
ccunteri:,easures for a locat ior) based on the fintiings of Subprocess 1. It
Cofitai,-,s:

Input into this subp~ocess is received froo, GGccrT,,211teG research, , past

experiences and other scurces. Th,~s subprocess if~cluaes: (1) the revie~;
of safety Deficiencies at a site ano (ij the cevelopolent of a list of
feasible countermeasures. This l~st ,~iill be used to cevelop a safety
prOject (in Subprocess 3).

Subprocess 3 - Leveler. Projects

This subprocess is ccmprised of the activities !;ecessary for analyz-

ing the ~lternative ccunterrfiecsures ana seiecting a single project for a
location. Ti!eJ,are:

@ P,ctivit,!J8 - ?redict Acciderlt-Reduction Ca[!abilities of Counter-
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Sti&PRGCESS 1 - COLLECT Alyb Aj{/\LYZE CP,TA

?ctivity 1 - ?erforc: Accident Study Procedures

Purpose

The plurpose of tilis activity is to collect anc analyze acci cent ifi-
for~atior] at hazarcous locations and to use ti,ese tiata to itientify s~fety
prcbleris and possible safety deficiencies.

Overviek/

The pril;laryr,leasure cf safety prcblei;,sat a hi g~,~jay]“caticn is t~af-
fic accidents. once a high,,ty location has been selectee fcr a safety
StLIG~, data SIIOU1O be Collected ar, a analyzeti to iuentify anG oescribe

accioent characteristics of the locati or]. FrGfi] these characteristics,

count errnedsures to al levi ate tile safety -rel~tec deficiencies car, be ,;,Ore
readiljr identified. /\nalyses of accidefit data kjill aid in the identifica-
tion of safety pro blelns ana possible safety deficiencies.

To identify safety problems at a location, ~p,e folla~ing five acc~-

derli analj)sis I)rccedures ar2 descri bee. They are:

trle

th2

@ Frocecure 1 - Accicer!t Suri~ary by Type.
@ Procedure 2 - Accident Surfir.:aryby Severity.
~ procecure ~ - Accieent sur:,[nar~by Corltributing Circurfist2nces.

0 Procedure 4 - Accider\t Sur,mary by :nvironr;ef~cal Conditions.
@ Procedure 5 - Accident Sur,r,,ary by Tine of La;<.

Prior to conducting tile accident analysis procedures, preparation of

data is mecessary. Th2 following criteria are suggestec for prepari;g
data for dccioent analysis Furpcses.

?eriods of Data Collection

The tirce period to be used for the collection uf accicent tiata SI!OUIC
consist of a l-,;inilr,urfiof one ful 1 year. Collection cf tiata for b i~-monttl
perioe reduces the effect of wedtkter conditions as ~~el1 as tfie “aric”s
holiday cr vacation tines Iv})ich tend to influence traffic c“nditior,5.
Basea on several stuGies, ho):ej,er,collection of aata for a 3 year perioti
is recor;~nienaedto increase tne reliability cf the Information and tti pro-
vide a long enough Sanple to clearly define accident patterr]s. )Jitt]t}le
USe Cf a 3-year Stu G~ peri Od, it iS expected that the ‘(chance” occurrence
of acciaents in a patt2rn will be rlifiir!izeu. Use cf a tile pericd longer
than 3 years [Ilaynot be cost effect ~ve, altciit increases the prcbabi 1it~,
that tin;e-relatec char]ges in traffic patterrls ,,./illbe reflected in tie
acc~de!lts. Thus, in qeneral, a 3 year tifileperioc is suggested.



1. Care shoul: be taken to insure that changes in the roadway char-
acteristics (i.e. , I]uri,berof lanes, pav; ng, etc. ) are accounted
for when evaluating the accident act~v~ty.

2. The accitiefitdata should represent current information since sucit
factors as traffic volumes, paiement conditions, ana other site-
related data r:,aj~vary with ti[tie.

In defining the study period ien. gth, it is neCes Sary tfiat the safety

engineer be fafililiar with the history of tile location. Tf,is will allcw
the er(gineer to better icentify any uncharacterist ic accident ter,dencies
resulting from physical changes of the site.

)~ethods of Data Collection

The data required for perforri;ing the accident study procedures are
primariiy obtained from the accider!t report fern,. It is preparea at the
scene of the accident by the investigating officer. From this report,
information is obta~ned concerning the say, cate, location, environfi!er]tal
conditions, driver’s intent and acticns at ti!e site, and other data which
nay provide useful clues fcr reconstructing the accident. In addition, a
pictorial representation cr tiiagram of Lne accident is usually proviced 011
tlie accident form. A sample accident report form! is displayed in Figure
~.

in usin S accident data far study purpcses, several possible deficien-
cies shoula be noted. First, not al1 accidents are reported. P;iOSt stetes
have l~inil;um CO Ilar values for accident report jng. In adti?cion, many
acciaents tio not even receive a police investigation. Second, the acci-
dent data on the report Ifiaybe biased by the investigating off!cer. tiUW-

eve~, these deficiencies do not override the overail usefulness of the
acc~dent data in safety sttitijes.

The retri2val of accident data can be ~OncUctea with one Of t~~o
~ethods _- co~lputer techniques or a C:aflualsearch Of data fileS.

Coi~puter Techniques

Nith this method, :peclflc accident information js obtalrled frcfi) a

computer file. The accident eata typicdlly consist of information coGed
directly fro;] the standard traffic acci~ent report. This infornsticn it;a:J
include:

@ Locational data (main roadway, reference roaa,way, aistance and di-
rect~on, etc. ).

@ Time-related occurrence data (day, date anc F]our).

@ Accident severity data.
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Advantages:

i. Permits a large acco;nulation of data in a limited space.
2. Perfiits flexibility ir]Lata anal~~sis techniq~es.
3. Prcmotes efficiency in the data analysis ?rocess.
~, A11o!Is a large number of locations to be studieo i.n a

relatively short amount of time.

L~isadva,ntages:

1. Requires trained cofi]puterpersonrlel tc operate the system
2. Equipment costs can be high.
3. Nay require extensive training to operate computer systefil

for specific accident analyses.

Lircitaticns to the use of cOnputer systems are tile avai labi lity of

harow are I.eqUiplIej~t j , soft,~ar? (progra[lls) , and funds necessary to operate

tt?,e systerb initial costs Gf a cor[puter system are i~igh. i~!any sFial I

agencies are unable to purchase such systems (even with available Federal
monies to assist in the funding of computer systems for hi gl,ivay safety

uses). In edditi an, the linlited zmount of infornzt:on iflput on a systefit
for some agencies r,laynot ITake a computer a cost -e?fectl ve alternati ve.
An alternative to purchasing a system cGnsists of shlaricg an existing
colr:puter systenb This could be achieved vlith~n an agency (inter- aepart-
mentdlly), by a group of agelncies, cr bj, an inGi vidual ager!cy sharing the
use of its facilities ~~ittiother agencies. Shared faci lities are comfionl!t

used on state$liae accident data systefiis, Ctner background information on
the US2 of computerized accident record syster:ls is provide~ in Table 1,

~anual Search of Accident Record Files

This rj,ethoa is usually ap,olicab!e to agencies with sm,ali ~c~ j~~~~

f~les (500 acc~dent repcrts per year). Tile accident record files are
usually locat.ec in the offices of tile police agency having jurisdiction of

the srea i{l which tile accident location exists. Tie accident records are

usuaily filed by one of the fol lowing IEe7hoGs:
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. .. —..-—

\ :::;;0.
Tech”iqLle
———

1.Cot”k>(lter
Tech”iq.es

————

———

F“”ctio”

Obtains Sumary
of.accidents by
accident type
and analysis
from COmp”ter
file searcli
and “sing com–
PuCer programs

obtains SU-azy
of accidents by
.c. j.dent ty~e
from phy.i.al
se. rch of
avail. bl. . ..i -
dent file. a“d
m.nual r,cord -
ing of data

Eq”ipme”t
leg”ire,”e”t:

Computer
S,,m}ary
sheets

S“.maq
,t,eet,

MmPo$,er
<eq”i.reme”t,

Engineer or
tr. i”ed com-
P“t. r ke.b.
“i.i, an tO
operate com-
puter system

Technician
to search
accident
file,
,Pechnician
to compile
data
,rrained
Cech”i.i.n
or .“gi.e.x
to analyze
data

,rime

Searchi”g ,
printing, aid
analysis time
per site -
.pprox. 1-1
110”,s

Se.rchi”q tin,
de~c”de”t on
period of
study
Search time,
typically 1/2
2 days per
s,.te
Data analysis
time (limited
co pattern
asse,sme”t)
ap~,rox. 1 ho”
~r site

Data I,,p,,t

.“efined location

.Accident reports
or data ““ a
system”ide hasis
.Data analysis
pro~r.ms

. Poadway in”e.tory

.Oefimed lwati,>”

.A.cide”t r.po.ts
“r data on a
systemwide basis
.~loadwayin”entory

Data
Obtai”ed

.Locatianal
accident
swmary
.,kresbo]d
“al”e by
accident
tYP@ (based
on locati”nf
with .i. roil.,
character–
istics)

.L,”cational
accident
s.maries

. . . . .. ..—..—

Mt. O,,tp,,t—.

.... . id.” t
.mm. L-if>.
..lccident
analysis
data
. ccident
type
~’thresh-
old ,,
“al.,,es

——

——

*Con,p”tersystem costs cu k extre”,ely high dependent
o“ conp”ter system obtained and sharing of costs





m.et.?cds .

Table 3. Recommended accident @ata collection techniques.
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Lnother :,~eanswhich cen be used tG s,Jpplernentavai lable accident data
is to conduct 2 site investigation. Frcm a reviev{ of cert ai,? roadiiay and

roadside ch, aracerjstics, sjgnj~i cant joput tc the safety ar,alysis can be

obtain2d. These characteristics nlay ~rrclude:

@ Skid r:arks Gn pavement.
@ Tire tracks or excessive wearing of roadway sllculder iEaterial.
@ Lalfiagedguardrail, bushes, etc.
~ Broken glass, chrome strips and other vellicie cehris.

* Coil ision ~~,arkscn trees.

* Bent or damaged sign posts, delineation lilarkers,etc.

~,~cja~~tSum!arj, Methods

Once the accident data is retrieved, su.v~dries should be prepared.
Tne stiilnarydata can be presented in the followin$ forI~s:

?!anudl Sur;~JnarySheet

Gne ;ethoc of surimarizing accident tiata is the use of tile manual
suffimar;~sheet shc!~r in Fi gure 5. This suznary ~s prepared by a t=
technician or engineer revie,ving the intiividtial accident repcrts anu
registering a m!ark by the specif~c characteristic cefined in the acciaent
report. These ~i]arksare sum]iarized anG percentages (of total accidents)
are calculated for each location per year. Tlis type of sufilnaryis easy
to per$orr,!but can be ti,me consum.irrg. A deficiency is t!lat tile character-
istics are usually defined on a totai iccation ibasis. FGr ifistance, left-
turf, ~ccjder~t~ at ~ signalized intersection rocy only present a proble~ on

one of the approach legs; hcwever, the informat ion obtai ned fro[: tne
$J~Jm~rj,~~~ee~ Wi 1i fai ~ to j~entify t;,e approach UpOfi which the left-turn
accident problem exists. In review i~~g tiara from the su~,r,;arysheet , fur-
tiier Iocaticndl data is required to obtain a proper asses scjent of accident
patterns, i.e. , a breakdown of the data by approach leg CT di recticr of
travel.

Collision Diagrams

The collisio[l diagram provides a $raph ical representation of indi-
vidual accidents [1,2]. They are extremely L:sefJl in providing a ojctor-
ial stimfi:aryof the accic2nt events. Sasjc informtit~oll fouzu in each
coilisicl! diagra!n includes:



1977 1978 1979
TY ?E OF ACC1 DENT

No.

Left Tern Head-On collision

?ear EnCs

W,qle Collisions

Pedestzia”.-Vehicle Collision I 1

Sideswipes I

Run-Of f-Wad I

Fixed Object Accidents

Head-on Collision

wet Condi tions I
\

DV Conditions I i

i

Day Conditions
I I

Dusk or Ni5ht Conditions

I i

Fatal Acci6ent (NO. Persons) I

Injuw Accidents (No. Persons)

Property Damage Accident
1 I

[ I

1 I

I 1 I

\ I L

1 1 I
? i i

L



Collision ciagrafilsare usually prepared for d i-year period (January
tilrough Dece~5er). However, for lcw-acciti2nt locations (locations with
five or less accidents per year) dia$rarcs can 5e prepared for multi-year
per~ Ods.

Collision diagrams ar2 schematic ana are not intended to shov{ exact
vehicle paths. The steps for If!anuallypreparing collision di~gran~s are:

1. tibtain report forms fOr acci dents that have occurred at the
location curing the stuay peri cd. If significant changes nave
recent ly occurre~ at the iocation (i.e. , geometric changes,
signals, etc. ), cake separate before and after aiagralts. Ally
pattern changes that appear will , thus, reflect changing geo-
metric or traffic conditions.

2. Draw the path of all vehicles involved in each accident. This
drawing need not be to scele but shouia be large errou$fito show
the path of each ve!licle irIvolveG.

3. !:ote the basic characteristics cf each accident by sjyriluol.sug-
52sted characteristics are:

a. Sever~ty.
b. Late, day of \,eekand iir~eof accisent.
c. Environ,,ental conditions.
d. \/ehicie paths.

Collision aiagrarns are used extensively as a graphic represent atiorl
of the accident surrii:ariesand may incl ude al 1 of the ir~formation covered
by the fi ve acci dent -basea procedures. In addition, these scherlatic araw-
ings provide locational inforn,ation that is not provided by statistical
sumr:)aries. Therefore, col~ision ~iagrdms often yield more effecti ve

infcrmdtiorl to the engineer than do statistical sumffiaries. A typicai
coliisiorl diagram is shown ?rriigure 6.

Computerized coil ision diagrams

1n recent years, computerized collision diagrams [3] have given the
engineer anG technician a method for t~,e quick and easy proaucti Gn ~f
accident information, as shcwn in Figure 7. Accia2nt types are plotted c!l

t;~e pr~”er intersection iegs and !:;aybe coior coded by severity. Coil ision
Gi agrams ray quickly 5e produced in any size, depending on the neec. Any
available sample s~ze of accident eata mdy be used, an~ traditional syrl-
bols for accident types r!ay be employe~. Computer costs of producing this
type of Ciaqraln is in the range of” $2 - $IG depencing orl ttie afilour!tof
information to be printed. “ ‘,n ,s dp,orodclfrequires a system ~,:ithconbluter
plott.lng capabilities.
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Standard Statistical !]ro~ra:,is

These progral,,si4,5, b,7J. prcviae cross tabulations, histograms, and
O;her si~tistjcal applications tc assist in tne s~fi)r,arya~lG andl~Si S Of
the Cata. Sariple cutputs froiflseveral o: these pro$ranls are sno~vn in
F“”igure 8. ,! sam?le list cf available computerized statistical programs
include: DRT (Qata Analysis end ~eporting ~echniques), S?SS (Statistical
~ackaq2 for the >ocial >ciences) , ~41bAS, o~ichigan ~rrteractive Data ~naly -
sis >stem), and 0S1?1S IV (~rganizea >et of Integrated Routines for the
~nvest~gation of >ocial Science Data). A descr~pticn of their capabilities
is given in Table 4.

The selection of a statistical package for ar!al~jsisof acciaer~t data
is beyond the scope of this manual. However, it shculd be noted tilat ail
col”lputsr?rosranls require tile input cf tk,e accident data into c ccfi:ptite?
file for analysis.

Accident Analysis Alternatives

The accident study procedures invol ve the development of sur!f,ariesof
the accident uata at a site by various characteristics (tietailed in Table

~). These summaries are used to detect abnormal accident trencs cr pat-
terns and to distinguish betwe2n “correctable” and “ncn-ccrrecttible” acci-
dent situations. These characteristics Lvill be useG to identify tihe
safety pro blefJ at a hazardous location. These problers will be further
jtudied for the develop[,le!~tof appropri ate safety in,provei,lents.

In tt]2 study of accidents at a site, there }~;aybe a substantial nurfl-
ber of accidents occurring ~hich do not fall irrio a specific accident
cdtegory Gr pattern and which cdnnot be corrected by cost -effecti ve ]rteans
(e.g., excessive costs in rela’tiorlto benefits deri veal, accidents result-
ing fro}n reckless driving). iquch of this ir,format ion can be aeri ved from
data on the “contributing circumstances” section of the police report. In
aad~tion, rando(n or “chance” acciaer!ts fiiayoccur and be iaentitie~ by tile
lack of a pattern of specific accioent types. Ti~ese accidents comprise

the “non-correctable” type accidents. After careful investigation to
assure that the accidents are indeed non-correctable, they may be excl uded
from further analysis.

The other types of accidents may be correctable throu Sh various
ifi~plewntable Countermeasures. Based on the accident patterns anc avail-
able traffic and environmental dat~, probable causes of accieents can be
deterrfiined.

ilhen sun~niarizing accident data for analysis purposes, severel cri-
teria should be adhered to:
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,rabl.e 4. Description of sample list of available
statistical computer pacl{ages.

:;1>S$;(Statistical
I.ckage f“, ti,,,
s“ci<il Scie,,ces)

0:;1111:sIv (or.<,.,l-
i.z,d :;etof Inte -
cjr,.tcd R“”tillcs f“.
T,, ”estlqat,. <1,1 of
Social Scie,,ce
l)ata)

llESC1<IPPIOPJ

Stzikist.ical LIack;iqe
de:> i.,,, ed t“ assist
in the selecki”r, an-
alysis, a,,deval.”a-
tio” of accident
data

Package of computer
[,rograi,,s dc. igned
f<>r;t,,alysis “f ao-
c~.al science data

I,ackage of c<,mp,lter
pr”qrams designed
f“. statistical.
.r\alysis of d.ta

CA1>AB11.1771,ES

S(>rt, r,.nk, (l,~!>li.
,,,]tea],d s..,<,},
options; trfl”sfom
clata “.1{,.s: pcrf”xm
stati..tic:al a“a]”. es

Sort, rank, d,,l,li.
cate and search o,,-
t.io,,.; ;I,,>”er(>u:i
trmr,,sformat.ir>r,s ;
perform statistical
‘Inalyse,,

:;ort, rank, d,lpli-
cate and search
ot,tions; per~,>rm
stat i..stical a,lal-
y,es

—

s“ri:, search, d“nli -
cate, display, e,lit,
COPY, and rank data;
tra,,.f(,r,,ldata valiles:
~>erf”rm stiat.i.st~cal
analyses

\vA I1,A13T1,1TY

A“ai]ahle as a pack–
a<,e tl,ro,,”h”,,t.the 11.s

A..ail.ahlein .ect~.o”s
“f b<j.chi<tan



T*’ie 5. ?y?ical acci<er:t characteristic ca+.2gories.

-s4-4 !y. ,Ql!
t

-“” -.. . ---

Sumary by Type 1. Left-turn, head-on
I 2. Right-angle

3. Xear-end
4. Sideswipe
5. Pedestrian-related
6. Run-off-road
7. Fixed object
8..Head-on
9. Parked vehicle
10. Other

Sumary by Severity 1. Fatal
2. Personal Injury

- incapacitating
- nonincapacitating
- possible injury

3. Property Damage

Summary by Contributing 1. Driving under the influence
Circumstances of alcono~ or drugs

2. Reckies$ or careless driving
3. 111, fatigued or inattention
~. Failure to comply with li-

cense restrict ions
5. Obscurred vision
6. Defective eauip~nt

tributing)
7. Lost control due to shifting

~ load, wind, or vacuum

Sumary by Environmental 1. weather (clear, cloudy, rain,
Conditions fog, snow)

2. hbtent iight (light, dark,
dawn, dusk, street 1ights)

3. Roadway surface (dry wet,

~

24; 11:00 P.M. - 12:00 ,Vidnight
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2.

Accident aata shaulc be reviewed with respect to the directian
the vehicles were traveling. Fcr analysis purposes, accident
character sties shoulti be segregated by direct icn of travel.
Revi2w of accidents an an overall study area basis ray result in
misconceptions of the safety problem, particularly where a single
appr:ach ma? have a high or low pel~centage of the recorded inter-
section accidents.

Accident data should be reviewed with respect to location. Acci -
dents accurring within the intersection area should be separated
from those occurring outside the ?,rea of infiuence of the inter-
section. For this purpose, a definition of the study area should
be made prior to analysis. In additian, similar accident types
cccurring in differing situations silould be separated. For exan\-
ple, left-turn accidents into a dri ve,way should not be includeG
with left-turn accidents at the intersection.

For accident analysis purposes, two approaches to identify an acci-
dent pattern are available. They include: (1) expected value analysis and
(2) cluster analysis.

Expected Value Ana”lysis

The nest accurate means of identifying an accident pattern would be
through the deterriination of an expected value for a specific accident
characteristic. This method is a systematic mathematical procetiure for
identifying all abncrmal accident characteristics. To utilize this
approach, accident data for similar sites (geornetrics, volumes, traffic
control, etc. ) are obtained and the average number of a specific accident
type determined. This average can be used as an “expected” value for the
speci$ic accident characteristic. Locations having accident numbers
higher than the expected values relate an “overrepresenta tion” af the
specific accident characteristic and require further investigation.

To account for variability or fluctuations in the data between sites,
the use of the variance of the accident frequency is made to establish a
range for an expected value. Assuming that accidents are norfiqallydis-
tributed, the expected range can be uefined as follows:

AV=Y:KS

i{here:

,!Y = expected range of accident frequency

~ = average accident frequency (accidents/number of sites)



K = selected level of confidence that a site will have a specj -
fic accident frequency

s = ~tan~ara @evi ation of accident frequencies

The average and standard deviation values may be obtained directly
frcm the accident statistics using the following formulas:

y = ~f~

n

~ = average accident frequency
f = number of sites Y{ith a given frequency of a selected

accident type
X = accident frequency
n = tctal number of sites
s = s~andara deviation of accident frequencies

The “K” value ~,tiillbe based on the desires level of confidence that a
site will have accident characteristics within a certain ranse. Values of

“K” and their respective confidence levels are shown in the following
table.

K Confidence Level (?4)

1.00 68.3
1.96 Sj.0
?.00 99.7

The expected range values for any given secticn viith similar charac-
teristics wi 11 increase as the confidence level increases. FiSure 9 dis-
plays this relationship.

Tile above values define a ranse of expected values between (~ ~ KS).

This type of analysis is used ~n identifying an accident pattern by
selecting the level of confidence that a site will have certain accident
characteristics. If the accidents characteristics of ti~e site are greater
than the defined level, a significant pattern is denoted.

Cluster Analysis

In this approach, the identification of a particular accident charac-
teristic ;S defined by an observed “cluster” or groupinq Of a specj~jc

accident character~stic at a site. It is normally icentifled by an abnor-
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Figure 9. Relationship of confider, ce level in s

zcrmzl &istrib~kion.



],,aloccurrence of a specific characteristic in relat~on to other accident
types occurring at a site. For instance, at a signalized intersection
w~th Vtio left-turn accide:;ts, tilree rear-end cci] isions, anG five right-
~fl~]e accidents, right -a!;gle dcci dents
to tkleir abn~rfi!al CCCu~rence in

~cul~ he defined as a pattern due
re]aticn tc the ot~ler acc~aer!ts at the

site. Si!fiilarly, on a rcaaway link where two l;ead-on collisions and six
“run-cff-tr]e-road” accidents ~cc~rred, tt]~ !:ru,n-off_the-roa G” accj d~l,ts
would be ide,!tified as a pattern.

.

~lle frequency of accidefits required tc tiefine a pattern iwjl1 vary
considerubiy cependin$ on the vcl~r;e of traffic at the site. Acci cent
razes (utilizing an exposure factor) ha\ie been uses with success to iden-
tify sofne accident characteristics. However, on err o~eral 1 basis, rates
i,!ayyield error]eous results when assessing certain specific accident chara-
cteristics. The use of the total ~ntersecti~], v~]~fi,eto ca]c~l ate a
left-turn accident rate will exhibit inccnsister!cies betk{een sites cue to
the fluctuations in left-tdrn volur~!es. Because the CO1 iection of left-
turn related volumes on a daily basis is not economically f2asible, acci-
dent frequencies have been US2a ?S the primary factor ir! accident pattern
assessment for such instances.

Accident frequencies used to define accident patterns also differ
between locations witt]in different agencies, For instance, on a State
level, the occurrence of three right-angle accidents at a particular in-
tersect on may not be cons idereG a safety prob]e]il. iiowever, ~i~hin ~

sl;lallcity or village, a simi lar freq!~ency * v+present a safety prob-
1em. The prln]ary difference in these cases wcuia be tile Occurrence ~f
other accident characteristics at a site.

~hc a50ve factors relate the difficulty in attempting to assign a
discrete accident number for determining accident patterns. Rattler, pat-
tern identification using eye inspection r,iethocsand engineering judgi,]ent

ar2 desirable in this approach.

Pcssible accident causes need to be d2fined once the accident pat-
terns are identified. This will assure the select~on of apprcpr~ ate
count err;easures to relieve the hazardous situation.

Table 6 is uses to provide the prelirf!inary list of possible accident
causes. It is developed basea on specific accident patterns ~8,9, i&J at
a site. For instance, if a pattern of pedestrian-vehicle collisions
cccurred at arl inters ecti~n, possible causes, from Table 6 could be:

@ Inedequate pave:;2:]tmarkings.
@ Inadequate channel ization.
@ Improper si gnai phasing.
@ Restricted sig?!t distance.
@ Inadequate pedestrian signals.



Table 6. Accidenti trep.d or pattern eval,~at; on.
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?abie 6. Accider.t trend cr pattern evaluation (con.tin..~ep,j.

~
I ACCIDENT PATTEKV

2X ?Esz-- .. .._,.__...”., .... ...... ..

E. %aJ.t-.Wgie Coilisio*.s
at Un*ig?..iized Inter-
sections

Pedes tri a“/\.ehicle
COliisi Or

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10
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Table 6. Accident trend or pattern evaluation (continued)

ACCXDEXT PATTEW
OR T%X3 ?CSSIBLS UL7SZS

A. .=<,.-off.~c=i..,y 6. improper channeli zatior..
:o:~~,~=...,

7. i,.aaequa~e ~a”em.er.t mainte-

nance.

8. Pocr “isibil<ty.

9. Excessive s?eed an approaches.

B. Fixe6-Obj eck 1. Obstm=ti Ons in or too close
Accidents to roadway.

2. Ir.adequate rOa&.*ay Iigh.ting.

3. I>adecuate pzt-mer.t marki Rg.

4. Inafieqnzte .igEs , tieli~eatozs,
=G g“ardxaiis.

5. lEa?ea”ate roatieay desi~.

6. Sli?peq surface.

7. Excessi”e vehicle s?eed.

c. Pazked Vehicle Im,pr,per pa”~ment ma~kings .i. -
Accidents

2. Iqro?er parkinq clearance
at eriveways

3. &TGle parking.

4. Excessive Vek,icle speed.

5. Illegal ?arking.

6. Impr”per Ga=;<in5.

7. La=qe ?=-king ti~r~.o”er.

D. S:des”ipe or
Hsa6– On collision 1. lnadeq~ate roadway desi$n.

2. ITrOpe= read maintenance.

3. l?.ade9uate sti.oul~ers.

4. EY.eessive “eh.icle speed

5. Ir.adequate pavemen t v.axkincs.

6. Inadequate chznnelizztion.

;. Inadequate sigr.ixq.



Tab le 6. Accider.t trerld or patterr. evaluation. (continued) .
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@ Inadequate rcadkay lighting.
@ Inadequate gaps at unsignalized intersection.
. Excessive vehicle speeti.

Field cotlajtion~, as ncted or}t};e pcl ice accident repcrt or ccr,puter-
ized accident fern;, i!}a~,be used to refine t!le lisL cf pOs~lble Causes.

The list of possible caus2s developed ;rithin ti,is activity is used as
input into tile further activities (Activities Z-6j ujithin the ~;otiel. It
IIill serve as the basis for the selection of a~~rcpriate safety-related
Count errfieasures tO alleviate the hazardOus Co~,Gi~jo~(s).

It should be t~otei th]at this list clay not be conclusive or exhaust-
ive. Other situations r;ay result in possible causes net found in this
1ist. Hw,/ever, Table 6 aces provide a general revievi of possibie accident
causes as a iunction of accident patterns.

Inputs and ~~tputs of Activity

O Inputs

. Identified hazardous location.
e Accident files.

o outputs

* Sur;friaryof acciderlt characteristics.
0 Identified acc~dent patterns.
a List of possible accident causes.
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ACCIDEiiT-BASED PROCEDURES

Accident-based procedures include the study and analysis of the acci-
dent characteristics of a site. Characteristics such as accident ty?e,
severity, contri buting circumstances, environmental contiitions, and tirce-
related aata are exalnined in this section. These characteristics are
reviewed for each site to juentify safety problems anc their possible
causes. The study results provide the initial basis for the selection of
safety improvements to alleviate or reduce the identified safety prob-
1ens.

ilithin Activity 1, the following Procedures are described:

@ Procedure 1 - Acci dent Sufimraryby Type.
@ Procedure 2 - Accident Surflmdryby Severity.
@ procedure ~ - Accident Su[;mary by Corltributir,g C ircu(;;stances.
. Procedure 4 - Accident Summary by Environmental Conditions.
@ Procedure 5 - Accident Su~!mary by Time Period.

Following are the details of these procedures.

Procedure 1 - Acci Gent Summary By Type

-

An “accident sur,l,aryby type” procedure serves to identify the safety
probler! and possible safety deficiencies based on the accident patterns
occurring at tile location. The occurrence of patterns is typically class-
ified by specific accident type, sucil as:

0 Left-turn, head-on.
. Right-angle.
@ Rear-end.
@ Sideswipes.
~ ?edestrian-rel ated.
@ Run-off-road.
@ Fixed object.
@ Head-on.
8 Parked vehicle.
* Bicycle-related.
@ Others.

Appl~cation

The “accident su!,imary by type” procedure identifies pdtterns of acci-
dent occurrences based on the specific accident type and location of the
accidents at a site. Following the identification of accident patterns,
the results are used to suggest ~ossible causes of the accident patterns
using inforfi;ation sho,wn in Table 6.
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The “accident summary by type” study serves as the. illajorindj cater O?
the possible causes of tile safety problem(s) at a specific site. It ~ls~

identifies such factors as: direct io;l of travel of tile involved vehicles,
intended r~vements Gf tile involved vehicles,

veilicles,

arIC ti!e nur;ber of invoi ved
Revie,~ of these factors are cornr;only used to assist in definifi$

the possible causes of accident patterns.

Input from the other accident procedures are used to verify, adti, or
delete possible accitient causes from the list produced by this accident
procedure. The output js used in the field revie~i activities of tile
safety engineeri;lg investigation ifiotiel.

The “acc~dent su~n~ar~f bY type” deta is further used ir, identifying
countermeasures capable of reducin$ or alleviating the specific safety
problem(s) at a site. For exar,;ple, a pattern of left-turn accidents
at a signalized intersection !;ay require one of the follo,wifig ccunter-
~;leasuresfor reduci ng the ieft-turn accident pro blefi{:

* Construction of an exciusive left -turrl lane.
@ Inclusi Gn of a left-turn phase in tile signal phasing plan.
@ Re-timing of the signal.

Finally, based on the “accident sumn,ary by type” tiata and ttre accj -
Gent reduction capabilities of a count erri:easure, an econorlic analjfsis can
be performed to select the appropriate safety project.

~rocetiure 2 - A,ccident Su;;iu\aryBy Severity

-

An “accident sufi,maryby severity” Froce Uure serves to assist in iden-
tifying safety deficiencies and in selecting countermeasures utilizirlg tile
severity characteristics of tile in.?ividtiaiaccidents. Severity classifi-
cations generally used include the folloijing (given vjith typical severity
codes):

~ Fatality (K).

~ Personal injury.

- Incapac~tating injury (A).
- iion-incapacitating injury (d).
- Possible injury (C).

Appl icaticn

The severity characteristics at a location can, in some cases, iaen-
tif:~ possible causes of safety proble,ws. hcwever, the principal use G;
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severity cata is to provide a weighted scale (based cn the severity of in-
dividual accidents) to increa>e the effect of the more “severe” accidents
or accident types in the analysis. Since ti~e reduction of the more severe
accidents produce greater benefits, the findings of this procedure would
assist the analyst in placing a greater priority on reducing specific
accident types or patterns with a high seve:~ity factor.

This sumriary is used with the “Accider,t StimmlaryBy Type” findings to
provide background information on the se’~erity characteristics of tile
accident situation. Since the severity of an accident is commonly asso-
ciated with the travel speed of the vehicles, this relationship (thrGugh
the use of personal injury (PI) accidents/property damage (Pfi) accident
ratios ) may define possible speed-related causes of accidents. F Or
instance, a pattern of personal injury (Type-A) rear-end accidents on an

aPFroactl maY be related to excessi ve travel speeds through the area.
Similarly, the review of patterns of personal injury or fatality accidents
at a site can produce input into futiher data neecs (studies) fcr selec-
tion of an appropriate countermeasure(s).

In addition, an accident type sumary utilizing accident severity
characteristics can be used to define “expected” values for each accident
type. The data can be used to determine whether a “wei ghted” specific
accident type is “overrepresented” or “critical”. In utilizing the sever-
ity inforlfiation for such purposes, several methods of defini ng the sever-
ity characteristics are available.

The simplest method fcr defining the severity of a specific accident
is by using the most severe characteristic. For instance, if a fatal ity
occurred, the accident would be labei ied a “fatality” regardless of the
number of personal injuries or the amount of property damage. Sinlilarly,
a “personal injury” accident would be identifies b:{ the occurrence of at
least one personal injury. A “property damage” accident is limited tO

those events in which no fatality or personal injury resulted, although,
property damage to a vehicle(s) or other prcperty occurred. This method
is widely used since it can be applied directly to the acciaent type anc
other information for use in ident~fying patt,ems or possible accident
causes. A weighting scale may be used to provide comparisons Gf the
severity characteristics at or between sites. One typical weighting scale
[1] is given as:

@ Fatality = 12.
0 Personal injury = 3.
@ Property damage only = 1.

A disadvantage of using this scale is the sharp difference between a
“prOperty damage only” accident and a ‘(fata]jt~’l accident. This tiiffer-
ence can have disprcport iorrate effects in the priori}:t value. For exam-
ple, a single fatality accident wil 1 have iequal wel ght to 12 “Froperty
damage only” accidents. In this sense, one fatal acci dent can bias the
data significantly. To reduce tk~is effect, a lower weighting for fatality
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accidents nay be used, for example, an 8 or 9. The lower wei ghti ng rrlay
be particularly useful for locations in which fatality accidents are ex-
tremely rare compared with oth2r accidents at the site.

An alternate weighting method utilizes individual accident costs.
Tnese costs lnclu~e items associated w+th loss as a result cf the acci-
dent, including losses incurred in productivity, insurance 10sses, etc.
Accident costs based on average nationwide figures are available frGm tile
National Safety Council (NSC). These values are updated annually. The
most recent accident cost (1979) values by the NSC are:

@ Fatdlity - $150,000.
@ Injury (non -d~sabling) - $6,200.
0 Property damage only (includ~ng minor injury) - $~7~.

These values are applied to each accident on the basis of the number of
fatalities and injuries. The “property damage only” factor is applied
only to accidents in which no fatalities or personal injuries occurred.
An example of the accident cost for an accident involving two fatal it~es
and three personal injuries would be:

AccJ~~{t = 2($160,000) + 3($6,200j

= $320,000 + $18,600 = $338,600

The National Highway Traffic Safety Afifi:inistration (NHTSA.) has also
developed accident costs. These costs are significantly yreater than the
NSC costs; however, their method of computing these costs include sevsral
items not included in the NSC figures. iiHTSA has not updated thei r cost
figures irl recent years.

Other cost scaies have been developed by individual states. In Ii)dny

cases, they may be more accurate than the nationwide statistics for use in
a specific region. If available, the indiv~dual states figures should be
used.

The accident cost method is advantageous in that it displaYs the
acci dent information i n a for~ readi ly adaptable for use in the econorlic
analysis of countermeasures. In adtiition, it serves to provide a fiure
meaningful value to users cf the data. A major disadvantage of this
method, however, is the difference in accident costs between a fatal itY
and a property damage accident. This difference may result in an unwar-
ranted emphasis being placed on a fatal accident which may have been a
“chance” occurrence. The cost ratio of fatal ity to property damage acci -
dents is nearly 200 to 1 for the NSC values.



The “Accident Sumrary By Severity” study procedure used with accident;
summary by ty?e information, can provide valuable input in identlfyin~>
possible causes of safety probleois. As an independent proceaure, It can
serve to identify patterns of severe-type accident events. Hcwever, its
major use in safety applications is in selecting countermeasures. B!{

prGVi ding emphasis on the more “severe” accident events, a greater benefit
can be realized by the alleviation or reducti Gn of these accident events.

Procedure 3 - P,ccident SuDimary By Contributing Circumstances

m

This accident study procedure is designed to identify possible acci..
dent causes based on the “contri but ing circumstances “ noted by the inves-.
tigating pcl ice officer at the scene of the accident. “Contributing
ci rcumstances” are categorized by (1) human (dri ver) factors, (2) environ-.
mental factors, and (3) vehicle-related factors.

Application

The “contributing circumstances “ summary information can be used with
other accident sunimaries to provide background data on possible causes of
accidents. It is typically used with the “accident summary by type” data
to develop a prelir,iinary list of possible accident causes. This list
woula serve to verify, add, or delete possible causes developed by the
“accident summary by type” procedure. In addition, the contributing cir-
cumstances information can be used tO separate “correctable” anG ‘l”on-
correct abie” accidents for use in identifying accident patterns. In
separating the accidents by these classifications, careful investigation
should be made to assure that the accidents are indeed “non-correctable”.

Information on contributing circurnstances is based on an eval uation
by the investigating officer at the scene of an accident. It is deter-
mined from comments of the invol ved dri vers, a review of field conditions
at the time of the accident, distinguishing characteristics “lade at tfle
accident site (alcohol blood-level tests, skid marks, etc. ), and the
experience and knowledge of traffic safety pri nciples of the reporting
officer.

This information is included on the polic2 acci Gent report. The
following list displays the contributing factors which are commonly uses
by police agencies to identify contributing circumstances. The relation-
ship of these circumstances as “correctable” or “non-correctable” is alSo
shewn. “Correctable” type circumstances are thase which could be alle-
viated by means of a feasible safety-related countermeasure specific to
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the study site. ‘:Non-correctable” c~ rcuhistances are of a randon nature

al]d are not specifically amenable to correction by a cost-effective coun-
termeasure.

Contributing Circumstances

9 Driver-Related

- Unsafe speed (C).
- Failed to yield right-of-way (C).
- Foliowing too close (C).

ifl]properpassing (C).
- Disregard traffic controls (C).
- Turning improperly (C).
- Alcohol involvement (C)(hj).
- D~Jg involvement (C)(N).

@ Vehicie-Rel ated

- Brakes d2fecti/e (N).
- Headlights defective (N).
- Other 1ighti ng defects (N).

- Steering failure (N).
- Tire failure/inadequate (N).

@ Environment-Related

- Ani[mal‘S action (1.[).

- Giare (C)(N).
- View obstructed/1 imited (C).
- Cebris in roadway (C).
- Ii,iproper/non-working traffic

controls.
- Shculders defective (C)

LEGEND:

- Sick, (N).
- Fell asleep (C)(N).
- Lest consciousness (N).
- Driver inattention (C)(N).
- Distraction (C)(N).
- Physicai disability (N).
- Other.
- None detected.
- Not stated.

- TOW hitch defective (N).
- Over or improper load(ti).
- Oversized load on veh. (P!)
- Other.
- None detected.

- Holes/tieep ruts/ bur[ps(C).
- Road under construction/
maintenance (C).

- Ifrlproerly parked vehi-
!cle(s (C).

- Fixed object(s) (C).
- Slippery surface (C).
- Water pondi ng (C).
- None detected.
- iqot stated.

(C) - correctable
(N) - non-correctable

Where eccitient type patterns (as defined irlProcedure 1) are defined, con-
tributing circufi]stances data are used in identifying or verifying the
poss~ble causes of accidents.
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It ShOUld be noted that the contributing circumstances information is
prepared by the investigating officerat the scene of the accident and may
contal n seve~al circumstances per accl dent. This information may identify
speclflc conoltions which may not be included in the collision diagrams or

other summaries. In this respect, the contributing circumstances data js
a very useful tco1. However, the data should not be considered conclusi ve
since it is based on the opinions and judgement of the investigating
off icer.

Procedure 4 - Accident Summary By Environmental Conditions

-

This study procedure identifies possible causes of safety deficien-
cies related to the condition of the roadway environment existing at the
time of the accident. TYPical classifications used in the accident analy-
sis include:

@ Lighting conditions (daylight, dusk, dak~n, dark).
~ Roadway surface condition (dry, \/et, sno~{y/jcy, unknO~n).

Application

In highway safety studies, accidents are summarized by environmental
conditions to identify possible causes of safety problems. Using accident
data, a summary cf the en~vironwntal characteristics for all accidents at
a study location can be obtained. These are coimpared to average or
expected ValUeS fOr similar sites or areas ~0 determine whether tp,e occur-
rence of a specific environmental characteristic is greater or less than
the expected value at the site.

The average or expected values can be obtained from an average for
several sites for all roaaway accidents in an area. Many State agencies
can supply this information. Since these values are used as a general
guideline for defining an uncharacteristic condition, it IS advantageous
for the selected comparison sites to represent a variety of locational
situations to obtain a more ,representat~ve expected vaiue.

Mhere sufficient accident data to obtain average or expected values
are unavailable, the use Of a genera] guideline Or value mjght be con5 id-
ered. Generalized values can be obtained by reviewing the e,nvironll;erlt-
related characteristics, such as:

@ Nighttime (dark condition) accidents ratio (rn).

rn = (dusk + dawn + dark) accidents
total accl oenrs

@ Ilet pavement condit~on accidents ratio (r,~).
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rw = “\tietpavement” accidents
total accidents

~ Comparison Of traffic volumes during t:le dav~n, dusk, and ni ghtt jme

perioos (typically 7:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m. ) to totai daily traffic voluriIes
can be us2d to obtain an expected ratio of “dark condition” accidents tO
total accidents.

F or “wet condition” accidents, several weather agencies within a

state can supply a “wet pavement exposure rate” (defined aS the ratio cf

hours of exposure tc wet-pavement conditions to the total number of hours
in a study period).
value,

This ratio can be used as a generalize expected
A~ternati Ve means tc obtai II “wet -pavement conaitiolls” ratios

may ir]clude:

@ Use of $eneral rainfali (or sunshine) index ratios (as supplied

from local weather agencies or almanacs).

@ Use of estimated ratios based on past experiences (values general-
ly range from 10-30 percent oepending on area’s rainfall charac-
teristics).

Com~ari ng the environment-related accident data to expected val oes
will define }ihether th2 specific environment characteristic was “critical “
to the accident activity at a location. ;ihen these conditions represent
critical conditions (such as a high percentage of nighttirw, kvet weather,
or wet roaav{ay acci dents ), they may identify an accident pattern of wet
$+eather cr nighttime accidents. Applied to individual accident patterns,
the expected values can be used to ldentif~ possible accident causes. It
should also be noted that information on environmental conditions present
at the time of the accident can assist in the separation of “correctable”
and “non-correctable” accidents. For instdnce, acci dents occurri ng under
snowy-icy kteather conditions may sor}etimes relate a “non-correctable”
situation, if their occurrences are determined to be random.

?’rocedure 5 - ,iccident sti.mfiars Time PerHod

Purpose

?j,is s~u~y p~o~~~~r~ ~er”es to assist in i~~~jtjfyi,]gsafety deficiell-

ciss by aefining the time period patterns of the accident events. To
assist in this proceaure, accidents can 5e classified by:

,4PPIication
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aefjfiest),e s:uay >eri,otis rea!~jred fo~ ~fie performance of other study
Drticetiures (i.e. , operations-b;sed anti en,~~rGrl;nef~t-based)used to iaentifj
~ile safety ceficienci es.

Sumn}aries of the accident data are developed and

compared to expected values “to ident ify the peri ods of overrepresented
acci dent occurrences.

To aevelop expected values for accidents by tiw of day, a ratio oi’
the volume data (hourly) to the total volume lfiaybe uses. This can also
be done silr,ilarly for day of week and mcnth of year periods if the uaza
are available. hhere the volume inforfilation is unavailable for these time
periods, generalized criteria can be used. These criteria can be devel-.
oped based on local infornlation cr can be obtai ned frori such sources as
the Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook (1976). A sariple 01’
accident occurrence by time of day is shown in Figure lU.

Comparison of the study aata to “expectea” values wil; serve to
define the “overrepresented” time-r21ated accident events. Information
relating possible accident causes can also be defined. Fcr example, an
over- representati ve anrount of accidents occurring during the peak hours
~lay il~dicate congestion-related causes.

These overre?resented conditions wil 1 defi ne the peri cds for stud.v of
the sl~ecific accident types occurring during that period.

I
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Example

To illustrate the use cf the accident-based procedures in an actual
field situation, the following exampie is provided. For the intersection
of Block Street and Dove Road, accident sumlary sheets and coil is ion
diagrams are displayed in Figures 11-14.

Prcceaure 1 - Accident Summary By Type

Revlewi ng these sufiinlaries and evaluating the data for accident
patterns by the cluster analysis method, the fol lowi ng patterns are noted
as being overrepresented.

1. Northbound left-turn accidents at the intersection (1975-5, 1976-
3, 1977-9).

2. Right-angle collisions at driveway west of the intersection
(1975-4, 1976-3, 1977-10).

3. Right-angle accidents in the irrtersectiorl area (1575-3, i97b-5,
1977 -10j.

Based on these patterns, the following possible causes are obtained
from Table 6:

1
Acci dent Pattern ! Possible Causes

,
Left-turn head-on collision @ Large volume cf left turns.

I @ Restricted sight distance.
* Too short ai:ber phase.

I e Absence of speciai left-turni ng
phase.

e Excessive speea on approaches. 1
I

Right-angle collisions e Left-turning vehicles.
(driveway-related) @ Improperly, located dri veways.

1

@ Right turning vehicles.
a Large volume of through traffic.
@ Restri cted sisht distance.
@ Inadequate roadway lighti ng. [

e Excessive speed on approaches.

Right-angle collisions at I @ Restricted sight distances.
signalized intersections e Inadequate roadway lighting.

@ Inadequate advance intersection
warning signs.

s Poor visibility of signal indi-
cation.

e Excessive speed on approaches.

I
o Inadequate signai tifilin$.
o Large total intersection volume.

i



Figure Il. 14anual accident swmaries (example) .
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nter section: B1ock Street @ Do.,. Road

OC. tion: mytwn, Micbiga”

onditio”s: Date : F:.. J- ~7s to D. C.31; ”197

Parked Vehicle
Parking .r U“p.rking
Vehicle

Fixed Object
Rear.~d C.llisipn
Head-On CO1li*i.n
Riqht Mgle C.llisi..
Backing Accident.
k ft-Turn CO1:isiO”
Sideswipe
O.* of control
Tatalitv
1“juq

I

F~gure :2. Collisior, ~~agr=a (example) - ~975.



Figure 13 ? Collision diagram (exmple) - 1976.
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P-on .Aoa

Fiqure 14. Collision diagram (exam.plej - 1977.



Procedure 2 - Accident Summary By $ev2rity

A review of accident severity data shows the following characteris-.
tics:

*

Accident Pattern 1975 1976 1977

N.B. Left-Turns 5 P.D. 3 P.D. 2 P.I.
7 P.D.

Right-angle 4 P.D. 3 P.D. 3 P.I.
(driveway-related) 7 P.D.

Right-angle at 1 P.I. 1 P.I. 7 P.I.
intersection 2 P.D. 4 P.D. 3 P.D.

P.D. = Property Damage P.I. = Personal Injury

A review of the P. I./P. D. ratios for the accident patterns shows:

~ NB left-turns - 2 P. I./l5 P.D. = 0.133
8 Right-angle (dri veway-relatea) - 3 P.I./14 P.D. = O.214
@ Right-angle at intersection - 9 P.I./9 P.D. = 0.500

Review of these ratios relates a possible severity pattern for the
right-angle accidents at the intersection. This accident type should
include a study of speed characteristics as a possible cause.

Using the severity weighting plan described in the Traffic and
Transportation Engineering Handbook [1] (i.e., Fatality = 12, Personal’
Injury = 3, and Property Damage = 1~, the weighted accident values are:

Accident Pattern 1975 1976 1977 Total

NB left-turn 5 3 13 21

Right-angle (drive- 4 3 16 23
way-related)

Right-angle at 5 7 24 36
inters ectiofl

Utilizing the alternate weighting plan developed using NSC (1979)
accident costs and assuming that each personal injury accident resulted in
a single nondisabling injury, the fol lowing accident costs were com-
put2d:
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I

Acc~ dent Pattern 197j ~ 197b 1977 TOta~

NE Left-Turn $4 ,35~ ! $2,6i0 $18,490 $25,450

Right-angle (dri~e- $3,480 I $2,610 $24,690 $30,78”

waJJ related )

Right-angle at $7,940 $9,680
intersection

$46,010 $63,630

A comparison of the “TOTAL” value by either plan reveals that prior-
itY in the study of safety problel;;sand the selection of countermeasures
should be given to the “right-angle at intersection” accidents.

Procedure 3 - Accident Summary By Contribute ng Circumstances

), review of contributing circumstances data taken from the indi vidual
accident reports revealed the fol lowing characteristics:

@ Northbound Left-Turns

- Failed to yield rigtit-of-way (12).
- Disregard traffic controls (8).
- Slippery surface (l).

@ Right-Angle ,4ccidents Liest of Intersection (Driveway-Related)

- Failed to yield right-of-way (15).
- View obstructedilimitea (6).

@ Right-Angle Accidents at Intersection

- Unsafe speed (4).
- Failed to yield right-of-way (9).
- Disregard traffic controls (13).
- Driver inattention (6).

The number following each “contributing ci rcumstance” lists the fre-
quency in which each specific circumstance was related to the individual
accident patterns. Changes to the list developed by the “accident sum~lary
by type” proced~re are:
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Possible Cause and ,Affected
Change Accident Pattern Reason

=

Addition ‘ “Slippery surface” - LE,~-TURi/ Noted as contri buting
HEAD-ON COLLISION circunlstances. —

Deletion “Excessive speed on approaches”
- LEFT-TURN HEAD-ON COLLISION

Contributing circum-
stances data rel ated
accident problerl tG be
caused by 1eft-turn
tra~fic “waiting” in
queue.

Deletion

Deletion

,!,
.nadequ ate intersect?on warn- Contributi ng circur,l-

ing signs” - RIGHT-ANGLE COLLI - stances data related
sIoNs (DRIVEMAY-RELATED) accident problem to

dri vers exiting dri ve-
way.

“Excessive speed on approaches”
RIGHT-ANGLE Collisions
(CRIVEiiAY-RELATED)

Contribute ng circurl-
stances data related
acci dent problem to
dri vers exiting tirive-
way.

ProcedL\re 4 - Accident Summa i-yBy Environiaental Conditions

A table of the environmental characteristics is stlown below:

3

Accident Type 1975 1976 1977

net/Total Acci. 9/30 (30.0%) 16/41 (39.0?;) 20/59 (33.97;)
Dusk and Night/

Total Acci. 6/30 (20.O;i) 13/41 (31.77;) 11/59 (i8.6?j)
d

For comparison purposes, the three study years are combined and
summarized as follows:

I Totai #.ccidents (1975-1977) ~

Wet flotal Acci dents

I

45/130 (34.6;:) I
f

, Dark and Night/Total Accidents 30/130 (23.17;) 1
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Assumin$ the area characteristics recora2d expected or averag2 values
cf 25.4 percent and 29.5 percent for the “wet/total acci dents” and “dusk,
dawn, and night/total acclaents” ratios, respectively, the following eval-
uation is performed:

“Wet/Total Accidents” = 34.6;$ > 2j.4?;
“Dusk, Oa,wn and Night/Total Accidents = ZS. I?; < z9.6~i

The result of this comparison su$gests a patterrl of “wet ?avement
accidents. “ The “d!~sk and ni ghttime accidents” are not considered
critical. This pattern suggests the following accident causes for the wet
pavement conditions, obtained from Table 6.

Accident Pattern Possibie Cause

Met-weather related 9 S7iDper.y surface.
acci dents @ Inaaequ-ate drainage.

@ ~nddequate pavement marki rigs.

Procedure 5 - Accident Summary By Time Perioa

Summaries of time-related data by time of day for the defined
accident patterns reveal:

Accident Description

lj~Left-turn head-
on collisions

Right-angle colli-
sions (Dri veway -
Relatedj

1973 1975 1977 Total (?:)

1(10 -lia) \ 1( 8- ~p) 1( 8-10a) I 3( 9a-12 n)-17.5?.
1( 3- ~pj I 1(11 -12n)2( 9-lopj 3(12n- 3D)-17.6?4

[
1 4- 5p) l(12n- 1P) 5( 3P- 6p)-29.67~
1 5- 6D) 2( 2- 30) 3( 6P- 9p)-17.~?~
I(io-llpj

1 1 “l’”
1( 3- 4pj 3( Yp-12i)-17. &o
1( 4- 5p),
2( 8- 9D)! 1

! 1

l(12n- i~) 1( 1- 2p) 2(ila-12n) 2( 9a-i2n)-li. &A
1( 3- 4p) 2( 3- 4p) 2(12n-lp) 5(12n- 3p~-29.4} 1
2( 4- 5p) ‘

I .;/ :P: ::! ‘0( 3- 6P’-58.8A I



Accident Description ~ 1975 1976 1~77 Total (7:)

Right-angle acci- 1( 2- ~G) 1( 9-10a) 1( 3 - 4a) 1( 3a- 6a)- 5.5~~
dents at the inter- 1( 3- 4p) l(12n- 1P) 1( 2 - 3pj 1( 9a-12 n)- 5.5?,
section l(llp-12m) 1( 5- 6p) 2( 3 - 4pj 3(12n- 3p)-i6.6!i

1( 6- 7p) 3( 4 - 5p) 10( 3 - 6p)-s5. &t,

I(lo-llp) 3( 5 - 6p) 1 6 - 9p)- 5.S;9
[2 9p-12 m)-11.1%

d = a.w p = ~.~fL n = noon ,m = midni Sht

~GTarin~ the last column
relate the fol lowiny critical
occurrences.

@ Northbound Left-Turn

values to the vaiues in Figure 10 will
time periods for the specific accident

- (9:00 a.m. - i2:O0 noon)
(6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. )

- (9:00 p.m. - 12:00 mid.)

@ Right-Angle Collisions (Oriveway-Related)

- (12:00 noon - 3:00 p.m. )
- (3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p~n. )

0 Right-Angle Accidents at Intersection

- (3:00 p.m - 6:00 p.m. )
- (9:00 p.m. - 12:00 IMid.)

Similar comparisons can be lade with the day of week ana time of year
data.

The accident characteristics occurring dur~ng these periods may
relate the possible accident causes to be studied in later activities.
They also relate the periods for study of the site. For example, it is
noted that an overrepresented number of right-angle accidents occurred
during the 9:00 p.m. - 12:00 [Iiidnight period. A r2view of field
conditions during this time period may be nec2ssary. In addition, the
occurrence of these accident types under a nighttime condition may relate
“inadequate lighting or delineation” as a possible accident cause.
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Acti~ity 2 - Field Review Lo~ati~n

-

Following the performance of the accident procedures, it is necess?ry
that a field review of the study location bs performed. This review will
serve several purposes. They are:

1. To verify site data used in perforniins the accident procedures.

2. To verify the presence of locational deficiencies suspected,
based on the accident patterns.

3. To identify, verify, or delete possible accident causes
from the list obtained by the accident procedures.

4. To observe the physical features ‘of the site.

5. To observe traffic operations.

Overview

The field revie,w activity is an important step in analyzing safet;~
problems at a site. l~ithin this activity, preliminary review of the site
is flade and the physical envi ronment and traffic operations are observed.
From these observations the list of possible accident causes as ce’rivea
from the acci dent procedures can be revises. This list of possible acci-
dent causes wil 1 be used tc determine further data needs to identify the
safety deficiencies.

Prior to performing the field review, available site data (such as
the accident Surflfllaries,notes made in previous reviews of the location,
and condition diagrarfis) are reviewed. Information on acci dent patterns
and their possible causes are used as Suiaelines in the field re’~iew.

The structured evaluation of the field conditions consists primarily
of a checklist of questions (Figure 15) covering potential areas of defi-
ciencies. These areas are divided into two categories:
physical. Items which are typically covered include
limited to):

operational and
(but may not be

@ OPERATIONAL

Sight restrictions for dri vers.
Driver response to signs, sig~als, or other
aevi ces.
Vehicle soeeds.

traffic control

V~olation’ of parking or ether traffic regulations.
Dri ver confusion.



FIELD OBSER~/AT1ON ~PORT

LWATION : CONTROL :—

DATE : _T1m :

OPERATIONAL GECKLIST:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

00 obstructions block the dri”exs vie” of
opposin~ “ehicles?

DO drivers res~ond incorrectly to si~als,
signs or other txaffic control de”ices?

00 drivers ha.,e troubie finding t5e correct
path thro=gh the Iocat ion?

Axe “chicle speeds too high?

Are “chicle speeds too low?

Are there violations of parking or other
traffic regulations?

tie drivers confused shout routes, street
names, or other guidance information?

Can vehicie delay be reduced?

Are there traffic flew deficiencies or
traffic ccnflict patterns associated witi
turning movements?

is the VOIU.W of thru traffic causing
problems ?

IS the “clume of turnin~ traffic causing
problems ?

m pedestrian movem-ts through the
location cause conflicts?

DO hic>,cli St movements through the
location cause conflicts?

tie there other traffic flm deficiencies
or traffic conflict patterns?

1s existing lighting operating correctky?

Do the presence of existin9 driveways con-
tribute to accidents or erratic movemnts?

Are pa”e=ct conditions causing drivers
to r~act in m erratic fashion?

Figure 15. Checklist of field review

NO

——

YES

——

queskions.
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PH.!SICAL CHECKLIST: No

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

5.

10.
11.

12.

13.
14,

15.
15.

17 .

18.

;;:

2i.

22.

Can sight obstructions be renoved or
decreased?

Are the street alig?ment or ,aidCns
inadequate?

Sb.ou:d ?edestria> crosswalks be relocated?
Xepair.ted?

.\re signs inadequate as to ,Jsefulness,
message, size conformity and placement?
(see :{UTCD)

Are signals inadequate as to ?lacement,
conformity, nutier of signal heads, or
tini.ng? (see !JL.T,2D)

Are,pavenent markings ina~equake as to
tielr clearness or iocation?

1s channel ization (islands or ?aint
m.az,kings)inadequate for reducing con-
flict areas?
Se?aratin9 traftic flows?
De finiaq r,ovements?

Does the legal ?arking layout affect
sight distance?
Through or turaing Veb.:cle paths?
Traffic flo~d?

DO S?eed liv. its a?pear to be unsafe?
,Gnreasonable:>

Ts the nufier of lanes insufficient?

IS street lighting inadequate?

Are i=iveways inadequately tiesigne~?
Located.?

Does the pav-ent condition (pctholes,
washboard, or sli?pery surface) con-
tribute to accidents?

tie approach grades too steep?

YE s

——

——
——
——

——

——

——

——

——
—_

——

COMNTS :

weratiOnal--”O” ~a iten nu*ber
Physical--<’P” -d it= nu.7ber



a Vehicle delay.
@ Traffic conflicts.
e Pedestrian conflicts.
o Traffic flow deficiencies.

@ PHYSICAL

Si ght obstructi on.
Roadway yeometrics (alignmerit).
Roadway characteristics (curve \.adii, street width, number of
lanes).
Pedestrian crosswalks.
Traffic signs, signals, and other traffic control devices.
Parking conditions.
Speed 1imits.
Street lighting.
Pavement condition.

An alternate check ljst is presented in the Institute of Traffjc ~n~j-

neer’s Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies [9]. It includes a series of
questio~ field observation. Tk,is list
is not as comprehensive as the previous list but it does list many defi-
ciencies which typically occur at a hazardous location.

The use of a trained traffic engineer or technician is recommended
for the fiela review activity. This person shou16, as a minimm, be fami-

liar witt] standard design practices [l,2j, traffic ccntrol device manuals
L3], roadway lighting manuals [4], and other standard traffic and trans-
portation engineering references [5,6,7,8]. khere available personnel
eXi StS, a team review is recomrcer]ded.

Findings

The typical output for this activity is an evaluation of the opera-
tional and physical elements of the hazardous location. Using the check-
list of questions (as displayed in Figure 15 ), the direct outputs consist
of “responses” (“YES”, “M”, and comnents) to the series of questions.
These responses are then used to verify the findings obtained by the acci-
dent procedures and to identify further accident causes cr potential safe-
ty }lazards at the study location.

The accident procedure results were used to highlight specific opera-
tional and roadway characteristics for evacuation within this procedure.
The accident summary results served to deve70p a list of possible accident
causes or safety deficiencies. From the findings produced by this acti v-
ity, the list is n]ade more specific; i.e., possible causes are appliea to
the particular location and deleted, adjusted, or added aependi ng on the
actual field finding. In addition, other safety deficiencies are noted.
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The final list of possib~e causes developed by the accident and field
review findings are fu@L!le~ analyzed in the traffic, environment, and
special study procedctres identified in Activity 3.

inDuts and Outputs of Activity

@ Inputs

e Hazardous location.
e Accident procedure findings.
e Preliminary list of possible accident causes.

@ outputs

e Review of pi]ysical character sties of study location.
e Review of operational character sties of study locaticn.
e Film record of location (if photographic techniques

are used).
@ List of possible accident causes.

Procedure Description

In providing a structured review of the location, an organized pro-
cedure is developed to perform the field review activity. Procedure 6 -

“Safety Performance Study “ [10] has been devised to achieve this object-
ive.

FIELD REVIEil ?ROCEDURE

Procedure 6 - Safety Performance Study

w
A safety performance study is an organized program cf fiel a observa-

tion and inspection of highway facilities and traffic. It is used to
detect deficiencies in the operational or environmental conditions at a
location. This study provides a review of a hazardous location or situa-
tion “in the field{’ and ser${es to verify or supplement the findings of the
accident procedures.

Application

This procedure should be performed at ail identified hazardous loca-
tions as a supplement to the accident procedures. It will assure that the
sufilmaries produced by these procedures are consistent with an accurate
record of field conditions.
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In this proce Gure, a review of the site cond~t ions and the traffic
operations is made, The review of field conditions (site survey), as the
dri \er experiences it, involves physically tiriving through the location.
It also involves the structured review of the location to identify hazards
ana problems. The findings obtained from the accident procedures will
assist in performing this step.

e Performance Guidel ines

It is more favorable to use two people (at least one experienced
engineer, if available) to conduct the dri ve tilrough. Gne person will
observe and dri ve and the other person wil 1 observe ana record. A tape
recorder may he the easiest rleans of recording the general observations
and comments obtained during this step. Completion of the data form shown
in Figure 15 is necessary for specific observations, although it fmay be
more convenient to complete the form at a later time, based on the taped
information. During the site survey, it js also desirable to ~he~k the
accuracy and completeness of any condition diagrams prepared or obtained
fcr tile study area.

lihen driving through the location, all approaches should be reviewed.
This survey should be conducted to include sufficient distances in aavance
of the study area to observe the total area af infl~en~e.

For effective results, the study area should initia~ly be dri ven at
normal travel speeds to experience the location as motorists hIOUIC. The
follow-up trips should then be driven slowly to permit recording cf the
data and observation of the physical characteristics of the site. For
these observations, the field review checklist should be utilized. It may
also be advantageous for the observer to walk the study area to review the
physical characteristics. At this time, it would also be extreil~ely valu-
able to obtain a film record of the site for future reference purposes. A
final task during the site survey would be to 100~ for gooa station 10ca-

t ions from which to observe the traffic operations iiithin the study area.

This portion of the study procedure can be performed unuer any traf-
fic conditions, whereas, the traffic operations review requires observa-
tion under specific traffic conditions. However, for certain situations,
such as assessing the effectiveness of reflect orized materials or highway
lighting, review under nighttime conditions may be necessary. Although it
is more efficient to perform the safety performance study duri ng a single
survey period, it may be necessary, particularly for high volume or high
information load locations, to perform the site survey separate from the
traffic operational review.

The review of traffic operations at the study location is typically
performed following the site survey. A single observer is normally us2d.
The observer should be experienced in safety and traffic operations. The
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use of an engi neer is recor~~mendea. However, a highly trained technician
may serve a simi lar purpose. )dher2 the complexity of the situation
warrants, a m.ulti-disc~pl inary team may be used. The observer(s) should
be stationed at selected vantage points within the study area to vie,w the
field operations. These vantage points should be situated stich that. the
presence of an observer would not significantly ~nfluence the motorist
behavior in the area.

Using the checklist of operational it2ms, the observer reviews the

site. Particular attention should be given to operational characteristics
noted as being “possible accident causes” from the accident procedures.
The checklist is completed and appropriate comments recorded.

T1~e traffic operations revie~tishould normal ly be carried out duri ng
the mcst adverse operational conditions or as defined from the accident
sunlmary by tiime of day procedure. For instance, in urban areas, traffic
problems are tyFically most acute during the r;lorningor evening peak peri-
ods.

The length of the review periods are based upon the amount of data
necessary io adequately identify the deficiency. Table 7 displays recom-
mended mi nimunl survey periods for a location as a function of its hignway
type and the element(s) to be specifical ly observed. Nhere several ele-
ments are to be observed at one time, the study period shoula, at a
minimum, correspond to the longest specified period for an individual
element. Dependent upon the information load and the location’s charac-
teristics, a longer overal 1 study peri oa may be neecea to permit observa-
tion of all pertinent factors at the location.

Alternate Techniques

Several techniques are available for performing a safety performance
study. They include:

P,anual (field) method.
:: Photographic techniques.

- Ground method.
- Aerial surveillance.

Primary considerations for these techniques are defined in Table 8.

@ Ylanual (Field) Method

This method is the most widely used technique. Although rwst States
use this study procedure on a deriand or spot review basis, se+{eral States
use the field method to provide continuous monitoring of a location or
situation. This method consists of the on-site visual observation or
inspection of the traffic operations and roadway fdc~l ities by trained
person f;el. These condit~ons are observed and, if possible, the cause of
any unusual or erratic be}lavior is determined. In addition, any
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unique features at the location are noted. If possible, discussions with!
people Iiving or working near the locaticn (to obtain input fron daily
users) are initiated. After these steps have been cornpletea, the observa..
tions based on the checklist of field-related questions are .recoraeti and
Como!ents provided where necessary. This list of observations is further
used to identify and verify possible accident causes.

Advantages:

1. Permits the review of the total scope of the study location.
2. Permits the close-up review of certain pilysical deficiencies.
3. Requires minimal equipnlent needs.

Disadvantages:

1.. No permanent record of the field review.
2. Study results may contain human biases.

This method is favored in most safety review situations due to the
flexibility in observing the study location from all approaches, thereby
permitting a review of a greater nurmber of situations. However, as the
locat ion becomes more complex (higher volumes, greater nufilberof rovement
types and conflicts), the advantages of this method lessen considerably as
the reviewer has too much data to “interpret” or review. For high volume
and complex situations, use of extra personnel or the use of the photo-
graphic techniques may be more appropri ate.

@ Photographic Nlethods

These methods have also been used in safety performance studies.
These nlethods provide a permanent record of the site conditions. Two
typical filming fiethods are available - the grcund method and aerial
survei 1lance. Both approaches have the capacity of using either a time-
lapse or a continuous-filrrling process.

The ground level method allows observation of the highway facilities
and traffic operations using camera equipment situated near the study
area. The equipment is typically situated at a height greater than 10
ft. to permit the coverage of a wide area. It also reduces the chance of
vandalism of the equipment. To permit the review of the field conditions
from a number of approaches, the use of additional cameras may be neces-
sary. Typical ly,, however, a single camera is used. For link or corridor
analysis, a series of cameras located at key locations within the study
area will be required.

Prior to setup of the camera, the study area is ari ven from different
approaches to view the roadway environment as the dri ver sees it and to
review the physical roadway environs using the checklist of questions.
addition,

in
any unique feztures of the location are noted. If possible,
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discussions witlj pecple living or working r!ear the iocati Gn are rfiaae.
This will help to familiarize the observer ,~itl]ttle location.

In setting up the camera, a vantage point is selected to obtain a
‘wide area of co veraye. This area of coverage will be relatea to the
expected area of traffic acti vity at the location. For intersections, it
should include, at a minirmum, a view of all approaches to the intersec-
tion. If possible, it should encompass a distance of approxirilately 200
ft. along edch approach leg. Alony links, a view of the entire study link
should be l~ade. This may require several cameras. These areas are illu-
strated in Figure 16.

Filming of the location is performed usiny either time-lapse cr con-
~j~~~~s-fj]m (,,ideciOS) photcyraphy. kiit!ltime-lapse equipment, photo-
graphs are shot at specific time intervals (e.S. , every 0.5 sec. ) while
continous photography permits continous filminy of the location. Both
methods produce favcrable outputs. However, the time- lapse equiplent.
allows a greater fiiming period per film roll. Detailed descriptions of
the time-lapse and ccnti nous film methods are provided in Appendix D.

The film is reviewed in a manner sifiiilarto the field fi:ethoc. The
cFlecklists of quest~ons are used to evaluate the field operations and
conditions while the film is shown on the screen. The review process
requires a trained enyiner familiar not only with traffic engineering and
safety principles but also with photography principles such as distor-
tion, camera angle of v<eki, etc. :n this way, a more accurate ?nterpretz -
tion of the field data can be obtained. iihere more than a single cdmera

is used at one site, conditions are evaluated with the simultaneous view-
iny of both film records. From the informat ion obtai ned from the field
survey and fi lm record, the further identification and verification of
possible accident caus$s (as determined in Activity 1) can be made.

Advantages:

1. Provides a pictoriai record of the location unaer operating
conditions.

2, ?ermits the review of the film by a team of engineers, when
necessary, without site visits.

3. Allows data to be obtained for other traffic variables such
as volume, gap, and speed data.

4. Al lows field i,~formation to be obtained over an extended
period of tifl(e.
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Lisafivantag2s:

~q~i~~en~ COSt S are, considerable.
;: Fhyslcal ch?ract2rlstics inay not

distortions, lack of l~ghting,
etc. .

b2 shown clearly due to
poor weather conditions,

~. Requires additional lightiny to perform nighttim,e studies.
4. Camera field of view Flay tend to distort traffic activities.

Aerial surveillance is an alternate photographic techn~que which
requires filming the stuGy area from an overhead location using an air-
plane or helicopter. The study area is filr)iedduring the entire study
period to obtain the traffic operations review of the location. In con-
junction with the filming acti,~ities (but not necessarily the same day) , a
field review of the roadway environment is made. ;or both portions of the
study, the check- list Gf questions should be used. In the field portion
of this technique, review of traffic operations can al so be performed as a
check of the aerial data.

In viewing the f!lin record, the overhead filming will typically allow
for a greater perspective and coverage of the study area than by the
ground level method. This review, however, will require that the observer
be familiar with the proper use and anal:jsis of film records. The infor-
mation obtained by aerial photography may provide a mor2 accurate rev~ew
of the traffic movement at tfle locatior! than ground methods since the

overall study area can usually be more clearly seen. However, a lack of
clarity in relating traffic movements to specific physical characteristics
for ‘which identification is difficult cr impossible from overhead (sign-
ing, signal phase operation! can result.

Advantages:

1. Provides a pictorial record of the location.
2. Provides a wide area of coverage and perspecti ve of the

1ocat ion.
3. Can provide a continuous review along a segment or corridor.
4. Can obtain data on other traffic variabies.
5. Permits the review Of the filni by a team of engineers, when

necessary:/.
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Disadvantages:

1. Equipment needs and costs ar2 hi$h.
2. Requires additional field reviev, to obtain evaluation of

physical elements.
3. Difficult to use for nighttime studies.
4. Can 5e difficult to interpret

deficiency es.
5. Effectiveness and clarity of film

weather and light conditi ens,

causes of operational

is highly dependent on

This technique is advantageous for long segment lengths or corridor
analysis. Filming of the location is costly and a field review for evalu-
ation of the physical elements is still required. For field situations in
which additional traffic stream data (e.g. , volume, speed, gap, etc. ) can
be obtained in conjunction with the operational review, t}]is technique
could be advantageous.

S<fety
tirre.

Selection Of Technique

In selecting the appropriate technique for performing
performance studies, the primary management concerns are the
manpower, and equipment resources requi red for each technique and th~
comprehensiveness of the review phase of each information type; i.e. ,
physical and operational item,s. Table 9 displays the utility of each
technique as they relate to the specific management concern.

In selecting an appropriate technique, Table 10 is used to sugg2st a
preferred technique for a given situation. khere niore than one technique
is feasible the information in Table 9 would be used to select the best
technique. To assist in the selection process, several guidelines are
provided. They are:

1. The manual method should be used in safety performance studies at
spot locations or short segment lengths. This is prifi~arily due
to the technique’s low personnel and equipment needs.

2. b~here situations are complex (with a greater nu~ber of conflict-
ing movements) and a team review of the field situation is uses,
the ground level photographic technique may be favored.

3. Aerial surveillance is favored for corridor-type analysis. Due
to the length of the study area for this type of analysis, review
by other means is difficult. The aerial method allows one to
film a greater perspective of the field area. For this reascn,
this technique is also favored at complex freeway interchanges.
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Tecl, ni(, ”e $i,otoqrapi,i’ Tech”,a,e

4anaqer,er!tConcern \ Field 14ethoa Cro”n6 Level +Iethou Aerial Surveillarlce

?!anpwer requirements Tvaffic er,yineer or m Traffic engineer to e T raffic englneer to view
trained technician viz. film and field fiIrn
for field re,tiw re,iea physical char- * Trained technician or

acterlstlcs traffic engineer for
e Trained technician field reviw of physicai

for ca.era set-up characteristics

Eq”i?nent req.irerefits Mini.al e Camera eG”lp.ent e Airplane or helicopter
availability

● Can,eraequipfl)ent

T im req”irenlen:s tis.allyIi,,,ited to e Able to “se over ex- e Linlittiby flying tim of
two hours or iess tended per?od of tim airplane or Iheiicopter
(due :0 human 1ilI!i-
ta:ions)

Co!rqrehensivensss of
infor~,ation

- uPERATION-RELATED Provi6es detailed e Provides d@tailed re- e Provides General review
,,,,iw ,,iew(lin,it,d by

ca.eva perspective)

- PHYSICI ROADUAY Provides detailed * Requires separate
ELEME1{TS

e Req”ires separate field
revir. field review review

Table 10. Favcrable safety perforffianceteChlfliqUeS.

Tech nioue ?hOtOgraFhi c Technique

I Situation
\

Field %ethoe G rou no $~ethod ~ Aerizl surveillance]

intersect ion or
sgot location x x

ROa&ay segment ~,
cr iink x

Corridor x
I

!
1ntercha”~e x x

i
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flctfVitY 3 - Select Appropriate Traffic, Environmental , and special study
Procedures

-

The purpose of this activity is to select the traffic, environmental ,
and speci al study procedures needed to ver~;y and define the safety defi -
ciencies at a hazardo~ls location.

Overview

TO properly select appropriate safety improvements for a location, an
accurate definition of the safety deficiencies is necessary. In this way,
unsatisfactory conditions can be described better and more appropriate
count erfiieasures developed to resolve or alleviate the safety problems.

To accurately define the safety deficiencies at a site so that appro-

priate safety improvements can be developed, the followjng cOnsiaerations
should be included:

Probable accident cause.
Fiela conditions relating
A neasure (extent) of the

the probable cause.
problen!s where feasible.

These considerations can be defined using the procedures described
within this Guide. For example, information on the probable cause of
accidents is obtained primarily from the accident-based procedures (Proce-
dures 1-5) and verified by field revtew (Procedure 6)
(Procedure 7-14),

traffic-based
environmental-based, (Procedure 15-20~, and special

study procedures (Procedure 21-24). The field conditions which relate the
probable accident cause and the measure of the safety problem are provided
by tII@ traffic, envi ronmental , and speci al study procedures.

TO appropriately define these considerations, it is necessary tnat
the proper information be obtained to describe them. This requires that
procedures be selected which will result in the collection of the neces-
sary data and proGuct ion of the desi red findi rigs. These procedures in-
clude:

~ Traffic-Based Procedures
0 ?rocedure - Volunie Study
. Procedure 8 - Spot Speed Study
. Procedure 9 - Travel Time and Delay Study

o Procedure 10 - Roadway and Intersection Capacity Study
s Procedure 11 - Traffic Conflict Study
. Procedure 12 - Gap Study
e Procedure 13 - Traffic Lane Occupancy Study
e Procedure 14 - Queue Length Study



@ Environment-Based Procedures
* P roceaure 15 - Roadway inventory Study
@ Procedure 15 - Sight Distance Study
s Procedure 17 - Skid Resistance Study
e Procedure 18 - Highway Lighting study
e ?rocedure 19 - !,deather-Related Study

@ Speci al Study Procedures
e Procedure 20 - School Crossiny Study
e Procedure 21 - Railroad Crossing Study
. Procedure 22 - Traffic Control Device Stuay
e Procedure 23 - Bicycle or Pedestrian Study

Before selecting the appropriate procedures, additional data needed
to define the safety deficiencies :I”,ustbe identified. Based on the ob-
served acciaent patterns and possible causes, the data needs can be
itientifled by Table 11. This table displays the relationship between
accident pattern, possible accident causes, 6ata needs, and study proce-
dures. Following the sequence of the table, the accident pattern and
possible cause information are used to identify tile data needs.

Once al1 tiata needs are defined, a search of available records or
files is made to collect currently avai lable data. This information may
be used as representative of the site ccnaitions aria, thus, eliminate
further need for collecting this particlJlar data through an tindepefident
Stucy. Care should be taken that this data be representative of current
conditions. The use of inappropriate data can result in an ifiipro;er
definition of a safety problem.

TO assist in assuring the accuracy of the data, several guidelines
can be used. They are:

1. Mhere recent physical or operational changes in the study area
have been made of a type that might have an impact in the traffic
characteristics under review, data taken prior and during i,mple-
mentati on of these changes should not be used.

2. Data cbtained prior to the accident review perioas should not &
2 sea.

Once the data has been determined to be represeotati ve of current
conditions, it should be checked against the list of required data needs
identified from Table 11. This step will avoid duplication of effort in

obtai ning the Gat6 needs through an independent studjr.

hihen the finalized list of data needs has been determined, the proce-
dures to obtain the data can he selected. Table 11 is again used to
assist in the selection process. It lists the traffic-based, environment-
basec, and special stuay procedures for the collection of cata needs.
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Table 11. Determination of selected procedures.

r

I Procedures
Accident Pattern Possible Causes Data Needs to be Performed

Left-turn head-on Large volume of left- VolLtmedata Volume Study
collisions turns Vehicle confl icts Traffic Confl ict

Roadway inventory Study
Signal timing and Roadway Inventory

phasing Study
Travel time and Capacity Study

delay data Travel Time and
Delay Study

Restricted sight Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
distance Sight distance Study

characteristics Sight Distance
Speed character- s udy

istics Spot Speed Study

Too short amber Speed character- Spot Speed Study
phase istics Volume Study

Volume data Roadway :nventcry
Roadway inventory Study
Signal timing and Capacity Study

phasing

Absence of special Volume data Volume Study
left-turning phase Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory

Signal timing and Study
phasing Capacity Study

Delay data Travel Time and
Delay Study

Excessive speed on Speed character- Spot Speed Study
approaches istics

Rear-end COI1 isions Drivers not aware of Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
at unsignal ized intersection Sight distance Study
intersections character sties Sight Distance

Speed character- s udy
istics Spot Speed Study

S1ippery surface Pavement skid re- Skid Resistance
sistanqe charac- Study
terlstlcs Neather-Rel ated

Conflicts resul- Study
ting from S1ip- Traffic Confl ict
pery surface Study

$

[
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Table 11. Determination of selected procedures (Continued) .

I,
kcc~dent Pattern

~ Rear-end call isions
I at unsignal ized

I
intersections

Rear-end CC1l isions
at signal ized
intersections

Possible Causes

Large number of turn-
ing vehicles

Inadequate roadway
lighting

Excessive speed on
approaches

Lack of adequate gaps

Crossing pedestrians

S1ippery surface

Large number of
turning vehicles

Poor visibility of
s~gnals

Data Needs

Volume data
Roadway invento?y
Confl ict data

Roadway inventory
Volune data
Data on existing

lighting

Speed character-
istics

Road,tiayinventory
Volume data
GaP data

Pedestrian ~olulnes
Pedestrian/vehicle

confl icts
Signal inventory

Pavement skid re-
sistan$e charac-
?~p, ~t,~~

COnfl icts resultin
from siippery
surface

Volume data
Roadway inventory,
Confl ict data
Travel time and

delay datz

Roadway inventory
Signal review
Traffic confl icts

Procedures
to be Perforfned

Volume Study
Roadway In/entory

Study
Traffic Confl ict

StUdy

Roadway Invento?y
Study

Volume Study
Highway Lighting

Study

Spot Speed Study

Roadway Inventory
Study

Volume Study
Gap Study

Volume Study
Pedestrian Study
Roadway Inventory

Study

Skid Resistance
Study

Weather-Related
Study

Traffic Conflict
Study

Volume Study
Roadway Invefltovy

Study

Traffic Conflict
Study

Celay Study

Roadwav :nventorv
Stud~

Traffic Control
Device Study

Traffic Conflict
Study
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Table 11. Determination of selected procedures (Continued .

Procedures
Accident Pattern Possible Causes Data Needs to be Performed

Rear-end collisions Inadequate signal Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
at signalized timing
intersections

Signai timing Study
plans Intersection

Volume data Capacity Study
Travel time and Travel Time and

delay data Delay Study

Unwarranted signal Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
Volume data Study

Volume Study

Inadequate roadway Roadway inventory
1ighting

Roadway Inventory
Volume data Study
Data on existing Volume Study

1ighting Highway Lighting
Study

Excessive speed on Speed character-
approaches

Spot Speed Study
istics

Crossing pedestrians Pedestrian Volume Study
volumes Pedestrian Study

Pedestrian/vehi - Roadway Inventory
cle conflicts Study

Signal inventory

Right-angle ~olli- Restricted sight Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
sions at signal- distance Sight distance
ized ~ntersecti O”s

Study
characteristics Sight Distance

Travel speed in- Study
formation Spot Speed Study

Excessive s$eed on Speed character- Spot Speed Study
approaches istics

Poor visibility of Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
signals Signal review Study

Traffic conflicts Traffic Control
Device Study

Traffic Con flic?
Study

1

r
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Table 11. Detemi F.atioa of selected procedures (Continued.> .

Accident Pattern

Rear-end collisions
at signalized
intersections

Right-angle COT1 i-
sions at unsignal -
ized intersections

Possible Causes

Inadequate signal
tining

Inadequate roadway
1ight<ng

Ifitersection advance

warning signs

Large total inter-
section Yolulve

Restricted sight
distance

Large total intersec-
tion volume

Excessive speed oc
approaches

?nadequate roadway
1ighting

Data Needs

Roadway inventory
Signal timing

?Tans
Volume data
Delay data

Roadway inventory
Volume data
Data on existing

1 ightifig

Roadway invefitory
Speed character-

istics
Traffic confl icts

Volume data
Roadway inventory

Roadway inventory
Sight distance
characteristics

Speed character-
istics

Volume data
Roadway inventory
Delay data

Speed character-
istics

Roadway in~~entory
Volume data
Deta oflexisting

1ighting

Procedures
to be ?erfomed

Roadway Inventory
Study

Volume Study
!ntersect ion
Capacity Study

Travel Time and
kl dy Study

Highway Lighting
Study

Roadway inventory
s~”dy

Volume Study

Roadway Inventory
StUay

Spot Speed Study
Traffic Confl ic:

Study

Volume Study
Intersection
CaDacity Study

Roadway Invent3ry
Study

Sight Distance
Study

Spot Speed Study

VOlume Study
Intersection
Capacity Study

Traffic Control
Wvice Study

Travel Time and
Ml ay Study

Spot Speed Study

Roadway Inventory
Study

Volume Study
Highway Lighting

Study
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Table 11. Determination of selected procedures (Continued)

Acci dent Pattern

Right-angle COII j-

:ions at unsignal -
lzed intersections

Pedestrian-vehicle
collisions

Possible Causes

Intersection adv?nce
warning signs

Inadequate traffic
control devices

Restricted sight
distance

Inadequate protec-
tion for pedes-
trians

School crossing area

Inadequate signals

Inadequate signal
phasing

Data Needs

Roadway ioventory
Speed character-

istics
Traffic confl icts

Roadway inventory
Volume data
Traffic control

device adherence

Roadway inventory
Speed character-

istics
Sight distance
characteristics

Pedestrian volumes
Safe crossing gaps
R~adway <nventory
Speed character-

ls’tics

Pedestrian VOIumes
Safe crossing gaps
Roaditiayinventory
Speed character-
istics

Pedestrian ,/olumes
Pedestrian/ vehicl e

confl icts
Roadway inventory

Pedestrian volumes
Vehicle volumes
Roadway inventory
Pedestrian/vehicle

confl icts

Procedures
to be Perfomed

Roadway Invento;y
Study

Spot Speed Study
Traffic Confl ict

Study

Roadway Inventory
Study

Volume Study
Traffic Control

Device Studv

Roadway Inventory
Study

Spot Speed Study
Si:::d;i stance

Volume Study
Gap Study
khool Crossing

Study
Roadway Inventory

Study
Spot Speed Study

Volume Study
Gap Study
School Crossing

Study
Roadway Inventory

Study
Spot Speed Study

Volume Study
Pedestrian Study
Xoadway Inventory

Study

Volume Study
Roadway Inventory

Study
Pedestrian Study
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Table 11. Determination of selected procedures (Co=kinued> .

~ [
Procedures

Accident Pattern Possible Causes Data Needs to be Perfomed

Pedestrian-vehicle Driver had inadequate Pedestrian/vehicle / Pedestrian Study
collisions warning of frequent confl ict Spot Speed Study

mid-block crossings Speed character- VOlume Study
istics Roadway Inventory

?edestrian volufles Study
Rcadway inventory

Inadequate pavement Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
markings Traffic confl icts Study

Traffic Control
Device Study

Traffic Confl ict
Study

Inadequate gaps at un- Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
signal ized intersec- Volume data Study
tions Gap data Volume Study

Speed character- Gap Study
istics Spot Speed Study

Pedestrian/vehicle Pedestrian Study
confl icts

Inadequate roadway
lighting ] ~;%eyd~~e”tory ‘“~;%~ l“’e”tO’y

Data on existing Volume Study
lighting Highway Lighting

Study

Excessive vehicle speed Speed character- Spot Speed Study
istics

Run-off-rozd S1ippery pavement Skid resistance Skid Resistance
collisions characteristics Study

COnfl icts resul- Weather-Related
t~ng from slip- Study
pery surface Traffic Conflict

Study

Roadway design inade- Rcsdway inventory Roadway inventory
quate for traffic Speed,character- s Udy
conditions lstlcs Spot Speed Study

Sight distance Sight Distance
characteristics Study

i ?oor delineat ion R9adway inventory

/

, Ro;:~; I“ve”tory
! Erratic maneuvers !

~
/

~ Tr:[~y Conflict

i
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Table li. Determination “of selected procedures (Continued) .

Accident Pattern

Run-off-road
collisions

Fixed-object
collisions

Possible Causes

Inadequate roadway
lighting

Inadequate shoulder

Improper channel izatio

Inadequate pavement
maintenance

Poor visibility

Excessive speed along
roadway

Obstrtictions in or too
c1ose to roadway

Inadequate roadway
lighting

Inadequate pavement
marking

Inadequate signs, de-
1ineators and guard-
rails

Oata Needs

Roadway inventory
Volume data
Data on existing

lighting

Roadway inventory
Erratic maneuvers

Roadway inventory
Erratic maneuvers

Pavement roughnes!
characteristics

Fog data

Speed character-
istics

Roadway inventory
Erratic maneuvers

Roadway inventory
Volume data
Data on existing

lighting

Roadwsy inventory
Erratic maneuvers

Roadway inventory
Erratic maneuvers

Procedures
to be Perfomed

Roadway Inventory
Study

Volume Study
Highway Lighting

Study

Roadway Inventory
Study

Traffic Confl ict
Study

Roadway Inventory

Tr;f;!~ Conflict
Study

Roadway Service-
ability Study

Weather-Related
Study

Spot Speed Study

Roadway Invent~ry
Study

Roadway Inventory
Study

Volume Study
Highway Lighting

Study

Roadway Inventory
Study

Traffic Control
Device Study

Traffic Conflict
Study

Roadway Inventory
Study

Traffic COnfl ict
Study



Tale 11. Determination ‘of selected procedures ((”continued).

<
1 Procedures

Accident Pattern Possible Causes Data Needs to be Perfomed

Fixed-object inadeqtiate roadway Roadway inventory Ro;~; Inventory
collisions design Speed character-

istics Spot Speed Study
Sight distance Sight Distance

characteristics Study

S1 ippery surface Skid resistance Skid Resistance
characteristics Study

COnfl icts resul- Weather-Rel ated
ting from S1ip- Study
pery surface Traffic Conflict

Study

Excessive vehicle speed Speed character- Spot Speed Study
istics

Collisions with Improper pavement Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
parked or parking marking Study
vehicles Traffic Control

~vice Study

Improper parking clear- Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
ante at driveways Study

Mgle parking Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
Traffic conflicts Study

Traffic Conflict
Study

Excessive veh~cle speed Speed character- Spot Speed Study
istics

Illegal parking Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
StUey

Improper parking Roadway inventory Roadway In$/entory
Study

Large parking turnover Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
Traffic confl icts St&dy

Traffic Conflict
Study

Sideswipe or head-on Inadequate roadway Roadway inventory ?oadway Inventory
collisions d@sign Speed character- s udy

istics Spot Speed Study
Sight d~stance

( I

Sight Distance
characteristics Study
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Table 11. Determination of selected ~roce<ures (Continued .

j 1
Procedures

Accident Pattern Possible Causes Data Needs to be Perfomed

Sideswipe or head-on Improper road mainten- Pavement roughness Roadway %rvice-
collisions ante character sties ability Study

Inadequate shoulders Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
Traffic ccnflicts Study

Traffic C~nflict
Study

Excessive vehicle speed Speed character- Spot Speed Study
istics

Inadequate pavement Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
marki ng Traffic conflicts Study

Traffic Conflict
Study

Traffic Control
Device Study

Inadequate channel iza- Roadway inventory
tion

Roadway Inventory
Traffic conflicts Study

Traffic Conflict
Study

Inadequate signing Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
Traffic conflicts Study

Traffic Conflict
Study

Driveway-related Left-turning vehicles Volume data Volume Study
collisions Traffic conflicts Traffic Conflict

Roadway <nventory Study
Roadway Inventory

Study

Improperly located Roadway inventory Goadway Inventory
driveway Volume data Study

Traffic conflicts Volume Study
Traffic Conflict

Study

Right-turning vehicles Volume data Volume Study
Roadway inventory R$adway Inventory
Traffic conflicts / Study

Traffic Conflict
Study

I
*
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Table 11. Determinakioc o’f selected procedures (Ccntinued) .

Accident Pattern

Driveway-related
collisions

Train-vehicle
accidents

Possible Causes

Large volume of through
traffic

Restricted sight dis-
tance

Inadequate roadway
lighting

Excessi ve speeds on
approaches

Restricted sight
distance

Poor visibility

Excessive speeds on
approaches

Improper traffic signal
pre-enptic~ timins

Data Needs

Volume data
Speed data
Gap data
Travel time and
delay data

Roadway inventory

Roadway inventory
Speed character-

istics
Sight distance
characteristics

Roadway inventory
Volume data
Data on existing

1Ighting

Speed character-
istics

Roadwsy inventory
Speed character-

istics
Sight distance
characteristics

!ai1road data

?oadway ~nventary
Fog data
!ighting data

Speed character-
istics

Roadway inventory

I
Procedures I

to be Perfomed

Volume study
Spot SFeed Study
Gap Study
Travel Time and

Delay Study
Roadway Inventary

Study

Roadway Inventory
Study

Spot Spe@d Study
Sight Distance
StUay

Roadway Inventory
study

Volume Study
Highway Lighting

Study

Spot Speed Study

Roadway Inventory

Study
Weath@r-Rel ated

Study
Highway Lighting

Study

Roadway Inventory
Study

Meather-Rel ated
Study

Highway Lighting
StUdy

Spot Speed Study

Rozdway !nventory
Study

Volume Study
Railroad Crossifig

StUdy

I

,

!

I
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Table 11. Determination of selected procedures (Continued) .

Procedures
Accident Pattern Possible Causes Data Needs to be Per fomed

Train-vehicle Inadequate pavement I Roadway inventory i Row InventOry
accidents markings

Railroad Crossing
Study

Traffic Control

Device Study

S1ippery surface Skid resistance Skid Resistance
characteristics Study

Conflicts related Weather-Related
tO slippery sur- Study
face

Improper pre-emption Speed data Spot Speed Study
timfng of 2R signals Sight distance Sight ~istance
or gates characteristics Study

Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
Rai1road data Study

Railroad Crossing
Study

Rough crossing surface Roadway inventory Roadway inventory
Traffic confl icts Study

Traffic Conflict
Study

Sharp crossing angle Roadway inventory Roadway Inventory
Speed data Study
Sight distance Spot Speed Study
characteristics Sight Distance

Railroad data Study
Railroad Crossing

Study

Wet pavement S1ippery pavement Skid resistance Skid Resistance
accidents characteristics Study

COnfl icts resul- Weather-Related
ting fr~ slip- Study
pr@y surface

Inadequate drainage; Field review notes Safety perfOrm-
Inadequate pavement Roadway inventory ante Study
markings data Roadway Inventory

Traffic confl %ct Study
data Traffic Confl ict

Study

1
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Table 11. Determination of seiected procedures (Continued) .

~ ,
I

I
, ~

!

Accident Pattern I Possible Causes a Data F/eeds

~ Night accidents Poor visibility ar Roadway inven:ory

[
lighting YO1ume data

Data on existing

( 1ighting
Traffic confl icts

i Poor sign qual ity; Field review notes
Inadequate channel iza- kosdway inventory
tion or del ineation data

Traffic confl ict

i
data

!
!

i

?rocedures
to be Perfomed

I

~
Ro:~~ In/entory /

.

Volume Study
\

Highway Lighting ;
Study

Traffic Confl ict ~
Study ~

Safety Perform- j
ante Study j

Roadway Inventory ~
Study 1

Traffic Conflict ~
Study

\
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This table, hcwever, should not be deemed conclusi ve. Field situations
,may result in scme changes in the list of procedures. However, the table
does provide a usable tool.

A search of the table for the respective situation will reveal the
procedures available to obtain the required data. For example, where
vol ur,e data is requi red, the use of volurfiestudy procedures w!l 1 be cesi g-
fisted. Another example would be where information on the average queue
length at a signalized intersection for waiting left-turn veilicles is
desired. In this case, the queue length study procedure should be per-

formed. Appendix C displays the list of procedures and the various data
Whi Cll Carl be Obtai ned from then

It should be noted that within a procedure, a significant amount of

data from other procedures are used. For example, in performing the si ght
distance procedure, spot speed information typical ly obtained from a spot
speed study procedure is used. Al so, informat ion from the roadway inven-
tory study procedure may be used.

Findings

Based on the input of the previous activities, further data needs and
the selection of the traffic, environmental and special study procedures
will be made. These procedures will identify the necessary data and be
used to define the safety deficiencies at a site. liith this data, the
selection of appropri ate safety improvements can be accomplished.

Inputs and Outputs of Activity

~ Inputs

0 Identified accident patterns and probable causes.
o Available traffic and roadway data.

e outputs

o List of data needs to define safety deficiencies.
e Recomcjended procedures to obtain dats.

Description of Procedures

AS an output of this activity, reco~rmendations on traffic-based,
environment-based, and special study procedures to assist in selecting
safety-related countermeasures are provided. Following are the descrip-
tions of these procedures.
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TRAFFIC-BASED PROCEDURES

Traffic-based procedures entai 1 the stuay of the traffic characterist-
ics of a facility. This includes such basic traffic uata as speed ar]d
volufi]e,and the riore Inter-related data, such as occu Fancy ana capacit~(
characteristics. Not all traffic-based procedures are included in a studj[
of a hazartious site or condition. They are perforniea based on the pos-.
sible accident causes obtained from the accident and fiela review proce-.
dures. The findings from these studies identify the traffic characters..
tics of tile study area. By identifying these characteristics, a ,mre
specific definition of the safety deficiency can be tietermined and hence
greater reliability in the selection of safety-related count er~leasures may
be obtained.

Since clearly defined relationships between many traffic characteris-
tic: and safety do not exist, the results of these procedures are used irl
conJunctiorl with the accident findings to provide a more accurate identi-
fication of the safety deficiencies. The findings are also used in the
econamic analysis of countermeasures to assist in developing the specific
benefits or disbenefits of each countermeasure. In addition, the findings
nlay be used in the Evaluation Component of the Highway Safety Improvement
Program (HSIP ) to identify the “before” characteristics for an implemented
countermeasure.

Within Activity 3, the following procedures are described:

0 Procedure 7 - Volu~le Study.
0 Procedure 8 - Spot Speed Study.
. Procedure 9 - Travel Time ana Delay Study.
@ ?rocedure 10 - Roadway ana Intersect ion Capecity Study.
~ Procedure 11 - Traffic Conflict Stuay.
e Procedure 12 - Gap Study.
@ Procedure 13 - Traffic Lane Occupancy Study.
0 Procedure 14 - Queue Length Stucy.
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Procedure 7 - Volume Study

-

Traffic volume studies are conducted to aetermi ne the nufi,ber and
mover;ent of vehicles ana/Gr pedestrians vlithin, through, or at selected
pGints in an area. The resultant traffic volumes are used to identify an
exposure factor to for estimating safety rates.

Application

Iiithin highway safety applications, various forms of volume inforrfla-
tion are used as input in highway safety studies. These forms cons ist of
the following information types. By time peri Gd:

Annual total traffic volumes relate the estimated or actual volume at
the location for a f]~ll (365-day) year,
for:

This information is used

@ Computing accident rates on an annual basis.

@ Measuring and establishing trends in traffic VOIURe.

* Relating annual travel in vehicle miles as economic justifi -
cati on for countermeasures (economic analyses) or as compari-
son data for evaluating “measures of effect iveness” (project
evaluation).

~ (average annual daily traffic) or PDT (average daily traffic)
represents a daily or 24-hour traffic vol~ at a location. Specifi-
cally it is used in:

@ Pleasuring the present traffic demand for service.

@ Evaluating traffic variables in other procedures.

@ Relating daily travel in vehicle miles as economic justifica-
tion for countermeasures (economic analyses) or as comparison
data for evaluating “measures of effectiveness” (project
evaluation).

Hourly VO1 umes represent volumes during a specific l-hour time
period. They are used to:

@ Review time-specific data requires in other traffic-based
procedures; such as, celay and travel-time studies, traffic
conflict studies, gap studies, etc.
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Peak hcur volumes represent hourly
est, or peak, travel ~eriods at a

traffic volumes duriny the high-
locat ion. This data can be used

for:

o Deternljnjng safety -re]ate~ deficiencies in highway capacity

(highway capacity analysis).

@ Reviewing time-specific data irequired in other traffic-based
procedures used to select countermeasures.

o Planning and designing safet~y improvements; such as, geo-
metric changes, traffic operation and reyu]atory programs,
and enforcement measures.

Short -terrm volumes are obtained for intervals of less than 1 hr. The
ShGrt-terM count data (1-,5-,6-,1~-~)i17., ~~c. intervals) a~.e typic-
al ly used for:

Estimating volumes for lorlger time periods.

Analyzing maximum rates of flow and variations within peak
hours for use in other traffic-based procedures.

Determining traffic characteri:jtics by peak hour volumes.

By l,ocation, volumle count information is normal Iy obtai ned at
intersection or at a midblock location.

an

Intersectional volume counts determine: (I) total traffic entering
the intersection from all legs, (2) total traffic executiny each of
the possible turning nmvements, (3) total traffic by time periocs,
and (4) classification of vehicles by type.
for:

This information is used

@ Analyzing acci dent data (to help estab]i~h remeaial
measures).

Evaluating traffic variables related to intersection
operation such as delay data, (capacity information, etc.

Designing intersection improvements.

Justification of intersection improvements.

@

e

Mid block volume counts are used to determine: (i) total traffic from
each di rection, (2) total traffic by time periods, and (3) classifi-
cation of vehicle by type. This information has similar uses as do
intersect ional volume aata.
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Other types cf volume data or informat~cn can also prove useful for
vdrious applications.

Classification volumes give tlie types of vehicle, number of axles,
wei ght, and dimensions and are used for:

@ Adjusting machine volume counts,

@ Analyzing accident data involving commercial vehicles.

o Analyzi ng roadiay capacity by determini ng the effect of
commercial vehicles.

a Oesigning roadway facilities with respect to fii?nimu!,l
turning paths, clearances, grades, etc.

@ Justifying and planning roadway improverlents.

Pedestrian volurIIecounts are used for:

@ Analyzing pedestrian accidents.

@ Deternlinin$ the volume of pedestrians along a walkway
or at a crossing.

@ Evaluating the adequacy of pedestrian control and
protection $acil ities; i.e. , pedestrian barriers,
pedestrian signal timings, etc.

0 Assessing further pedestrian travei trends.

@ Justify~ng and planning pedestrian improvements.

In specifying the need for volume data, all count information is identi-
fied by: (1) a time period and (2) a location. These factors are deter-
mined by the planned use of the data. Other volume data (such as classi-
fication or pedestrian volumes) are obtained, when necessary. In many
cases, the use of short term volumes and expansion factors can signifi-
cantly reduce the effort involved in a volume stuGy by allowing use of a
short count perioa to project an estimate of the required volum data.

@ Use of Volume Data

In highway safety analysis, volume data is principally used as a
means to describe the exposure, either vehicular or pedestrian or both, at
a hazardous location. For this application,, the volume information is
related to another traffic variable to aid in oefining the study zrea’s
characteristics. For example, in Describing vehicle deiay at an inter-
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section, the collection of intersection approach volume data will al low a
description of the aelay characteristics on a “per-vehicle, ” “per-
approach, ” or “tota~-interse ction” basis. In identifying the level of
service of a facility, the volume cata is applied to a computed value for
the capacity of the facility in order to relate the facility’s ability to
servi,ce the traffic demand.

Volume information is also used in the economic analysis and evalua-
tion of safety-related countermeasures by providing a common measure to
compare simi lar data ite[,!s. For instance, in an economic analysis of al-
ternatives, the use OF volume data to compare the total benefits or dis -
benefits of an alternative is beneficial. Similarly, in selecting pro-
jects for implementation agencywide, volume considerations can result in a
different implementation order (as related by the effects of the benefit/
Cisbenefit data). The use of volume ‘information in the Evaluation
Component of the HSIP is in relating various “measures of effecti veness”
in rate-related terms.

In general, the uses of the volume information will dictate the
specific form of volume data to be CO1 lect2d. For example, in assessing
the hazardousness of a location (Process 2 of the Planning Component of
the HSIP), annual total traffic volumes are used to develop an accident
rate factor. The following table relates tile specific time-related volume
information requi red wit hi n Process 3, “Conduct Engineering Studies”, of
the HSIP.

PURPOSE VOLUME INFORMATION
I

1. Collecting and analyzing data
(Subprocess 1 - Process 3 -
Planning Component).

-

2. Developing projects (Subprocess 3 ● Annual total traffic
- Process 3 - Planning Component). voiumes.

e MDT or ACT.

The planned use of the volume information, as specified by the procedures
Within Process 3 of the HSIP, will fu~her define the exact volume infor-
mation to be collected. For example, where it is required to obtain the
level of service of a facility during the peak hours, peak-hour volumes
would be collected. Similarly, for use in conflict studies, it would be
necessary to obtain volume information simultaneously with the recording
of the conflict data.
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@ performance Guidelines

TyPica]lY, the timeframe’ for collecting the Volume information ~il]
b2 based on the timeframe of ti\2 acciderlt sum!fiaries. khere the acci dent
procedures indicate patterns of accident activity during a specific period
of the day, this period will generally b2 used as the basis for the per-
formance of other procedures used to study the possible accident causes.
Similarly, the volume information would also be collected during this
t im2f rame.

General guidelines for the CO1 lection of volume data are:

1. The location of the count should be well defined for the study
purpose. If an intersection area is defined as the study loca-
tion, then the count data Stiould comprise only that traffic which
passes through or utiiizes the intersection. Care should be
taken that counts do not include traffic which Flay use dri veways
iocated near tile intersection and fai 1 to pass through the inter-
sect ion. For r,idblock (or link) situation, similar criteria
should be used to avoid influencing the volume data with addi-
tional traffic.

2. In central business districts or suburban areas, counts shoulo
general ly be taken between noon Monday and noon Fri day since this
period has been shown to be most representative of typical traf-
fic conditions.

3. Except for special cases in which the accident acti vity warrants
it, counting periods should not coincide with atypicial activ-
ities or conditions which may result in the collection of non-
representati ve count data. These activities or conditions could
include holidays, sporting events, unusual Weather, transit or
~lass tranSp Ortati On strikes, or temporary street closures.

4. For counts at special traffic generator facilities. the count
peri oas may differ from the usuai
the peak operation periods of the

@ Use of Expansion Factors

period and should coincide with
traffic generator.

Mhen volume information is r2qui red for a time period $reater than
that originally collectea, vol Ume expans iOfl factors can be us2d. Expan-
sion factors [30-323 are typically developed using a systematic volume
monitoring system consisting of a number of control stations.

For short-count periods (5,6,10 or 12 min. ), expansion to an hourly
count is a function of the numerical relatianshi? of the count period
1ength to an hour. For exampie~ to expand a S-rein. count to an hourly

th2 ~am~i’edl’c~un~.
volu[,e a IL Ilpller of 60 min. 51 vised by 5-rein. = 12 would be applied ta

CGntrol stations could also be used for such shart -
count 2xpansi tins provided that such disaggregate data ~s cGl12ctea.
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Study Techniques

Several techniques are ~vailable for collecting volume data. They
include the use of:

~ ~,~chanjCal C“u”ters.
. y,~nual c~”~t~.

e Photographic ;~lethoas.
. Pioving Vehicle Methods.

Information on primary considerations for these techniques ar Siver,
in Table i2.

0 Plechanical Counters

IOechanical counters are most often used to recora traffic volufi;es
where counts of a long duration (24 hours or longer) are required. Two
r’,ethods of rlechanical counting are typically used: permanent (fixed)
counters and portable counters. Pernanent counters are used for contin-
uous count data and differ mainly in the vehicle detection technique used.

Types of permanent counters include:

Pressure devices.
Pushbutton devices.
Photoelectric devices.
Radar devices.
Magnetic devices.
Induction loop devices.
Ultrasonic devices.
Infrared devices.
Radio frequency devices.

Permanent counters [1-9] are generally used for a continuous system-
wide program cf counting or vehicle detection and are not readily adapt-
able for use in hi ghway safety analysis except a.t those locations where
permanent counters exist. The installed equipment consists of the detec-
tion device (installed inground, above- road,way, etc. ) and a recorder Con-
nected to the detection device and located at a safe distance from the
road (to prevent any disruptions to traffic or to alleviate any effect as
a fixed object). The volume data can be output in various formats,
including printed tape, graphical charts or computer tape, and is either
stored on-site or is relayed to a central p;rocessin$ station.
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Advantages:

1. Has a relatively. low cost per hour of counting.
2. Provides extensive time coverage.
3. May be able to obtain other traffic variabies, if necessary

(i.e., speed, gap, occupancy, etc. ).
4. Car! combi ne volume data with otn2r information to provide

i(fimediatsinput to traffic controls.
j. Provides a high service life, if maintained.

Disadvantages include:

Unable to obtain axle or classification counts.
): Has high initial irrstalldtion costs.
3. Can require nigh maintenance costs.
4. Can result in excessive disruption to traffic during

maintenance activities.
5. C6n be highly susceptible to vandalism.
6. Can be difficult to detect ilialftinctions where unit

continues to operate.

Chief limitations to the use of permanent-type counters for safety
studies are the high initial installation costs (approx. $2,000 - $18,000)
and their permanent nature. However, the permanence of these counters
makes them effective for use as control stations at either midblock or
intersection locations or as part of a data collection system for other
data needs, such as timing actuated signal controls; evaluating speed,
gap, and otiler traffic variables; setting vehicular merging patterns; ana
serving various other research purposes. At a control staticn, these
counters can be used for developing vclume expansion factors on a daily,
week:y, monthly, or annual basis and for obtaining AADT, ADT, or annual
rctal traffic volumes. The selection of this method for most volume data
CO1 12ct ion is limited to locations where permanent count equipment or sta-
tions currently exjst.

Portable counters ~2,3,4,10-17] are typically used for short term,
periodic counts. Several types of portable counters are useo and include
a recording counter (normally caile G a senior counter) and a nonrecording

(junior) counter. The counters are typical ly battery operated and use
rubber hoses (road tubes) placed across the specified portion of the road-
way as detectors. Tnese detectors transmit traffic count information to
the counter through air impulses. other type counters are solid-state and
utilize either tapes witch [15,16,18] or electrical cable ~15,16j to trans-
mit electric ir!pulses relating tile traffic information to the recOrders.
The count information is recorded either on a visual register (non-record-
ing), a graphic chart, or a pr~nted or punched tape (recording). To
obtain pedestrian volu,me data, a similar technique is used; however, the
detection device is typicaily a pad (across the sidewalk) providing an
electri cal feedback to the recording device.
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Due to the portable nature of these counters, they are readily adapt-
able to the study of most study locations whettler at an intersection cr
along a roadway segment and can he installed with relatively short notice.
In positioning the Gevice at a location, ~t is necessary that a nearby
object be utilized as an anchor for the counter so as to prevent theft and,
mini filizevandalism. ~t iS also necessary that the detection device be
situated within the roadway properly in order to gather the requirec
informat ion types. Examples displaying the positioning of these devices
for certain information types is shown in Figure 17.

Advantages:

1. Has relatively low cost per hour of counting.
2. Can provide extensive time coverage.
3. Able to obtain specific lane use information.
4. Fermits flexibility in use of the counters.
5. Provides a high service life.
6. Easy to maintain.

Disadvantages are:

1. Unable to
2. Is highly
3. Requires

operation.

obtain vehicle classification data.
susceptible to vandalism.
periodic checks to assure its continuous

4. Unable to detect turning rovements un”less a separate turn
lane exists.

5. Lin!its use primarily to paved roadways.
6. Provides a limited COUflt period if battery js not

mai ntai ned.

The use of portable counters is limited by the roadway (or sidewalk)
surface and weather conditions. The need to provide a stable surface to
attach the detection device restricts the use of portable counting devices
on rest unpavea roadway surfaces. Also, cola or winter weather conditions
affect the use of portable counters by irlcreasing the possibilities of
breakin9 or cracking of the detection device (tubing, cable, or taPe-
switch). In addition, wet surface conditions can reduce the adhesi t,e
qualities of the cable or tapeswitch connections, ti:ereby causing ttle
detection devices to loosen and result in inaccurate or no data.

The use of portable counters is effective at most intersection or
midblock locations for time periods ranging from 10 to 15 rein, to a 24-
hour or longer period. Longer perioGs are limited by battery life and the
need for a regular check of its operation. Portable counters are also
effective as control stations to be used ftor de~eloping volume expansion
factors on a 10- to 15-min. hourly, or 24-hc]ur basis.
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@ ~~”~~1 v~l~~~ c~””t~

Manual volume counts [2,3,4,1Gj are E)ost often used to obtain traffic
volume counts ‘which cannot be easily collected by mechanical counters,
such as, turni rlg mloverlents, vehicle classification data, occupailcy stud-
ies, and l~edestrian counts. This method involves the use of observers to
manually record the volume data. Volume data is recorded using a tally
board, hand counter, or tally marks made on the Gata sheet. This data is
then summarized and transcribed onto data slieets.

Traffic count data taken manually is usually limited to a 2-hour
period due to the human li~itations involved in long counting periods and
high personnel costs; additionally, long counting periods fiiay lead to
inaccuracies in the data. Also, nighttime counts are discouraged. For
certain uses (vehicle classification counts and lonyer pedestrian counts),
longer time peri oas may be necessary. Mhell periods greater than 2 hours
are used, shifts are recommended.

Personnel requirements for manual counts differ depending on the
volume of traffic to be counted. General recommendations for personnel
requirements include:

o Low to medium volurfiemidblock locati!on (one observer).
e High volume midblock location (one observer per direction).
s Low volur:e intersection (one observer).
e Nedium volume intersection (one observer per two approaches).
o High volume intersection (one observer per approach).

Planual counts permit the accur,lulation of data for a variety of situa-
tions and conditions. Counts typically range from a l-rein. count to a
two-hour total. The comprehensive data collection capabilities of the
manual counting method make it desirable for volume studies typically used
for highway safety analysis purposes.

Advantages:

1. Generally maintains a high level of accuracy.
2. Able to obtain turning movements and classification data.
3. Can obtain a general field review of area while counting.
4. Able to accurately record pedestrian data.
5. Has minimal equipment needs.
6. Provides flexibility in its usage.

Disadvantages:

1. Can result in relatively hish costs for long periods due to
personnel needs.



2. Lifi?its the length of the counting periods due to human
limitations and manpower avai lability.

@ Photographic Techniques

Photographic techniques can be used to obtain volume data at a speci-
fic location or along a section of roadway. Tl)is technique normally is
used in the study of traffic variables such as speed, gaps, conflicts,
etc. This n,ethcd films (photo graptrsj the study site and uses an observer
to extract the filmed data frofilthe pictorial record of the study site in

a controlled (office) environment.

Two photographic methoas are typically used: time-lapse and contin-
uous-film photography. Time- 1apse photography methods [19,20j use a
motion-picture-type camera equipped with a time-lapse nlechanism and a
frame-nur!beri ng device. The camera is set up to provide a clear view of
the study area to be counted, typically requiring a high vantage point.
The camera is actuated to take pictures at distinct intervals of time
(typically 0.5 - 3.0 sec. ), thereby ~ermjtting a substantially lon9er

filming time than by continuous filming. The carrrerawill operate through-
out t!le filrl length (e.g. , 3,600 frames or 30 minutes of filn)ing ~t a 0.5
second filming interval ). For longer time periods, periodic checks of the
film by a technician will be required.

Review of the fi10, data requires personnel experienced in data ex-

traction by photographic rethocs.

Continuous-strip photography [20,21] is similar to the time-lapse
method. The Data-extraction methods are also similar.

Mith both filming r!cdes, fiIming can be performed from a vantage
poi nt near the study area or by an aeri al method. In the first method,
data extract ioil is performed as oescri bed above. The aerial method [22-
25] is more complicated. It requires the assembling of the film prints on
a board in their filming sequence. Vehicle accumulations along the high-
way section duri rrg each fli ght run are summarized. Assuming that no
change in vehicle accumulations occurred during the flight, the vehicle
accumulation can be assumed to represent the volume of traffic along the
roadway auri rr$each fli ght run. Converting this count to a specific time
?eriod involves either the use of additional flight run data or vol-
ume/time-of-day relationships for a similar type highway facility. This
method allows an accurate estimate of volume data.

In both cases, volume data can be obtained for short-term (hourly) or
longer period counts. The aerial method, however, is limited by the fly-
ing time and the availability of data for comparable sites. Volume expan-
sion factors can increase the usage of the count data c5tainea by photo-
graphic techniques.
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Advantages:

1. way to Obtair] data on other traffic variabi es.

2. Proved a perfi;anentrecord of the study area.
Can obtain highly accurate data.

:: Able to obtain classification and pedestrian data.

Disadvantages:

Play require a time-consuming analysis of data.
;: Can result in relatively high, costs due to

personnel and equipment needs.
3. Requires regular maintenance of equipment to

minimize rralfunctioning of e:uiprlent.
4. Requires favorable lighting and weather conditions.

The effective application of photographic techniques to obtain volume
data is from supplemental input during the collection of other traffic
variables at either intersection or miabloci( locations. In many ways, the
filo~ data is sil,lilartc the manual count method in its capabilities; how-
ever, the technique requires substantial equipment needs.

@ Noving Vehicle IIethod

The moving vehicle method [26-29j can also be used to obtain traffic
volume data along a section of roadway. This method is normally used in
studying the travel time characteristics of a roadway section but can
provide an est?mate of the traffic volume. It is usual ly conducted along
uniform two-way sections of rcadway. The cata collectea shoul G include:
travel time (obtained by a stop watch or otiler time n)easuring devices),
the opposing traffic (obtained from a manual count of vehicles moving in
the opposite direction of the test car), the overtaking traffic volur,~e
(obtained from a manual count of vehicles moving in the same direction and
overtaking the test car) and passed traffic (obtained from a manual count
of vehicles I,oving in the same direction and passed by the test car).
These data are recorded duri ng each test run along the roaalway.

For reliable results, a mini muml of six test runs in each direction
are made. The estimated ‘voluo)e(Vi) is then:

vi =
.+

(Mj+Oi-Pi)

kihere:

Vj =

plj =

0; =

VOIUme per hour, direction i (for volu~,!ejfl~ther d~re~-
tion(s), subscripts will be (changed).
oPPosl~g t~aff~c count of vehlc~es while test car Was
tra Vel lng in tfle OppOSlte (J) direction.
nur,!ber of vehicles overtaking the test car whiie
traveling in d~rection i.
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Pj = nurioer of vehicles passed by the test car while travel
in Girect ion i.

Tj = travel time when traveling in direction i (in minutes)
?j = tra,~el time when traveling in direction j (in minutes.

The run results are averaged to prcduce arl estimate of the volumes
hourly basis.

Advantages:

i. Able to concurrently cbtain travel ti~ an5 operatir}g
data.

2. Requires minimal equipment.

Disadvantages are:

1. Provides an estimate of volume data.
Results in h~gh personnel costs.

:: Limits results to road,{ay segments.

speed

Voluiie deta obtained by this r:lethoais iimited to an hoqrly traffic

volume estir,iatealong a roadway segroent (midblock).

Selection of Volume Techniques

In seiecting a technique for performing a volume study, it is nec2s -
sary to define the management concerns related to each technique. These
concerns include the time, manpower, and equipmer!t requl rements as we] 1 as
the information capabi lities and the accuracy of the collected data.
Based on these management concerns, Table 13 displays the utility of each
technique. These characteristics are of course, dependent on and vary
with each particular agency based on its individual resources. In addi-
tion, the availability (or non-availability) of volume expansion factors
may aiso rriakeone technique more appropriate for an agency.

Table 14 lists the volume techniques to be used by an agency based on
the Volufie information tO be CO1 lectea. Where several techniques are
acceptable, a review of the management concerns as ,wel1 as a consideration
of the particular chzracterjstics of the area to be counted should be made

to aid in the selection of the most appropriate technique. For example,
in obtaining pedestrian and vehicular volume information at an intersec-
tion during the evening peak hour, several techniques are fee~ib]e. In
t!lis case, manual volume counting techniques would probably be used since
it is the only technique common to COIlect both types of data. However, if
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Table 13. Technique ~tility for voi,~me study.
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portable counters were available and vehicle volumes \vere sigr,ifi~ant,
portable counters could be uSed for the vehicle volumes anti IIlanualr!ethoas
for the pedestrian volu:nes. To further assist In selecting the appropri-
ate technique for such situations, some general guidelines are provided.

1. The use of mechanical counting equipment is preferrea where only
volume levels are required. This is due primarily to the low
cost per hour of counting and high reliability (when maintained
on a regular basis).

2. Permanent counters, because of their high initial cost and
relative immobility, are not readily adaptable for most situa-
tions. They are usually used as part of a systemvide data
collection network or for collection of additional traffic
variables at a spec~fic location as part of a traffic floiv
program.

3. For count information v{here special vo1ume
necessary,

information is
manual counts are advantageous due to the accuracy of

the ~;ethod. Such counts include classification counts, pedes-
trian volumes. etc.

4.

5.

Findings

The

Ttle conduct bf short-term counts by manual or other r;lethoGs
should be encouraged when expansion factors are available to
generate count information for a lcrrger tiile perioa.

The moi~ing vehicle r,ethaa should only be used when the imeasure-
ment of delay and travel-time characteristics are rmafie. Similar-
ly, photographic techniques should only be used where other
traffic variables, such as speed, gap, occ~pancy, etc. , are being
measured at the, same time.

tabulation and outout of the traffic volume data uses data sheets
displaying the specific “i”;formation type obtdineu. Exam?les of these
sheets are shown in the Appendix for intersection counts, fiiiublockcounts,
classification counts, and pedestrian counts (pages r-l to 1-4j.

Analysis of traffic volumes, vehicle classification, ana the direc-
tional distribution of vehicles is sometimes useful in explaining sudden
variations in accident frequencies or conditions. However, the major use
of volume data will be in defintng the magnitude of a condition as defined
in other safety-related studies.

Procedure 8 - Spot Speed Study

m

Spot speed studies are used to determine the speed distribution of a
traffic stream at a or spot location.

Application

A number of characteristics are commoniy determined in spot speed
studies. They include:
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!Ietiian Speed (50th percentile) - The nlid~le value in a speed
distribution pattern, i.e. , cne-half of the observed values are
higher than the rr,eaian.,and one-half are iower.

~~loa~ispeed - T~~ speed (or range of speeds) at which the greatest

frequency of observations 6ccurs.

g~~h pe~~entile ~peea -

which 85 percent of the
travel.

Skewness - The tendency
lar speed range. It is

The speea within a distribution at or beiow
vel]icies travel and above which 15 percent

cf a speed distribution to favor a particu -
used to identify the overail speed tenden-

cies of a speec study safilple.

Pac2 - The 10 mile per hour range in speeds containing the Ilighest
number of recoraed observations. It is used in identifying the
rdnge af speeds for the sample.

Need for Spot Speed Sttidy

The spot speed study may be performea because of information from (1)
the accident procedures, (2) the fieid revie’w, (~) complaints nade bY
citizens or (4) other conditions which warrant a review of the “safe
approach or travel speed” of the traffic. Typical accident patterns and
possible causes indicating tile need for spot speed studies are:

~ Signalized
Ie~ Intersection ,

4A
Right-angle accidents o

Left-turn accidents *

Rear-end accidents e

Short atier phase or
high travei speed.

Short amber phase or
high travel speed.

Long amber phase.

Curv2 section of
i

a Head-on, run-of f-roac, e High travel speed.
rcaawav or fixed cbJect acci - ,

1 dent.

I Any location

I

e High severity charac-
teristiccs.

~ 0 High travel speed.
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@ Use of Spot Speed Characteristics

Spot speed studies are useful for:

. Determining and justifying the ,,eed for c~unter~e~s”res, such
as the posting of advisory speed indications at curves.

e Relating
analysis.

Q Evaluating
of changes

to other traffic vari abl es such as capacity

locations or studying sites to determioe the effect
in controls or condi::ions.

. Period of Data Collection

The study period for perforniing a spot speed study is dictated by the
time of day accident patterns at the site. For example, if a pattern of
accidents is indicated during a specific time period, this perioc should
be used for performance of the spot speed sl.udy.

It is important that studies be performed in good weather and typical
traffic conditions, except wher2 special studies may dictate the perform-
ance of a study under special conditions.

@ Sample Size Determination

Prior to performing the study, it is necessary to determine the sam-
ple size required to depict the existing conditions accurately.

The minimum sample size [lj is determined by the following formula:

N = (SK/E)2

IJhere:

N =
s=
~=
E=

minirnun]sample size
sample standard deviation (mph or kph)
constant relating to the desired confidence level
permitted error in the speed estimate (mph or kph)

If the standard Geviation, S, has not been determined prior to the
study, an estimated value shodld be used. The following table contains
sample standard deviations, classified by highway area ano type, which are
based on past research and experience [1].
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STAPIDARD DEI/iAT IONS OF SPOT sPEEDS FOR

I

Highway Area

Rural

L

Rural
Intermedi ate
interriiediate
Urban
Urban

1Rounded Value

SMPLE SiZE DETERNIIfiifiTIOlt

~

Hiohwa T e PI?H

Two-1ane 5.3
Four -1ane 4.2
Two-1ane 5.3
Four- 1ane 5.3
Two-1 ane 4.8
Four-1 ane q. ~

5.0

7
KPtl

8.5
6.8
8.5
8.5

d

7.7
7.9

8.0

if the sDecific field conditions of the study area are not included
in the above table, the “Rounded Value” may be use:.

Generally, a confidence level of 95.07L (K = 1.96) is used for rest
traffic engineering purposes. For special cases, a greater confidence
level ifiaybe required. Com~only used confidence levels and their respect-
i“e ,,K,,values are:

Confidence Level (%) K

68.3 1.OU
90.0 1.64
95.0 1.96
gg.~ 2.58
99.7 3.00

The permitted error, E, generally ranges from + 1.0 mph (1.5 kph) to
y 5.0 mph (8.0 kph). The selected “permitted error~’ is based on the im-
portance of the accuracy of the results. Safety studies typically require
a low permitted error.

A general rule-of-thumb for sample size determination is to use a
sanlple of at least 100 vehicles.

Examp 1e

A spot speed study is to be perforf(leaat an isolated curve to deter-
mi ne conformance to the posted speed 1imit. The study is warranted
because of a pattern of run-of f-roa G accidents. The m~nimum sample size
was computed using the previously defined criteria:

S = 5.3 mph (8.5 kph)
K = 1.96 (confidence le,~el of 95.G percent)
E = ~ I.C mph (1.6 kph)
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English Metric

(

5.3 x 1.96 2
~=

) = 108; ~=
(
8.5~:.:~)2 = io8

1.0

@ Performance Guidel ines

To depict an unbiased and accurate estimate of spot speed data at a
location, several general rules need to be fol lowea:

1. Equipment should be concealed from the approaching dri ver;
2. The observer or the data recorder should be as inconspicuous as

possible;
3. Onlookers should be avoided;
4. An adequate sample should be observed:
5. The lead ve!licle in a queue shGuld be used to represent the other

vehicles in a queue;
6. Select trucks for speed observation in proportion tc their

presence in the traffic stream; and
7. Avoid Sampling a large proportion of high and low speed

vehicles.

Speed Study Techniques

Four principal methods of data collection are available to obtain
spot speed data. They include:

● Goppler !,leter.
a Stop watch Imethod.
* Electric or electronic methods.
e Photographic techniques.

Primary considerations for these techniques are found in Table 15.

* Doppler Fleter

kleters based on the Doppler principle 12,3,4] utilize reflected
elect ro-magnetic or sound waves to detect vehicl e speeds. Two meter types
are typically used: radar and sonic. The radar fi;eter[2,3] is usual ly
operated by trained personnel accordi ng to the inanufacturer’s specifica-
tions and procedures. It can be operated from a mobile battery pack or
plugged into a vehicle power scurce (cigarette lighter, etc. ). Pr~ or to

record; ng data, a tuning fork is used to calibrate the meter.

in operating the i~leter,the operator is situated in an inconspicuous
manner on the road side. The operator points the fi,eterat the desired
vehicle, attempting to keep the ar!gle bet~een the vehicle’s directjon of
travel and the line of sight of the meter as small as possible. This
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n]inimizes the error in tile meter reading. The meter displays the speed of
the vehicle, which is then recorded on a data sheet (shown in the Appen-.
six, page 1-5 ). This process continues until the mitlimum sample size is,
obtai nea.

The ultrasonic meter method L3,4] uti Iizes ar) overhead, transmitter-.
rece iver. The meter is directed towards iapprodching traffic and records,
in the sound wave reflections. In many cases the data are relayed (vi;
telephone lines or other transmission eauipment) to a central location,
‘where they are recorded on cata sheets.

Advantages:

1. Set-up and operation is simple for
2. Can produce reliable results.
3. Equipment has high service life.
4. Typically permits sampling of high

a relati vely short amount of time.

Disadvantages:

raaa r method.

percentage cf vehicles ir.

1.

2.

3.
4.

Experienced or FCC certified data co] lectors are requi red.
Difficult to aistinquish a sinqle vehicle being observed in
heavy and/or multi -fane traffi~.
For sonic meter, equipment is permanent and costly; and
For sonic meter, renting or buying of a data transliission
means is required.

The rauar meter is the most widely used method of obtaining speed
data. It is appropriate for niost situations because of its low cost, ease

of use, and the capability to obtain a large sample in a relatively short
amount of time. Sonic meters are infrequent ly used due to the lack of
avai lable equipment.

0 Stop Match Method

The stop watch method [2-7j estimates vehicle speeds from the times
required for a vehicle to travel over a defined distance. In this rethod,
a masured course is laid out at the study location. Recommended course
len~hs are deperrdefit on the estimated tr?lvel speeds along the roadway.
Typical course lengt}ls are given in the following table:
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r
~stim~tea Average Speea of

Traffic Stream Course Len~th

1
mph ~ kph ft. I n

—

e5 ! <40 8& 25
25-40 ~ 40-65 176 50
>40 >~~ 264 75

Source: TrarrsForiation ano Traffic :ngirreering Hantibook

In somle cases, the course length is laid out in lengths such as 100
feet, 100 meters, etc. For t~me measurement and accuracy purposes, these
distances should be set, sc that the r,)inimumtime to traverse the course
will not be less than 1.5 seconds. A 2.0-2.5 second target value is
preferred.

Pa~er~ent marki ngs or identifiable reference poi nts are used to define
the course liinits. These markings or points sh]oula be readily visible by
the observ2r from an inconspicuous vantage point to insure unbiased speed
data.

Techniques avai iable to assist in timing vehicles include:

e An observer.
0 l\n enosccpe.
o Flashin S lights.

In the observer technique, an cbserver is positioned midway between
the reference~ngs. As the front wheels cf a vehicle cross the refer-
ence marks, the observer actuates a stop watch. The watch is stcppec the
instant the vehicle passes the second reference point. The stop watch
readi ng is then recorded on a data sheet.

Using an enoscope*, the observer is situated at one end of the
course. The enoscope, placed at the other end, provides a flash of ligilt
as the vehicle passes the reference. A stop watch is used to record the
elapsed time. The stop watch reading is then recorded on a aata sheet.

in the flashing lights technique, a detecticn and switch device
(pneumatic road tube, tapeswitch, or electrical conduit) is positioned at
one end of the course. The device is connected to a set of flashing
1ights. As a vehicle passes the reference point, the lights are actuated.

* ,~rrenoscope is an L-shaped box, cpened at both ends, ,with a mirror set
at a 45° angle to the arms of the device,
be emitteG as a venicie passes the device.

permitting a flash of light to
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The observer stationed at the otiler reference point measures the starti~]g
and ending times. The stop watch reading is then recorded onto a data
sbeet. Tile readings obtained by these techniques are recorded onto a data
sheet similar to the one sh~;n in the Appen5ix (page l-6 ).

Advantages:

1. Requires minimal set-tip time.
2. Has low or no maintenance costs.
3. Equipment costs can be low.
4. Operation is simple.

Oisadvantayes:

1. May result in timing inaccuracies due to inappropriate
vantage points.

2. Human bias may affect timing of vehicles.
3. Location of relay or recording devices along the roadside

may result in atypical drivin$ patterns.

The stop watch methods are appropriate for most situations. Prior to
the use of radar meters, such methods were comllonly employed for spot
speed studies. Where equipment resources are minimal , these methoos pro-
vide a reasonably accurate measurement of spot speeds.

@ Electric and Electronic klethods

The electric and electronic methods [3,4,7-llj utilize detection and
relay aevices such as: pneur,iatic road tubes, tapes witch, ma$netic tapes,
etc. , positioned within the roadway and interfaced to electric or elec-
tronic recording devices. Ifl FOSt Of these methods, vehicles travel tlnles
over a measured course are used to define the spot speed. The course
length may be as short as 6 to 15 feet, deplending on the expectee travel
speeds. The course is bounded by switch devices installed on the roadway,
which transm!it the vehicle travel times to a recording device or recording
meter located along the side of the road

Techniques for pleasuring the travel time include:

●

☛

☛

☛

e
8
*

?en graphic recorder.
Speed watch.
Electrical ly operated meter.
Electronic meter.
Nobi le traffic data collection system,
Electronic decade r,!eter.
~jiacnetic loop detectors.
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The pen graphic recorder utilizes either pneumatic road tubes or
tapeswitches positioned at ti!e beginning ana end pcints of the travel
course. As a vehicle passes the starting point, inaicator marks zre
automatically, recorded on a chart (moVing at a constant speed) for each
axle on the vehicle. When tile vehicle passes the end point, another set
of indicatar marks is generated by the same pen. The speed of the vehicle
is determined by the distance between the two sets of r,~arks.

In the speeo watch method, the timing of a vehicle is obtained auto-
magically. * The speed watch is connected to roadway detection and switch
devices located at the beginning and end of the course. As a vehicle
passes the starting point, the speed watch is actuated. The watch is
automatically stopped as the vehicle passes the end point. The reaaing on
the speed watch is recorded onto a data sheet by an observer who alsa
resets the device. This technique uses short course lengths.

The electric and electronic decade meters are similar ta the speed
watch. Pneumatic road tubes actuate the electric meters while tapeswitcb
is used in relaying information to the electronic decade reter. Calibrated
speed readi ngs are recorded from these aev1c2s.

PIobile traffic data collection systems and r,agrretic loop detectors
are similar in that both are able to obtain speeo data by measuring the
time it takes a vehicle to pass d predefine loop length. Such informa-
tion is re~ayed to a roadside recording device ~~here it is recorae~ on
magnetic tape or on printed or punched tape. These :r>ethodscan also be
used to obtain other traffic variables, such as, volcme, space headway,
and time headway.

Advantages:

1. Reduces human error and bias,
Can be simple to operate.

:: Prodtoces rel iable ~asurements.
4. Collects a large nur(iber of measurements in a relatively

short amount of time.

Disadvantages:

1. Detection devices
behavior.

2. Requires frequent
changes.

located on roadway may influence dri ver

calibration of de,ijces due to weather

3. Equi~ment costs may be consiaerabie.

A speeo ‘watch IS a ca!; crated timing unit operated by read tube or
electrical impulses.



These techniques can procuce !more accurate results than the stop
watch ~!ethca. However, the lack of available equi Fment usually limits the
use of these methods. However, where the required equipment is avail abie,
these techniques are appropriate for n,ost highway locations.

~ Photographic Techniques

Photographic tect[niques [12] utilize distance and ti~ relations i)ips
to obtain speed information from the field data. !qeans cf performing pho-
tographic surveys include time-lapse and continuous film photography.
Steps for these techniques are silrlilarto those described in Procedure 7 -
“Voiume Studies”. Advantages, disadvantages, and limitations are also
siil)ilar. Th~s technique is generally limited to use where other traffic
variables are being studied.

Selection of Techniques

In selecting techniques for performing a spot speed study, it is
necessary to consider the management concerns. These concerns incluae
equipment, time, and manpower requirements, the data ~ollectio” capabil-
ities and the accuracy of each technique. Table 16 displays the utility
of each spot speed study technique GS a function of these management
ccncerns.

General guidelines to use in selecting a technique are:

1. For most highway sdfety applications, the use of a radar rfieteris
preferred. Although costs of a radar meter ($600- $1500) can be
moderately higher than some of the ,Other techniques, t!)e fle~jbi-
lity, ease of use, and overal 1 efficiency of the radar meter make
it a desirable technique.

~. Where radar equipment is unavailable, stOp watch methods are
acceptable.

3. If greater accuracy jS aesirec, the electric or electronic
methods are requi red. blhere a,iailable, magnetic loop detectors
produce highly reliable results.

4. Photographic techniques are discouraged except where other traf -
T3C ,/a..:aD: e.; are to be measured.
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‘I’able 1.6. Technique utility for spot speed study.



F:nd inas

TI)e tabulation and output of the spot sp2ed data are prepared Ofl tidtd

sheets as shown in the Appendix (pages 1-5 to I-6).

In stop watch methods, several of the electric and elect rorljc
methods, and photographic techniques, the data obtained is typically in
~~;otOrm *O: s~c~l time data requi red to pass over a defined course

the data nlust be transformed into spe2d inforn)ation.
Thi~ is achie!,ed by dividing the recorded travel time ~nto the “course
length tiistance.

@ Use Of Findings

In cases where high travel speeds are not2a as a “possible accident
cause”, tile speed characteristics are di i~2ctly co~lpared to the speed
limits and Condjticns at the st~dy sjte. ~ihere travel speeds are deter-
mined to be higher than is reasonably safe for fiel G con~itions, a reauc-
tion in travel speeds or a change in geometries or field conditions, 2.Q. ,

advance warning of vulnerable conditions are feasible alternatives. Where
insufficient sight distance exists, the si gilt obstruct ion may be rennved,
approach speeds reduced, or improvemer]ts to a!l intersection made.

~ifl~]ly, spot speed data can also be ~,sed to cofilparethe effective-
ness of an improvement using speed as a measure of effecti veness in a
before - after Study. This study is covered in detail in the Evaluation
Component of the HSIP.

@ Example

The fOll GWifl~ example is for a spct speed stuay conducted by a stop
watcil method over a course length of 176 feet (52.8 m). From the data
shown in Figure 18, the following characteristics were calculated.
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Pledian s eee - (5Gth percentile) - Obtained by rlanually countin$ the
~’vehic e .grou~s to aeplct the speed at which fifty percent (or 54 vehicles)

travel at a tligher r~te. In this case, the median speed is 37.5 mph.

!~!odalS~eed - Obtained by (Tlanuallycounting and selecting the vehicle
speed group with the greatest number of observations. In this case, the
modal speed would be 40.0 mph (25 observations ).

85th percentile speed - Obtained by manually counting the vehicle
groups to depict the speed at which 15 percent (or 16 vehiclesj of the
vehicles travel at or higher. In this case, the 85th percentile speed is
42.8 mph.

Skewness - Obtained by dividing (Sg3 - S50) by (S~” -

S7).

42.8 - 37.5 ~.3

— = —= 0.898
37.5 - 31.6 5.9

A skewness of 1.0 indicates symcletry of the speeds about the mean. A
value below 1.0 shows skewness towards th,e lower speeds, indicating a
greater tendency of lower travel speeds alou:g the study section. A higher
value will relate higher travel speeds. In this case, the distribution
shows very little skewness. It, typically, relates an urrcongested condi -
t ion.

Pace - Obtaiiled by manually counting the vehicles in each speed group
to represent the greatest nuniber of observations within a 10 mph ran~e.
In this case, the pace occurs in approximately the 33-43 mph range with 84
of 108 observations in this range. It indicates a narrow range of travel
speeds by the sample traffic which is favorable. A wide range usually
relates more hazardous conditions, caused by differences in travel
speeds between vehicles.

Similar findings can be obtained using a graphical approach as shown
in Figure 19. This plot visually displays the speed distribution pattern
of the traffic. On one axis, the range of spot speeds is displayed. The
other axis records the cumulat ive frequency of observations within the de-
fined speed ranges. The key spot speed characteristics can be obtained
from, and are shcwn on the 5raph. It shws a narrow distribution of
speeds along the study area.

Procedure 9 - Travel Tin]e and Delay Studies

Travel time and delay studies are normally grouped into two areas:

● Link studies.
o Intersection studies.

Each study serves a
its performance. In this

different purpose and has differing criteria i,~
section, they will be discussed separately.
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Purpose

Link travel time and delay stuaies are used tc obtain data on the
amount of time it takes to traverse a specified section of road,way and tile
a~ount, cause, 10Cation, duration, and frequency of delays occurri ng
during that traversing. Travel time and delay characteristics are indica-
tors af the level of service of a facility. They can be used as a rela-
tive I%asure cf efficiency of a traffic flow.

ARpl ication

@ Need For Link Study

This study may be used k~t(ereaccident patterns relating traffic corl-
gestion, i.e. , rear-end, right-angle, or left-turr accidents alcng a road-
way occur. Other means of identification may be from field reviews or
complaints. These patterns occur typically during high traffic volufile
periods. The accidents often result ~n minor severity.

0 use of Travel Time and Delay Study Data

These stud~es are useful for:

* Identifying and defining congestion for use in developing
aPprOpri ate countermeasures to remedy the congestion.

e Calculating delay costs used in economic analysis or for
improverllentjustification purposes.

e Evaluating the effectiveness of various traffic improvements,
such as determining the effectiveness of a change in parking
condit ions.

0 Period of Data Collection

Link studies are typical ly performed during peak volume hours
(weekday) to obtain delay characteristics while traffic is operating under
the heavflest conditions. The actual time p4riod is established from the
accident summary by t~me data. In som2 cases, a comparison of delay
characteristics fGr peak and off-peak conditions 01?% be desirable.

These studies must be performed under favorable weather conaiticns to
obtain a sample of typ~cal operating conditions. In addition, for “be-
fore-and-after” evaluation studies? it is necessary that similar traffic
conditions exist during botiq perioas of data collection.
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e Sample Size Determination
,..7

The Sarlple size~~. Or rl~mber of t(:st ~un~ for iink ~tutijes i?,

based on the StUGy purpose, the permitted error, and the desi red confi..
dence level in the accuracy of the data. Rafiges of permitted error in th~!
estimate of the mean travel speed are related to the study purpose. They
are:

m~:~”~$ ‘ ““’

[

Before-and-after stuaies 1.0 to 3.0 mph
(2.0 to 5.0 kph)

J

Source: i“lanualof Traffic Engineering Studies, Institute of Traffic Engi-
neers, (1976).

The required minimum sample size is given on the charts in Figure20
for a 95.0 and 99.7 percent confidence level. Typically, a 95.0 percent
confidence level is desirable for most traffic engineerin~ stuaies. A
sample size should be determined for each direction of travel and for each
set of traffic and environmental conditions.

In

1.

2.

3.

4.

usin9 these tables, the follcwing steps are to be performed:

Determine the permittea error based on the specific survey pur-
pose. Although this chart provide:s a range of values, the selec-
tion of the specific permitted error (within this range) is based
on the significance of the study. The more critical the study
results, the lower the permitted error. This decision is made by
the engineer-i n-char,ge.

Estimate the average travel speed (mph or kph) for the test
route.

Select a confidence

Using Figure 20 for
criteria, determine

level.

the seiected confidence ievel anc the Gther
the mini fi,um)sample size.
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Example

It is desired to stuey the travel time characteristics along a
six-mile section of arterial roadway. The study is to be used to review
the traffic operations related to a pattern of congestion-related
accidents. Following is the sample size determination.

1. Based on the study purpose (evaluation of traffic operations),
the permitted error is 2.0 to 4.(J mph (3.5 to 6.5 kph). As a
consequence of the critical nature of this stuoy a permitted
error of 2.0 mph (3.5 kph) to he selected.

2. An average range of travel speeds for the study is assumed to be
5.0 mph (8.0 kph), and was obtained from an estimate of an earli-
er study.

4. Utilizing Figure 20 or the above criteri~, the required minimum
sample size is determined to be four test runs or observations
per airection.

. Definition of Study Area

For roadway segments, study sections usually start and end at inter-
sections. The test section should both begin and end at a centerline. At
roadway segments not outl ined by intersections , the starting and ending
points should be well ,marked or aell neated.

Delay and Travel Time Study Techniques

Several techniques are available to
include:

perform a 1ink study. They

●

●

0

●

●

●

Test car techniques
Moving vehicle method
License plate method
Observer mthods
Photographic methods.
Interview method.

?rimary considerations of these techniques are shown in Table 17.

@ Test Car Techniques

Test-car techniques[4-9~ involve a test vehicle cri ven over
the test section for a series of runs or trips. Several dri ving patterns
are used. They include:

e Floating car.
e Average car.
* ~i~~im~m car.
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Table 17. Primary considerations for travel time and [Ielav
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In the “floatj~g Car ~lethod,,,the ~rjver $!f]oat~,,with traffic, i.e. , the
~river attem~ts to pass ~S many vehj~]~~ as paSS tpi~ test v~hi~l~. The
average car method uses a driving speed which is estimated as the aver-

age vehicle speed within the test section. In the “maximum car” tech-
nique, the ari ver operates the test vehicle at the posted speed lifi]it,
unless impeded by traffic conditions. Each driving rlethod produces fairly
Silliilarfinaings.

Se Veral r(,eans Of recording data are available. The most Comnion

method uses stop watches. Two watches are used. The f~rst watch is
started at the beginning of the test run and used to record the elapsed
tillleat various control points along the route. The second watch is used
to measure the lengtt] of individual stopped time delays.
tion,

The tffie, loca-
and causes of these delays are recorded on data sheets similar to

that shcwn irlthe ,4ppendix (page ~_7).

Anctner r,eans~of_,rectirdinS delay data jS with the use of automatic

recorai nb device sLIUJ. These aevices are able to graphically
record on roll tape or magnetic cassette a log of the relationship of the
vehicle speed and delay with regard to tir{e. !qost of these devices are
able to record not only the duration of stopped time (time period that a
vehicle is actually stancjnq still, due to any factor) but also fluctua-
tions in speed. However, an additional observer is used to record the
causes of delay and to relate the delays to the tape information. The
tape or cassette data can be transferred o)lto data sheets or analyzeo
USing standard computer progranis.

1. Obtain data based on the experiences of a vehicle in the
traffic stream.
Relati vely simple to perform.

:: Able to obtain information on both travel time and delay
characteristics.

4. Equipment needs are minimal.
5. Data are usually reliable.

Disadvantages:

1. Can result irlconsiderable tifiierequ~refients.
2. Personnel costs may be high.

This technique permits the reliable collection of travei time,
stopped time delay, and other delay information. It allows a review of
field situatiorls occurring during the test runs.
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@ ~i~virrg‘iehicle P!ethod

The moving vehicle methodL~-g~ makes test runs of the study
section similar to the test car techniques. Irlformaticn recoraea on ti}ese
runs irrcluoes the travel tiir,e,volume of opposing traffic, vclun,e of over-
taking traffic (estimated) and travel speeds. A further description of
this technique is given i!?Procedure 7 - “Volume Study. ‘i

An additional observer irlthe vehicle can be used to obtain specific
delay information. This technique differs from the test car techniques in
that additional information ~s obtaineG to estinlate traffic volufiies.

Advantages:

1. Otains data based on the experiences of a vehicle in the
actual traffic stream.

2. Able to provide an estimate of
section during each test run.

3. Relatively simple to perform.
4. Able to obtain boti~ travel time

5. Equipment needs are minifilal.

Disadvantages:

1. Can result in considerable time
2. Personnel costs !:ay be high.

traffic volumes in the study

and delay characteristics,

tc perform requi rerlents.

This technique provides a reliable indicator of ttre travel time and delay
informat ion. The technique requir2s aaued personnel where delay charac-
teristics are obtai ned.

0 License Plate Method

This license plate fiethoa~4,5 ,6,13] utilizes observers postea at the
begin nirlg, end, ana other strategic points of the test section. Observers
record the direction of travel , the last several (two, three, or four)
digits of the license plate number of the sarllplevehicles? and the stop
watch time at which the vehicle passes the observation point. Th2 data
are recorded onto speed Gata sheets as shown in the A~p:naix (page l-8 ).
Attempts to record as great a sample as possible shoula oe matie.

in analyzing the field data, the zone of ori gin is assurmed to be the
station where the vehicle was first observed. The travel rbute (and time)
is tra~eu by the veiljcje!s successive dpp~dr~nc~s at a Serjes of recording

stations. The zone of destination is assumed to be the staticn where the
vehicle was last observed. Tne data are combined and adjusted to provide
information on the total travel time and, possibly, delay.

:,d?ththis filethod,accuracy in the recording of the time data is a
major concern. It is necessary that all timin$ devices used coincide
during the study period. A reliable rfieansto achieve this coordination is
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to have all observers meet prior to the stuay and start

simultaneously. A1l watches are stopped when the observers
the completion of the study: At this til!e, adjustment
faster ,vatches can be made.

Advantages:

their wdtches
liieetfol lowing
for slower or

1. Can obtain a large sample in a short amount of time.
2. Equipment needs are minimal.
3. Data collection n,ethod is eas,y to perform.

Disadvantages:

1. Requires a large number of personnel to obtain data.

2. Data reduction can be time-consuming.
Obtains primarily travel time inforfi]ation.

2: Travel time inforl;lation is approximate.
5. A large number of personal errors in recorai n~ 1icense

numbers can occur,

This technique is appropriate for link studies where the overall
travel ti~,e informat~on is the prinie obJective. Where detai led delay
information is required, high personnel costs will result.

0 Cbserver Fiett)ods

These retnoas[4,5,6,14, i5] trace sanip’levehicles within the defined
test section ,and record the travel time and delay information “sing
trained observers. Several stop watches are uses to obtain the travel
time and delay information. Informat ion recorie~ ;na recording procedures
are similar to the stop watch methocs described in the test-car tech-
niques. For each station (observation point), a m~ni mur,iof two observers
are required to time vehicles, note specific delay inforfflation, and record
the data.

~ilis method requires the availability of suitable observation pests

to observe the vehicles along the entire test section. Observation posts
can consist of windows in buildings or roof tops.

Advantages:

i. Permits viewing and recording of delay causes under actual
field conditions;

2. Results are reliable;
3. Simple to perform; and
4. Equipment needs are mini r!al.
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bis?dvanta~es:

1. . Requires observation posts to be available.

2. Yiay require substantial time requirements.

3. Accuracy ray be 1imited by test section lenyth.~
. Personnel costs may be nigh.

This method is favorable for shcrt test sections. It can provide
reliable information within the visual range of the observer.

@ ?hotcgraphic ?!ethoas

The photographic method sE5 ,6,16] utilize camera equipment locate@ at
the beginnins and end points of the test route and at selected locations
within the test route. The film is reviewed in an office environment in a
manner similar tG the license plate technique. Data is timed using either
tilne-lapse photography or external timing sources and recorded cnto fiela
sheets similar to the license plate technique. Operational character~s -
tics of the photographic technique are prcvided in ?rocedure 7 - ‘iVolume
Studies. “

Advantages:

1. Provides a pictorial record of the study.
2. Permits a detailed review of conditions under G controlled

environment.
3. Able to obta~n data on other traffic variables.
4. Able to obtain a larse data sample. anti
5. Obtains an unbiased sample.

Disadvantages:

1. Requires considerable data collection and extraction time.
z. Equipment and time costs may be high.
3. Requires favorable lighting and weather conditions.

This technique requires substantial coordination in timing during the
filmins and viewins activities to achieve a high ievel of accuracy. Due
to the data manipulation requirements, this technique has limited use fcr
roadway studies.

This lechniatie can provide highly accurate results for travei time
data.

@ Interview t~,ethod

This [method L5] involves interviewing selected individuals on their
travel time and delays experienced for specific trips. Individuals
selected for the interviews are usually located at residences cr places of
employment located nearby and who use tile study section for tnei r trips.
The individuals ?re requested to record theiv trz~el time
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along the test secticn on a particular [iay. This aata is collected,
reviz,~ea, and averaged to obtain an estimate of the travel tirce data.

Advantages:

1. . Has low overal 1 cost.
2. Obtain larg2 volume of data with relatively little effort.
3. Obtains input frclildai ly users of the study area.

Disadvantages:

1. Results may not be r21iable.
2. Requires cooperation from invclvea indi viduals.

Selection of Technique

Vdri Ous methods are available to perform these techniques. TO select

the appropriate technique, the I,ianagement concerns need to be aeter:,,jned.
They incluae the data collection capabilities, the level of accuracy, and
the l;;anpower, equipment, ana time requirements of each technique. Table
18 displays the utility af each technique in relation to these management
concerns. Table 15 displays available techniques used to perform the
procedures as a function of the information obtained. Based on these
tables, a favorable technique can be su$gested.

For roadway studies ti{heretravel time data is desired, the license
plate !iethoa is favorable. It permits the collection of a large sample of
informat ion in a reascnahle amount of time. This niethod also has r(;inim~l
equipr;ent requirements. However, where delay characteristics are re-
quired, the test car techniques are irost favorable. They permit the col-
lection of data at the delay points. For short test sections within visu-
al range of an observer, the observer mlethoas may be used with reliable
results,

Findings

The tabulation and output of tile travel time and delay characteris-
tics can be displayed in various formats. A sample output is shown in
Figure 21. The information obtained for tilis graph is deri ved by comuut-
ing the aVerdje travel soeed a]ono a sectio~l of r~aa~ay.
for 2 single vek!ic]e

The tra-vel sDeed, . -
run can be obtai nea from:

600
s=—

T
Iihere:

S = travel
L = length
T = travel

si)ee~ (:T:PrIor kpi)j
of study route or sectio9~ (mile or km).
time (min. )
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Table 19. Favorable Travel Time and Delay St~dy teC~r~iques.
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TRAVEL TIME-SPEED AND DELAY DIAGRAM

,o_ STRONGS AVENUE-ROUTE 7NORTHBOUND _

I (P M PEAK) I
40+ T

)Ai
AVERAGEINTERsEc710N OELAY IsEcONDsI

s0,Jrc2 : i.Ianu&l of Traf~ic Engineering Studies, ITE, (19”76)

Figure 21. Sample Travei Time and Delay Study ol~tp>~t.

LEVELS OF SERVICE FOR URBAN AND SUBURBAN ARTERIAL STREETS

TRAFFIC FLOW cONDITiONs
—.-

(TYP/CAL APPROX/MAT!ONS, NOT RIGID CRITERIA)

LEVEL Ave,~ge
OF 0“.,,// se,.;..

SERVICE 7,.”./

SPeed
Volumel

L;kel” P,8k. Hou, Capac;?y
Des.,;Pdon (mph] Lo,d,F,c to, F,.!., R,do

A Free flow
—

(,.!ativelv)

? 30 0.0 ? 0.70 Z 0.60
r- (0.80)

~ Sfab!of low -- .! 525;
(slight delay)

z 0.1 z 0.60 z 0,70

c-
(0.85)

Stable flow .- ,. -:520:

(acC.Ptab!e delay)
z 0.3 <0.85 <0.80

L (0.90)
D APProac~.g .ns!able flow >15 z 0,7 <0.90 < 0.?0

(tol,t,bl, de(,~) (0.95)
E U“$l.bl, flOW APP~OX. z 1,C z 0,095 <1.00

(cO.9.sti.n: inroferabte ~@l.Y) 15 (0.85 typical)
F.r.ed flow <15 (Not me,aningf”!) (No? mear,ingful) (No, meani,?gf.ll
(iammed)

—

Fiqdre 22. ::~gb,way capacifi] chart - example .
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The ciean .~ravel speed is computed as fol lows:

mean travel speed (mph or kphj
length of study route or section (mile or km)
sum of travel time for all test runs or observations (min. j
cur,ber of test runs or observations

The travel time Gata is obtained directly from the study data.

e Use of Findings

The travel time and delay information is also used to determine tile
operating level of service along a faciiity. An average overall travel
speed, obtai nea from the above formula, is compared to the traff~c flow
conditions for 6 facility to determine the operating level of service.
For example, assuming the average travel time over a three-mile length of
arterial roadtiay during the evening peak period (4:OC-b:OO p.m. ) was 7.42
minutes, the average travel speed would be:

3.00 miles ~ 60 minutes = ~u.~ mph
7.42 minutes hour

Using the table shown in Figure 22 (obtained from the Highway Capacity
W, would denote that the roadway operates at a level of service “B”
- “C” dtir?ng this tifne peri od.

The travel time and delay findings are used in the selection and

evaluation of safety-related countermeasures. In selecting feasible coun-
termeasures, delay datd are use@ in the economic analysis to ,derive aelay
costs. Delay casts will include: the time cost to an individual (result-
ing from “lest” time which could have been uses in a productive manner)
and the vehicle operating costs. These cast fi gures can be obtai neu from
vari ous references on roadway economics incluai ns:

1. Economic Ailalysis for tiighways by R. Minfrey.

2. “Running Costs cf Motor Vehicles as Affected by Road Design and
Traffic [’,Paul J. Ciaffey, NCtiRP 111.



TIIe calculated oelay costs are included in the economic analysis as a

“uisbe(?efit”; however, afI anticipated inprcvement (reduction) in delay

:Jill result in a “benefit” Deir,g deri ved frol;, tt)e proposed improvement.
Delay, costs .P,;ayalso be incl”udea ir, forrdulas used in the scheduling Or
plann]ng of ln;proverflents.

Finally, the use of the travel time and delay data for evaluation of
~O”nternlea~ures in~~olves the ~;easurement of these ~haracteri~ti~s ,fbefore),

ar)ti “after” ili!plementation of the count errfieastires. Differences in
,,~efopel,~r,~ IIafter,fdata are tested for significance of ti,e results.

Intersection Stuoies

-

Intersection delay studies ar2 USeG to obtain Gata on the ~nlount of
delay dt an intersection. Tile delay characteristics can be useu 6s a
relative r)easure of efficiency of traffjc f]ow.

application

@ )ieea For Intersection Study

TrIe need for a delay study in highway safety applications is pril:iari-
ly deterrfiinea by the occurrence of accident patterns relating traffic
congest iorl, i.e. , rear-ens, Pight-engle or left-turn accidents near rllajor
intersecti or] points. Gtiler means of icent,ificat ion I;,aycon]e frol,,fje] ~
review fi.?dings or locdl complaints relating congested con~itions at a
site. These patterns cccur typically during high traffic volume perioas.
These accidents cft2n result ir n!inor severity characteristics, genera llj,
consisting cf a majority of “prGperty dar,lag(?onl~r’ accioents.

s Use of Intersection Delay Data

Inforination obtained fronl these studies are useful for:

Q Identifying and defining corlgestion for use in developing

appropriate countermeasures to rer,;edythe ccngesti on.

* Calculating delay costs used in econonlic analysis or for
il~provement justification purposes.

@ Evaluating the effectiveness of various traffic improvements,
such as determining the effectiveness of a change in signal
tining.

o Prcviding a congestion index to be uses in cofi]Parjng~jfferent
roadways for use in prograrfiming safety projects.
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Intersection delay studies are typically performec Gurilng peak traf-
fic voluIIe hours (,~eekday) to obtain ~elay characteristics whi12 ‘traffic
is operating unGer the heaviest conditions. The actual ti~ne perioo ~s
established fro):-~the acci d2nt su~nary by time cat?. In sofiiecases, a
compar~so!l o; delay criaracteristics for peak and off-peak con~iticns Ioay
D2 desirable.

These studies filustbe perforn!ec un~er favorab12 ;featt\erc~ncitions in
order to obtain a sample of typical op2rating contiitions. In adaiti on,
for “before-ana-a:ter” evaluati on studies, it is necessary that sifi;ilar
trdffi C conditions exist during both periocs of data COl]CCti On.

0 Sar~ple Size Deterr~ination

For i ntersection delay studies< crittcai factors used tc deterr;ine
the required l[;inii,~umsariple size L4j ar2 an esti[nate of stc Fp2d traffic,
tile perr!)ittederror, and the confidence level of the results. it is ~e-
termi Iled frcli the fol iok~ing fornlula:

tihere:

p = proportion of vehicles that are requlrea to stop on the
intersection approacn.

X2 = chj-square value for the desired confidence levei.

d = permitted error in the proportion estifrat2 of stopping
traffic.

information on the proportion of stoppea vei!icles at an approach can
be obtai ne~ in a lnumber of ways.

1. Past data for an approach r;ay be used.

2. A sample field test of approxir!ately llJtivehicles per appro?ch
rJay be run.

3. At signalized intersections, the ratio of the rec tirfieto tie
cycle len$th illaybe US2d.
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T!le ,.~i~~ san;ple ,lethcC~;,2,52 is based on the pericdic
Safijplir;y of tile nun,5er cf stoppec cr queuec vehicles at an approacii. In
~}li~ r;$ethoc, an observer is stationec neai- or at tble test apprcacb tc
record the dztc. The nufi~berof vehicles stcppea (or in tr!e queue) on ci!e
intersection approach at successive irlterva~s (suet) as everj 15 seconus)
are ccuntea. J,t the sac,e time a volur,e ccunt cf the approach traffic
ourin~ tile sar,e ti[ne period is corrtiuctea. The length of sanlpli)-lginterval
is selectee such that repetitive sarnplin~ in the same intervai of the sig-
nal cycle is avoided. Fcr exa:l,ple, sampling at a OU-seccnti cycle ienqth
location should use intervals cf 25 second lengths rather than ter~ or fif-
teeri seccnds to avoid this effect. The sanipled c~unt fiata tind tkle voluce
data will perr,;~ttb,e est?mai<on Gf the vehicle-seconas of stopped time
~~;~y.

Tl~is nethoc is self-correcting since each count interval is inGepen G-
ent of tile other intervals . If intervals are cesiqneti prcperly, tile
results \Yill not be influenced by the signal ~ndicaticn, thereby perlnit-
ing randomness of the results. ,4r;ajor uisacvantage is tile poss~bility of
inaccuracies irithe sampling results w’here a hi~li volur,e of sarfipletivehi-
cles occurs. It ray lead to biased results.

The outputinput fin! rneth0d~l,2,5i is siliiar t~ Tt)e
poi nt Sa!iiplel:lethc~1n Its perforriance except that vehicles are observec
at tlie beginniny (input) and end (outptitj of tt!e intersection area. For
the sarllplingprocedure, the nufiber cf vehicles occupying an intersection
apprcach at successive tirfie Intervals ere recorded during the stuoy
Deri cd. Each successive count represents tile instantaneous density (nur,-
oer of vehicles occupying the lengttl of tile intersection approach per time
interval ) of’ the approach. During tke study period, the nunber of vehi-
cles leaving the intersection approach, is al so countec. This count repre-
sents the approach voltime. The cO;,binatj~n Of the jrlstantaneous density

infor[:lation ar)d the traffic volume permits” the esti[iation of ti~e average
trav21 t;rne.

Tilis procedure, based on sampling tech fliq(les, perr,,its trle accur(iula-
tion of large dii!ountof data in a relativel~/ short emount of tir,:e.
ever,

i-lO\i,-
ir,accuracies hitn this procetiu~e may result due to vehicles entering

~r leav~ng the study area oet~~een :!-ieinput a:)d cutput points.

Tile patt, trace method LI ,2,5,6,71 is based an a salcple of indiv~~ual
vet!icles us~ng the study apprcacn. uata Ofleacfi sa~fip~~vei!jcle is record-



ed over the peri od of time the
information recorded can include
queue, accelerate on/decelerat””ion
major drawback to this method is
required sample size.

vehicle is within the study area. The!
total tra~el time, stopped time, time irl
characteristics, cr other factors. The!
the arount of time required to obtain the

Modeling techniques [1,2] utilize mathematical relationships. Sample
data are obtained, tested, and calibrated to develop a model. The results

are based on theoretical evaluations. It is time consuming and requires

substantial effort in altering the variables for each set of oifferent
intersection conditions. This procedure is primari ly limited to research
purposes.

Techniques for performing these procedures include:
methods,

sampling
photographic methods, observer methods, test-car techniques,

license plate methods,, mechani cal recorder methods, and delay meter
metilods. Pri[rary considerations of these t~chniques are included in Table
17.

0 Sampling h!ethods

Sampling methods[l,2,5,11,12j involve tile sample counting of vehicles
on an approach and leaving the intersection area. Dependent upon the
information desired, i.e. , overall travel tirre or stoppeti time, the opera-
tional procedure for this technique will differ. Basically, thjs methoo
will count the number of vehicles occupying or stoppea at the approacil in
successive time interk’als for a defined period. To obtain delay charac-
teristics, the approach volume during the study period ~s counted. For
travel time information, the volume of traffic leaving the intersection
area is counted during the study period.

These volumes or totals are related to obtain specific aelay data,
such as: average travel time, total delay, average delay per approach ve-
hicle, avera$e delay per stopped vehicle, and the percent of vehicles
stopped, as shown in the data sheet in the Appendix (page I-9 ). This
method has been shown to provide reliable estimates of the delay charac-
teristics at an intersection.

Advantages:

1. Simple to perforr.
2. Obtains a large amount of data in a limited awunt of time.
3. Results are reliable.
4. Eauipment and manpower requirements are minimal.
5. Data manipulation is simple.

Disadvantages:

1. Delay and travel time represent avera~ed resu its.
2. Large volumes of stepped vellicies along an aPProacn ~laY

liniit the accuracy of the results.
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This technique hes been fourra ta be highly ef-:ective in perfornifig inter-
section delay stu~i es. its ..overall lotijcost, uue to r;,inimai ~inle and
equip r),ent needs, !makes tl;is technique fa{orable.

The photographic methods (describec in the link studies section) can
be used to obtain intersection delay information. Otice the oata is
filr;ed, it can be extracted by a sa!~rplingor a license plate metbou. Fur-
ther inforn,ation on this mettioc is
study.

provided ir! Procedure 7 - Voltic,e

O Observer i~lethod

Tile observe IIethod (described iritile link studies section) iS favora-
ble in that it can 2asily trace a selected vehicle’s ~~ath at and tkrough
the intersection. tiy recording traffic volume data, the sin$le vehicles ‘
findings ~,ay be useG to represent the approach vclurle at that tiri>,e
period.

@ Test-Car Techniques

The test-car techniques (described in link studies sectionj relayalso
be used. HOVyever, it will be cufi,bersorneto perfarm and result in signi-
ficantly gr2ater time exper)ditures than other rivailable f,iet!,ods.

@ License Plate }~ethod

The license piate filethoc (described in link studies section) can b2

used to obtaif) intersection aeiay information. It usually requires d
substantial amount of personnel to record the license plates for tile ~rI-
terse ct ion volumes. In aaaition, timing of the vehicle delay I;iayhe
approx~riate since it is difficult to record the ti~:e data jn ,;,uchless
than Imlnute or half-minute inter vais.

@ Mechanical Recording P?ethad

Flechanical recording r,ethcd [5,6] are useful for intersection delay
studies. This rneti?o~uses road tubes or ta?eswttches tG transmit vehicle
Passage data to a recorder. A typical setup is shok{n in :igure 23. ,4s
the vehicle passes the initi~l study point; a mark is n:aae on tb,e record-
ilngtape. After passing the end point of th,e study area, another niark is
recor~ed. The recording paper automatically advances in a time- related
fas}:ion. The indicator fi,arks on the recoroing tap2 are tilen cofilparedto
obtain tr)2 travel time data. This riet:lodn!ay sometimes require an observ-
er to be stationed at the recorder to f;ianuallyplace (narks cn tlje tape for
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FiQure 23. .Weckanical recortiinq equipment set-ups.
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vehicles which, co not
~run traffic.

Advantages:

1. ?rovides

pass completely through tk!e test section, such as

an dccurate record cf veh~cle passage tir,les.
2. Device is easy to operate.

Disadvantages:

1 Obtains only travel tiri;einfornlation...
2. At intersection area, vehicle stopped on road tube or tape-

shlitch can produce inaccurate data.

3. Requires additional personnel to morlitor data sheets (to

obtain data on only those vehicles passing through the test

section).

4. Data analysis can be time consulting.

This technique can provide highly accurate results for travel tin~e
Gat a.

@ Delay ~~eter klethod

Ttte delay l,,etermethoc L5,6j pernlits tk,e accur,:ulation of vehicle-
seconcs of stopped till)eat intersections. Vehicles within a defines zone
zre counted and the amount cf stopped tine is fi:edsure~ usir]g a deley

n]et er, as activated by ar)Gbserver.

/advantages:

i. Sil!ple to perform.
2. Time requirements are lovj.

Disadvantages:

1. Accuracy fi;aybe biased by observer actuating the delay m!eter.
2. Inforn]ation is cbtained only on the afi!ount of stopped time

delay.

3. Equipfient and setup can

This technique is lir~titec
Since nlost agencies do not have
not often used.

be costly.

by the availability of the equiprfient.

access to’ “this type” of equipment, it is

Seiection of Technique

Various techniques are available to perform these alternate proce-
dures. To select the appropriate technique, the mana$ecent concerns
involved in the ?rocedures need to be aeterr,ined. The nlanagefi,entconcerns
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include the data collection, capabilities, tkle level of accuracy, and th,~
manpower, equipment, afld time requirements of each technique. Table l[i
displays the utility of each technique in relation to these management:
concerns. Table 19 displays available techniques used to perform the
procedures as a function of the information obtained. Based on these
tables, a favorable technique can be suggestea.

For intersection studies, the use of the sampling method is mst
favorable. It requires a low time requirement to obtain the require(i
sample and compute the findings. Other techniques require either substan-.
tial data collection or data analysis procedures. hhere a record of the
field situation is warranted, photographic techniques have proven effect-.
ive utilizing the sampling method for data extraction.

Findings

For intersection delay and travel time studies, the output can be
presented in a format similar to that shown in the bottom portion of
Figure 21.

Results of an intersection delay study are usually given by calcu-
lating the following statistics for an intersection approach:

1. Total stopped-time delay in vehicle-seconds;
2. Average stopped-time delay per stopped vehicle in secanas;
3. Average stopped-time delay per approach vehicle;
4. Percentage of vehicles stopped;
5. Overall travel time.

@ Use Of Findings

The effective use of intersection delay findings for assessing level
of service conditions at an intersection has not been totally assessed at
this time. While attempts have been made to compare the average delay per
vehicle to the operating level of service, its effecti veness has not been
proved. As a general guideline, average delay (stopped delay) per

approach vehicle of lo seconds or less at signal controlled intersections
signifies efficient operation. Average delay vaiues between 10 and 25
seconds indicate that some improvements might rel ieve the less than satis-
factory flow conditions. For four-way stop locations, the improvement
might take the form of traffic signal control.

The travel time and delay findings are used in the selection and
evaluation of safety-related countermeasures. In selecting feasible
countermeasures, delay data are used in the economic analysis to derive
delay costs. Delay costs will include: the time cost to an individual
(resulting from “lost” tirie which could have been used in a productive
manner) and the vehicle operating costs. These figures can be obtained
from various references on roadway economics including:
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. . Economic Analysis for Highways by R. Minfrey.

2. “Running Costs of !iotor Vehicles as Affectea by !?oad Desi gn and
Traffic”, Paul J. Claffey, NCHRP 111.

The calculated dela;~ costs are included in the economic analysis as a

“fiisbenefit”; however, an anticipated improveident (reduction) in rtelay
will result in a “benefit” being deri vea from the proposed improvement.
Delay costs may also be included in for;(lulas used in the scheduling or
planni ng of improvements.

Finally, the use of the travel time and delay aata for evaluation of
countermeasures involves the measurement of characteristics “before” and
“after” implementation of tile countermeasures. tiifferences in “before”
and “after” are tested for significance of the results.

e Exafilple

An example of the sampling techniques used in determining intersec-
tion delay characteristics is given Figures 24 anc 25 for obtainin$ the
delay characteristics and the travel time data, respectively. Sample
calculations are shown at the bottom of the data sheets. The example
indicates an average delay per stopped ve,hicle of 22.8 seconds and an
average delay per approach vehicle of 11.2 seconds. The sample vehicles
are equal the total apprcact] volume (59ti vehicles). Using the general
guidelines, this value does not indicate unusual delays.

These delay findings are used in the selection of countermeasures arid

evaluation of projects as described in the link studies section.

Procedure 10 - Roadway and Intersection Capacity Studies

Purpose

Hi ghway capacity studies measure the ability (suppiy) of a highway
faci 1ity to accomadate or service traffic volumes (demand).

Appl ication

“Capacity” is defi nec as the maxi muni.nurlber .of vehicles which has a
reasonable expectation of passing over a given section of a lane or a
raaaway in one direction (or in both directions for a two-lane or three-
lane highway) aurin~ a $iven time period under prevailing roadway anu
traffic conditions [1]. A comparison of actual traffic volumes to the
computed capacity value will define a level of service of the facility.

The relationship between the le\el of service and safety of !Iighw:y
facilities have not been fully established throu~h research. Until
research is undertaken to develop such precise relat~onships, it is not
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possible to directly use the results of a ca~acity analysis to infer that
countermeasures that ir!iprovecapacity wil 1 have a beneficial effect on
safety. l~evertheless, capacity studies provide valuable information for
i71any traffic safety engineering investigations.

For most roadway conditions, six levels of service are defined. Tne;~
are:

Level of Service Description

A free flow
B stable flow (upper speeti range)
c stable flow
D approaching unstable flow
~ unstable flow
F forceti flow

Generally, levels of service “A”, “B”, or “C” are the r)ost desirable
corrditicns. They represent a stable traffic flew.

@ P;eed For Capacity Study

Tile need for a highway capacity study is tri ggered by the occurrence
of congestion related accidents (pattern of rear ends, rig;lt-angle,
left-turn accidents during peak traffic periods), field observation cf
congestion or insufficient capacity conditions, anti compl~ints by ~Gcal
citizens.

@ Use of Capacity Study

The inforfi!ationobtaineti from a nighwa;~ capacity study is used for:
e Planning and justifying safety countermeasures.
* Selecting a safety project.
a Evaluating the successful implefnentation of a safety project.

For example, assume two countermeasures are being considered for reduci ng
accident frequency at a location. Al so assurllecountermeasure ho. 1 will
result in level of service “B” operation as opposeti to level of service
“E” v~hich is the existing condition at the locati Gn. Furthermore, coun -
terr,~easureNo. 2 is expected to have little effect on capacity. 3ased on
capacity objectives, count ern}easure IIo. I..,would likely be selectea since
it in;proves the cperat ion of the location.

@ Period Of Data Collection

Two types of data are typically collected for a capacity study. T h~V

are: roadway inventory information and volume data. Tl!e data differs bj
the technjqoes used to assess the roadway Cap~City.
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The co] lection of roadway inventory cata can be performed under

varying traffic conditions. Traffic voluiie measurenlents, however, ar~!
normal ly obtai nea duri ng peak” traffic flow peri cds. Typical peak periods,
occur on weekdays (from Monday P.PI. througtl Friday A.ki.).

Alternate Techniques

Several techniques to determine capacity are available. Analysis
methods include:

c Highway Capacity Planual (1965) charts.

e Northwestern University Signalized Intersection Capacity charts ancl
nomography by Jack E. Leisch.

● Interim Materials on Highway Capacity.

● Critical movement analysis technique.

e Cycl e samp~i ng method.

Primary considerations of these techniques are identified in Table 20.

~ Highway Capacity Manual

The 1965 Highwa:J Capacity Manual (HCI~) [lj proviaes the most complete
and autiioritati ve reference on capacity. It utilizes the following
factors to determine the capacity of a faci 1ity.

e Roadway Factors
- Approach width (urban)
- Lane width (rural)
- Lateral clearance
- Shoulders
- Auxiliary lanes
- Surface conditions
- Alignment
- Grades

● Traffic Factors
- Trucks
- Buses
- Lane distribution
- Variations of traffic flow (load factors, peak hour factors)
- Traffic interruptions (traffic signal, railroad crossing, etc. )
- Turning traffic influence
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In general , capacity c~mputations involve the determjnatj Gf) ~f an

“una~justec” Cdpa City fcr a gjven set of st~n~~rd condition, S. This value
is ther) adjusted by a series of rculitiplier factors to reflect the
prevailing rcadway, environment, find traffjc ~~n~itiOn~.

The support data for these computations
different situations includjr\4:

is giver in the HCPI for

o Freeway sections.
o iieaving sections.
e I{arllpjunctions.
o Signalized intersections.
● Urban and suburban arterials.
. Downtown (CBD) streets.
e Rural highways.

Based on empirical relationships, service VOluriie or level of service

characteristics can be defined through the use of charts, tables or for-
mulas. Additional details of these formulas and charts are provide6 in
toe Highway Capacity !!anual (1965).

Advantages:

1. Is nationally accepted.
2. Provides capacity and level of service inforn!ation for a

,wiae range of highway situations.
3. Relationships are aefined in simple terms and calculations

are easy to perform

Disadvantages:

1, Some of the analyses contain inconsistencies.
2. May require considerable analysis to obtain level of service

information for intersections.

A basic linlitation of this mett]oa is the time required to peiforr,;inter-
section analysis. Several steps, i.e. , reading graphs and charts ana
using various formulae, are r~qui red to obtain a capacity value. however,
this is only a minor limitation and does not reduce the overall effective-
ness and applicability Gf this method to ff[osthighway situations.

@ Northv~estern University Capacity Char=

The Northwestern signal ized intersection capacity charts and nO[iO-

graphs [2,3j utilize the Hiohk,ay Capacjty Manual data for intersection
capacity. The nomography are designed to simplify and reduce the work
that otherwise would be required by the long-hand computational approach
of tileFlanual. Data input requirements are sinlilar to the tiCPlm,ethoa.
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The vari Gus adjustment factors, e.g. , truck Percentages, left-turn
and right-turn percent ages,, etc., are incorporated into a nomograph so
that for any known condition, intersection capacities can be obtained
directly without reference to the !vianual. The resultant output from these
charts, for all practical purposes, are similar to those produced by the
Manual.

Advantages:

1. Provide results similar to those obtained with the Highway
Capacity Manual (1965).

2. Simple to perform
3. Requir2s limited calculations.

Disadvantages:

1. Graphical readings may ’protiuce slight inaccuracies.
2. Li[nited to signalized intersection analysis.

These nomography are currently used by many agencies throughout the U. S.
and are most appropriate for intersection applications.

@ Interim Materiai Guide

A considerable number of studies relateti to highway capacity have
been ccmpleted since the 1965 HCPI was published. To supplement current
Manuai procedures, a set of Interim Klaterials on Highway Capacity [4] was
recently pubi ished by the Transportation Research Board. It is currentiy
under a two-year trial and evaluation period to be ccmpleted by January,

rhe ~nterim Materiais. provide updated procedures in the following

Signalized intersections - critical mvement analysis.

Unsignalized intersections - two-way stop and yield sign
locations.

Weaving analysis.

Freeway capacity.

Pedestrian anaiysis.

Transit analysis.

The procedure developed fcr unsignaiized intersection capac~ty is
only applicable to inters ectio~is with two-way stop signs or to locations
where yield signs are posteti. The first step of the procedure involves
calculating the maximum fiow avai iable for each xi nor approach.
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Comparison of these values to the existing demand yields an estimate of
the level of service and the anticipated delay. The procedure includes
adjustment factors for conditions such as: the effects of main roadway
traffic waiting to make left-turns; lane configuration on the lnin~r
approach; and shared lane movements, i.e. , right and through vehicles,
using the same lane.

The sections of the Interim Materials that address weaving analysis
and freeway capacity procedures are major supplements to the 1965 i~ianual
techniques. The Interim Nlaterials specifically deal with the folm
freeway components.

e Basic Freeway Segments.
e Lieaving Areas.
o Ramp Junctions.

The Interim Materials for freeway capacity analysis are organized into the
following parts:

1. Basic Characteristics - The basic factors and items which affect
the basic factors are presented along with equations, graphs, and
other supporting materials.

2. Computational Procedures -
conducting the analysis.

3. Sample Problems - Examples
variety of applications.

The proceaure for aeterrnininq the

A step-by-step procedure is given for

of the rethocoloagy are presented for a

capacity of freeway segments in the
Interim Materials is similar {o the technique outlined previously for the
~; however, new charts, correction factors, ana level of service ranges
are given to reflect changes in roadway, vehicle, and dri ver character~s -
tics. The section on weaving analysis was derived from the results of re-
cent research investigations. Two procedures are available. They are
more complicated than in the HCM. However, the procedures have tended to
reduce inconsistencies in the~eaving proc(sdures, such as the definition
of the quality of flow and level of Ser ViCe,

. Critical Movement Analysis
.

The critical movement analysis technique (TRB 212) [4,5,6] pi.ovldes a
quick and efficient method of estimating the intersection level of
service. The method utilizes input relating to intersection geometric
layout, traffic volumes and traffic signal phasing for computing a total
intersection critical volume. In this technique, critical mGvements are
determined and sumw)ed for each signal phase. These volumes compared to
level of service criteria as shown in Table 21 to determine the operating
level of service.
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Table 21. tr~t ical volume and level cf service relatiorrsi}ips.

Level of I Critical Volur,ies
Service Description Z-?hase 3-Phase i~iulti-?hase

! ,

Source: TkB Circular tie. 212

Initially, observed traffic volui,;esare distributed to the available traf-
fic lanes. This is achieved by placing traffic in its expecteti travel
path using lane use factors. For instance, if i,000 vehicles are observed
on a two lane approach during the peak hour, the lane distribution !iould
be:

1,000 x 0.35 = 550 vehicles in one lane
1,000 - 550 = 450 vehicles in the other iane

The lane carrying 550 vehicles is identified as the critical volur,!efor
that approach. Traffic would be assigned usinq sirr!ilar factors for
approaches with fi:orethan t,?lolanes. If the volun,e had been recorded
separately fo~ each approach lane, then the actuai volumes would be used
instead of the estiri}atea lane utilization factors.

From signal phasing patterns, critical ri,ovementsare then determi nea.
By summi ng confl ict irrg I,!ovements using the hi ghest volume lane fcr each
specific movement, a volume associated with each critical riiovenientor
phase is computed. The critical movements are then summed to produce a
critical volume. The level of service is aeterminea by confparirrg the
critical volume to the service voltime ranges st,cwn in Tabie 21.

This technique is currently being used by a number of agencies, and
has been used primarily for planning purposes. It s?lould be noted that
more detailed fi~ethcaolcgies, incorporating. truck$ lane width, and other
equivalency factcrs nave been introduced to improve the accuracy of tile
results.

Advantages:

1. Provides an estirilate of the total intersection level ~f

serv?ce.
2. Effects of GeSign and operational changes can be evaluated.
3. Uses simple and quick computations.



Disadvantages:

1. Requires knowledge of lane utilization for accurate results.
2. Use of design factors can result in lengthy computations.
3. Requires knowledge of the operation of the adjacent

intersection and roadways.
4. Levels of service criteria used are questionable dependent on

the number and extent of the various adjustment factors.

Application of this technique is restricted to signalized intersections,
where its use is highly recommended. However, where the computed level of
service by this method approaches a critical poi nt (level of service D, E,
or F), the ~ or nomograph technique should be used to provide a nnre
detailed review of the individual intersection approaches.

0 Cycle Sampling Methoa

The cycle sampling method is based on a measurement of the number of
fully loaded signal phases resulting from a continuous traffic demand on
an approach. The number of fully loaded phases is conpared with the
available number of cycles during the observation period to determine a
1oad factor. Levels of service related to the load factor are shown
below. These values were obtained from the 1965 HClfi.

Level of Service Load Factor

A 0.0
B 0.1
c 0.3
0 0.7
E 1.0

This technique is performed in the field during the peak ?erioc. The
results are used to assess a peak hour level of service based on the saw
ple counting period. Since this technique is a sampling technique, it may
be feasible to count as little as 15 continuous minutes of operat ion per
approach. However, the sample period should include the peak period with-
in the hour to limit the influence of lower volumes on the critical peak
periods. .

Advantages:

1. Provides
service.

2. Requires
3. Reaui res

a quick estimate of the intersection level of

a limited data collection period.
minimal data analysis.
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tiiszdvanta~es:

1. Results may be biased by obtained sample.
2. Provides an estimate for operating level of service.
3, Load factor may not relate to actual level of service.

This method is used at signalized intersections. The use of the load
factor es a measure of the level of service may lead to inaccuracies in
the cata findings, The load factor represents the percent of fully
utilized green phases within the peak hour. A load factor of 1.0
representing 100 percent of green phases being fully loaded may not,
however, represent unstable flow conditions. Rather, fdll utilization of
green phase may represent, a stable flow ~f the demand rate is equal to
the service rate. Thi S methoa is useful, however, as an approximate
meti]oa for determining the level of service. It is not extremely useful
for highway safety applications.

Selection Of Alternate Techniques

The selection of the appropriate highway capacity analysis technique
is dependent on the management concerns of the procedure. For capacity
procedures, these concerns include the specific application of the proce-
dure, the level of accuracy of the results, and the time, equipnlent, and
manpower requi rements of each technique. Table 22 displays the utility of
each technique in relati on to these management concerns. Based on the
specific needs of the procedure, Table 23 provides a list of available
techniques to review the capacity of a situation.

In utilizing these tables, Table 23 is used to ~dentify alternate
techniques available to perform the capacity procedure. Where several
techniques dre appropriate for a situation, a review of the management
concerns (Table 22) is made to seiect an appropri ate technique.

General guidelines used in selecting a technique include the follcw-
in~:

1. The Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) , and Interim Materials due to
their wide range of applications and overall reliability in their
findings are favorable for use in most situations.

2. Where analysis of signalized int2rsecti ons i.srequi red, the nomo-
graph method may be favorable. It uses the ~ data but combi nes
the several tables used in the HCN niethoa onto a nomograph
allowing for a more efficient technique.

3. The critical move~nt technique is a useful method for signalized
intersections ,where the overall intersection operation is being
reviewed. Critical fiovement analysis has not been used signifi-
cantly throughout the U.S. Recent attempts to encourage its use



Table 22. Technique utility for Road~~ay Capacity Skudy.

Table 23. Favorable

Freeway,

. weave and Rmp
Jmction ,

Urb~ and S“b-
“rba Arteri.ls

. CED (~mt-)
street,

Mj. r Intersections

. Unsig”alized l.ier-
sections

,m.in-, ,.”.1

Roadwzf Capacity Study techniques.

x

x

.

CW&CITY
NOMffiWHS

x

x

x

x

CYCLE
S:*PL13G

x

_

a-
x

.

x
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(through wcrkshop sessions and classes) have tended to provide a
more ,widespread use of this techni que.

4. The cycle sampling method is favorable as a guideline for capa-
city evaluation of existing signalized intersections. It is not
intended for planning or design purposes.

Findings

t{ighway capacity results can be summarized in the form of tables com-
paring the existing use cf the facility to the design capacity of the
faci 1ity. A SaMple table iS shown in the Appendix (page I-lo). For
special use lanes, i.e., left-turn lanes, right-turn lanes, capacity
analysis is normally assessed as a separate itenk

@ Use Of Findings

Findings from a highway capacity study provide a measure of the level
of service for a faci 1ity. Using the Highway Capacity Planua~, the North-
western nomograpns, or the Interim Materials Guide, the findings will
produce a “service voiume” (available capacity for a defined level of
service) of the facility for a given level of service. Level of ser’vice
“E “, denoting capacity conditions is commonly used. The observed volumes

for the site are then compared ~0 the service volume ~0 develop a VIC
rat io. Values of the V/C ratio for specific levels of service are:

V/C Ratio Level of Service

0.0 A
0.1 B
0.3 c
0.7 D
1.0 E

These ratios are used to describe the level of service and to suggest
the need for improvement, a level of service “D” and “E” will typciallY
warrant an improvement.

The findings from the critical lane analysis and cycle sampling
rllethodswi 11 result in a di rect wasurement. of the level of service. The
critical lane technique will describe the overall intersection o?eration
while the cycle sampling nlethod assesses the level of
tion approach.

The results of the hi ghway capacity procedure
handling capabilities of a facility, and can be used
congestion-re~ated safetY defi CieflCie S. Its primary
in~ut in the selection of countermeasures.

service by inters ec-

relates the traffic
to provide ?nput on
use, however, is as
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e Example 1

An exarr]pleof this techoique follows for a three-phase intersection
during the evening peak hour, as sh~n in i~igure 26. It is assumed that
the volumes are based on observed data. Since observed volufilesby lane
are used, lane use factors are unnecessary.

By phase and lane use, the respective critical voiunles are:

PtlASE 1 - Southbound through - 280
- Southbound right - 210
- Northbound “through - 340
- i!orthbound right - 130

PHASE 2 - Southbound left-turn - 130
- Northbound left-turn - 150

PtlASE 3 - Eastbound through and left-t:~rn - 400
- Eastbound through and right-turn - szo
- Westbound through and left-turn - 300
- Westbound through and right-turn - 325

The critical volume of each phase represent the highest volume fcr con-
flicting movements. As such, the following critical volurles are aefinea:

?liASE 1 (no conflicting ntovements) - Northbound through volurfie= 340
vehicles

\ - p~orthbo~nd left-turn ~o]~me =PHASE 2 (no confl icti ng movements,
150 vehicles

PHASE 3 (conflicting movement between left-turn traffic and opposing
through and right-turn traffic) - Eastbound left-turn and
westbound through and right-tu rn = 75 t 325 = 4G0 vehicles

or,

- Westbound left-turn and eastbound through and right-turn =
50 t 325 = 375 vehicles.

.
PttAsE 3 (critical volurle) = 400 vehicles

Sumlfiarizing these volumes, the total critical volume is:

PHASE 1 - 340 vehicles
PHASE 2 - 150 vehicles
PHASE 3 - 400 vehicles

890 vehlicles

F row)
ates

the prev~ous table for a three -phas’e sigoal , this intersection oper-
at level of service “A’’-’’B”.
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Figure 26. Critical aover,er’ttechnique - example diaqram.
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. Exar,ple 2

Assume conditions for a signalized i)ltersection aS gjven be]o~j. T~ie

cycle length during the evening peak hcur is 80 seconds \vith a phase tim-
ing plan of:

~~ (G/C) = 0.40 (40%)
Yz (G/c) = 0.10 (10;L)
U3 (G/C) = 0.35 (35;4)
amber phases (total) = G. 15 (157L)

Gther factcrs are:

lane wiGth = 12 feet
2 thru lanes and the one-left turr] lane per appraoch,
area = central business district
metropolitan area = over l,COO, OOG population
peak hour factor (assurflea)= 0.35
separate left-turn lanes for Istm Street
1st. Street right-turns = 107;
Division Street left-turns = 57;
Trucks and through buses = 47;
Iio parking in area.

Compute the service volur,~es and V/c ratio m: the norttl approach.

in computing the capacity, tr]e chart (taken from ~) shown in Figure
27 is used for an urban intersection approach on a two-way street with no
parking.

!JORTH APPRGACH

Approach width (exclusive of left-turn lanej = 24’

SERVICE VOLti!IIE(through and right-turn) L.O.S. “E” =

2100 veh.
hr. of green

x (peak hour factor adjustroent ) x

(location h,ithin Ifietrmarea-CSO factor) X

(adjustment for right-turns - 10;;) X

(adjustment for left-turns - G%) x

(adjustment for trucks and thrcugh buses) X

(G/C ratio Tor apprcachj
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SOarce : HighYJay Capacity Manual, HW S3 87

Figure 27. HC&l chart example.

1.57



= 2,100 veh. ~ 1.14 x 1,00 x 1.00 x l.iO x l.Oi x 0.40
hr. of green

= 2,100 veh. x 0.5i = 1071 vehicles

The observed through and right-turn volur,e during the peak hour is 490
Vetljcles.

The V/C ratio is: 490 = 0.46
m

This represents a better than L.~.s.
fl Ow.

“C” condition representing a stable

For the separate left -turrl with sianal control, tile capacity is

defined by:

C= Lx G/Cx

~W’nere:

C = capacity

L = turn lane

w

10Ll@.8(fil-l)jLi-0.01(T-5)~

volume per hour of qreen time per 10 foot ~iidth (from
HCPI table)

G/C = “green time to cycle length” ratio of the separate lane

W = width of turn lane, ft.

N = number of turn lanes

T = truck Percentage
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The

= 1200 x 0.10 x 1.19 = 143 \ehicles

observed left-turn lane volume is 130 vehicles. The V/C ratio is:

130
—= 0.91
143

This represents a level Of se~ViCe “D” opera~lon, ~earin~ an uns~ab~e

flow. It my require a count ermeasu~ to upgrade the level of service to
“C” conditions.

Procedure 11 - Traffic Conflict Study

Traffic confl icts studies are used in the diagnosis of safety and
operational problems at a highway location. Traffic conflict counts can
be a supplement to rcutine field inspections of high-accident locations,
or they can be conducted at suspected hazardous sites.

Application

A traffic conflict occurs when a dri ver takes evasive action such as
braking or weaving to avoid a collision. The collection, summarization,
and analysis of conflict data comprises a traffic conflict study. Many
safety engineers believe Traffic Conflicts to be an indicator of the acci-
dent potential at a site. However, defined relationships between conf-
licts and accidents have not yet been clearly established.

The traffic conflict technique (TCT) was originally developed by the
General Plotors Research Laboratories in 1967 11,2]. The technique was
designed to be a systematic method of observing and measuring accident
potential at intersections. Since then, it has been. modified and uses by
various U. S. highway agencies, particularly in the States of Ohio,
Virginia, Kentucky, and Mashingtan L3,4,5,6]. Various other countries
including England, Sweden, and Canada have developed and uti lized thei r
own vers~ons of the traffic conflict technique ~6,7,8,9j. Time lapse
photography is commonly used in these countries for collecting conflict
data.
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.A trdffic conflict study Kay involve identifying conflict categories
by type, as v~ell as determining conflict frequencies, rates, and sever-
ities (nearness to an accidemt). The conflicts are recorded anc analyzec
to provide input to meet the study purposes.
(siii!ilarto a collision aiagrafi!) nay be prepared To
the data.

. Use of Traffic Conflict Study

A traffic conflict study is useful for several
cases, detailed accident information is unavailable,
conflict data can serve as a replacement for these
safety deficiencies.

addition a diagram
graphically display

purpcses. In some
and in these cases,
reccrds to diagnose

Conflict studies can also be conducted to assist in the selection of
safety -relatea countermeasures. For this application, traffic confl~cts
can provide valuable information in the stuuy Gf hazardous locations,
particularly at urban, signalized intersections where a significant number
of conflicting movements normal ly occur in or near the intersection area.
Countermeasures may be developed or selected to alleviate certai)l notice-
able conflict types.

For use in the Evaluation Component of the Highway Safety Improvement
Process , traffic conflicts can be used as a “measure of effecti veness “ of
a project. Their use in this way is favorable for intersections contain-
ing significant traffic volumes and a variety cf conflicting traffic \j;ove-
merrts.

9 Traffic Conflict Definitions

Tile TCT procedure discussed herein is based on NCHRP Report 219 LIu],
as completed by Midwest Research Institute (1980). Definitions of speci-
fic conflict types pertinent to mst confli:t studies are as follows:

o Left-Turn, Same-Direction Conflict
.

A left-turn, same-d irect~on conflict occurs when the first vehi-

cle S1OWS to make a left-turn, thus placing a second, follovlifig
vehicle in danger of rear-end collision. The second vehicle brakes
or swerves, then cent inues through the intersection (see Fig. ti-3 of
Figure 28. ) . .

. Right-Turn, Same-Direction Conflict

A right-turn, same-direction confict cccurs when rhe first
vehicle S1OWS to make a right-turn, thus placing a second, following
vehicle in danger of a rea~-ena collls ion. The second vehicle brakes -
or swerves, then continues through the intersection (see Fig. H-4 of
Figure 28. )
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o Slow- Vehicle.. Same-Direction Conflict

A slow-vehicle, same-di rect ion conflict occurs when the first
vehicle slows while approaching or passing through an intersection,

thus placing a second, following vehicle in danger of a rear-end
collision. The second vehicle brakes or swerves, then continues
through the intersection (see Fig. H-5 of Figure 28).

The reason for the vehicle’s slowness may not be evident, but it
could simply be a precautionary action, or a result of congestion or
some other cause beyond the intersection.

o Opposing Left-Turn Conflict

An opposing ‘!eft-turn conflict occurs when an oncoming vehicle
makes a left-turn, thus placing a second vehicle, going in the other
direction, in danger of a head-on or broadside collision. The con-
fl ictea vehicle brakes or swerves, then continues through the inter-
section (see Fig. H-6 of Figure 28).

By convention, in this and the following conflict situations,
the conflicting vehicle is presumed to have the right-of-way, and
this right-of-way is threatened by some other road user. Situations
such as a “conflicted” vehicle placed in danger of a collision
because it is running a red light, for example, are not treated aS
traffic confl icts.

o Right-Turn, Cross-Traffic-From-Right Conflict

A right-turn, cross -traffic- from-ri ght confli ct occurs when a
vehicle approaching from the right makes a right-turn, thus placing a
second vehicle in jeopardy of a broadside or rear-end CO1 iision. The
second vehicle brakes or swerves, then continues through the inter-

,sect’ion (see Fig. H-7 of Figure 28 for the direction of the two
vehicles).

● Left-Turn, CrGss-Traffi c-From-Right Confl ict

A left-turn, cross -traffic- frorn-right ,conflict occurs when a
vehicle approaching from the right makes a left-turn, thus placing a
second vehicle in danger of a broadside collision. The second vehi-
cle brakes or swerves, then continues through the intersection (see
Fig. H-8 of Figure 28).

e Thru, Cross-T raffic-From-Ri ght Confl ict

A thru, cross -traffic- from-ri ght conflict occurs when a vehicle
approaching from the right crosses in front of a second \,ehicle, thus
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placing it in danger of a broadside coil ision. The second vehicl~?
brakes or swerves, then ..continues through the intersection (see Fig.
H-9 of Figure 28).

● Left-Turn, Cross-Traffic-From-Left Confl ict

A left-turn, cross-traffic-from-left confl ict occurs when a
vehicle approaching from the left makes a left-turn, thus placing a
second vehicle in danger of a broadside or rear-end collision. The
second vehicle brakes or swerves, then continues through the inter-
section (see Fig. H-10 of Figure 28).

e Thru, Cross-Traffic-From-Left Confl ict

A thru, cross -traffic-f ron!-12ft confli ct occurs when a vehicle
approaching from the left crosses in front of a second vehicle, thus
placing it in danger of a broadside collision. The second vehicle
brakes or swerves, then conttnues through the intersection (see Fig.
H-n of Figure 28).

● Secondary Confl icts

In the fore$oi ng nine conflict situations, when the second
vehicle makes an evasive maneuver, it may place yet another road user
(a third vehicle) in danger of a collision. This type of event is
called a “secondary conflict”. Nearly always, the s2cond ccfiflict
will lock m(ich like a slow-,{ehicle, same-direction conflict (or a
lane-change conflict, which has not yet been descri bed). The differ-
ence is that, in a secondary conflict,, the conflicted vehicle is re-
spondi ng to a vehicle that, itself, is in a conflict situation (see
examples in Figs. H-12 and H-13 of Figure 28).

By convention, more than one secondary conflict for any initial
confl ict is not counted. Even if a ‘line of cars stops because the

,-first one turns left, it is counted as a single secondary conflict.

o Other Types of Traffic Conflicts

Under certain special conditions, one may be asked to watch for
and record other types of traffic c,Inflicts, One such conflict is
the “lane-change conflict”, which occurs when a vehicle changes from
one lane to another, thus placing a second, following vehicle ~n the
new lane in danger of a rear-end or sideswipe collision. The con-
fl icted vehicle brakes or swerves, then continues through the irrter-
section (see Fig. H-14 of Figure 28). However, if the lane change
is made by a vehicle because it is in danger, itself, of a rear-end
collision with another vehicle, the following vehicle in the new lane
is said to be faced not with a lane-change conflict situation, but
with a secondary conflict situation,



Another unusual conflict is the “right-turn, cross-traffic-left”
conflict. It occurs when a vehicle approaching fror~ the left makes a
right-turn across the center of the roadway ana into an opposing
lane, thus, placing a vehicle in that lane in danger of a head-on
collision. The conflicted vehiclt brakes or swerves, then continues
through the intersection (see Fig. H-15 of Figure 28). This conflict
is sometimes observed when the cross street is narrow, or when lar~e
trucks or buses make right-turns. Note that the :irst vehicie must
cross the center line for a conflict to exist!

An “opposing rigrit-turn-on-red” conflict can only occur at a
signalized intersection v;ith a protected left-turn phase. Such a
conflict occurs when an oncoming vehicle makes a right-turn-on-red
during the protected left-turn phase, thus, placing a left-turning,
conflicted vehjcle (which has the right-of-way) in danger of a broad-
side or rear-ena collision. The conflicted vehicle brakes or
swerves, then continues through the intersection (see Fig. H-16 of
Figure 28).

There can also be “pedestrian” conflicts, which occur when a
pedestrian (the road user causing the conflict) crosses in front of a
vehicle that has the right-of-way, thus, creating a possible colli-
sion situation. Any such crossing on the near side cr far side of
the intersection (see Figs. H-17 and H-18 of Figure 28) is liable to
be a confl ict situation. However, the pedestri an moverlents orr the
rigilt and left sides of the intersection are not considered to create
confl ict situations if the rovements have the right-of-way, such as
during a “walk” phase.

In additior!, a special type of study exists for conflicts termed
“erratic maneuvers”. A study of erratic riianeuversLllj records any
sudden, unexpected (Ilovement by a vehicl e which could result in an
accident. it differs from a true conflict in that it usually in-

., ... ,+vol ves only one vehicle comniting an unsafe rovement independent of
other vehicles. An exampie woula be a vehicle crossing the center-
1ine of a two lane roadway in a curve section. Other vehicles are
not present to prodtice a conflict, however, this situation can be
extremely hazardous to potential onccming traffic.

@ Data Collection Requirements - .

Prior to performing the conflicts procedure, it is mecessary that the
cbservers understand and be familiar with the specific confiict
wt;ich will reduce misinterpretation of data and result in greater
acy. To insure repeatability of the data between observers, they
discuss among themselves the conflict types and their use in field
t;ons.

types,
accur-
Should
sit Ue -
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[~bservers should be traineu in the traffic conflict technique prior
to cata .collecti~n at an actual study location. Training requires th~
supervision of a person experienced in the field performance of the traf-
fic conflicts technique. A period of one to two weeks is normally re-
quired for r,,osttraining purposes.

Ct!)er data will also be obtained to effectively use the traffic con-

flict data. These inclu Ge traffic volufi~eand roadway inventory data.

0 Period of Data Collection

For most safety applications, data collection is iimited to a single
day. For low volume sites, however, more than one day may be necessary.
COflfliCt data is collected on typically weekdays. It is desirable to
colleCt data during the peak or higher volume hours to limit cata collec-
tion efforts and to diagnose safety problems under the anticipated peak
Conflict conditions. The conflict data should be collected under favor-
able weather conditions to eliminate any influence of the weather on the
results of the study.

It is also preferable that data be collected duriny each of the
vari ous peak Deri ods durina a day to allow a review of conflict uatterns.
throughout the day.

Traffic Conflict Techrlioue

@ Survey Requirements

A general purpose form for collecting traffic con

sections is shown in the Appendix (pageI-11), as aev
[Iuj. Information on the dav. date, and observer !

lict oata at inter-
loped in I{CHRP 219
Iould be comcleted

The actual besinning and ending “count timesprior to the field work. ““”‘
>.. —

should be recorded in the left column of the form Data shoul~ normally
be co] lectea in 20-minute intervals. A mechanical count board r,;ayalso

~~.’ help. in recording all traffic conflict types.

General ly, a two-man survey team is used. The trained survey person-
nel observe the same intersection approach leg at tk,e same time. One per-
son observes and records the confl ict inforn!ation whi le the other person
records volume data. Where specific traffic move!nent by lane is not re-
quired, portable counters can be used tb “reduce manpower requirements.

In mny situations, manual counting of traffic volurl]esis necessary.

The survey team is stati oned approximately 1OO-3OU feet (35-100 in)
from the intersection in order to observe the specific approach. The
specific distance is dependent on tk[e anticipated queue backup during the
sampling (survey) periods. It is necessary to be situatea so as to be
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ab12 to accurately observe al! the vehicles and r2cognize activation of
brak2 lights and }yeave moveme!lts.

klhen the survey commences, the observers record the volume and con-
flict information on the data sh2ets. Severe conflicts and special or
unusual types of events should also je recorded on the data form. It can
include “erratic maneuvers” which are similar to traffic conflicts but are
single vehicle events.

T ime-lapse photography can be used to stutiy conflict situations.
Photographic means are particularly appropriate when studying erratic
maneuvers, low volume locations, expected low confi ict situations, and
other situations which could require excessive time expenditures if :~lanu-
al ly observed. Further details of the TCT count?ng procedure and minimum
data requirements can be found in NCHRP Report No. 219 ~1~]. Informat 1on
on major considerations of the traffic conflicts technique is shown in
Table 24.

Findings

After traffic conflict data are CO1 lected and summarized, they must
be properly analyzed to help determine specific locational problems that
may exist. One way to display conflict data for further analysis purposes
is with a Conflict Diagram, an example of which is shown in Figure 29.
The diagram is prepared in much the same way as a collision diagraxk One
arrow per conflict type is shown with the number of routi ne and/or
,moderate cor,fl icts per hour.

Ancther means of surmlarizing conflict data is by tabular summaries of
conflicts types or rates (sample shown in Figure 30). This method is
useful in identifying conflict patterns but it fails to locate the con-
flicts as they occur along an approach.

@ Use Of Findings
., ., ,.

For analyzing traffic conflict data, similar techniques exist as for
the accident procedures. Conflict types are reviewed for patterns of a
specific conflict type. They may be visually assessed or compared to an
expected value. If data are available, the use of expected values is
preferred.

. .

After traffic conflict patterns ilave been defined, the results maY be

used along with accident information or other safety r.ieasuresto diagnose
safety deficiencies. To assist in selecting countermeasures to alleviate
the deficiencies identified by the conflict patterns, a set of tables was
developed by Glauz in NCHRP 219 [10]. They include the type of intersec-
tion improvements that are appropriate for alleviation of specific con-
flict types. A sample table for a signalized, four-leg (four lane)
intersections, Table 25, contains 19 possible improve~ents as a function
of specific conflict types. These tables are useful in developing pos-
sible countermeasures at intersections. While the TCT may be applicable
to locations other t!lan intersections, its use has not been well
documented, to date, on other types of locations.
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Table 24. Primary consid(?rations for Traffic Conflict. Study.

9
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Figure 29. Samr>le conflict diagram.
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Improveme”r

Left-Tum Bay x X’x

Left-Turn Phase x x .x
L. fx-T... Rescrlcc i.> x x .x

Right–T”r” Bay xx
Right-T”r” Radi”, or xx xx

Roadvay

SIZ”.1 Cycle G. F“ase x Xxxx x
Length

Actuaced Signals x x x xx
Lo”Rer tiher or all Red x x xx xx

Clearance
RTOR Re,tricciOns xx x
Pedestrian 6arrfers x
Pedestrian Phase x
Add Lams xxx x x
Park:”g Rescrictio”s xx
l“stall Median x
Improve Corner sight x x

Discs.ce

sPeed Zone xxx x x

Advance War”i”g o, xxx xx x

Sight Distance Control

Advance Street Name Sign X X x X X
E“forcem”t

~
xx xx
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@ Exar~ple

Givef] the intersection conflict aiagrail shown in Figure 31, Gefine
t}ie conflict p~tterns anc pcssible safety-related improvements IO alle-
viete these patterns. The intersection ~eofietrics at the fotir-leq, fOUr-
lane, signalized intersection are cisplayed in the lc~:er portion (;f Figure
31.

Frofi a visual reviev~ of conflict patterns (usins similar criteria es
in the accident ~;rocetiures), the follo,~ing patterrs are nGtec [conflict
nurlbers are noted on the conflict ciagrar~).

i. E2st and klest ‘iegs - “Same Direction (Rear-E nti)”
e Left Turn
e l~ne Change

2. East. and !iest “legs - ‘:Opposin$ Lef-i-Turn”

3. i;orth leg - “Sane Direction (2ear-Enti)”
a i,igb,t Turn
e Lane Chan5e

4. Sc~lth le~ - “Sa:e Direction (P.ear-: rid):’
e Left Turn
e Lane Ct~ange

5. South leg - “Cppositig Left-Turn”

Usi~lg ‘able 25 fcr a sigrlalized, four-leg, four-lane intersection,
the follc~:i!tg possible icprc\e:,e),ts can be stiggested.

Pattern i & 2 (East and ltest le$s)

e Left -Tur[! Bay
e Left -Tur!l Phase
o Left-Turn Restriction
e Signal Cycle or Phase Leng;!,

Patterl~ 3 (!{orth Leg)

s Ri g}]t-Turn Bay
e i<ight-Turn Radius
o ~dvance ;farning or Si gl)tL is:ance Co]ltrcl
e /{Gvance Street Name Sign
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- Pattern 4 & 5 (South Leg)

e Left-Turn Bay
e Left-Turn Phase
e Left-Turn Restriction
o Signal Cycle or Phase Len$th

The fi ndi ngs frofi~other procedures, such as VO1 ume stu~i 25, s~fe~)
perforrlance studies and traffic control device studies, can be COr~Olnecl
with the conflict data to justify a specific countermeasure.

Procedure 12 - Gap Studies

Purpose

Gap studies are useo to fieastire t~,e time headway or ga;l bett/e2:}

vehicles alonq a ihiqhcwa.yor at an inters 2ctio~ and to anal~~e the ca~~-
bility “cf a [rtajor
traffic stream.

Application

@ Definitions

Two terms are
are ga~) and lag. A

traffic streal; accoin!~io~ating a n:inor or alterna~~:

normall:l used to describe gap characteristics. The/
~ is ‘a ineasure of the time or distance betv~een sLc~-

cessive vehicles passing a particular point on a high~~ay. ~ is ,?
meas~~re of tij:le bet,,ieen tb,e arri val of a Ifiinor stream vehicle anfi tills

arrival of a conflicting liajor stream vehic”le.
A pictorial represent ati O-l

of these terms is shm+n i!] Figure 32.

Several measures are used to determine the gap characteristics for a
traffic situation. They include: (1) the gap accepted by half of the
drivers; (2) the gap for v~hich the number of accepted gaps shorter ij
equal to the nuriber of rejected lags longer, defined as critical gap; (3)
the average gap, and (4) the critical lag, the lag between side street an:

nlain street traffic such that the number of rejected lags larger and
accepted lags smaller ;~ith be equal defined as critical lag.

In most gap studies, the use of lag data is ?referred, as it tie-
scribes conditions relating to botil a fi~ajor and a minor strearl traffi:
f 10}!. Gap data relates solely to the major traffic strear. k!O~,e\,er,

depending on the field situation, boti! terrfishave been used in the s~u~:;
of gap situations.

@ Ifeed For Gap Study

The need for a gap stIJdy is norc!a1ly indicated by the occurrence of
accidents invol vi!]g crcssi:lg or I!erging traffic. Althougt] defined rela -
tionsilii)s ~etkieen gap c))arzcteris tics ar,d !safety at a

developed, it is genera~ly felt that inadequate gaps
strea.(; can result in unnecessary risk being ta.!<en
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Figure 32.

D

n~

,:-

Pictorial representation: gsp and lag.
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traffic flow ~~hich can result in a potential for accidents. Typic~l
acci dent patterns are:

-

LCCATIC;I SITUATIO}i FACTfiR REVI:I,:=J i
—.—-

Freeway RaGp or

~

P2ttern of Sides\~ipe Accidents e Vehicular SC; I
\.!eaveJ“ncti On and Rear-End Accidents e Length of

}/cave or l:erf~

Signalized Inter- Pattern of Pedestrian e Pedestrian !

section Accidents or Conflicts Crossing Gaps
e Speed Distri-

bution

7s :Fq

Pattern of Ri$ht-Angle or

Unsignalized Pattern of Pedestrian Acci -
Inters ectioll

0 Pedestrian
dents of Conflicts Crossing Ga?

e Speed Distri -
but i0!1

4

!/lid-Block Pattern of Pedestrian I+cci- e ?eaestrian
Locations dents or Confli:ts Crossing Gap

e Speed Oistri- /
bution

<t-Ang’e ~F$s

In addition to these situations, the need for a gap study can k
deterrlined fro~n field reviews of the lccation and froln complaints by local
citizens.

@ Use of Gap Stud~

The information obtained ‘Froi gap studies is us2ful for:
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Identifying operational deficiencies in a traffic situation.

Deterr~irring the safety of crossing, merging and weaving
situations.

Assessing the need for additional traffic controls (counter-

measure developme!lt.

Evaluating the effectiveness of a safety improvement.

@ Period cf Data Collection

The period of the cala collection activities is norr,ally cef ined hy
the accident data.

The studies should also be performed under favorable weather condi-
tions. Poor weather ccnoitions will tend to lower traffic speeds, thus
influencing trle gap distribution data.

@ Sample Size Determination

In collecting cap information,
cor~pute a fiinic:umsafiple size L1 ,3].

a variet~< of models are avai lable to
The r,;odelused deDencs upon the fielc

situation. For frost highway safety applicatiofis, the sa~rple size can be
deter~?ined frcm the follo~iing forfi)uld.

(;Y
rinimum sample size

standard deviatiol~ (sec. )

constant corresponding to confidence level in the accuracy of the
data in representing the actual gap characteristics

permitted error in the gap or lag estimate (sec. )

The standard deviation and the permitted error E depend on the situa-
tion under study. A sa~lple study taken at the site will assist in cefining

thel: for use in the above formula. Values of the constant, C, fOr given

confidence levels are:

Constant C Confidence Level=
1.64 9G. o
1.96 95.0
2.58 gg. o
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Gap Study Techniques

Available techniques for co’

o l!anual methoti.
e Manual/machine [~,ethod.

Iectirrg gap information include:

e Pt]oto~ra~hic techni~ues (tire lapse ar)a videotape)..,
e The Instrumented site method.

Primary considerations of these techniques are included in Table 26.

@ Manual ~~ethod

The r,anual method L2,4] uses an observer (technician) at the locatiol
to recora gaps manually with a stopwatch. The observer is stationed &:
the study location, situated in a position ::0 view anc accurately tire al 1
vehicles. Care shoulc be taken to insure that the cbserver’s presence
aoes not influence ori ver behavior in the a)rea.

},s tile first vehicle’s front end pajses over a defined referenc$
point, the observer activates a stopwatch. Iihen the secor!c venicls
crosses the reference point, the stopwa”cch is stopped and the tire
([;easured es th,e tire gap between vehiclej) is recorded onto a suf~:er.y
data sheet. A second observer can be used to record the nlinor stream sap
needs. This can be acilieveG by assuling an average aenano rate for the
study perioc (baseo on the volui.’e cf appruech vehicles di vialed by tile
perioti of data collection) or by actual [,;sasurerent of the accepted aoc

rejected ga~!s or lags.

A sample data sheet is shown in the fppendix (ijageI-12) .

Advantages:
1. Equipment needs are minimal.
2. Data are reliable.
3. Can be pe~-forl-:iedwith very little preparation or setup.
4. Data marlipulation is rninimlal.

Disadvantages:
1. Personnel costs coulti be high.
2. Tir,iing subject to hunarl biases.
3. Data can be influenced by presence of observer.

This cethod is suitable fcr pedestrian situations (signalized Or
unsignalized intersection, or ~idblock locations) anti for i,,anyunsignzl -
ized intersections and ciidblock situations. However, where vclu):es or tiie

cor~plexity of tile situation [:ake the tianual technique difficult to apply,
other rore efficient means fiiaybe utilized.

@ F,anualfllachine l~,ethod

The uanual/l:achine method L2,4] uses an observer to record the ${~p
distribtitioil data using z recorder-type machine. Typically, the recora(;r
device utilizes a recording pen and a tin:er. The recording pen is
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Table 26, Primary considerate.ons of Gap Study techniques.

%nsid”r’’’orilis.oci,t; --.—
‘“h=

Data Data
c38t

Data
Input Obtained output

— .—. -.—-.—-~. —.~—————

.Manual Method .Stop watch .Defined .Venicle gap .Gap disWibu-
$25 to $150 location durat io~~s tion character-

.St\,dy istics (moan

Dcriod gap, stadmd
duration, etc. )

...— — ——

,Manual/Machine .Recordinq de- .Def,i”ed .Vehicle gap .Gap distribu-
Method vice $50-$300 location durations tion character-

. .studv .Tape record istics

Deriod of gap data

.—-— —. —----- ——c—e

Photographic ,Cmoxa eQ”ip- ,nefined .FilM record ,various traffio
T@chniquaa mant s~on - location

$2non
of location stream charactar-

.St (ldy .Traffic stream iBtic8, including
Doriod charactcriat.ics gap distribution

characteristic

Instrumented ,Detection &
Site Method

.W fified .Tape record of .VmiOua traffic
recording location gap data stream character-
equipment .stL1dy .Traffic stream i8tics, iicauding
s5no-$3noo period characteriatica gap distribution

.—.——’,-— —— character intl.cs——, __.. _



T!able 26. Primary considerations of Gap Study techniques (contj.nu~d) .

— —.-

tinaideration
Eqtipmnt ~an~wer +ime

Terhnique SuntiiOn %quirments Wquironents Reaulrewnta
-- .-.

.Mmual &thod .Obtaina gap .Stop watch .Tochnician to .One half-one hour
data by ob- .Data aheet~ ohaerve md re- per studv
server tidng cord data
individual

.Approx. one-half
,Enqineer to ad- ho.r to adjust tits

vehicles just data

.Manual/Machina .Obtains gap .Wcorder .Technicim to ob- .O”O half-ona hour
Methd data usiny .Data SU~a~ same data per studv

observer to sheats .Technicl,m to re- .Anprox. one hour
activate cord tape data on to record tane datn
the gap re- sumaq aheats onto 8umaw sheets
cording de- .Enginecr to ad-
vice

.APProx. ona-half hr
just data to adluat data

..—

.Photographia .Obtainn gap .Camra eqtip- ,Trained tachnioian
Techniqws

,AnProx. one hour to ,
data mmually ment to set up camera nnt UP or remove
from film ,Stop watrh or ,Trained technicim camorn equipment
records of timing w&m- ar en<ineer to re- .One-half to one hour
l~ation inm

i

cord data from film filminq time
,Data eheeta .Engineer to adjust ,Ono-two hours to

data view nnd record data
.Annrox. one-half hour
to adjust data

_.- —-

.Inatmmatad .Obtaina gap .mtection de- .WO technicians to
9iti Method data thro~h

.APProx. one-half hr..
vice set up ad remove to set up or remove

field detec- .Ascording de- equipment equipment
tion md sam- Vice .Trained technician .Approx. ono-half hour
pling methods .PrOgram instru- to record data to record data

mont ,Engineer to adjuet .APProx. one-half hour
.Data Emary, data to adjuet d4ta
sheets

—- — .



actuated as the first vehicle passes the reference line. As th2 second
vehicle passes the reference line, the pen is de-activated. The length of
the pen line (based on tl)e time relationship of the gap tinier to tt,e pen
movefiqent) records the ga? size relationship. Fron~ these recordings, t},2

gap data are computed using sif;ple r,~ather;aticalrelationships.

This t2chni cue requires a mini~~r: of one recording device be used ;;er
gap study. For ~ section of road.lay requiring both directions of tra~el
to be studied: separate recorders are required for each airecticn.
Gbservers lay also be used to itiinin]izethe possibilities of error in the
recording of data.

The qac ecce~tance characteristics are obtained b.},rilanualr.et!lods, as-.
described in the previous technique.

Advantages:

1. Provides a record 07 the gap aata.
2. Requires [:inirndl setup or preparation.
3. Simple to perform
4. Reduces bias by observer.

Disadvantages:

1. ~;aintenance of portable power source for gap recorder

quired.
2. Personnel costs could be high.
3 lata can be influenced by presence of observer .

This tilethod is fa\~orable for use in similar situations as the
mettlocs. However, is Tore appropriate unGer Ihigher volufie or {;ore conlplex
situations due to the autofiatic recording capabilities of this fi!ethod.

~ Photographic Technique

The photographic technique is described in Procedure 7 - “VCLUIE
STUDIES. “

Advantages:

1. Able to obtain ether variables.
2. Provides a permanent record.
3. Obtains reliable data.

Disadvantages:

1. Requires ti!ie-consulnirrg review and analysis of data.
2. Relatively high cost due to personnel and equip niel~t neeos.

This nethod is most favorable for complex trdffic situations (freeway

cross-weave situations, merge situations) where the high nuriber of f.~ove-

Inents can li[,!itthe accurate study of conditions by (;~anual cethoGs. 1 he
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measurer.-lents

Several

1.

2.

3.

Findinqs

technique to be used.
-.

guidelines are provided for selecting a technique.

The use of the irrstrur.ented site nlethod is recomne:~ded for
complex traffic situations where additional traffic cat~
shoulc be collected.

The photographic techrliques are preferable where a fi lr, recorc
of the field situation is needed.

For n:ost gap studies needs, the riranual‘riethods are ~ost feas-
ible. To reduce the datz collection loaa for an obser\er,
the manual/ ~lachine r:ethca is favorable. The manual retho~
should be used where gap recording equip r,ient is not ~vail -
abl e.

The data obtained fronl a gaF study can be presented in 2 ;ari ety of
formats. The sinplest r,ethoc of presenting gap distribution il~forr;aticn
for a trcffic strear, ,is a tabular list of tl:e gap infcrc;atio!] cy frequency,
similar to a spot speed sumcary sheet. For data analysis, the average gap
value within an increri;etitis uses to r2present each observed gap ~;ithin t~,e
incret,ent.

Alternate ~eans of presenting gap distribution data is by a graphical
surtin]ary. Graphs of the frequency of gaps versus the gap euret ion nay be
prepared.

Gap acceptance data are typical ly presented in graphical form, as
shown in Figure 33. One axis indicating the length of the gap (or lag) and
the ott,er axis represents tb,e frequency of gaps (or lags) of a particular
gap (or lag) duration. Two criteria are plotted, the nufilbercf accepted
gaps (or lags) shorter than “X” seconds; and (2) the n~fiiber of rejectee
gaps (or lags) long2r than “Xt’ seconds. “X” represents the gap (lag)
duration along the axis. The crossing of these data lines represents the
critical gap.
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film record permits the review of
envi rorrment.

~ Instrumented Site \!ethod

The instrur:etited site methoG
to detect the vehicle catd. This

the field situation under a controlled

[5] uses sensors placed on t?i: pavel:ert
information is recoraed ontc a tape clr

cassette. Gap characteristics can be obtained airectly or indirectly frcm
available computer Frograms.

The detection device is connected tc a recorder located along tie
side Gf the road. ~,arjotis recording devices ~re available. One such
device is the F}!\JATraffic Analyzer which is a mJltl - channel recorder used
for corlplex traffic studies. Another device is the Traffic Counter Device
(also ceveloped for FHXA). This unit uses a reconverted traffic counting
device to record gap and volur,e data. A third device is the 2ATE14 (Recor~-
ing and Analysis of Traffic Engineering i4easures) syster. This Gevice tit.i-
1izes microprocessor control to scan 16 input channels and perform sev(:n
different types of traffic studies, i~cluding: speed, vol ume, arid

occupancy. Other devices providing similar capabilities have been ievel -
oped. These devices can record the gap data and other output in a variety
of forms, dependent on the recorder capabilities. Avai lable Frograrns

within device can directly provide gap distribution curves and other gI~P
characteristics.

Ativanta Ses:

1. Able to obtain otiler traffic data.
2. Output is reliable.
3. Eliminates bu~lan biases in recordin9 data.
4. Available colnputer program can easily output data in a usable

fern

Disadvantages:

1. Equipment setup and costs can be considerable.
2. Requires trained personnel to operate equipment.
3. Difficult .to detect malfunctil~ning equiplrent.

This technique is favorable for most highway situations due to its
ability to obtain a number of traffic variables; i.e. , speed, volur,le,OCCU-
pancy, etc. in a limited anlount of tir~e. However, the availability and
high costs associated ~~ith the use of this technique h?ve tended to limit
its use in most cases.

Selection Of Alternate Techniques

The use of a particular data collection technique is related to tile
management concerns in\,o’ived in the study. The p’rimary management concerns
include: ths tine, equipment, and manpower requi rements, the da’:a needs anG
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Table 27. Technique utility for gap study.

T’, ,,1>,,{<j,)0
M.n\tal/

M.”aq’, mer!t 14.””.1 M,<,},!. “. “1,.t”araphic ln,tr!!m.nte,~
con ht.th,,cl Wot 1)<,,1 re,hnlq,>cs sit. ..t},”fl

I:q”ig>,.e:”t .St”P watch .Cap r.cordinq .r..r. r. .“t,lp..”k .I>ct..kt”n, ,“.nrd l”.
)Ieqitircmcnts .Othor “.. <is, “,,CI>{.C ,,?t.”,)W,.*.,),“r “an

mi”jm n]. .Oth~r “.-<1s,
,.,)(1“nal”zi”q fl.vic.
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.nn*. a COllo<t i”,,

,Dat. .Obta ins gas> .Ol>taln. qap (ii.- .“htai”s ,,a,,,lisi.ri),,,-
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Table 28. Primary considerations for traffic lane occupmcy
technique.

1
ConsiderationI

I
\

\~
~quipmenk Ma.?vder Tin.

Technique n..tion R.q”ir.ne”ks Reo”irek.ts Requirements

.Detector Meth& .Obtains Qcc”- Detection znd .Technician to .Limited to data
p-q data recording rewr?, ad ad-
thro”gh use

recordiaq and
eq”i~ent just field data adjustir.q the

of detection
e~ip~nt

.Time req”iraents,
mintial

within road-
Way

.Man”al >!ethod .Obtains occ”- .Voluxe CO”,tinq .Technician t“ .RWuize, techni-
p~w data by dex,ice (VOILX record W1. me cian for collec -
ma”al s?eed measurement) data tion of .,olme data
m.d VOIUm, .Stop watch .Technici,m to
field studies

durina study period
.Data sheets sm-arize data .Data recording and

.Technicia” to adjustment 1-2 hxs.
adjust data per site

Photographic .Obtai”s occn- .Cawra eq”ip- .Tech”icia” to set .Camera set “p and
Technique ?.WCY data by rent “n a“d remove removal time

revie”inq fil” .Volme co”ntinq tiamera e“”i”me,,t
records of device [vol”w

(a?prox. 1/2 hx.
.Trained technician

study area
each)

measurement) or engineer to re- .Reviewing film
taken duri”q a. .StoP “atch vie” film dependent o“
defined st”tiy .Data sheets .Tech”ician t“ ad- st”dy period
period just data .Data adj”stinq

the is mintial
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Table 28. Primaq considerations fc,r traffic lane occapancy
technique. (Continued)

~ ‘=;ed‘%~t-=
.Detector Methd .Petection .~fined .Ocapacy or .ticupmq

emuiumnt laation VOIUW -d charatieris-

$1000 to .Study time wasure- tics by tk
S18,900 perial Ents of day

—

.Mmual Method .St”o watch .Defined .Voluw measure- .Occu?mq
$25 to S150 , location writs tiaracteris-

.Study tics for stu~f
~riod ~riod

—

.Photographic .Camera eOuin- .Defined .Volme measue- .Occupmq

Tecbique
.mnt S5f10 to location ments tiara cteris -
s20no .study tics for study

.Stom watch Deriod
$25 to S150

period

—
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Figure 33. Graphical presentation of
gap acceptance data.
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0 Use of Findings

The findin$s obtained from such fi,ethods as the graphical sumnar:f
(Figure 33) are used to evaluate the field situations by comparing the gap
acceptance characteristics of the rr,inor stream to the gap distribution
characteristics of the major streark ~~here conditions are fcun~ Gefi -
cient, counterresaures to

Analysis methods for
ing references.

●

e

e

e

e

Freeway or highway

keaving [4,6,7].

Crossing stop sign

alleviate the deficiency will be warranted.

specific situations are provided in the follow-

merging [6,7].

controlled intersections [2,8].

Signalized intersections [2].

Pedestrian crossing [Prccedure 22j.

Procedure 13 - Traffic Lane Occupancy Studies

-

A traffic lane occupancy study provides a reasure of the traffic perf-
ormance of a highway facility. Related to density, the occupancy factor
measures , as a function of vehicle length volumes, and speeds, the pe~-
cent of time a point on a road,iay is occup~c!d by a vehicle.

Application

Lane occupancy is defined as the ratio of time that vehicles ar(:
present at a station For a specific traffic lane. Related to traffic
volur,:esover a period of time, the, occupancy data is used to identify thf~
traffic performance at a site.

~ Need For Study

The need for a lane occupancy study is identified by the presence of
congestion at a location (obtained from field reviews or complaints) or
froc) accident information, as defined by a pattern of rear-ends and other
congestion-related accident types.

klith the increased use of vehicle detection equipment, the use of
occupancy characteristics as a rleasure of traffic performance has in-.
creased significantly. \iith permanent-type detectors, regular monitoring
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of the occupancy (and other traffic variables) can be conducted.

0 Use of Occupancy Stuay

The information obtained fror,;occupancy studies is useful for:

e Defining the level of operaticn of freeway, arterial , ac~
other rrajor facilities.

e Identifying the location of bottlenecks.

e Selecting countermeasures related to traffic control.

e Oeterc}ining the effects of traffic control changes, such as:
signal tifiling.

0 Evaluating safety inprove~lents.

~ Period cf Data Collection

The Gata collection period is normally identified from the accident
data. It is typically performed cn a representative weekday during the
peak hours. It is also preferable that data collection activities be
perforned under favorable weather conditions.

Lane Occupancy Techniques

The collection of lane occupancy data can be obtained by:

e Roadway tietector c:ethoGs.
● Manual r;ethods.
e Photographic techniques.

Prilnary considerations for””these

@ Roadway Detector Methods

techniques are defined in Table 28.

The principal fi:eans of data .ollection is the use of detectors
[1,2,3]. Detection and recording c~uipr,,ent used consist of two types:
per~)anent or portable. The operat ~onal procedures of the detectors are
identical to those ciscussea in PRUCEDURE 7 - “VOLUhiE STUDIES”. In r:ost
cases, detectors are used for traffic control purposes.

The detector for each lane transmit a continuous electronic pulse for
each vehicle during the ti~,e pericd required to travel through the detec-
tion zone. Each detected vehicle produces a unique pulse havinq a defined
length. The ~2tecteu information is fed to a sniall computer cr central
computer pro$rajxr.ed to calculate lane occupancy for each station b) cor-
bining individual poise lengths over some regular ~im,e base, Such as ~rle



minute, five ni nutes, etc.
speeds are also obtained.

The occupancy, Occ. is

Other data such as lane volume and vehicl?

referred to as [1]:

~ $ tiOcc. = 100

Where:

N = number of vehicles detected during the time perid, T
T = specified time period

ti = measured presence time of “i”th vehicle

Advantages:

1. Can provide instantaneous or continuous data.
2. Time and manpower requirements are minimal.
3. Able to obtain other traffic data.
4. Lata is reliable.

Disadvantages:

1. Initial cost of equipment is high.
2. Technique is limited to locations where equipment exists.
3. Malfunctioning equipment is difficult to detect.

The use of this technique requires the availability of detection
equipment. It is favorable for use in highway safety situations aue tc
its accuracy and rel iabi 1ity.

0 Manual I{ethods or Photographic Techniques

Lane occupancy data can also be collected by manual methods [2,3]
using speed and volume measurement techniques listed in PROCEOURE 7 -
“VOLUME STUDIES” and PROCEOURE 8 - “SPOT SPEEO STUOIES. “ These [methods
produce average or estimated results. Precise speed or “passage tire”
measurements are extremely difficult to obtain for each vehicle in th:
traffic flow during the period studied, particularly under high speed
situations.

In these techniques, lane occupancy data is obtained by manually re-
cording the number of vehicles occupying a ~traffic lane zone duri ng speci,-
fic time intervals. A zone length is defined prior to the study perform-
ance. h!inimum zone length should be the length of a vehicle. It is pre-

ferable that they be an even increment of 50 or 100 feet. The zonej
should be clearly marked for increased accuracy.
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The occupancy is determined as [1]:

Occ. = 100KL

Where: Occ. = occupancy (percent)
K = density (vehicles per lane per unit of roadway)
L = mean vehicle length = 20 feet

Density is obtained by recordins the number of vehicles occupying a
defined space (unit of roa~way).

The Tane is sampled throughout the defined study period tc obtain an
average density.

Photographic techniques ~2,3j are sifi[ilar except the data are
obtained from a film record of the study location. Further operational
characteristics are provided in PROCEDURE 7 - “VOLUME STUDIES”.

Advantages:

1. Able to be perforwd for a variety of situations.
2. Equipment needs can be minimal.
3. Results can be reliable.

Disadvantages:

1. Substantial personnel may be required.
2. Photographic techniques will result in a significant nurber

of equipr[ent needs.
3. Analysis of results can be tedious.

The manual technique should be used for situations where detection equip-
ment is not available. Where a record of the situation is required or
sufficient personnel are unavailable to perform the study, photographic
techniques are encouraged.

Selection Of Alternate Techniques

To select the appropriate technique for performing a traffic lane
occupancy study, informat ion on the management concerns associ ated with
the procedure is requi r2d. The management concerns for this procedure
include: the time, manpower, and equip fiientrequi rements and the level of
comprehensiveness and accuracy of each technique. Table 29 provides the
technique utility of each t2chnique based on these management concerns.
Table 30 relat2s the preferred techniques as a function of the field
situation.
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Table 29. Technique utility for Traffic
Lae Occupancy Study.

Mm?-, r I .Te.hicim
*qui.eEnts level

.Wvel of .mtti. OCcu?mq
Cmprehensive- dat. and other
ness txaffic variml.

(wlum, swed,

obtain occ.mar,cy obtains occupmq

characteristics -d other ltitefl

traffic data (volm,
s~-d, gap)

Table 30. Favorable Traffic Lane Occupancy techniques.

ktector Manual Photographic
Meth06 NIethc,d Techniques

.Freeway
Surveillance x x

.Free$?ay
Merge x x

. Urban
wterial x x x

. Urban
Collector x x

.Rural Route x x
)
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Based on the utility of each technique, a favorable tehhniq”e can be
oselected. Equipment requirerrlents are a principal factor in the selec-
t ion.

Several general guidelines are provided.

1.

2.

3.

The use of the detector methoc should be made where permanerlt
detectors exist.
Where detection equipment is unavailable, the use of the ~nual
method is favorable. It requires minimal equipment needs and can
be performed at most locations due to its flexibility.
Similar characteristics as in the r:dnual method also ~xj~t i“ tI1e
photo$raphlc technique. However. equipment setup, data extrac-
tion, and familiarity with photog~aphic procedures discourage its
use except for complex situations or where a fi lm reccrd of the
situation is ~quired.

Findings

“Occupancy” may be obtained directly usi ng detector systers or can be
co~uted from field information obtained manually.

e Example

A san,ple problem is given based on a roadway approach zone length of
200 feet. At consecutive intervals of the study period, the vol ui;es
within the study zone were recorded as 2,3,2,4,6,1. These values repre-
sent the density, i.e. , “x” vehicles per lane per 200 foot secticn cf
roadway. The averaqe densitv K is the average of tt}ese values, i.e. , 3
vehicles.

Occ. = 100

As such, ~he occupancy, “O”, equals:

x— x 20 feet = 30. 0%
200

0 Use Of Findings

The ouput or presentation of the occupancy data can be in the form of
a tabular listing of the occupancy or in the form of a volume/occupancy
curve (Figure 34). Based on a history of volume VS. occupancy data, the
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Occupancy

Figure 34. VOlue/occupancy output.
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accur$lulation of group< of data for a specific location or situation wil 1
define a curve. From the curve, the peak volume point can be assur,,etias
the volume and occupancy under stable flow conditions.
at less than

An occuparc;~ rate
“x” percent WOU1O represent stable flow conditions. ~t “x”

or greater rates, an unstable flow of traffic woula result. Tfiis rela-
tionship is used to assess the highway operating conditions for the s:titiy
location and to plan ana evaluate traffic control iroprovements.

From freeway merge studies [1], the difference between a ;jreceter-
mined estimate cf capacity and the fiela volume conditions WOUIC represent
the wtering rates for safe mergin$ application. In some cases, it \/ill
relate a low netering rate. If the demand is greater than tie retering
rate, additional meteri ng-rel ated irr:provements wil 1 be necessary.

Occupancy data can also be used to evaluate the effecti veness of
safety-related counter~,easures. lYeasurer,)entof the occupancy characteris-
tics during a specific time period “before” and “after” imple~,erltation of
a safety improvement and statistical testing of the compare G results can
check the significance of the results. In this case, the occupancy factcr
is used as a “rireasureof the effecti veness” of the in;provement.

Procedure 14 - Queue Length Studies

Purpose

Queue length studies identify the number of vehicles that are stopped
in a traffic lane behind ttre stop line at an intersection. They are pri -
marily used as a m,easure of traffic performance at an intersection, but can
also measure the vehicular backup at locations such as: lane drop sec-
tions, railroad crossings, freeway incident locations, and other bottleneck
situations.

Application

~ ?Jeed for Study

The need for a queue length study is tri ggered by accident information
relating congestion along an intersection approach or individual traffic
lane. These accidents will typically include rear-enas within the queue,
although some right-angle, left-turn and side-swipe accidents ray result
from drivers fiaking unsafe movements resulting fron] lengthy delays. Cther
scurces of input fi!ayinclude complaints by local citizens or the field
review of the site.

0 Use of Queue Length Study

The information obtained fro!,]queue length studies is useful for:

e Describing the level of operation at a location.
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o Identifying the location of bottlenecks, such as freeway

inci dent detect ion.

e Selecting appropriate countermeasures.

m Evaluating safety improvements.

@ Period of Data Collection

As in the case of the traffic lane occupancy and other similar traf-
fic operation procedures, the collection of queue length data is primarily
related to the accident by time of day patterns for congesti on-relatecl
accidents. It is typically performed on a weekday during the peak i~ours.
It is also preferable that data collection activities be perforfi,ed unaer
favorable weather conditions.

Queue Length Techniques

Queue length studies can be performed in a number of ways. They
include:

e Manual measumment.
e Roadway detector methods.
o Photographic techniques.
e Mathematical models.

Primary considerations of these techniques are given in Table 31.

~ Nanual Measurement

Manual measurements [1] are obtained by an observer manually recordii~g
queue lengths (num,ber of stopped vehicles) by lane along an apprcacn. Thf~
observer records the queue length at specified intervals of time. ?\
sample data sheet is shown in the Appendix (page 1-13) .

The time interval used in recording data varies with the study pur-.
pose. At signalized intersections, the effecti veness of traffic controls
on moving traffic is determined by recording the queue lengths at th(?
beginning of the green phase and at the end of the amber phase. For
defining “average or maximum queue lengths, data are recorded at regular
intervals. A 15-second interval is typically used; however, where high
traffic volumes or more than a single lane is studied, a longer timf:
interval may be used to allow data to be recorded on all approach lanes
with minimal personnel requirements.

Iihere traffic signals are used, the time interval selected should not
result in the regular recording of data during similar times of the cycle
length. For example, in a 60-secona cycle length, the recording interva
should be 25-seconds rather than 15-seconds. A 15-second interval woul(i
result in the recording of similar data frofilconsecutive cycle lengths anti
would result in biased findings.
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Advantages:

1. Provides direct field observance of co~lditions.
2. Equipment needs are minimal.
3. Data is re”liable.

Disadvantage:

1. Extensive manpower requirec!ents could result at hig!l-volu!e,
multi-lane appraoches.

This technique is favorable for collecting queue length data fcr lost
highway safety applications. For complex situations or high volur.e loca-
tions, increased person~~el are required.

o Photographic Techniques

Photographic techniques [1] use film records of the stucy lccatlon
taken during the study period to extract queue length data. It is ~imilar

to the manual method of measurement in that an observer records the dat?.
from field observations. However, review of the film is done un~er a
controlled (office) environment.

To obtain time-related data, a time clclck or timer is used in conjunc
tion with the camera to reference time data. This ability per~,its identi-.
fication of the queue length data to a specific time period or by a specif-
ic time interval.

Advantages:

the field conditions.1. Provides a film record of
2. Permits review of other traffic data.
3. Results are reliable.

Disadvantages:

1. Equipment requirements are substantial.
2. Data extraction can be time-consuming.
3. Requires favorable weather and lighting conditions.

The use of photographic techniques for obtaining queue length data is
limited to those agencies having available cafi”,eraequipment. This r.etho(i
is favorable where a ‘film record of the data is necessary, a-: conplex
intersections, and where other traffic data may be desi red.

@ Detector ~iethods

The detector methoas L21 utilize in-place, permanent type detect or!j
to record queue length data. This fi:ethoduses a series of detectors alon;

a traffic lane to provide an account of t~le queue length. The detectors

are spaced at specified iengths apart (e. g. 50 ft. (M), 150 ft. ([:), etc. ).
The detector processing capabilities perfi)it the estir~letion of the queu?
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length from the determination of occupancy, speed, volume, anG an assured
vehicle le!!gth. This information is output onto a tape or cdsset~e.

Advanta~*s:

i. Provides continuous recorfiin~ Gf
aaza.

2. Able to record other traffic data.
3. Can easily provide comparison data
4. Can provide queue length output as

data for use in other analyses.

queue len~h a,n~ rel atec

duri ng non-peak peri CGS.
a functi Gn of other traffic

5. Ti!rieand manpower costs are ;Oinimal.

Disadvantages:

i. Equipment cGsts can be high.
2. Difficult to detect equipment nlalfunctions.
3. Results are approxifiate.

This technique is limited to situations where the appropriate detec-
tion equipment is available.

~ Mathefi-,aticalModels

Mathematical ~iodels [1,3] can be used to deri\,2 an avera$2
length as a function of the arri val rate and the service rdte.

queue
TF,e r,;eas-

ured arrival rate can be obtained frGm ~ volume cGunt taken over a speci-
fied period. For example if 200 vehicle were recorded over a 20 ninute
period, the arrival rate (\ps) would be:

200 vehicles
20 minutes x ‘Ads= O. i7 vps

The service rate is d~fined as a function of the flow Gf th2 con-
flicting traffic stream and the arrival rate. It is based on the expected
delay and the critical gap in the conflicting traffic stream. Information
on the development of the service rate is given in PROCEDURE 12 - “GAP
STUDIES”.

For uncontrolled or stop-yield sign intersections [Ij, the expected

queue length nlay be defined by:

)4= x
u-x

idhere P;= average queue length
X = arrival rate (vps)
U = average service rate (1/~) (Vps)



If the service rate is less than the arrival rate, “N” k~ould be a negative
number. in this case the queue length wou’la increase until the arri ~,al
rate fel 1 below the service rate.

For signalized intersections, [lj the average queue length, can be
defined by:

v{here N = average queue ?ength
q = approach flo~{ (VPS)
R = red time (see)
~ = average individual delay (see)

:+hich,ever is the larger of the t\40 values. Tile latter value is rore
precise and ~~oold tend to account for downstream traffic patter r]s. Eo,/-
ever, both equations are used to estinlatl?tian expected avertge queue
1enSth.

l]}forr.~e~ionon the average individual delay at a signalize intersec-
tions is also found in PROCEDUF(E 9 - TRA\!EL TIi>fE;,til~DELAY STLL’!’.

The fi’,atnefi;aticalrlethod, produces an f?stifi~ateof the ci;eue lengtt:.
For :)ost highway safety applications, the results can be adequate.

1. Data analysis is relatively simple.
2. Calculations are based on defined and proven nathe!~aticdl

models.

Disadvantages:

1. Results provide an average queue lenyt}l for tic study
2. Substantial fiela data collection r!ay be req~:ircd.

This technique is aljpropriate }?here data on the ser\ice rate,
rate and delay information are avai lable. It is useful i’f~raeriv~n$ ti:~:

peri oti.

arri va’

averag queue lengtri value as a “treasure of effect iveness.” sf ? safei:y..
related count err,easure. For other safety epplicatio;~s +Ihere !ore speci”~~c
data, for exal;ple, queue length over a tice interval , is necesszry, othe!-
techniques are lore favorable.
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Selection Of Alternate Techniques

To select the appropriate technique for performing a queue length

study, inforr<ation on the management concerns associated with the proce -
dtire is requirefi. The Inanasement concerns in this study i!?c?ude: t!le
time, manpo\ser, and equiprient requirements, the level of Compre!len siverless
and the level of accuracy associated !Jith each technique. TO.kfle 32
provloes the techn~que utlllty of eacn technique baseti on tnese !nanagene:-tc.
concerns Table 33 relates the favorable techniques as a function of :!!e-
field situa tion.

Several general guidelines in selecting a technique are pro\ided.

1. The manual c;ethod is favorable for niost field situations due to
its flexibility and limited time, fi]anpower, afid equip r,ent require-
ments.

z. hlhere appropriate vehicle detection equipment exists, tk:is tech-
niaue should be utilized.
Photographic techniques are recommended for use when situations3.

are too complex for manual fi:ethoGs or where a film record is
necessary.

4. The use of matheniatical rodels is favorable where accurate delay
information is available. It provides an estimate of the avera$e
queue length over a defined time period.

Findings

Queue len~. n
graphical sumary.

data can be output in tabular form by ti:ne of day or a

@ Use Of Findings

Queue length information is primarily used in
as a measure of effecti veness. For this purpose,
findings can be used to test the significance of
average queue length.

“before-after” studies
the before and after

any reductions in tile

Queue length studies can also be used as a measure of traffic perfor-
mance. By corparing average queue lengths during two distinct peak and
off-peak times, a level of traffic flow can be deternlined. This measure
can be used to describe traffic operations for a specified time period a,~d
to assist in selecting safety-related count err~easures.
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ENVIROWEW-BASED PROCEDURES

Introduction

Environment-based procedures are used to determine the effect o=
physical roadway and roadside environr,tent(:haracterisitcs at a high acci-
dent location. Envi ronmental characteristics inc”lude roadwa;~ s20metrics,
roadside structures and appurtenances, paverent surface con~iti ons, an:
1ighting and weather conditions.

Selection of a procedure is based upon the possi51e accident causes
at a site. By identifying the environment-related characteristics which
contribute to accident experience, appropriate countermeasu res Ifiayhe
selected.

The environmental-based procedures include:

Procedure 15 - Roadway Inventory Study
Procedure 16 - Sight Distance Study
Proceaure i7 - Skid Resistance Study
Procedure i8 - Highway Lighting Study
Procedure 19 - 14eather-Related Study

Procedure 15.- Roadway Inventory Study

Purpcse

A roadway inventory study provides i)lformation on the phjlsicai anG
environr)el]tilcharacter sties at a location. In “this study, the location
and dililensionsof roadway and roadside characteristics are obtained and
recorded. These items are illustrated in a condition aiagrar.

Appl ication

@ Need For Study ~

A roadway inventory study shoulc be performed for al1 locations und(!r
study.

@ Use of Study

An inventory can be used as in~:t in c)ther procedures such as: iligh-
way capacity studies, sight distance studies and traffic contrcl device
studies. Inventory information can ?lSO be used in the accioent l~roc<?-
dures to identjfy possible causes of accidents. For example, an ill~entory
may indicate that a sideswipe accident prc)blem is due to inadequate lane
widths and lateral placement of fixed obj2cts near the edge of ii)e pave-
ment.

The inveiltory information is also ~sed tc assure that counteri:easti)-::s
are feasible for the site conditions.
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@ Data Collection Iieeas

Roati\yayinventory inforfi~ationis typically displayed in the forrtio: a
conditicn diagram, as shov;n in Fi gure 35. Conaitiofi diagrar;isark SCd2eC

dra~[ings of the location under stuoy \/hick illustrates TeasureG Cistances
and locations cf the roadt{ay and roaasitie characteristics. ;, CS!;L,L:.,,,.+PF,

diagrara displays such characteristics as:

e Traffic lanes
e Lane ~;idths
e Crosswalks
e ?aver}ent i~!arkings
e Traffic controls
e Curb lines
s Property lines
e Side,falks
e Dri vei{ays
o I$edians
e Shoulders
e Lane usage
o Sight obstrtictions
e % ys ical obstructions in and near ttre road,;iay.

Steps in performing an inventory ana preparing a condit,icn diagrer
include:

1.

2.

:.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Establish the boundaries cf the site to be

Identify data itel:]sto be recorded.

Obtai - inventory data.

Checi. tc see that all available infori~ation
is reasonable.

lnventcrieti.

Ilasbeen recor~e~ and

Take photograpi)s to supplefi)entinventcry data.

?repare condition ciagrani, using symbols t:here appropriate.

Check for inclusion of all pertinent data items and accuracy.

The boundaries cf the conditicn diagram are cictatea by tile safety
prcbler. Bo~.ndaries should be established to include the portio:! Cf the

roadk~ay and roadside b;hich may im?act or influence accident ex~crience.
~istances shoulti be defined, as dictated by traffic volunies t,.qcrcadoay
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Figure 35. Roadway csn6ition diagrar,.
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characteristics which may affect the intersection operation.
sections,

F“or roadway
the boundaries of the study area are defined from the link

description used in the identification of the hazardous location.

@ Period of Data Collection

Unless weather related data are of concern, aata collection activi-
ties .should be conducted under favorable weather conditions. Poor ~,eather
co~dl~lorls can result in the data Co]lector “rushing” the study and
omlttlng key data items. Also, snowy conditions or wind driven sand may
cover or obliterate pavement markings, curb lines, etc. and result in an
inaccurate inventory of roadway data.

Inventory data should represent the field conditions for the accident
review period. Where roadway conditions were altered froni or during the
study period, all changes (and date of occurrence) should be noted. such
changes can adversely effect the ana~ysis results.

Roadway Inventory Study Techniques

Several data collection methods are available to obtain inventory
data:

e ~~ianualm!ethod
o Data files search
e Photographic techniques

Table 34 summarizes the primary considerations for each technique.

@ kianual l~iethod

The manual method [1,2] is the method most wide~y used. The method
requires two field observers. One observer measures longitudinal and
lateral distances to the data items with respect to a selected reference
point while the second records the measurements on a hand drawn sketch of
the study area. Reference points are typically a curb line cr any perman-
ent landmark that can be easily identified at the study site. A scale
dra;;irrg (condition diagram) is then prepared from the field notes.

Advantages:

Provides a current record of field conditions.
;: Data are generally more accurate and reliable than other

methois.
3. Equipment needs are minimal.

Disadvantages:

Time requirements may ~ substantial.
:: Manpower requirements rmay be substantial for complex loca-

tions.
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Table 34. Primary considerations for road~?ay inventory study techniques.

.. ..—

3. Photolq
Method
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Obt.,,i” inven -
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through dire.
meas”r.mc”t o
field co”di -
ti””s.

Obtain i“ven -
tog data
thr”ugh of fic
file records
s“pplcm.e” ted

by minimal
field mea, ”..

Obtain invcn -
tom data
1>.i;]q p130to-
log process
(co,lti”..ue
fil”img by
fram. )

Obtai” in”e”-
toq data
“sing videolo

erO.@s. (cOn-
ti”uo”s film-
ing - high
SP. cd)

EQUIPMmST
%QII1lW~NTS

,Neas”ri”q
wheel
,Data sheets

Mea..ri”g
whee 1
Data shest~
Computer
capabilities!

Photoloq
cam,.
eq. ipmnt
Film viewer
Compt>ter
capabilities!
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vel,icle
Videoloq
cam..
aq”ipme”t
Film view..
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zM~P&>ER TIME
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ma. ”,. tiata h“”r Per in-
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record data .scgmcnt dep.
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display data (ar,urc>x.one

ho”, p.,
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search ciata
.Tech”icia” to
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view. r
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,Camara
e“”iDme”t
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.Film
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DATA OBTAINI?D

.Road”ay and
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:~::acteris.

T
Defined .Ro&dway and
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Specific viro”mc”v
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Data files

Tkfined .RoadwaY ~d
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;::::t.r-
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~ Data Files Search

),jh~n~~ ~~j~tifig hignw~y ~~~a file is ~va~~able, a d~~a fjle ~earcfi

r,ay provide suffici2nt information T-or a roadway inventory stud.v ~ii~ cot;-
Cition diagram. An 2xam,p12 of a highway ir!ventory file is sho~~n in Figur2
35. However, a fi27d review is recon;xended tc check the r2sulting conej -
tion di agrar, for col:ip]eteness and accuracy.

Advafita~2s:

1. !,fay requi re less tir,e and manpo,wer than the r,anual mettIo~ ~-;

2Xi Sti ng files are accurate and current.

Disadvantages:

1. File data Jiay be incomplete,
zower for field reviev{.

}ibasic lin;itation on the use of this n]ethod is the availability/
of a high~!ay da~a file. t+,any asenci es retain highway data but not to the

extent required for an inventory study. Thus, significant $121d review
may be mqui red. Hmever, oata collection efforts are usually 12SS than
t’nat for the manual metb,od.

@ Photographic Techniques

Another inventory fiethoc uses photographic techniques [3] to cbtain
inventory data for a study location. Two coIfiL,onphotographic techniques
are in use today: photologs and \/ideclogs. The photGSraphi c process in-
volves the continuous or tiij2 lapse filming of the roadway and its envi-
rOnfile:lt usins a carcera f~ounted in an instruri]entedvehicle. pjctur~s are
shot as the v2hicle traverses the study ar2a. On each frafiiecf il]e filr!;,
iaentificstion information,.such as: distance, date, and directi~n of
travel can be superimposed. D~ta extraction is accofi]~lished b) projecting
the film or video tape onto a calibrated screen to locate objects with
respect to the calibrations. The data are then used to develop a condi-
tion aiasrdfi?.

Advantages:

1. Provides a p2rmanent pictorial record which can be used for
oth2r purposes.

Cis?dvantages:

1. Equip[nent costs are relatively higil.
2. Requires trained personn21 for aaia collection] and extrac-

tion.
3. Use of grids or calibratiori devices c:ay reduce accuracy of

mees~)rerjefits.
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Typically, the photographic method is performed on an ag2ncy\{iCt,
corridor, or road segment basis where its use as an inventory procectir2
makes it rare cost-effecti ve. For spots or short sections, this m,eth,oc
may not be cost-effective unless the photographic equipment is ownea ti~:
the agency.

Selection of Alternate Techniques

The selection process should be based on time, manpower, af;o equip-
ment requirements of the highway agency. Table 35 summarizes thes2
resource issues for each technique. In addition, techniques are suggested
in Table 35 according to the location under study.

General guidelines to assist in the selection process are sui~.iarized
as follows:

1. Existing data file search is appropriate wher2 data are kno,{nto
be complete and accurate.

2. For segment lengths greater than 500 feet, it is cesirable tc
utilize a photographic technique. \lanual inventories cf relative-
ly long segments may contain substantial errors, inaccuracies,
and omissions.

3. For short segri!ents(500 feet or less), spots, or intersections,
the wdnual method is mre favorable due to the low2r time ar!a
cost wquirerlents of the technique.

Findings

The data Gbtained by this study procedur2 is used as supplementary
information in the accident, traffic, other environment and the special
study procedures. The output from such a study is the identification of
the roadway and roadside environment at a study location.

Procedure 16 - Sight Distance Study

-

This procedure is used to r,easure the available sight distance at
intersections or along a roadway section.

Application

Three situations are comlonly considered in sight distance studies.
They are “passing sight” distance, “stopping sigtlt” distance and “i:ltersec-
tion sight” distance. These situations are shown in Figures 37 arro 3S.
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Tale 3s. Tec-tiique utility for ro~ldway in~entory sttidy.

Tech”i~
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Req”imments
.FJ.Jmi.g .Filmino

.Diagra vzeparation .mta Wllection .D,, t. ,Xtrack+o” .Oaka extraction
.Diaqam prepar.- .D,,ta .oll*.k%*” .Data collecf.io”
tim .niaq,am DrePa,. - .Uiaqram nxecaratio”

tion

.EguiP~.e .K-d meas”rinq .,ti”imal .9hoto10g eouin- .~~ia.eoloc ,“ui Dme”t \
&qulrew. ”t, ~~p=nt mnt or capahil - or caoahil~. ties

.Other needs, ities
minimal

.14anpme, .Tech”icims to .Clerk o. tech- .Tech”icia”s .Technicians trained
Req”ire~nts r,ea,”re &+d record nician to r-card tr. inefi in ahoto - in vivlenloo “ro.

field data data frm files log procedures cea,,res

—

Table 36. Favorable roa~way inveniory study techniqu~s .

\
W c.hiqe File

\

F&eld Se~ch Photo log
Situation

Video log
Hethod Xetiti %ethod Method

Agenq -
wide

x x

Corridor x x
Basis

x

Sement x x x
Basis

x

Intersection

or Spt x x
Sasis
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“Passing sight distance” is the minimm distance required to safely ~a:s
another vehicle along a two-lane roadway. “Stopping sight Gistance IS
the mininium distance required to safely reiict and stop in respcnse to arl
unsafe condition. “Intersectio sight distance” is the minimufi distance
required to respond appropri ately to approaching CIFOSS traffic.

@ IieedFor Stud~

The need for a sight distance study can be based on either one of
three conditions, (1) accident patterns which indicate a possible sight
distance problem, (2) a field review which indicates that sight distance
may & inadequate, and (3) complaints mace b.y local users of the road~jav.
Various accident patterns and appropriate si~ht distance studies are shoin
in the following table.

STUDY SITUATIOlf

Section of highway

intersection
(uncontrolled, “STOP
or “YIELD” controlled)

Intersection (“STOP”
or “YIELO” con-
tolled)

Intersection (sig-
nal controlled)

ACCIDEh7 PATTER!; SIGHT DISTAfiCE STULY

‘cad-onto’’isimi
Right-angle

I

Intersection
accidents sight distdnce \

Rear-end accidents ~ Stoppin$ sigF,t 1

on major roadway be- ~ distance i
tween left-turn and ~

4

through vehicles (in ~
same direction

1
Rear-end accidents Stopping sight

distance
1

7
t

Rear-end accidents Stopping sigiit
distance 1

RiSht-angle accidents Stoppir!g si~h.t
distance or
intersection
sight cistance

1——
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The design standards Ll] for minimum stopping sight distance criteriz
is a function of the design speed of the roa@iay.

25 -------------------------------------i7j

3G ------------------------------------- 2U0
35 ------------------------------------- 250
40 ------------------------------------- 275
45 ------------------------------------- 325
50 ------------------------------------- 350
55 ------------------------------------- 525

Fcr passing sight distances, ~;ini!~uinstandards basec G:? ;;UTCD
pavenent Icarking requirements are [2j:

30 ------------------------------------- 500
40 ------------------------------------- 60U
50 ------------------------------------- 800

llhere the r,easurea sight distance is greater than the stancard (pas-
sing or stopping), safe sight cistance conditions are assufi;etitc exist.
Her/ever,,I/here fi;easuredsight tiistance conditions are insufficient, a
safety deficiency can be identified. Frcm this study, appropri a:e safety
in]provenientscan be aetern]ined.

At intersections, si~ht triangles are used to define the sto~ping
sight aistance. The legs of the triangle are foriea along the intersect-
ing paths of the conflicting \,ehicles. The length of each leg is a func-
tion cf the speed of approaching vehicles. Three different cases ar2

illustrated in Fi~ure 38.

For cases I and II , the fi]inifiiunstopping dista!;c(,criteria is used to
deter[jine the length of the traingle leqs. In case iII, the L,rapltsho~/n
in Figure 39 is used to deterc;ine the si$ht trainglc: legs as a funct ior}
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Of the travel speed and the number of traffic lanes for the major road,:a:.
A safety deciency is assumed to exist where sight distance is inadequa-.:,.
Appropri ate safety i~rovefi,ents can then be identified.

* Period Cf Data Collection

Data collection shculd be performed during the tire of predofiinti;,c
accident occurrence. For instance, if accident patterns reflect G speci-:i
time of day or season of the year, the study should be perforree durifi~
periods which reflect similar conditions. In many cases, changing foliage
of sun angles vjill affect sight distance but may not be cbservec uniess
til!e Gf accident occurrence is considered. bihere tb,eaccident activity is
not related to a specific season or tire period, the study shculG be per-
formed under favorable weather conditions curing sun!ier.

Sight Distance Study Techniques
In perforrfiinga sight aistance study, two techniques are cocfion?y

used. They include:

e lianual r,ethod.
~ i~ehicle method.

Table 37 sufir,arizesthe rajor considerations for each technique.

~3j utilizes two technicians. For intersection
, one technic iefi is staticned at a pGint on the

The rianual method
sight distance studies,
minor intersection approach typical to a stopped vehicle. The second
technician moves along away from the intersection on the major approach
With a vertical I,arker and StODS at intervals of 50 feet and nl~ces the
vertical fi,arkeron the paveiilentsurface. This [,!arkermay consist of a
survey range pole or other device, with a highly
height level Gf six inches.

visible indicator at a
The technician stationed at the reference

point then attel;,ptsto see the range pole from a position equivalent tc
the standard driver’s eye height of 3.75 feet. (Stuaies have shown,
however, that s~ialler vehicles fi]ayhave eye heights of 3.00 to 3.50 feet).
If the 6-inch cark on the range pole remains visible, the second techni-
cian continues to nove do~wn the roadway. The study continues ~:riti1 the
observed sight distance becomes ~reater than the desi~n siglit distance
(based on vehicle speed and roadway geometri CS). It may also be performec
graphically, where an accurate road way int,entory is provided.

For passing and stopping sight distance studies along a Iink, the
technicians nove along the rGadway separated by a distance eql.al tc tb,e
passing sight aistance. Locations Ihaveing inadequate sight distance are
recorded on a scale ~ap of tile study area. iIiniriufi’lengths of a no pass-
ing zone are cefine~ in Figure 40.
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Figure 40. Non-passing zone measurement.
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Advantages:

Equipment needs are minireal.
;: Able to study field conditions

and object height situations.

Disadvantages:

unaer a variety of eye height

1. Not appropriate for long segment lengths.
2. Time requirements can be substantial.

@ Vehicle Method

The vehicle method requires two vehicles. The rear of one vehicle is
marked at standard heights related to the sight distance criteria (passing
or stopping) under ~view. The other vehicle is designated as a reference

For link stuaies, thevehicle to observe field sight distance conditions. _
vehicles are separated by the minimum passing sight distance based on the
85th percentile speed or the posted speed limit. A distance meter may
assist in maintaining a constant vehicle separation. Throughout the sur-
vey, two-way radio comuni cations are used to enhance a constant vehicle
separation. when the designated mark on the lead vehicle is nOt visible
to the driver of the trailing vehicle, the location along the roadway is
noted on a distance meter. when the trailing driver is again able to see
the designated mark on the lead vehicle, this location is recortiea. This
procedure is continued along the length of the roadway segment.

Special mechanical device may also be used to note these lcoations
and distances. They require manual actuation, though.

For intersection sight distance, one vehicle is used to siredlate an
approach veh:cle on the minor roadway and the second vehicle sim~lates the
approach vehicle on the maJor roadway. Through the use of walkie-talkies
or observations bv the waitinq vehicle and subsequent manual measurement
of distances, the-field” sight

Advantages:

1. Able to obtain
relatively short

2. Measurements are
3. Field conditions

conditions.

Disadvantages:

~istance conditions ‘are recorded.

a significant amount of information in a
amunt of tilnt?.
generally reliable.
are viewed as drivers would actually observe

1. Equipment needs and costs are relatively high.
2. Studies are limited by specific test vehicle characteristics.
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Selection of Alternate Techniques

Tables 38 anti39 may k used to select a technique. General guide-
1ines for the selection process are sur~fiarizeabelow:

1-.

2.

3.

It is favorable to use the vehicle method for studying i~st roao-
way links due to its ability to collect a large amount of data ‘n
a ml atively short amount of tir:~e.

For spot locations (500 feet in length or less) or intersections,
the manual method may be mre appropriate. “It pernits greater
maneuverabi lity of personnel to allow the study of a grea er
variety of situations.

A graphical approach may be used at intersections \/here
accurate recoro of the roadway and roadside characterist
exist.

an
Cs

Findings

Sight distance data for intersections can be presented on d condition
diagram as shown in Figure 3G to show existing and minimum sight distances
and sight obstructions.

For link studies, sight distance data can also be presented on
condition diagrams which contain horizontal or vertical cur~,e (crest anti
sags) data, anti obstructions within the required sight distance area.
These figures include the observed field conditions and sight distance.

@ I,iajorConsideration

Klinimum design values for passing sight distance along links are base
on MSHTO (American Associ ation of State Highways and Transportation
Officials) criteria. These standards are in the AASHTO “Bluebook” LIJ and
‘iRedbook” volumes. The criteria for larking (operational ) “no passing”
zone differs cons iderably from the design stanaards. Design standards
develope by MSHTO and the marking stanaards contained in the I,lafiualof
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) are shown belo’w.

AASHTO DESIGPJ MUTCD FIARKING
SPEED (MPH) VALUES (~) VALUES (~)

30 1100 5U0
40 1500 600
50 1800 80~

60 2100 1000
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Tale 38. Te&nique utility for :sightdistance study.

.For spot locatim ox
htesemim stntie, ,
time effort is not
stistantial

.Fo. link stu~ies, ti=
effofi will * s*-
.titia

Tale 39. Favor Ale sight distance study techniques,

1’Situation/Techniq~

Sectim of Highway
I “’””’l””O” *

I.t.,,. oti””Qr Mmjor
roadway wititi”or
rwdway (Unc.”tr.lled,
.StOP, - or yield”
controlled) x x
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Si$nificant differences between these values occur. They are due
primarily to the assumptions made in determini ng each standard L4]. For
instance:

1. The !4UTCD values are based on an off-peak 85th percelitile speec,
while the AAStiTO values are cased on the roadway design s~;eec.
The !IUTCD speed is typically lower than the MSHTO design speec,

2. In computing minimum required sight distance, the MbTCD assumes
that a driver is able to abandon the passiny rnanuever while in
the passing lane if a safe passing maneuver cannot be ccmpleted.
Thus, the safe passing sight distance is equivalent tG the Gis-
tance travel led by an opposing vehicle during the passing maneu-
ver plus a safety factor. MSHTO, on the other hana~ considers
safe passing sight distance to be the distance travel led during
the time a driver first perceives that he is able to pass anc the
time when the passing raneuver is completed (see Figure 37a).

When using these criteria, the differing assumptions Shoulc be kept
in mind. MSHTO design standards are for roadway design purpcses where
~4UTCD marking standards are for traffic control. For safety studies of
the passing sight distance, the MUTCD criteria are uses.

0 Use Of Findings

Where field conditions are found to be deficient or sufficient sight
distance is not available, uF,9rading of these conditions is warranted.
Available counterfieasures may lncluce:

o Removal of sight obstruction
e Pavement marking improvements or alterations
e Roadway alignment changes (grade reductions or curve realignment)
o Speed 1imit reductions
o Advance warning signing.

This study assesses whether sufficient sight distance occurs at or
along a hi~hway facility. Such a determination assists in the selection of
appropriate safety-related counterrfleasures.

Procedure 17 - Skid Resistance Studies

m

A skid resistance study commonly measures the frictional properties
of a pavement surface.
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Application

Skid resistance, expressed as a skid number (SN) [1], describes the
1evel of friction between a roadway surface and vehicle tire *en the tire
is prevented from rotating.

The SN is defined as 100 times the ,:oefficient of friction. Th:
standard procedure for obtaining the skid number is described in the AST!
Standard E-274.

@ Need For Study

The need for a skid resistance study is generally based on a pattern
Of “wet weather” , “wet-skidding” , or “skidding” accidents. Such a pattern
may emerge as a predominant accident type or the IIumber or rate of acci-
dents may exceed an area-wide average value (threshold value) for the
accident type.

Two threshold measures may be used. “rhe first is the comparison of
“wet pavement” accident rates for similar sites. The second technique is
the ratio of “wet pavement” to “total “ a(:cidents. The “wet pavement”

accident rate technique may produce a more usable threshold level since
the use of an exposure factor may tend t> discount the differences in
traffic volumes between sites. It will permit a greater number of sites
to be use for comparison purposes.

Other sources tiich may identify the need for a skid resistance study
includes field reviews and input from local sources. Observance of “skid-
ding” and “sliding” vehicles during wet or dry pavement conditions ma,y
justify a skid resistance study.

@ Measurement Modes

There are several methods of measuring skid resistance. The most
common is the 1ocked wheel braking method. The 1ocked wheel braking
method measures the force required to pull a specified tire, while it is
prevente from rotating (see Figure 41).

Other less common measurement modes include: the brake slip, the
drive S1ip, and the cornering (YAM mode). These modes have an advantage
over the locked wheel mode in that continl~ous measurements are obtained
since the tire rotates duri ng the test procedure.

In the slip mode method [1] (brake or drive) , the friction factor is
a function of the “sllp” of the test wheel as it rides over the pavement.
For example, as the brake of a wheel is appl ied with an increas~ng force,
the wheel devel ops increased “s1ip” (as illustrated in Figure 42). The
S1ip gradual ly increases until at its maxim\Jm, the wheels lock up, result-
ing in a lower friction factor.
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This nnde has not been used to mesure skid resistance Characteristjc:j

of highways throughout the U.S. It has, however, been used successful 1;{
throughout Europe.

The YAW mode [lj uses a test wheel in the cornering mde at an angl~s
to the airection of rrotion. The use of this test pracedure assures that
the critical situation for skid resistance occur on curves. This tes:
al lows continuous measurements of a friction force since the tires rctat,:
during the test and can provide skid characteristics as a function O-F
tir)e. One ~easuring device which has been used successfully in some parts
Of the United States is the ~lu-meter, which consists of a trailer uni::
connected to a test vehicle.

Other testing r,lethodshave ken “Se(j
laboratory testers. To date, these testers
highway safety studies.

which include portable and
have not &en widely used ir~

0 Use Of Study

The Iceasures of skid resistance which result froln each test ~de ~r(:
usually compareo to a pre-established standard based on travel speed.
Since the friction factcr nay vary significantly with speed, as shown in
Figure 43, a deterrrrinaticn of skid characteristics under varying spee(i
conditions is perforr:ied. This review inaica,testhe rate at ~~ich the ski~~
number uecreases with increasing speed referred to as (skid nu],ber - spee(i
gradient). A pavement with a rate of decrease near zero (skid nur!ber vs.
speed) typically retains a higher skid resistance at higher speeds than a
paverrent with a high rate of decrease. In addition, it will define the
skid resistance of a pavement at the roadwa:y travel speeds and be used ta
determine the paver]ent skid characteristics at these speeds.

\/here unfavorable skid nufilbersor skid nufilber- speed graaiel-its
exist, this information can be used to verify a safety deficiency, a?,
previously identified by the accident procec:ure$, and to select a counter-.
MeaSUre to alleviate the co”ditjon.

● Factors to Consider

Several factors should be considered when reviewing skid test re-
sults. First, d skid nuntber can change oiler time due to traffic. Al-
though sorfiepavefilentaggregate particles rlay wear and become polished,
others may, through th@ breaki rig of fragments, expose fresh surfaces.
Also wear Ifiayopen new water escape passages in the surface.

Second, research on skid resistance oieasurements have sho~inthat skis
nu[ibers vary with the seasons of the year and air and pavement r;:oisture
content, ten:perature, precipitation, and other factors. Therefore, skid
r[leasurer,]entsshould be performed under the conditions described in the
ASThI Stanaards.
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Final ly, skidding accidents may occur where a favorble skid urber
exists. In these cases, accidents may be caused by the presence of water
on the roadway. Therefore, consideration of pavement drainage
characteristics is necessary.

@ Period Of Data Collection

For safety reasons, data collection clay require that a portion of the
roadway be blocked off or that the study be performed under low volure
conditions to attain the necessary range of travel speeds. It is recoi:-
mended that skid resistance studies be performed during off-peak pericus
to minimize disruption to traffic. At high volume, urbanizeG locations,
perform the study on the weekend. Studies can also b perforred at night
when lightins conditions are favorable.

As previously stated, the results of skid tests are affeCteG by the
season of the year. Time of day conditions can also affect the results.
Periods of moisture (precipitation) and temperature affect study results
and should be avoided.’

Skid Resistance Study Techniques

Several rethods of obtaining
include:

skid resistance data are available. They

s Locked wheel trailer rmethods.
0 Flu-meter tester.
o Automobi le methods.
s Portable/laboratory testers.

Table 40 sufimarizes the primary considerations for each technique.

. Locked-Mheel Trailer Method

The locked-wheel trailer method L1,2,3 ,4,51 is the n~st ~idelY used
method within the U. S. for skid resistance measurement. IT is based on
the ASTi~lMethod of Test E-274. The method utilizes a test tire (ASTM
Standard E-501) installed on the wheels of a test trailer. The trailer is
to{ed by a truck at a speed of 40 mph while water is applied uniformly in
front of the test wheels. The rate of application of the water, according
to the ASTil specifications, is 4.0 gal./~lin./in. (0.60 1iters/min. /mLI) of
wetted width, resulting in a standard thickness of water of 0.5c,11L(0.02
inch). A deviation of ~ 5 SN may occur at 40 rfiph.

The test wheel (s) is locked by a brake and a recording of the wheel
torque aurin~ braking is made using either ~,anual or electronic leans.
Analysis of this torque results in a skid number (SN). Further ~etails ifi
this method is given in ASTM Method E-274.
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Table 40. Primary considerations for skid resistance studies.

\
consideration

\

Equipment PlanDow? r Time
Techniqlle Function Requirements I{eq,,irements Req!lircwnts

,Lucked-l~heel .Mcasurcs fric- .Trailer clevice
Method

.Tecllnician to .1/2 hr. por
tion force .Data sheets drive vehicle/ sito or mile
using trailer trailer unit
device in lock- .Enqinecr to
ed wheel mdc evaluate [la&m
(ASTM Method
E 274)

. A“toti”ohi Ie .Mcas”re8 fric- .Test vehicle .Technician to
Meth”d

.1/2 hr. ner
tie” force . I[andmeas”ri”g driVe “ehiclo site
using test device, stop .Technlci”ns to .1-2 hrs. Per
vehicle in watch or decel - measure ,?n<l mi le
locked wheel e rom~ter recmr(l d,lta
mode (ASTM . Data sheets . Enqinoer to
Method E 445- ,adj”st (lrlt<l
71T)

.Mu-Meter .Measure f ric- .M”-mEtcr trailer .Technicla” t“ .1/2 hr. p-r
Testei- k~.ol.,force .r,ata gk.eis ~iceo ~miiedrive “@hicie;

using skid trailer I,ni.t
trailer in .R”~i,,ccrto
y~w mode e“all:atc<lata

.British .Measures .British pe”dulm .Tcch”ici. a”, to .Testinq apurox.
Pe”aulu” energy ““it tester (lrive vehicle 1-2 hr. oer
Te9ter “Si”q pavement .Data sheets .TCChni CiAn tO Smple

samples test- operate tester
ed in a labor- .Engineer to
,ltory e“viron - ‘Idillst data
me,,t or ““-

sit.
.—— .. —..-— —=-------



Advantages:

Recognized as standard practice.
;: Economical and convenient to perform for a large nurber of

tests.
3. Skid trailers available corfnercially.

Disadvantages:

1. Requires relatively expensive equipment
2. Difficult to perform except under low

(trailer).
traffic volume condi-

tions.

0 t4u-Meter Tester

The Mu-meter tester [1,4,5] typically
ASTM -E-67U. it uses a trailer type device
yawed inwardly c~ring fielo testing. In

employs methods as statea in
with both wheels (treadless)
this mode, it simulates the

cornering effect. However, since the wheels are yawed in opposite (but
equal ) angles, the trailer continues to imve straight ahead.

In using this device, it is necessary that the yaw angle, as shown
in Figure 44, be set such that the test results are minimally affected by
surface characteristics or operating conditions. For highway safety
applications, a yaw angle in the range of 10-15 degrees is suggested.

The results of this ~ethoe consist of a set of measurements of the
skid number as the braking force increases. Measurements of the skid
number are made for both wheels and averaged. The r2sults cart correlate
extremely well with the locked wheel rethoa using similar test conditions,
such as treadless tires (standard practice for !iu-meter) and an external
water source (sprinkler truck). However, a maximum deviation of 15 SPIat
40 mph can occur.

Advantages:

1. Can be performed under ASTM standards.
2. Trailers are simple to operate and commercially available.
3. Economical and convenient to perform for a large w~mber of

tests.

Disadvantages:

1.

2.
3.

Results can differ from locked wheel methods (which is a
standard practice).
Equipfilentis relatively expensive.
Requires testing, for safety reasons, in a low traffic volu,~e
conclition.
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@ Automobile Method

The automoile rethod [1,4,6] uses a standard automobile driven alon~~
the roadway at the speed of 40 mph. An external water source is used to
simlate the ‘bet pavement” conditions. The automobi lets brakes ar[!
locked and i,,easurementis made of ho~j far the vehicle travels until it
comes to a ful1 step.
lowing relationship to

The braking distance, D, is then used in the fol-
obtain the friction f’actor.

f=

Where:

D=
vi =

‘f:
G=

vi2 - “f2
+G

30D –

braking distance (ft. or n, )
initial velocity (mph or kph)
final velocity (m?h or kph)
friction factor
percent of

The friction factor
fol lowing forclula:

SN = 10Gf

grade (+ or -)

rdy be transformed to the skid number (SN) using the

If performed properly, this technique can produce more consistent.
results than the road fricticn testers since it simulates actual Crivinq
conditions.

Advantages:

1. Equipr[ent needs are minimal.
2. Requires a low capital investment.
3. If perforrflea and measured according to standards usable

results may be obtained.

Disadvantages:

1. Technique can be dangerous to perform under high speed condi-
tions.

2. Requires testin~ under low volume or blockeo off road condi-
tions.

~ Laboratory and Portable Field Testers

Many laboratory and portable field testers [1,7] have been ~evelopea.
However, in highway safety studies, they ;ire not as applicable as the
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previous cethods. This is primarily tiue to the fact that measurements
obtained by iaany of these wthods fai1 to correlate wel 1 with the stanaarti
tests suggested in the ASTM standards. Gne such device which has shown to
be suitable for some safety uses and is gaining acceptance is the Britisi,
Pendulum Tester. The tester consists of a penculu~ to which a sprir]g-
loaded rubber shoe is attaci;ed. A vehicle (tester connected to vehicle)
drives slowly (7 i:,ph)over the roa@ay section, and the pendulu;,, iS

dropped after which the shoe slides over the surface to be testes. The
height of the rebound serves to r!easure the frictional resistance.
Details of the testing procedure is based on AST}IMethod E-303.

The results of this tester can be developed into a British Pendulun
Number (8PN). This number is unique tc this device and cannot b2 directly

correlated to the results of other testing methods. However, it is useo
widely throughout other pa~cs of the world for pavement evaluations.

Advantages:

1. Can test fiela samples in situations where field
not practical.

2. A@aptable to use as field or as laboratory tester.

Disadvantages:

testing is

1. Results do not correlate directly with locked-wheel results.
2. Ccst per test can be quite high.
3. For field use, setup and preparation is usually extensive.
4. Laboratory testing lay nat fully reflect the fiela condi-

tions.

Selection of Alternate Technique

Table 41 su~r!arizes the utility of the techniques based on agency
resource limitations and &n& accuracy of the technique. General guide-
lines for selecting a technique are:

1. The locked-wheel metho~s Senerally are considered as stanaarC
practice for performing skid resistance studies. Iihere lockea-
wheel testers are available, they are preferred due to their
recognition as accurate, safe and reliable methods. however,
where this equipment is tinavailable, the automobile n;ethoa is
favorable. It can sirulate the locked-wheel condition.

2. ku-cleter tests ray be appropriate because they sifi;ulatethe
locked wheel condition in a corneri ng filode. The results differ
slightly from those obtained by the locked wheel testers.

3. The automobile r:ethod can provide reliable results give:l the
appropriate fi;easuring instruf:entation. However, due to t!i~
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Table 41. Technique utility of skid resistance studies.

Loc%d British
Mmaqement Mu-bleter Pendulum
Concern

Automobile
Methd Method Method Method

.TiB .Requires data .Requires data .Rm”ires data .RequireA data
%quirements collection typic- Collection t“pic- collection typic- collection tyuic-

ally at 40 mph ally at 40 mph ally at 40 mh
sped speed

ally at 40 mph
S“eed speed

.Meter readings .Yeter readings .Weter readings .&quire measure-
ments md cOmnu-
tations

.Equipmnt .@cked wheel .Locked wheel .Locked wheel .Autom.ohile
&quirewnts trailer and trailer and trailer and .staAard test

measurin~ re- measuring de- mc?as”rinq de-
vice

tires (AsTM E 50.1)
vice vice ..Weasurinqinstn -

.Other needs, .Other needs, .nther needs, ments
minimal minimal minimal

.Mwpower .Technicia .Technicim .Technician
&qtiremnts level

.Technician
leve1 level level

——

.Wvel of .Ughly reliable .Highly reliable .lligblyreliable .Accurate ,ohere
Accuracy if well calibrated if well calibrated if well calibrated

and maintained
measurements are

-d maintained and maintained obtained mechanic-
ally
..Manualwasurements
may produce slight
inaccuracies



potential hazard involved in performing this study, its use is
not encouraged.

4. The portable/laboratory testers do not produce results correla-
tive with the lockeo wheel results and, as such, their use in
highway safety studies is not encouraged. However, as a tcol
for pavement comparison and other similar purposes, they can
produce effective results. One device which is gaining n~ore
widespread attention in skid resistance studies is the British
Pendulum Tester.

Findings

The output of a skid resistance study can be presented in a chart by
test run (page 1-14 of the Appendi x). Since the skid number results are
sensitive to many factors, (precipitation, air temperature, anti vehicle
speed [8,91, documentation of these conditions is important on these
charts.

e Use Of Findings

In evaluating the skid resistance qualities of a pavemnt, a review
of the skid number at a ~ mph speed and the skid number - speed gradient
of the pavement is performed. This review not only assists in evaluating
the pavement skid character sties basec on standards for the ASTM test
methods, but also assesses the paver~ent’s skid resistance characte~i~tics
under varying speed conditions, in particular, actual field conditions.
The speed gradient is used to assess the skid resistance qualities for the
range of travel speeds expected along a roadway.

The skid numbers at various speeds are compared to miniRum standards
defined by the state highway agency in which they are used. Skid numbers
lower than these values will usually dictate the need for upgrading (coun-
termeasures) of the pavement skid characteristics. Countermeasures may
include pavement grooving, surface overlay, roadway speed reductions> and
warning signing

Procedure 18 - Highway Lighting Study

-

Highway lighting stutiies are used to determine the adequacy of exist-
ing lighting syste~s and the need for new, additional, or improved SYS-
tems. These studies may be used to study sites with existing lighting
facilities and sites which may need lighting based on accident experiences.

Application

e Need for Study

Highway 1ightins studies may be warranted based on an observec
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?attern of nighttime accidents. In addition, field reviews perforfile!d
under nighttir,e conditions nay show thiit insufficient or inadequate
lighting or delineation of the study area ray be warranted. Input frc!i,t
local users can also justify a highway lighlting study.

@ Use Of Study

When the need for a highway lighting study exists, site data (road\i;:y
volrrr,les,area type, accident rate, existing lighting in aree, roadway
geor~etrics, etc. ) shoula be collected, reviewed, and comparea to roadwi!y
1ighting warrants to deterr,~ine the effectiveness of the current highway
lighting conditions. The warrants are directed at those loc~tiGn5 ,,here
highway lighting currently does not exist.

When there is a need to assess the lighting adequacy for existing
Systetis, a study can also be perfor~;ed by comparing existing lighting sy:,-
tem characteristics tc design standards. These desi$n standards are set
forth by MSHTO [1], the Illuf;,inatin$Engineering Society [2], or inde-
pendent local standards.

The study can @eterr,iinewhether a safety deficiency exists Gr,d
aSSiStS in identifying a countermeasure where Iightirrg conditions are
considered deficient.

Lighting Study Techniques

The following techniques are available:

e America[l Association of State i;ighwa,ysand Transport atio~]Officials
(MSHTO) criteria.

e liCHRPReport ){0. 152 filethod.

● Selected individual viarrants based on inaividual research,
e Field review rlethod.
e A light r:etertechnique.

Table 42 sur;f;arizesthe lfiajorconsiderations for each technique.

e AASHTO Criteria

The AASHTO criteria [1 ,3j were prepared by the Joint Task Force for
Highway Lighting of the AASHTO Operatin$ Subco[ifilitteeson Desi$n ano
Traffic Engineering. The criteria” is based on a description of “uDera-
tional, $eometric, and
exceeded to justify tt]e
are currently developed

developmental conditions that r:~ustbe c;atcnea cr
installation of roaaway lighting. AASHTU warrants
for the following area types:

@ Freeways
e Interchanges
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● Tunnels and underpasses
Q Roadway safety rest areas
● Roa&ay sign lighting

Basic data needs for these warrants inc?tide traffic volumes (by time cf
day for a 24-hour period), accident frequency (night vs. day), and a
knowledge of the study area and its environs.

The warrants for freeways and interchanges are shown in Figure 45.
Marrants for other field situations are provided in Reference 1, Addi-
tional general warrants which may be used to justify lighting improvements
are:

1. Where there is continuous freeway lighting, there should be com-
plete interchange lighting.

2. When continuous freeway lighting is warranted, but not initially
installed, partial interchange lighting is juStified.

3. Mhere complete interchange lighting is warranted, but not ini-
tially fully installed, a partial lighting system which exceeds
the normal partial installation in number of lighting units is
justified.

4 Lighting of crossroad ramp terminals is warranted v;here the ae-
sign requires the use of raised channel izing or divisional
islands, and/or where there is poor sight distance.

Advantages:

1. Provides
2. Requires
3. Produces
4. Accepted

Disadvantages:

a simple, usable nethod.
a minimal of data needs.
reliable results based on
as a national $uideline.

present experience.

1. Is not effective far ~nst urban street and rural highway
situations.

The NCHRP Report ho. 152 method [1,4] is based on research related to
the driver visual infor~lation needs. Information needs for this cethcd
include roadway geometri c factors, operational factors,
factors,

environmentdl
and accident data. They are compiled in separate tabular forms

for situations such as: non-controlled access facil ities., intersections,
freeways, and interchanges. The forms are displayed in Figures 4b-49.

Within these forms, the “CLASSIFICATION FACTOR” refers to the speci-
fic data item or infornlation to be studied and for which data is to be
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Figure 48. High!,,ay lighting k-zrrant form - intersection,.
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obtai ned. The “RATING” is based on the data item’s specific characteris-
tics. Individual data iter;s are weighted based on their ex~ected signi-
ficance as an evaluation factor. This is done by ccn;paring wei gh~s for ~

“lit” and z “unlit” situation. The sufi of the weighted ratings for the
individual factors are computed. This value is compared to a h,arranting
value (condition). However, the warrant ing condition may be aajuste~
according to tile agency’s experiences. General guidelines for ,,~arrtinting
values are shown in the Figures.

This tech!;ique requires substantial data collection to prcviGe an ac-
cur?te inventory of existing conditions and lighting needs. kihere date
are unavailable, estimated values based on engineering ju6gnlent shoulc be
used.

Advantages:

1. Technique is flexible (by assigned weightinqs ano \iarranting
condition) to ri,eetindivisual a$ency ’s needs and exper-
i ences.

2. ProGuces

Disadvantages:

1. Reoui res

evaluation criteria for \iide range of situations.

extensive data collection.
2. Gu{del ines for “iiARRANTIliGCOPiDITIO!i’lnot based or;extensi ve

previous experience.
3. Tiroe requirements r,ay be substantial.

This technique is appropriate for intersections and non-access con-
trolled facilities. For these situatiol)s, it proviues a defined, reliable
technique fGr evaluation of highway lighting conditions. The tecilnique is
also favorable for freeway and interchange evaluation; however, due to the
large afiount cf data collection involved with this method, it is not en-
couraged.

0 Other Selected warrants

Iiarrants for rural intersection lighting [3] were developed by the
University of Illinois in cooperation with the Illinois Depart r~ent cf
Transportation. This warrant relates the need for lighting \ihere the
average frequency of nighttime accidents is one-third or greater than the
da~faccidents. It is also recofi~lenaedthat lighting be installed at wral
intersections using channel ization.

In a research project for the Federal Hiqhway Administration,
warrants for special lighting of pedestrian crossk:al}:facilities L5] v~ere,
developed The vjarrants are baseG on volumes (pedestrians arr~ vehicles),
accidents, pedestrian! behavior, or a cofnbination of the above. Tne “volu~e
criteria” are shown in Table 43.
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Table 43. Pedestria crosswalk lighting warrants.

WARR&NT~GCONm~IONS ,&CCOPO~G;rOVOLUhfE

ROADWAY C,LASSEICATION

CBD
(CO\lJIERCLU)

F~GE
@TERilEDMTE)

OBD
(LNTEhl!ED-COJl\~

~OR COLLE~OR
ARTERLAL DISTR~UTOR

* 500veh/ni@t
100ped/night

1W veh/night

I

5W veh/night

100pcd/ti&,t 100ped/.ight

IW ,&/night 500veh/night
100 ped/nig}lt 1~ ped;night

lW veh/night SW velh/ni~ht

50pal/night 50ped/ni$t

LOCAL

200veh/ni$t
50ped/ni:ht

200veh/night
50peal/night

200veh/ni&t
50pedlnie~t

200veh/ni:ht
50ped/ni:ht
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The “acci6ent criteria” are ret if for a perioa of four cofisecutive
years, a minimum of three pedestrian accidents in the crcsswalk per year
occur at nigt}t. These acciaents shGulC be partially or wholly :Etributea
to reduced visibility af the pedestrian which COUIC be alleviate~ Ly
i1lumination.

TFie “pedestrian behavior warrant” can be met when it is aeten~ined
that a r;:inifi~~roof 5% of observed pedestri ans demonstrate unsafe crossing
patterns.

A “corrbination warrant” can be Iwt if any two of the above warrants
meet two-thirds of the prescribes levels cr it is judqed by responsible
engineering judgment that special lighting is warrant ea.

Aavant ages:

1. Based on research.
2d. Simple to perforrh

Disadvantages:

1. Requires further
2. Limited scope.

testing on a nationwide basis.

For the study of existing lighting systefils,several other [eth~ds are
available; (1) the field lighting ccncitions can be comparec tc design
standarcs, or (2) liqht meters can be usec to record lightin$ outputs dIl@
coli~paretito aesign guides.

@ Field Review Fethoti

In the field conditions L6,7j ~.etiiod,the collection of field data
for the roadway environwnt and office data for the lighting hardware
inforltation is necessary. The fielu data to be collected include:

o Roadway classification (freeway, exPress~~aY, maJor ~rtet-iel, COl-
lector, local or alleys).

o Land use (cofitmercial,residential, or interfiediate),

e Lighting (lumincire) spacing.

e Lighting (lurinairej mountiny height.

~ Lighting (lutiinaire) lateral location.

Office data, from existin$ inventory files, include:

e Li ght source size (luren output).
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m Light source type (incandescent, flourescent, mercury vapor, metal
halide, high pressure or low pressure sodium).

* Luminai re type.

The characteristics of the existing luminaire system are compared ~CI

the design based on aesi gn methods and $uides given in the Roadwaz
Lighting Handbook [3j (FHWA).

Advantages:

1. Produces a direct comparison with design standards.
2. Results provide recommendations for upgrading conditions,
3. Results are based on actual field conditions.

Disadvantages:

1. Requires substantial time and mnpower expenditures.

This technique is appropriate for all field situations. It can be
used to evaluate other highway lighting characteristics such as: glare,
reflect ivity, etc. However, it requires a substantial computational work
effort.

@ Light Meter Method

Light inters [6,7j can be used to measure the il1umination output of
the lighting sources. Measured at various points within the study area,
field characteristics (light intensity, 1ight distribution) are recorded.
These measurements are compared to the design il1umination guides stated
in the Roadway Lighting Handbook [3]. Deficiencies are
differences in the illumination level at the test locations.

noted by

Advantages:

1. Provides a co~arison with design guides.
2. Results provide recommendations for upgt-~ding conditions,
3. Results are based on field measurements.

Disadvantages:

1. Measured output does not account for glare, reflectance,
etc.

2. Requires measurement of light output under favorable weather
conditions.

3. Requires considerable data collection effort.
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Selection of Alternate Technique

‘~able M sumarizes the utility of each technique. Table 45 identi-
fies the favorable stuay technique as a function of the fielG situation.
To assist in selecting a technique, the following general guide lines are
provided.

1. The use of MSHTO criteria for evaluation of highway lighting
needs is recomoenaea for freeway and interchange locations.

2. For non-control led access locations and intersection situations,
the ~iCHRP Report No. 152 Methoa is preferred. It is also favor-
able for freeway and interchanges; however, the data CO1lection
needs are considerable.

3. For evaluation of existing lighting systems, the AASHTO method is
preferred. It is an easy and simple means. For a mre detai led
review, the light meter method nny be wore favorab12 than the
field condition method since it directly measures the light out-
put.

Findings

A checklist can be used to compare site data with the ~SHTO cri-
teria, the rural intersect on r:iethod,and the pedestrian crosswalk method.
Output forms for the WCHRP Report No. 152 method were displayed in
Figures 46-49. Further inforfi)ation is provided in Chapter 6 of the
Roadway Lighting Handbook [3].

In addition to the warrants, a nighttime field review of the area is
performed to obtain the following information.

1. Oriver’s visual field (as related to characteristics of the
traffic facility),
Roadway facility function,

:: Supplemental infor~lation for the lighting warrants,
4. Subjective comfort benefits of existing roadway lighting, and
5. Information for the aesign $uidelines.

~ Use of Findings

I/here existing lighting is found inadequate, the need for upgrading
of conditions is warranted. Where further 1ighting needs are not
warranted, yet the accid2nt data or field reviev; shown nighttime accident
problems, the need for i!,)provedpositive guidance may be required [8j.
These can include: improved roadway delineation (thermoplastic, raisea
reflectors, delineators, etc. ), improved signing (advance warning, target
arrows, chev rons, etc. ), or internal illumination of signing. These
il~~roveclents will be related based on a field review of the study
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Table 44. Technique utility for highway lighting study technique.

.Levcl of Com- .Based.“ Volume,
p..h...~v..... 9.....1 .,..

description,
accident, a“d
pedestrian beha-
vior data

Field Corldition
Method

.Req”ire$
stistantial
data collec-
tion a“d re-
view effort

.Minimal

.Ba6Cd 0“
existing
hardware
systemas
compared to
design stan-
dards

.Objective
approach;
relate, @
,11 sta” -
dards

Ligl,t Meter
Method

.Req”i re.
,tista”tial
data collec-
tion a“d
review effort

.Light mtcr

.Other needs
minimal

.nased on
ill”minatiom
O“tp”t on-
site as com-

p~r@d tO de-
siq” stan-
dards

.Ob jective
approach :
relates
illminatio”
1.”.1

mSHm Criteria

.R.quire.minimal
dat. c.llecti.”
a“d review effort

.TechnicianB,
E“qi “eer

.Volumecounter.,

.Oticrneeds
mi”inal

.Ba, ed o“ volume,
general area
description, and
accident data
for site

.Stijective .
approach, com-
W“l Y used as
,tandard

NCIIRP RePort R“ral Xntsraection
No. 152 Lighting Method

. Req”ircs .Require. minimal
extensive d~ta collection
data collection and revi.”effort
a“d revieweffort

.Tech”icians, .Engineer
Engineer

.Volwe COu”ers .Mi”imal

.Meas”ri”g “heel

.Other needs

.Based .. detailed .Bascd on accident

9e0m@tric, Oeexa- data
tio”al, environ-
mental, a“d acci-
dent data for site

.Stijective .Primarily““prove
aPProa&, accepted
.8 “Pcomi”gstan-
dard



Table 45. Favorable highway lighting study techniques.

——

Technique Informational Rural Inter- Pedestrim Field Light

\

WSIITO NCHm Report Needs section Crosswalk Condition
ituation Criteria No. 152

Meter
Approach Lighting Nethod Mehhod Method Uetllod

Freeways x x x x x’

Inter-
changes x x x x x

Urban
lntersec:

tion x x x x

Rural
Ifiter-

s=tion x x x x x

Pedestrim
C1OSswalks x x x x

mmels m d
Undevasses x x x x

Non-&n-
trolled

Access
Facility x x x x



situation and the past experience
concept is included in the FHW
Guidance” (June, 1977).

152

1.

2.

3.

4.

0 Example

A sample problem for an urban
methoa is shavn below.

of the agency. Inforl,lation on thi!j
Manual “A User’s Guide to Positi v,?

intersection using the NCH,RP keport P;o,,

Intersection: 3 Mile Road and Blake Road, Arrytown, USA

Geometric Factors

Nucber of Legs: 4
Approach Lane %idth: 11 feet
Channel ization: Left-turn lanes on all legs, right-turn lane on r:ajor

le$s

Approach Sight Distdnce: > 700 feet
Grades on Approach Street: < 3°
Parking in Vicinity: Prohibited bcth sides

Operational Factors

Operating Speed on Approach Legs: 40 mph
Type of Control: All mven~ents signalized
Channel ization: Left and right signal control
Level of Service: E(I.0)
pedestrian Volurtie:o-50

Environmental Factors

Percent Adjacent Development: 1007;
Predominar,t Oevelopnent Near Intersection: Strip commercial
Lightiny in Im~e6iate Vicinity: 60-80%
Crime Rate: Extremely low

Accidents

Ratio of night-to-day accident rates: 1.2 - 1.5

The application of these factors is shown in Figure 50. The total
score for this review was 57.7 points. k{iirrantingconditions require i]
75.0 point total. From this comparison, further intersection lighting it
not necessary. If the score was greater than the warranting condition,,
however, it would require further lighting needs.
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Procedure 19 - kleather-Rel~ltedStudies

These stucy procedures can be used to determine whether ?fic to whet
extent fog or ice contributed to a safety prcbler;~
tions have at a l~~atjo,l,

The inlpactthese ~oncj-
r;~aydictate Counterl;easures to reGuce the h~~~rc-

ousness of the location.

APP1 icatio”

@ Pieea For Study

patterns of accidents in whj ch the cC}ntributi ng ci rcu{,;stances ~er[:

“reduceti visibility due to fog” or “slippery paverent due to ~cy condi-.
tiOnS” may, inoicate that a \qeather relatec stuay is ~arrante~~ Fielti
reviews ana local input can also inaicate the! need for these studies.

Areas for which these studies l~aybe required include:

A. Hazardous Fog Conditions

e Swampy areas
c Low lying areas
e Bridges over water
e Mountainous areas

B. Hazardous Icy Conditions

e Bridge decks
e Underpasses
0 Curves in fi;ountainousareas
o Roadway near a body of water

~ Use Cf Study

The information obtained by these stutiies are used to:

0 Verify accident findings.
o Select Counterfi-,easuresto reauce or restrict the

of the situation.

0 Period of Data Collection

hazardousness

Data on fogy or icy conditions shoulo be collected during actua”l
occurrence of the condition. heather reports, forecasts, or discussions
wittl local weather forecasters can assist in determining when these ~ondi..
tions are likely to occur.
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Weather-Rel atea Study Techniques

Several cethods of analysis are available to study weather-relztec
safety hazards. The following alternate techniques may k used.

A. Fog-Related Conditions

o In-field direct measurement
● Use of field instrument

B. Ice-Related Conditions

e Field reviews

Table 46 summarizes the prin,ary considerations for each technique.

Fog-Related Conditions

. In-Field Measurement Technique

The in-field measurement technique [lj involves determinin~ sight
distance during fog conditions using two vehicles or a vehicle and a port-
able target device. One vehicle or target is stationed in the study area
and the second vehicle l;,ovesthrough the study area. when the secona
vehicle observes the stationary vehicle (or target), the location and
distance to the target is recorded as the feasible sight distance. The
r;easured sight distance is compared to the design stopping sight oistacce
[2] based on the posted speed linit for the area. This study shoula be
perforr:ed at several locat ions in the study area to deterr,,inerepresenta-
tive sight distance under the prevailing environr.,entalconditions.

Advantages:

Neasurec;ents are Msed on actual driving conditions.
;: Equipnient needs are ciini!,lal.

Disadvantages:

1. Field tests tflayresult in safety problems.
2. Results nay be bi’stc by drivers knowledge of test object-

ives.

@ Field Instrument !.iethods

The use of field instrur;ents L1 ,3] to n,easure the fog density is an
alternate technique. Fog index (:easuring devices include videographs,
nephelon]eters, tramissor]eters, and others Llj. The predicted visual range
or fog index is ueteril:inedusing the device input and the follo,flin$rela-
tionship:

V = FI = BVpn
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Where:

v = predicted visual range (ft.)
FI = fog index

‘Q = photoc!etric visibility distance (ft.)
B,n = pararfieters

Sample valties of “B” and “n” for general conditions can be usec as
follows:

Accident Illumination Condition B n—

iiight 4.32 0.81
Early Oawn 4.28 G.80
Day 0.75 1.00

The visual range to the ~ini~um stopping sight distance (based on
posted speed liniitfor the area) should be corfiparea. Ijhenthe visual range
is less than the minimum stopping distance, warni rrqor speed control co~n-
terrceasures may & appropri ate. If the predicted range is greater than the
minimur! stopping sight distance, conditions Kay be considered acceptable.

Advantages:

1. Simple to perform
2. Time and manpower requirerents are minimal.

Disadvantages:

1. Equiprent costs are relatively high.
2. !Ieasurin.gdevices ray have lilliteaaccuracy.

Ice-Related Conditions

. Field Review ilethod

Oata on traffic operations, physical conditions, and oriver behavior
during ice conditions should be collected during field reviews [4,5,6;.
The Traffic Conflicts Study (ProceGure 10) or the Safety Perforr,,anceStudy
(Procedure 6) are appropriate in this respect.

Advantages:

1. Provides field review of area.
2. Provides a structured, or$anized review of conditions.
3. ~~a},be “sed to record otiler usable aata such aS speeds arl~

Vo-lur]es.

Disadvantages:

1. ~]rl-siterevi~w may present a safety hazard to observers.
2. !,layrequire lengtt:y time period tG obtain sufficient

findinys.
3. Reqtiires presence cf icy conditions to perform study.
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Selection of Alternate Techniques

Table 47 displays the utility of each technique and n~y k used ifi
selecting a technique.

General guidelines to assist in selecl;ing a technique are provide[i
below:

1. The field instrument methcd should be used for fcg-relatec
studies when the equipnlent is avaiTable. It requires 12ss tir;e,,
provides reliable results, and is stlferthan the in-fielc cjeasure-,
ment technique.

2. Khen equipment is unavailable, the in-field measure fi;entr;etho~
can provide reliable results for fog-related studies; however,,
this technique results in a safety hazard to the data ccllectors.

3. For review of ice-related conoiti~~ns, the field review rethcc[
provides a structured review of the icy conditions.

Findings

The output of the foq-related studies should be recorded in a tabular , .,
format, as shown in the Appendix. (page 1-16) .

~ Use Of Findings

The output of the fog-related stuaies is typically a precicteti or
estir,]ated sight distance uncer the fog field conditions. The predicted
visual range cr siSht distance value is compared to the design values baseti
on the posted speed limit for the area. PIirimun stopping sight distances
(according to A;,SHTO) for various travel speeds LzI are:

Travel speed - mph (kph) Sight Distance - ft. (m)

30 (48) 200 (60)
40 (64) 275 (83)

(80) 350 (105)
:: (88) 420 (126)

\ihere field sight distance values are lower than the design values,
conditions can be considered deficient and clounter[,~easuresto improve the
situation appropriate.

For ice-related studies, conflict data (Procedure 10) and safety per-
formance study (Procedure 6) summary sb,eets should be used. The cutput of
ice-related stuaies is a review of the traffic operations under the icy
conditions. Frofilthe data and analysis performed hy the conflict anG/or
safety perfor[]ance studies, a safety deficiency ray k detected. Basea o~
this review, feasible countermeasures can be developed [5,6,72.
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Table 47. Technique utility for hazardous fog
and ice condition study.
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SPECIAL E~;GIP\EERIliGSTUDIES

Introduction

This secticn contains special engineering stuoy procedures. T}iese
studies are ccnsicerec special in th~t the” do nGt relate specifically 2S

an accioe[!t, traffic, or envircn fiefital-bas21prccedure. They are perfor[ec
on a site basis end reldte z special situaticc at a nighv!ay location. In
this sense, these stticy procedures are iQentifiea in 5 special class Cf
studies.

hliti!inthis section, the follov;ir,g procedures are includeti:

PROCEOLRE 20 - Schocl Crossing Study
PROCEDURE 21 - Rail -l{ighway Crossing Study
PROCEEURE 22 - Traffic Control Levice Study
PROCEDURE 23 - Bicycle or Pedestrian StUdy

Procedure 20 - School Crcssin$ Study

Purpose

The purpcse cf these stucjes are tc provide optilfialsaf2ty ccr]aiticr,s
for schcol-a$e pedestrians ~jitlli~tt:e roatikiaye~~ircnr:ent ir anc arour,c
school areas. This stucy ideri’~i7-iessaf”ety deficiencies at a site based on
the roacway pinysical dr!a operational ct!zrac:eristics, ar!o stucel:t crossi!g
cl~ar~cteristics.

~icatiol:

@ l~eedFor St~dy.

School crcssin S accidents are corlsidered randol events. T[leir rate of
occurrer!ce is typical ly very 10,:{. As such, accident data usuall~f jay not
exist or is insufficient for study of lost school crcssings. In lieu of
tl:is deficiency, the use of traffic conflict Gata can supple:el’,taccident
data ar!dverify a need for stucy of G school crcssing.

Anctiler source, perhaps tl,e pri~ary one, is frofiia fielti revie,{ of the
school site ~!rovided by a local governing h,i$hway agency. The revie;; can
be based on either a regular plannec schedule or complaints froc Sc1100?
officials, students parents, an~ other concerned groups.

@ Use Of Sttidy—-

Ir] studyin$ school crossing tireas, ~etails ~n tfle crossing’s pl-iysicel
anti operaticr)~.lcharacteristics ~p,~ site characteristics ii-e ~efirec.
Tilese cb,~racteristics are related to the rcad~,ay operation, i.e., tile
aveilabilit~i of safe crossing gaps, to iaeiltifyv,t!etliera safety ceficienc~~
exists. FrGl;, t~;e results Cf tb,is StGOY, ccunterr,,eastires can be stiggested.
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The use of pedestrian conflict data call also be used as an inte$ra”l
part of the study. The findings obtained frorrlthe ccnflict study can be
used to identify other safety deficiencies and to assist in the aevelopr,,ent
of Courrteri,easures.The conflict data can alsc be used as a m2asur/ C-F
effectiveness h’hen evaluating the effectiveness of countermeasures.

@ Period of Data Collection

Pedestrian characteristics at school crossings vary m,arkeGly curing
the several periods of pedestrian demand throughout the day. Tk,e sci~ool
closing hour is typically the critical period useti to collect pecestria~,
data. However, v{here pedestrian volur:es exist a~ring other tires, these
periods should also be reviewed. Different conditions during these tire
periods ray result in other deficiencies becoi,~ingapparent.

The study of the cross ing,uncer favorable Iieather conciticns curi~$
early fall or late spring conaltions is preferred. During these tires,
pedestrian volui?eswill occur at thei r hishest levels.

School Crossing Study Techniques

Two techniques are avai lable
ness.

to assess a school crossing’s effective-

o Institute cf Traffic Engineers (ITE) - “A procrafi for school
Crossing Protection”.

e Pedestrian conflict studies.

Inforriiationon the fiajor considerations of these techniques are provided
Table 48.

@ Institute of Traffic Engineers hlethod

The ITE methoc L1,2,3] is described in
School Crossing Protection. “ It is based on
follows.

the n)at;ual“h Program

a progrdfi of six st2ps

Step 1 -

Step 2 -

Step 3 -

Step 4 -

Step 5i\-

in

or

6s

Organize a School Traffic Safety Cofin!ittec:

Develop a School Route Plan

StuGy the School Cross in5s Ilhere/\pparer~ti,azaras Exist

Analyze the l{eed for School Crossing Protection

Select Appropriate Neasures for Locations ~ihere Co!ltrol is
I!eeded
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Step 56 - Select Appropriate “Assistance” Kieasures

Step 6 - Select the Standard Devices Neeaed to Carry Out the Protec-
tion !Ieasures

Step 3 and 4 involve the direct study of the crossing anc v,ill be
covered in considerable detail.

In Step 1, a Schccl Traffic Safety Corrnittee is organized to quiae ZDC
coorai nate al1 activities of the school safety prograr,. Step Z develops a
safe school route plan for each school serving elementary antikindergarten
students.

In Step 3, a progran] for study of identified IIazardous crcssirrg loca-
tions is developed [5,6]. It is based on three basic assumptions:

e Alternating gaps and blockades in the vehicular traffic streati are
peculiar to each location. AS such, individual studj’ cf ezci~
crossing is required.

e Pedestrians will v~ait a “reasonable” tir!e far an adequate safe 25P
in the vehicular traffic strearl before crossing a street.

e A traffic control signal does not exist at the cross ir,g. !;herc a
signal does exist, alternate study ~eans are necessary.

In this I:ethoo, several itef;s are determined. They include: the ped2strier
de}land, and the pedestrier] delay time. The pedestrian demana is ceterr~ineti
frorla fianual ccunt of the crossing using a sample data sheet, es silck:ni.’
the Appenaix (?age 1-17) .In this sheet, the group size is deterfii~iedfror:
the accumulation of pedestrians as they wait fcr a break or gap ifi tle
traffic strear. It is assulea that five pedestrians \iill walk abreast v~he;l
a group crosses a roaav{ay. As such, the nu~ber of rows requirec in cras-
sing the roadh,ay is found by dividing the nuifiberof waiting pedestrians by
five. The 85th percentile group size is used to repr2sent rest fielc
situations.

To deterr~ine the pedestrian delay tine, the adequate gap tire r;ust be
deriveal. It is computed by:

ADEQUATE GAP TINE (SECS.) = h~ + 3 t (N-1)2
3:5

Where:

Id= Roadway crossing I{icttl.
3.5 = I!alking speed (fps) of pedestrians (1.05 E,/SeC. ).

3 = Perception and reaction tine.
~!= Group size (85th percentile).
1 = First row.
2 = Tire interval between rows.
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The adequate gap tine will represent the safe crossing gap fcr
pedestrians.

The road,,~aycrossing width is reasurea r’arruallyas the curb-to-curb
(shoulder-to-shoulder) width. If a cedien exists and is wide enougr, ZG
service the waiting pedestrian cemand, the i~:edian-to-curb width !Iayhe Lsec
to represent the required roadway crGssing wicth.

Once a safe crossing $ap has been determined, a field study tc ceter-
mine the nui~ber of availzble safe crcssin~ gaps is perforrfied. It is per-
forr~ed along with the pedestrian der~,and activity. A sample data collection
sheet fcr this purpose IS shown in the Appendix (page I-18) . For this
sheet,gap tiresare [;easoredusing a stop watch and recorded at the crGs-
sing. The tctal nurtber of gaps equal to or greater than the safe crossin L
gap is sur::riarizeal.

Froc the above data, the pe~estrian percent Gelay tine is Gbtair!ec.
Using cata fror the available adequate Laps, the $ap size is ~ultiplied bj
the number of zvailable ga~s within this increr;,ent. The sur::arj of this
coc!putation derives the total safe <ap tifie (seconGs). It is knot,n as “t”.
The total survey tire, T, equals the length of the survey period in sec-
onds. The pedestrian delay, D, therefore, is equal to:

C (in 7) = (T-tfl)100

This data is sur,:marizedfor analysis purposes in the next step.

Step 4 analyzes the need for s~eci~l school crcssing protection. T~/o
assumptions are used in this ar,alysis. First, it is assurec that when the
delay tine between aGequate gaps becomes excessi ve, childrerl f;,aybecor.e
il~:patientend enGanger ther~,selvesCJ, crossing the street under an inad-
equate <Zp. Second, the celay tine ray be considered excessive when the
nunber of adequate gaps in the traffic stream, during the school crcssins
perioc, is less than the nur;ber of rcinutes in that period. As such, one
safe gap per l;inute represents a satisfactory situation.

Based on these assurr.ptiofisand other research, the chart in FiQure 51
was developed. It evalt~ates the neec for special crossing protection as a
function of the roadway widt~~, the pedestrian $roup size, and tk,e percent
pedestrian dela~ tifi:e. Ttiese values are on the axis of the $raph. I/hen
they ieet to the left of the group size (N) line, further contrcl \,ill not
be needea. Values to the rigt!t of tlte ,group size (N) line will require
that further control be used at the crcsslng.

For signalized crossings, a sifiilar technique is used. The allo,,vable
pedestrie~l delay tili,e(;.),ho!wever, is equal to:
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DETERMINATION OF NE~~~R TRAFFIC CONTROL

SCHOOL CROSSINGS*

rm
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Source : “A Program Fox School Crossing Prot?ct~.ar.
ITE, (1962)

Figure 51. Crossing protection evaluation - ITE metiod.
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Da = (C-G/C) 100

where:

,,
Ua = Allowable pedestrian delay tir!e (%).
C = Cycle length (seconds).
G = Adeqtiate gap time (secontis)~~here G = 1~/s.~ + 3 + (~;-j)~

The adequate $ap time is used as the green and yello~+ signal lntci-~dl Cf
the pedestrian phase or of the allo~~able pedestrian movement at a si4nel.
TO aeterrine v~hether a special forr;i of protection is needed, the calculated

“~ “ is compared to the field measured “D” (as described e~r~ier).!IOQ
h;rIe re

1s less than ‘Da”, special control is not needed; however, ~j~~~e l’~t’
is greater than “Da”, further special ccntrols are necessary.

St2ps 5A znd 5S select the appropriate counter[deaures LI ,7j fcr ti~e
study locatio])s based on the findings obtained in Step 4. Ccunterfieasures
are aivialed by (1) those which can control traffic streao]s an~ (Z) tkcs~

which provide assist al?ce in tile pedestrian crassing l,aneuver.

Finally, Step 6 entails the selection cf the specific traffic contrGl
devices neeoed to carry out the recof:,r:encaticnspreviously developed. use
of the MUTCD standaros is required.

@ Pedestrian Conflict Study

Petiestrian conflict studies are a useful tool in the stucy of schGol
crossing data. Fram patterns Gf specific ccnflict types, a review of
potential safety hazarcs cdn be obtained, as in the Traffic Conflicts Stucy
of Procedure li. Canflict data \/ill provide valuable inforr;aticn on pede-
strian antitiriver behavior characteristics and their adherence tc existing
safety regulations or standaras. It provides additional iflforfiationon
safety-relatea characteristics unable to be defined by the ITE guidelines.

In collecting the conflict data, operational procedures are sin,ilar tc
the steps in Procedure 11 - Traffic Conflict Study. A sarple pedestrian
conflict data fori,;is shcwn in the ~,ppendix (paSe 1-19) . Definition cf
feasible conflict types are shown in Figure 52. The use of conflict data,
as a Supplefiientarystudy, for school crossings is encouraged.

Selection of Alternate Technique

klithin this pracecure, the use of both techniques is reco!;r,:ended.The
ITE nlethod will evaluate the effect iveriess of the school crass ir!~ in prc-
viding safe crcssillq conditions. To supplefi:erltthis assessfi:ent, conflict
data is obtained to identify further safety deficiencies on driver bhavicr
and pedestriarj beh,avior characteristics within the study area.
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Findings

The output of this
a crossing. A conflict

0 Use Of Findings

study determines the need for additional control
diagram can be obtained from the conflict data.

at

Where it is determined that special protection is needed: varyin~
levels can be used [1,2,3,4,53. They :an vary from Lle ~se or j~~d$n:
Pa:rols to :ns injtalla:ion of a urade-s20ara5ed ~2destrian ,ial<~aj in
many cases, the level of control ‘is dictated by the- experiences of the
individual agency. The criteria for implementation will vary among States.
General criteria for warranting specific controls, based on ITE guidelines,
have been developed and are included in Reference 1.

All traffic control devices shall be in conformance with the Manual of
Uniforcl Traffic Control Devices [8]. For information on providing in-
creased safety within or around the school area, se of the manual ‘Traffic
Safety Planning on School Sites” (ITE) is recomr,lended[9]. It provides
general design guidelines on safety at:

School bus zones,
Parent pickup/dropoff zones,
Parking areas,
Pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
Playground areas.
Service roads.
Dri veways.
Off-site locations.

w

The sample crossing (unsignalized) is located near a junior high
school in a suburban community. From data collection activities the
observed data is shown in Figure 53.
by:

The adequate gap time is computed

adequate gap time = 3~5 + 3 (N-1)2

= %5+ 3 + (3-1)2
.

= 6.3 + 3 + 4 = 13.3 seconds 14.0 seconds

Based on these calculations and the gap data, the percent pedestrian delay
time (lower portion of Figure 53) equals 79 percent.
for:

Using the ITE chart
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DETERMINATION OF NEED FOR TRAFFIC CONTROL

SCHOOL tlOss]NGS*

—
I

PERCENT PEDESTRIAN DEUY TIME “D”

So~Jrce: “A Pro5rsz. For Scb. ool Crossing Pro*.zz~.:.x:.
ITE, f~g62)

(c)

Figure 53. School crossing data - example. (Continued) .
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roadway width = 22 feet
percent pedestrian delay time = 79%
group size, h (85ttrpercentile) = 3

It is determined that a special form Gf traffic control my be meded.
This wpresents a “gray area”. In this case, a recommendation is not wel i
defined. A review of pedestrian conflict data for the site cculd be used
to deterr~ine the need for traffic control or other improvements. For these
situati ons engineeri ng judgr~ent based on past experiences, ShOUIG be exer-
cised.

Procedure 21 - Rail-Highway Crossing Study

-

Rail-highway crossing studies are performed to evaluate existing and
potential conflicts between vehicular and train traffic at a hi$h accident
rail-highway crossing. These studies constitute a professional exar,ination
of the physical and operational characteristics of both high~ay an~ raii-
road elements of a rail-highway crossing.

Application

0 t!eedfor Study

The need for a safety study at an at-grade rail-highway crossin~ can
be identified from several sources. First, fror,~th,e accident reccras, a
pattern of “vehicle-train” accidents can inoicate a t,azardous conditi Gn.
Typical ly, however, the frequency of “vehicle-train” accidents at a rail-
road crossing are low compared to other hazaroous accident locatio~,s ~lj.
However, the severity irrtiexfor grade crossing accidents is relatively high
when cor.pared to other types of traffic accidents.

A second scurce of “hazardous” Iocaticn identification is through a
hazard index [2,3,4,51 for each railroad crossing. Such an inoex is used
to assess the potential hazardousness of a site based on its field charac-
teristics. Application of a hazard index on an areawiae basis will prGvide
a priority ranking of the at-grade rail-highway crossin$s.
the top

Selection of
‘lX”number of sites, can be included for study of hazardous condi-

tions and countermeasures.

Other sources of identification include field review by local engi-
neers or itlput receivea from users of the crossi n$.

* Use of Study

After identifying a rail-highway crossing for study, a review of the
existing conditions at the crossing is made. This review consists cf the
study of available accident data if any, the site characteristics, the
existing rail-higt,way crossing warning system, and the roadway and crossit-,~
operatiorlel characteristics. Based on a review of these conditions, an
asses s~~ent of the existing or Fotential safety hazards can be o:aoe. Once
the safety deficiencies are identified, countermeasures can be deterniined.
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. Uata Collection Require~lents

In conducting a rail-highway crossin~ study, a questionnaire is
recommenced to assess safety at the crossing. The questionnaire will pro-
Vide a structure~ aCCOu~t of the crossing characteristics and its ir,,p?,ct Gn
hi~hway safety. It can be divided into four areas of review. Twc sections
are to be conpleted for each roadway approach and one on the crossing in
general. A fcur?h section incluces a review of the driver require~ents
upon approaching the crossing. A general description of these sections
follows.

SECT IOP{I - Items related tc tiriver awareness of the pr2sence of the
crossing.

o Driver a~;areness (including “repeat drivers ii).
● Visibility.
e Effectiveness of aavanc2 warning signs and signals.
e Geometric features of the roadway.

SECTION II - Items related tc whether or not the driver has sufficient
information tc n;ake correct decisions V,t]i]etraversing the crossing a)-e~.

● Awareness of approaching trains.
e Driver dependence on crossing signals.
● Sight obstructions to train.
o Roadway geo~:etrics diverting tiriVer attention.
a Location of stationary railrodd cars.
e Rerroval of si~ht obstructions.
e Avail abil ity of infori;;aticnfor driver decisicns.

SECTICi! III - Items concerni ng the rcaaway area adjacent to the
crossing.

● Pave~:ent fiiarkinys.
a Rcadway conditions.
e Other nearby traffic control devices.
e Hazard presented by certain vehicles required to stop at all

crossings.
● Signs and signals near crossing.
e Opportunity for evasive action by drivers.

SECTIOiiIV - Itens concerning the general features of crossing.

~ ~]ajor features of Crossing ,,f~ich contribute to safety.
e Features which reduce safety.
o Possible methods for ir~proving safety at the crossing.
* Overall crossing evaluation.
e Cofilrnentsand suggesti ens.
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A sample questionnaire is shown in Figure 54. This questionnaire should be
altered to reflect the individual agencies’ neecs. Further information on
the formulation of the questionnaire is provided in the Rail roaG-Highway
Grade Crossing Handbook [1] (Federal Highway Administration, FHMA-TS-7b-
214).

To adequately complete the questionnaire, study of the sight cistance
characteristics at the crossing is required. In this review, a visibility
triangle is formed basec on ttle vehicle ana train speeds as shown in Figure
55 antiTable 50. The criteria for study of a safe sight distance is that
~ areas within the traingle must be clear to afford the driver aaequate
visibility.

For locations without active warning devices (signals, gates, bells),
the posted speed limit can be used to obtail~ the length of the driver’s leg
of the sight triangle. Where active warning devices are afforded, a
“stopped” (O mph) condition is uses.

. Period of Data collection

Review of the rail-highway crossing should typically be performe~ as
the driver views the crossing. For sight distance determinations, field
reviews should general ly be perforreo during summer to assure maxi~.um
foliage conditions. It this is not feasible, full folia$e conditions
should be assumed.

It is preferable where ni~ht train r~ver,ents are r~,adeat a crossing,
to perfor!n a night review of conditions to assess the adequacy of signing,
pave[nent carkings, and lighting un~er these conditions.

Railroad Crossing Study Techniques

Two methods of providing rail-highway crossing reviews are cofi’m~only
used.

a Multidisciplinary diagnostic team approach.
c Evaluation by individuals.

Prin;ary considerations of these techniques are defined in Table 49.

@ Multidisciplinary Diagnostic Tea~l Approach

In the fiultiaisciplin~ry diagnostic teat] approach Ll], use is race of
experienced individuals frol; varicus agencies and disciplines. These
individuals review the site and, collectively, identify safety hazards and
develop countermeasures.

To be effective, the team requires indivicuals with a variety of
experience and must contain representatives of the agencies or groups
responsible for the safe operation of grade crossings. To ensure appropri -
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[a the croesing .wface satisfacto~? If “et, hw md
why?

3E~1~ IV

1. &a;:tfijor attributes of the crossing whiti may contribute to

a.—_

b.

b.
.,

3. Poseible methods for ivroving safety at the crossing?

a.

b.

c.-
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5. Other come” ts:._

——

Figure 54. Sample railroad crossing review questionnaj. re form.
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Table 50. Data for visibility triangles.

REQUIREDDESIGN SIGHT DISTANCESFOR COMBINATIONS

OF HIGHWAY AND TRAIN VEHICLE SPEEDS*

Train Speed Highway Speed in MPH
1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 i

Distance Along Railroad From Crossing

10 162 126 94 94 99 107 118 129

20 323 252 18a Iaa 19? 214 235 . 25a

30 484 378 2al 2al 295 321 352 3a7

40 645 504 376 376 394 428 470 516

50 807 630 470 470 492 534 586 644

60 967 756 562 562 590 642 704 774

70 1129 8a2 656 656 6a4 750 822 904

80 1290 1ooa 752 752 7aa a56 940 1032

90 1450 1134 a44 844 a84 964 1056 1160

Distance Along Highway From Crossing

20 65 125 215 .330 470 640 840

NOTE: 1 mph = 1.61 kph
1 foot = .304 metres

SOURCE: Reference (~)

* Single Track

NOTE : For multiple track crossinqs, consideration must be ~iven
to the additional distance reauired to completely clear all
tracks.
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ate representation, the Rai iroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook [1; sug-
gests that a team be conposcc of members chosen from the following list:

a. Traffic engineer* with high~;ay safety experience.
b. Railroad signal engineer**.
c. Railroad administrative *officials.
d. Highway atininistrative officials.
e. Human factors engineer.
f. Law enforcer;ent officer.
9. Regulatory a~ency Gfficial (where applicable).

As the diagnostic teartiassembles at the stuay crossing, vehicle anG
train operational data for the site are verified. In addition, if/struc-
tions and clarification of the questionnaire form is made. Final ly, the
accident data are reviewed amng the team rfiembers.

A member of tile project teanl should locate targets for both crossing
approaches at (1) the point where a driver would begin to make a tiecision
as to whether or not he n~y safely proceed over the crossing and (2) the
point where a tirivernust &gin applying the brakes if he is to stop short
of the crossing. These targets are shown on Figure 55. The distances are
based on the operating speed of the roacway and nlinicur,istopping distances
for ‘bet pavement” conditions. A list of these aistances follows:

DECISIO}i STOPPIFt
HiGH\lAY ‘POINT 1’ ‘PoIhT 2 ‘

SPEED LI!IIT - rnph(kph) FT. )1. n. PI.

30 (48) 215 65 73 22
40 (64) 330 99 131 40
50 (80) 470 141 208 63
55 (88) 560 168 300 91 \

The targets are used in identifying the critical points to use in the
safety analysis.

The team nefiers drive each approach several tioies to beconie far;,i1iar
with all crossing conditions. If the approach is signalized, the signals
should be activated so that its operation can be observed and evaluated.
Mhile at the approaches, each team ne~ber individually completes the ques-
tionnaire.

* Oesirabl eon all teams.
** Desirable where active traffic control devices are present or under

consideration.
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‘helh{;ti!~pleted.
also k taken to supplement the physical data. These data are useG in a
teafildiscussion of findings to identify the site characteristics during the

characteristics inventory of the crossin ~
inventory form is shown in Figure 56. ~h;;o~$sc;;~

session.

/\fter the questionnaires have been cofipletea, the teal; rfie~:bersare
reassembled for a short critique and discussion period. The critique
usually begins ;!ith the local traffic engineer’s sur[lary of his observa-
tions. Input frorl other tear: rerbe,rs is ificluded in the discussion phase.
The findings are reviewed and feasible counterfiieasuresdiscusseG. BaseG on
these discussions, the teani rerbers reach agreenent on the appropriate
ir!provel,lents.

This technique, through involvefiientof persons viith fiiultiaiscipli nary
backgrounds, will result in a critical review of the rail rGaa crossing
situation.

Advantages:

1. Provides r,eans of focus ifi$ the attention of all concernec

agencies on the prohler?k
2. Combines the expertise and experience of a group of individu-

als.

3. Is recognize as one of the best techniques availa~le for
selecting countermeasures.

Disadvantages:

1. Requires the presence of several specially trained inGivi-
auals.

2. Difficult to sciledule a specific tine for review ar!:ongvarious
team members.

3. Requires cooperation of al1 tearfi~]ehers.

Although this technique requires the cooperation of varicus profes-
sional personnel, the success of using personnel with varying disciplines
within the tea~ carries extensive advantages. Mhere feasible, this tec!i-
nique should be used for the safety evaluation of all railroac crossing
situations.

@ Evaluation By Individuals

The evaluation by an individual Ll,2j concucts a safety reviev! of the
ct-ossing using a single experienced individual. This individual is typic-
ally a local-traffic engineer with background experience in rail-highway
crossing and highway safety. A background in signal control and safety
progral] adfilinistrati on WOU1 d also be advantageous.
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The review is performed similar to the team approach. The steps
include:

1. The roadway approaches are driven to familiarize the iuuividual
with the crossing.

2. The railroad crossing review questionnaire is com!plete~.
3. A physical characteristics inventory is prepareo.
4. An overall review of the findings is r~ade.
5. Countermeasures are selected.

Counterfi!easure selection, however, u,ay be performeG using a tean
approach based cn the fielG review and fir)dings made by the individual
observer.

Advantages:

1. Requires minimal manpower needs.
2. Difficulties associated with team approach minimized.

Disadvantages:

1. Findings ray be biased.
z. Individual’s expertise ancr experience fray vary.

Ijhere the availability of sufficient rdnpohrer and eXpErti Se iS a

factor, this technique is favorable. However, it should be noted that the
review represents a single observer’s viewpoints and can be biased by the
individual’s background.

Selection of Alternate Technique

In selecting study technique, use of the manage clentconcerns with each
technique is required. Table 51 relates the utility of each technique
based on tilefianagefientconcerns.
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Tale 51. Tetiique utility for railroad crossing study.

.Le”el of cmprehensiv,-
.,ss

Diqno.tic T.* l*i.itial
APP.%ch .4woad

-2-8 EO”rs per t.a -4-8 Bows for
m- .Wiew X.SO.

..Mtitial .Minhal

-Traffic mgi”xr -Hiqhly ~-ie”.d
-milroad signal engineer =affic e.qh-r
.Rail road ad figh~y

off icials
.Etian fatiors engineer
-Law enforcme”t officer
-Rw1ato~ ~m~

official

.Based on Vie-int of .Ba*d on single
individuals wi.~ lndivid”al os
Varyinq backgrounds vie~int
on a collective basis
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General guidelines to assist in the selection process are provitiea.

1. It is preferred that the team approach be used for the safety
study of railroad crossings. This technique perloits the review cf

the crossing and the selection of safety countermeasures frsr
several viewpoints.

2. l~here sufficient levels of personnel are unavailable tc perfcrm e
tear, study, the individual approach can be used successfully. ~Y
using an experienced individual, the study findings and results
can be quite comparable to the team approach.

Findings

@ Use Of Findings

The findings of this study procedur2 are used collectively to iGen-
tify safet~/ deficiencies and to select counterfi;easures.

A pril~:arysafety factor at a crossing is the determination cf the
sight triangle. Based on the premise that all areas within the triangie
must be clear to allow the vehicle driver adequate visibility, recorren~a-
tions to upgrade the required sight distance are made.

In o~any cases, restricted si~ht distance wil 1 be the result of c3-
structions within the sight triangle. If these obstructions consist of
vegetation or other natural features, they should be reroved. Cther ob-
structions (e.g., buildings, electrical towers) ray be difficult to rerove.
For these cases, speed reduction measures [may he used to reduce vehicle
speeds to a level in which adequate sight distance is proviae~. Acti ve
control cevices can also be iinplementea.

A second safety concern at rail-highway crossin~s is providing suffi-
cient advance warning of an upcoming crossing. i:here it is determined that
insufficient advance warning exists, adherence to the Planua~ of Uniforn
Traffic Control Devices [6] (MUTCD) recommendations is required.

Other areas of concern are related to the crossing arec. Typical
deficiencies include: the quality of tile crossing surface; t ~rotection
of vehicle occupants in the crossing area; drainage of the s.rface cros-
sing; and illurfiination of the crossing. blhere it is noted th;t t~iese haz-
ardous conditions exist, an appropriate counterr,!easure can be selected to
alleviate the deficiency. A sunmary of these countermeasures cal. be fcund
in the kail road-Highway Grade Crossin g Handbook (F7NA-TS-78-214).
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Procedure 22 - Traffic Control Device Study

-

A traffic control device study procedure reviews the effective appli-
cation of a traffic contrGl device. These studies include the reviek, of
“stop’’/’’yield” sign needs, traffic signal requirements, and the aahere~lre
(obs~rvance) and enforcement levels at these locations and their effective
~FPllcation in the flela environment.

. Need for Study

The need fGr a traffic control device safety study is dictated pric!ar-
i ly by accident data for the study location. Certain accident types, in
particular right angle accidents, serve wel 1 to relate a safety deficiency
resulting from an inadequate use of a traffic control device. A listing of
typical accident patterns are:

Situation Accident Characteristics Required Stud},

Uncontrolled inter- Right angle accidents Need for “STOP”
section or “YIELD” control

“YIELD’’-controllea Right angle accidents Need for “STOP”

intersection or signal control

“STOP’’-controlled Right angle accidents Need for signal
intersection control or in-

creased enforce-
ment of control

Siynal-control led Right angle accidents Increased enforce-
intersection nlent of control

Other sources can include field review data and local input fror, users
of the area.

. Use of Study

Where this study is suspected or \#arranted at a location, a review of
the site characteristics is oerfGrr,ed. It involves a review of siqht ais-
tance characteristics, observance of the control device in operat{on, ana
reviaw of available accident data. ,4 review of the effectiveness af the
devices is then fiade. If conditions are found deficient, upgrading the
type or application of the control or increased enforcefitentof the existing
control may be v~arranted. The techniques Gf this procedure are alsa used
as a tool in evaluating the effectiveness of a recently installed traffic
central device using “before” and “after” evaluation analysis.
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~ Period of Data Collection

The data CO1 lection perioc is typically defined by the acci6ent ch~r-

acteristics for the site. bihere a defined period Goes not exist, use c:
peak velure periocs are Race. It will facilit~te and expe~~te the cat.
collection effort. A si~nilar study can be conducted auring off-pe~~
periods to provide comparison tiata.

Traffic Contrcl Device Study Techniques

Date needs for th,e traffic control devices study procecure ;;il1 cLn-
sist cf accicent ~ata, intersection sight cistance information (icclucirg z
review of travel speeds in the intersection area) , and traffic contr~~
device observance characteristics. ~feafistO cOllect accicent cata anc

intersection sisht distance information are provides in Proce Gure 1 -
“Acciaent Sumc:ary By Type” procedure ana Procedure 12 - “Si$blt Liste:ice
Study” proce~ure, respectively.

Two techniques are cocwonly used to perforr; a law observance study.

e Field observer fi’Qthoc.
e Photographic techniques.

I@,ajor considerations for these techniques are gi~,en in Table 52.

In the fiela observer l;etnod L1,2,3J, a technician is staticr~ei in tt,e
field anc observes an il!tersectior]far achercrjce of traffic to tt,etraffic
contrcl cevice regulating ri$ht-of-v:ay cantrol. Safi~pleaata sheets fcr
this stucy are tiisplaye~ in the AppenGix (pagesI-20 to I-22) lFe observer
records the field inforiuaticn onto these sheets using tick r~arks.

The observ2r should be stationed ~~ithin viev~ of the intersection or
approdch under Stuoy but shcula remain inconspicuous so as nb~ to undul>l

influence driver behavior in the area. The data should be sal:pled ccrltin-
uously during the study period to miniclize bias in the r2sults.

Advantages:

1. Perr,litsrevie;i of intersection operation.
2. Allot~s flexibility b~ cbserver in perfor~ling stuty.
3. Equipl~ent requiremefits are i!inil.ial.
4. Prc6uces reliable results.

Disadvantages:

1. . Lack of inconspicuity by cbserver can inpact results.
2. Record of study results lifi’itedto cata sheets.
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Table 52. Primary considerations for traffic control device
study techniques.

\ considerations

Tech” iq”e F“”cki.n

1. Field Observer .“eviews driv,,
~thod (or Pedestria)

observ~ce of
traffic CO”trol
devices from
field obser.a -
tio” of loca-
tion

2. Ph.t. graphic .Reviews driver

Technique (or pedestrim)
ob.er.a”ce of
t.affic control
devi ..s fr“m
review of film
records of
study location

+

Equipment MmPmer
& “irem. ”ts & “ireme”ts

.Data sheeti .T, chnician to

collect data
B“glne. r to
revie data

.Photographic .TechniCi~ to
equipment ❑et “p cm,,.
.Film ecreen equi.m. t
.Data sheets .~=alnea tech.

nicia” to ob-
eer.e film
data
.Engineer to
review data

Time
Requirements

.nata collection
.P.roximately
1 h.”.
.Data review
.pp..xbate1y
1/2 h.”,

.D,ta colle.t i.”
2-4 ho”,.
.Data review
1-4 ho”,.

maoci ated Datn Data
co,t. 1““”t Obtained Data OutPut

.No”, .Mfined .Obs.mmce .Adequaq .r
locat10” of traffic .ffective”es,
.Lm ob- CO”tml of exieti”g
mer“,”., devices traffic
Prob Im control devioe.

.Photoqranhid .Wfined .Pilm ...”........
e.”ipknt location record of :Fi:;;;;w-;. .
S500-$2000 .Lew ob- loc.ti.” of existing

S.,”,”.* .Obs.rvance ~,aff~c
probla ~~”~;fic cmtrol devices

devices



This technique is favorable for a law or regulation observance study.
It allows the observer to review the situation under actual field contii-
tions and to interpret the aata based on the field operations of all
approach traffic.

@ Photographic Techniques

The photographic techniques E2,3j uses time-lapse or continuous photo-
graphy to obtain a record of the field data. The film record is extracteti
by a trained observer. Data sun”mary sheets are similar to those used in
the field observer wthoc. The film record can be also used to obtain anti
review other traffic data at the study location.

Advantages:

1. Provities a film record of the study location ana field op-
eration.

2. Observers are able to review other traffic data.

Disadvantages:

1. Equipfient needs are considerable.
2. Camera view may be limited.
3. Time requirements” can be considerable.

This technique is appropriate where a permanent record of the study

location is required or where conditions are complex, such that extensive
manpower requi re~ents would be needed by the field observer method.

Selection of Alternate Techniques

Criteria for selection af a study technique are based on the ~anage-
ment concerns of the procedure. Table 53 relates the technique utility of
the management concerns. General guidelines to assist in the selection of
an alternate procedure are provided.

1. The field observer method is the preferred technique due to the
expected lower tic,e, n;anpower, and equipment requi rements.

2. However, for situations where the need to maintain a film record
of the situation occurs or where the location is complex, the
photographic technique can be favorable.

Findings

In analyzing the study findings, the accident data is used as the
prililarysource of input. Other, information, such as siyht distance charac-
teristics and law or traffic regulation observance data provides additional
input.

@ Use Of Findings

The occurrence of right angle accidents, sight distance problems, or
the lack of adherence to a specific control (as identified by la~! observ-
ance study) can identify safety deficiencies where the need for upgrading
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‘rabl.e 53. I’cchnique utility for traffic control d~!vice study techniques.

blanagement Photoqraphj.c
Concerns FielclObserver Method Techniques

1’ime Requires data collection . Reauires (~.atacol.-
Requiremenks and data manip~]lation I.ection, data ex-

traction, a.nfidata
manipulation

Equipment 14inimal photogranh~.c equip-
Requirements ment

Other needs m<.nimal,

?lanpower 1“Technician level I Experienced Techni--
Requirements cian level

Level.of COm- . Reviews full scope . Scope of study area.
prehensiveness of s~u~y area limited hv camera

field of vi.eM7
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the traffic control devices at an intersection becomes apparent.

The review cf this data will also assist in selecting appropriate
counterc,easures. Countermeasures may consist of:

o Installation of “YIELD” control.
a Installation of two or multiway “STOP” control.
6 Installation of signal control.
. Reduction of intersection approach speeds.
o Increased enforcement of existing or planned control.

Countermeasures should be selected ana designed in accordance tiiith the

M~CD L4j criteri a.

Procedure 23 - Bicycle And lPeaestrian Study

It is the purpose of this procedure to study situations involving the
bicycle or walking [;odes, as they relate to conflicts with other traffic.

Application

Bicycle or pedestrian study procedures provide a structureti safety
reviev[ of a situation where an existing or potential hazara between these
transportation modes and ather vehicular traffic accurs. Due to the sever-
ity of bicycle/vehicle or pedestrian/vehicle accidents, the study of haz-
ardous situations involving these omdes represents a critical phase of
highway safety.

0 I!eed for Study

The need for a bicycle or pedestrian safety study

frwl available accident data. as identified bY a Dattern

cle” or “pedestrian/vehicle’” accidents. Ot~er <ources
can

the

can be triggered
of “bicycle/vehi -
of identification

include field review aata, or input by local users.

o Use af Study

l~here a bicycle or pedestrian safety study is performed, a review of
following field information will be Fade LI,2,3]. They are:

1. Review of available accident characteristics.
2. Review of field conditions.
3. Collection of vehicular and pedestrian or bicycle volu~e coufits

and conflict aata during the period where a safety problem is
evident.

4. l?eview of fielc notes fi~adeduring field review of location.
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5. R,ev~ew of adequac~ (effectiveness.) of existing traffic control
aevlces as relate to both the vehicular and bicycle or pedestriafi
traffic.

Based on the inforfilationobtained in these steps, iaentificati~r, of
safety. Gefici encies can be r~ade. These deficiencies

safety-related countern]easures.

O Period of Data Collection

Periods of data collection for tt!ese studies will

are usec tc Geve”icr

be deteru,i ned bv the

ti~,e af day accident aata related to the bicycling or walking nodes. -

For rOst favorable results, field data collection should be perforn,ec
under favorable weather conditions. This is in)portant since favorable
weather conditions will tend tO generate maximUm pedestrian ~n~ bicycle
traffic.

~ Data Collection Requirements

A bicycle or petiestrian study will typically involve the perforciance

of a conflict study and a fiela review of the situation.
field revie~,,

To assist in the

a questionnaire ~idy be used to assure review of key data
items. The questionnaire is ccfi:pletedduring the field reviev~. A sample
questionnaire is shown in Figure 57.

A special conflict sumfiiarysheet is used, as shown in pa2e1-190f tne
Appendix. This sheet can be altered slightly to include confiicts resuit-
ing from bicycle activity.

Bicycle or Pedestrian Study Techniques

Two techniques are available to perforfi a bicycle or pedestrian
study.

● Field observer method.
e Photographic techniques.

Information on pririlaryconsiderations of these techniques are displayed in
Table 54.
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2. Sho”ld Pdestria or biqcle -SS-
& relocate?? wpainted?

3. W. si~s adqate as to -efti-s,
-s..?., ,,,,, COnfofity ad *1..=?
(see MLTW - SeCtiOZS 11 - A,B,C,D, E =d F)

6. m swed lir,its appear safe ad reasmle?

7. 1s street lighting ade~aw?

Co.zs:

——

—

—

——

——

——

——

——

——

——

——

Figure 57. Sample safety revie~, form for
bic~Jcle or pedestrian stutiies.
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. Field Observer 14ethod

The field cbserver methoc L1,4J uses an observer ‘to recorc volume
count data, review the study area operation anc record confl ict date an~
notes on observed deficiencies or special situations occurring during the
review perica The observer should remain inconspicuous durirlgthis effcrt
so as not to influence Griver, pedestrian, or bicyclist behavior in the
area. This technique requires an observer experienced in bicycle ~na pede-
strian as wel 1 as highway safety.

Aavanta$es:

1. Equipment needs are t~,inimal.
2. Data are normally reliable.

Able to view total study area operations.
:: Permits flexibility in performing intersection st~aies.

Disadvantages:

1. Results can be influenced by presence of observer.
2. Data sheets serve as the only recorc source.

This technique is preferred for pedestrian and bicycle studies due to
its overall low cost and rfiinifi,alpersonnel needs.

. Photographic Techniques

The photographic techniques L43 rake use of time-lapse or continuous
photography to cbtein the field data. The cafieras are situated to observe
the desires field data. The data is extracted in an office environfient anc
recorded on data sheets as used in the field observer technique.

Advantages:

1. Provides a filF!record.
2. Able to obtain other”traffic data,

Disativa.ntages:

1. Equiprent requirements are substantial.
2. Camera ray limit field of view.

Selection of Alternate Techniques

The selection of the alternate technique is based on specific r,]anage-
ment concerns (i.e. , time, equipc<ent, and izanpower requirements and the
level of cclprehensi veness of the technique). Table 55 can be used to
relate the technique utility of the management concerns.
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Table 55. Technique utility for bicycle and pedestrian studies.

\
Technique

!4anaqement Field Observer
Co;cerns Photoqraphi,c Techniques

.—

Time Requires data . Requires camera setun, checl{
Rcquj.rements collection and removal.time and data

extraction review

Equipment
Requirements . Minimal Camera equipment

Other needs are minimal

Manpower Trained Technician for camera set[lp,etc.
Requirements technician or . Trained technician or enyineer

engineer level for data review

Level of Compre- . Areawi(le scope . Ilimi.ted.by camera fi.el[lrange
hensi.vcness

-—



General $uidelines to assist in the selection process are provided.

1. The field observer method is preferred for most bicycle or pedes-
trian-related studies due primarily to its lower cost and fi;inical

personnel needs.

2. The phctoqraphic techniques are favorable where a lengthy cata
collection perioa is required.

Findings

In reviewinq the study findings, safety problems are defined fror the
review of the various input sources. These findings will icentify safety
deficiencies and assist in developing appropriate

A rev?ew of feasible countermeasures

bicycle-related safety deficiencies can be
publications:

i;aael Pedestrian Safety PrograR - User’s

Package 7b-6 (June, 197S)

counter~asu res.

for pedestri an a“nc
defined in the DbT

Manual - Ii; lenentation

A Study of Bicycle/140tor Vehicle Accidents: Identification of
Problec Types anc Ccunterceasure Approaches, Volumes 1, 11, and Ill ,
DGT-Hs-0b3-315.
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Activity 4 - select Te~hnique~

-

The purpose of this activity is tc select the

ing the study procedures required for the site.
available techniques to perforn each procedure and
~,ost favorable techniques for art individual ager!cy.

Overview

techniques for perfcr::-
It will icentify the

assist in selectin L tr:e

iiithin all highway agerlcie5, the financial budget is a ri,aJ’or factcr in
highway operations. Typically, ~vai lable funds, r;,anpower, anc tire ~-
sources all tend to li~iit the safety engineer’s abilities to prcviGe a
corlpletely fail-safe roadway environrl!ent. In efforts to obtain as safe a
roadway environment as possible, the safety engineer is required tc rake

opticun use of tl,e resources (i.e., tire, equipment and fianpower) available
to hi~,~

The effective performance of a highway safety program requires tbct

highway safety studies be perfor~ed as a key part in the stucy cf iiazerd-
ous locaticns. These studies pern~it an organized approach fcr the cata
collection, revievi, and analysis of contiiticns. In an effort to attain the
above objecti ves, it is necessary that each study procedure be perfori:eo to
produce effect ive results.

Very often, the two objectives of the safety prosram conf 1ict. That
is, the need to perforfi,the procedures in a con;prehensive r,anr!eran~ the
optir,ization of availab12 resources are aifficult to achieve si~r~ltan-
eously. For instance, to o~tail G 24-hour traffic valu~e at a location,
the lack of mechanical vclufi,ecotinters ana the irrfeasibility of perforr,,ing
a 1:’anual2G-ilour count Vlill restrict the cOlle~tiO~, ~f tt,is Gat~. opt~ofis
filayinclude: (1) obtain manual vcluc;e taunts for a shorter pericti of tir,,e
and expand ther, to a 24-hour t~tal and (2) use a shorter period r;a~,ual
count in the analysis. Either technique [~ay result in less direct ant,
possibly, less effective results of the analysis. The selecteo technique,
however, n;ust be within “the resource limits provided the safety e,~gineer.

@ Selection Criteria

To optin;ize the cveral 1 performance and results of the study proce-

dures, the technique selection process requires that a review of tl)e avail-

able resources and the study objectives be lade as they pertain to tile

study procedures. This review requires an assessn;ent of the basic (.ana22-
ment concerns related to each study technique. Typical Inanager;ent concerns

will include:
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o Time requirements.
0 Flanpower requirements.
e Equipment requirements.
e Information capabilities.
e Level of accuracy.

The Gemanas each rianagerent concern requires for a particular tech-
nique are determined. They are then evaluated by the safety enqineer basec
on the agency’s available resources anc study demands.

Using either qualitative or quantitative methods, an evaluation of tk,e
individual techniques based on an agency’s resources is perforreG for each
procedure. A review of the selected techniques for the procectires usec in
a study will then result ir) the selection of the rest effective overall
r]ethods.

0 Selection Plan

TO aid in the selection of the aD~roDri ate techni~ues. the fo]lo~{in~
steps are suggested:

1. Identify the field situation and information
required procedure. FielG situations may consist

e Freeway, ramps, arterials, collectors, etc.
e Link and intersection.

needs for each
of either:

Inforfilationneeds will identify the specific information desired
frorl the procedure, such as peak hour volume count, 24-hour volur:e
count, peak hour level of service.

2. Utilize the information to identify the most favorable techniques
for each study procedure. In most cases, more than a single
technique will be favorable. A list of techniques is shown in
Table 56.

3. Review the management concerns of time, manpower, and equipment
resources; level of comprehensiveness; anti level of accuracy for
the favorable techniques.

4. Relate the [management concerns to ti]e particular agency’s require-

nle nts.

5. Select the appropriate technique for each required procedure.
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. Selection hlethods

Two neans are available to select techniques. First, a qualitative
corlpari son can be perforfi:e~. This approach requires that a safety engineer
or team of engineers evaluate the rdnagefilent concerns ana ieve?cp ~~,

assessment of each favorable technique. It will be based on the overall
effecti veness of the technique in performing the procedure Liven the
agency’s capabilities, Fr@rc statements for each m,anagewnt concern, a

single technique can be selected.

The second approach uses a nur,lericalweighting scheme as its ksis.
Each ranager,)entconcern is provideG a wei ~hted value based on its import-
ance to the agency in perfor~,ing the technique. The sufilof these wei gr,ts
should, prefe;abl~, equal 100 pe”rcent.

Each nanagef:~entconcern is evaluatea basea on the
iveness in meeting the management concerns. Six levels

O - not feasible
1 - poor
2 - below average
3 - average
4 - above average
5 - tiesirable

The numerical approach is of the form:

technique’s effect-
riay be Gescribed:

where: UI = utilitv index.
Wi = wei Sht~d value for management concern “i “.

Li = level rating for [fianagement concern 1 .
,, ,,

i,J = nurher of rlanagement concerns.

A safi)plecomputation forrtiis shown in the Appenaix (page I-23) .

The utility index will proauce a nurerical value for each technique.
A higher rating will result in a rr~re desirable technique. It shoulG l~e
noted, however, that the utility irrcex provides a rating value for each
technique specific to the agency using the rating method. It is not nieant
to be used as a rating ~ethod between agencies since each agency typically
has aifferi ng resources and study needs.

@ Other Considerations in Technique Selection

When ciaking the final selection of techniques for several procedures,

For instance~iyt~i~s~f~ ca~~;~~ri~~
several considerations should be reviewed.
an agency should be checked.
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department ray not have a radar speed reter. A check with the l~cal cr
nearby police agency cay increase the availability of such a cevice. Or,
for skid resistance stucies, a phone ca~l to the State Hiyhway Depart fient
may allow the agency to obtain use of State equipnlent. A check of alI
feasible sources for available resources is suggested.

Secono, combining study procedures by a single technique shoulG be
encourage. For instance, where detection devices are available to ccllec~
neeaed traffic volume, speed, gap, lane occupancy, anc queue length data or
any cor.,bination of the above, theY should ~ selected. Or where a fi,anual
field stucy is perforr:ed at a location, it could be plannec tc utilize
manual 6ata collection for other activities concurrently. it will usually
result in the Gpti~ization of available resources.

Finally, once the techniques have been selected for each procedure, e
review of the list of selected techniques should be maae. Duplication cf
efforts ,and resources nay then be avoided by assuring that the techniques
selecteo are cost favorable to tt,e overall study of a specific location.

Findings

This activity will result in the selection cf techniques which will
optiriize the use of resources available to an agency. It will also allow
the co]lection of the necessary data required by a specific proceuure. The
results of this activity will be used in developing the oata CO1lectioc
plan for the study location.

Inputs and Outputs of Activity

0 Inputs

environfilent,and special study proceduress Required traffic,
for study location.

● List of available and preferred techniques to perforn
procedures.

● Characteristics of r;anagement concerns for each technique.
6 Assessr,ent of available resources to an agency.
● Assessment of study needs.

o outputs

c Evaluation of ~ianagerlentconcerns for each favorable technique
of a procedure.

e Selected technique for each procedure.
s List of selected techniques for safety study of location.
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Act ivity 5 - Perform Procedures

w
The purpose of this activity is to develop a data collect icfiplar) fcr

the selected stuay procedures and tc perform the procedures using the tech-
niques selected in the previous Activity .

Overview

Safety engineers are often faced with the challenge of performing
Safety studies with several time, fianpower, and equiplllent limitations.
The selection of the rest favorable study techniques aids in optifi,izing
available resources. Resources can be further optimizec ti{ith prcper
planning and the tirfely perforr,,anceof the data collection techiliques.

0 Data Collection Plan Developnient

Development of a data collection plan prior to stuay perfcrnance is
extrel.ely desirable. Careful planning opti{nizes the use of available
resources and minimizes the chance of collecting too much or too little
data. These are important factors in conducting an efficient study proce-
dure which will protiuce complete and reliable data.

The planning activities should consider:

Selection and training of manpower resources.
Acquisition of equipment resources.
Preparation of data collection forms.
Development of data collection schetiules.

Planning is often considered simple and routine. However, when a
number of study procedures are requireo for a specific location, data col-
lection efforts become Fore time-consuming. In addition, planning with
eXi Sting resource limitations becor,)es more involved and ~~re crucial to the
outcome of the study particularly with the lirfiitationsaffordeo the safety
engineer.

To assist in the proper planning of the study procedures, the
following guidelines are provided:

0 Selection and Training of I,lanpowerResources

1. List the required tasks and anticipated fiianpowerneeds for each
procedure and technique to be perfor],;ed. For instance, to perform
the roadway inventory study procedure by the fiela met hOG, two

tasks are involved: (1) collect, measure, and record Gata ar,d (~)
prepare condition diagran The first task typically involves two
people, one to collect and rfleasurethe field information and a
second individual to record the data. The second task requires
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2.

3.

4.

One person to transform fjeld notes and n~as”rement S into a Condi-

tion diagram

Cetermine available manpwer resources. Manpower ~:ay come from
existing staff personnel , staff from other departments, or person-
nel fror other agencies. For each available person, list their

background and capabilities, such as data collection, data record-
ing, diagrar,ipreparation, data analysis, etc.

Compare manpwer needs and manpmer resources. If manpower avail-
ability permits, select individuals with direct experience in con-
ducti ng the study procedures to be performed. In IiHnycases, nOW-

ever, this my not be possible. This makes the training of inex-
perienced personnel an extremely important issue.

Train selected personnel. Althouch hi~hl~ exoerienceti oersonn21-. .,
may be available, it is recomienceG that training be ;erfcrfiea to
acquaint all personnel with specific details of the stuGy proce-
dure incluaing:

e Study purpose.
● Preliminary information regarding the study site.
● Tasks to be performd.
● Inforri;ationon the task and study output.
● Perioa of data collection.
● Operation of data collection equipment.
* Proper use of data sheets.
● Pitfalls and cautions of the task.
● Need for accuracy and efficiency.

Following training, a question-and-answer period for the selected
personnel should be held. If inexperienced personnel are being
used, it is advisable to conduct supervised trial-runs of the
study procedures.

. Acquisition of Available Equiprient Resources

1. List the equipment needs of each task in the technique. For the
exalmple given in the previous section, two tasks are required:

● Gollect, cleasure, and record field information.
m Prepare condition diagrafii.

Equipnent requirements for these tasks would incluse:

o Measuring instrument (i.e., hand measuring wheel , or tape
fiteasure,etc. ).

e Blank data sheets.
e Clipboard.
e Pencils.
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2. Inventory the agency’s existing equipment resources. The avail-
ability of these resources are usually known by the safety engi-
neer. However, the thereabouts of the equipment should be checkeG
to guarantee availability.

3. Compare equipment requirements and availabi1ity. l~!akea list of
additional equipment needs. In some cases, this equip,~ent fray be
borrowed from another department. Typically, access to major
equipment and its availability were considered when the techniqtie
was selected.

4. Check all equipment for reliability prior to the study perforl:,-
arice.

. Preparation of Piecessary Data Collection Forms

1. List the required data forms for each procedure.

2. Check existing files for data sheets. Very often, an agency
maintains a file of data collection fOrmS. Where data forms are
unavailable, use of forms included in the Appendix or in the iTE
ilanual of Traffic Engineering Studies [lj is recommended.

3. Fill out as much of the data forms as feasible prior to the data
collection effort. Make sure extra copies of the data sheets are

available to the data collectors.

e Development of Schedules for the Data Collection Effort

1. Define the data collection periods as determined from the accident
summaries. This is of particular importance for operational data
iter,ls. For many physical data items, data collection is not
necessarily related to the time of day.

When performing the data collection, favorable weather conditions
should exist. The data collection, howeler, should be planned for
the early part of the week. In this way, if one day is unfavor-
able, the next regular day may be used for data collection. Sig-
nificant ti[,leand effort ray k wasted ~~here surveys are postponed
till the next week.

2. When feasible, cor,bine data collection activities for different
tasks on the same day. This will typically maximize use of avail-
able manpower.

A sample Task, Manpower, and Equipment Sum;lary Sijeet is included in
the Appendix (page I-24) . Once the plan has been developed and the person-
nel and equipment are readied, the data collection activities can be
performed.
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0 Performing the Procedure

When manual data collection methods are usec, the data collectors
should assenble at or near the site at least 1/2 hour prior to the data
collection activity. This serves several purposes. First, it 2110tiS a
check that all aata collectors are present. When a data collector is.
absent, plans to perform that person’s activities can be made. sec~n~,

it aids in assuring that the data collection activity starts on time. Late
arrival of data collectors can result in a postponement of starting times.
Finally, it allows the aata collectors to observe the study site, test the
equipment, and ask questions regardi ng the study prccedure.

OnCe final instructions are completed, the observers shou]a gO tO

their respective stations. This allows a brief time for them tO familiar-
ize themselves with the location and the demands of the data collection
effort.

When ~achine methoas are used in data collection, the equlpfi,entsho”lc
be installed at least one-half hour prior to ti)e data collection perioc.
This will allow sufficient time for the installation and operational check
of the equipfient. Operational checks involve the testing of the machine
data versus observed data using manual measurements. For exafi.pie,when
installing volur;e counters, a r:anual count is used to check the accuracy of

the volume count ing rachi ne.

The equipment should be installed on the same day as the data collec-
tion effort to minimize chances of vanaalisnl or equipment failures. When
it is necessary that the equipment be installed the day before the study,
o~erational checks shoulu be oerformed at the time of installation and
a~ain prier to the study perio~. Backup equipfi;entshould be available and
carried to the site in all situations.

The study procedure sh,ould be performed
ives provided by the safety engineer and the
procedure.

in accordance with the direct-
techniques described for each

Following coclpletion of the data collection effort, the data collect-
ors should again assemble near the site. At this time, the data sheets are
reviewed and any questions by data CO1lectors are answered. Also, all
equipment is checked for accuracy and all data is briefly double-checked
for completeness.

Findin$s

The output of this activity will be a data collection plan and the
perfornlance of the study procedures required for the site. The findirrgs
from this activity are useo in the identification of safety deficiencies
and the developfilentof safety-related countermeasures.
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Inputs and Outputs of Activity

o De?i neti location.
e Period of data col lecti on.

e Technique(s) to be perforfi~ed.

o Available tire, rarlpok~er,ana equipment resources.
e TiI~,e,manpo~;er, and equipment requirements.
e Data collection forms.

@ Outputs

e Selected ]:lanpowerand task assign~rlts.
o Schedule of data collection efforts.
e Data sheets by data collector.
e Stim~]arizeddata findin$s by procedure.
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Activity 6 - Identify Safety Deficiencies

-

The purpose of this activity is to asserble and analyze the various
data collected at a study site, review the finai ngs, a“d verify or i~entjf.;

safety deficiencies.

Overview

Safety problers at a site are identified by the following factors:

e Field conditions relating a deficiency.
● ~eaSure (extent) of a deficiency, ~~~re feasible.

s Probable accident cause or safety deficiency.

This activity will result in the accumulation and analysis of the site
data collected frcm the procedures to be used to identify the safety defi-
ciencies. This information is used in the developrr,entof feasible counter-
measures.

. Accumulation of Data

After the procedures have ken performed, the collected data shoulc be
asser:;bledan< placed in a format amenable to the analysis of the data.
This format should permit an effective deterfi!ination of the safety defi-
ciencies at the site. A favorable format would list the data in the order
used to define a safety probler,, i.e., conditions, ri,easures, ~nd the Cause

of the prcbler. In this way, once site conditions and r,easures of the
problem are definec, the probable accident cause cr safety deficiency ctin
be mre readily icent’ifiea. To assist in orGering the cata by its purpose,
Table 57 is use6. It lists the purpose of the data obtained by each of the
study procedures. The data f
pared for analysis.

from each proceGure is then asserrblec ana pre-

each procedure is reviewed using the analysis

O Analysis of Data

The data obtained from
methods described witl]in each procedure. The out?uts are then used to
identify and describe the conditions and n;easures of each safety probler] at
the study location.

Once the safety problem data is assembled and reviewed, it is used to
make a final assess~ent of the safety deficiencies. Each of the possible
accident causes noted froln the accident sumniaries and the field reviei$ are
reviewed with the findings of the other study procedures. Frol~~this re-
view, a list of probable causes or safety deficiencies is identified. It
nlay aiffer fror the list of possible causes or have no difference. The
results are used in the caunter~easure development activity.
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T&le 57. Data purpose by procedure.

—.

PROCEDURE DATA PURPOjZ

1. Accident Summary By Type A
2. Accident Sumary Sy Severity k
3. Accident Summary By Contributing Circumstances A
A,. Accident Sumary By Environmental Conditions A

Accident Summary By Time Period
::

A
Safety Performance Study

7,
A,B,C

Volume Studies
8. Spot Speed Studies
9.

B~C
Delay wd Travel Time Studies

10. Roadway and Intersection Capacity Study
1

:
1. Traffic Conflict Study

12.
A,C

Gap Study
13.

c
Traffic Lane Occupancy Study

l?. Queue Length Study ;
~~. Roadway Inventory Study
16. Sight Distance Study :
17. Roadway Serviceability Study c
18. Skid Resistance Study c
19. Highway Lighting Study
20. 14eather-Related Study :
21. School Crossing Study c
22. Railroad Crossing Study c
23. Traffic Control Device Study
24. Bicycle and Pedestrian Study :

LEGEND:

A - Defining “probable accident cause”
B - Identifying field (site) conditions relating probable cause
C - Identifying measure (extent) of safety deficiency(s)
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Where all “possible accident causes” have been deleted basec 0: tk, e
procedure findin~s, a re-check of the accident sunm,aries, fj~l,:j r~<j~),;

notes, ana other stuoy proce~ure findings shoula be perfcri,,ec. j:,~,,.it ,
reveal inaccurate assumptions cr finGifigs. in !;0 CASE shoul~ a safety
probler lack a prcbable acciGent cause. ‘w’ithout~is ir,formctio:~,ef.:ec~-
ive counter~;eastiresray not be Geveloped.

Findings

This activity assembles and reviews the study site data, placing it i.n
a format favorable to the identification of safety deficiencies. This
format will allow a rore effective itientificatiorlof the safetj, ~eficier,-
ties. The output of tfiis activity will be used in tt]e de~~elopl;,entcf
feasible countermeasures.

In~uts and Outputs of Act~vity

@ Inputs

e Defined loc~ticn.
o List of “possible accident causes. “
e Stutiy findings froc;itraffic, environment, and/or special stu~y

procedures.

e Sur;r,;aryof study findi rigs.
e Review of possible acciaent causes.
e Definition of safety deficiencies.
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SUBPROCESS 2 - DEVELOP CANDIDATE COUNTERMEASURES

Activity 7 - Develop Feasible countermeasures

-

The purpose of this activity is to develop candidate countermeasures
for a location based on the identified safety deficiencies at the 10ca-
t ion.

Overview

prior to this activity, a aetai led st~ldy of ‘;he identifieti hazarcous
1ocation was rtide. The stuav activities identified the safety ~ef1cencje5
at the site. The definition-included:

e Probable dccident causes.
e Site characteristics relating the probable accident causes.
e lteasures (extent) of the safety problefiisor deficiencies.

Fror this definition, feasible counter[fieasurescan be developed
safety engineer.

@ Factors To Consider

by the

Several factors [Ij need ta be considered. First, countermeasures
shauld k selectee carefully based on a knowledge and understanding of the
effectiveness of similar improvefilentsin the past. Inputs fror:]past prc-
Ject and Frogram evaluations (Evaluation Component of HSIP) are very
ifi:portantto the results of this activity. If a past proJect resulted in
favorable safety benefits at similar type lacations, such i);;prove[;,ents
would likely be considered candidate counterrreasures.

Second, countermeasures which ray have produced mdjor safety injprove-
ments irl one area of the country ri,aynot necessari ly produce similar
irlprovements in anather part of the country or at alternate locations in
the same area. This is due to the coc;plex interplay anong the various
traffic variables at the site. A careful review of traffic antisite condi-
tions should be performed when developing counter[ileasures. This will
assure effective coordination of countermeasures with the existin S condi-
tions.

Third, several candidate counterfi:easurescan be proposed for the sa~:e
location if it is expected that a combination of countermeasures are prac-
tical and will produce an overall inlprove[]lentin sa.:ety. In this activity,
it is suggested that all prdctical combi {~ations of countermeasures be
identified.
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Foutih, the developed list of feasjble countermeasures shoul; a]s~ fie
ccfiprehenslve. it 1s wre favorable to include a greater number of cout;ter-
[neasures than have an inadequate list. All practical ifiiprtivements,frci:l
the “do i)othing” alternative to ulti[:ate iciprover:ents,SI1OU1C be identified
and considered so that no feasit~T2 alternative is overlooked.

Fir,aliy, the p~~entj~] safety-related effect of each ;,”!~~rr;c:.i\;,&
irproverlent Gr co!:,biriation ShOU lG be j~2ntifieG. It will assure that tce
CcufiterilleasuresGevelopea are basec GInsafety objecti ves.

Findings

Ti-iewotput of this ~ctivity ~~ill be a con!prehensive list of feasible
countermeasures and the potential or anticipated effect the ir,prove r:,ent
kiill have en safety at the site. For instance, a feasible ccur,term.e2stir2
consisting of the construction of a separate left turn lane i,ay have the
follo~ifig pctential effects on the sttidj location:

1. ~Lrecuct ion of left turn accidei!ts.

2. A reducti Gn of ---- ‘-’ ‘-’’<-:--- ‘- ,,.–, . .. .

movefilents.

3. A reduction in

4. An increase in

5. A redL!CtiOfl irl

6. /\:lincrease in

rear-el!~ cul llslurls L~e~ween znrougn ana leTr turn

sideswipe accidents.

the capacity of the facility.

delay to through traffic.

safe si$ht

The list vjill ser\!e as input
project.

distance for left turn traffic.

to assist in selecting a sir!$le safety

Inputs and Outputs of Acti\iity

@ Inputs

e Defined hazardous locations.
o Definition of safety deficiencies at each location.
e Basic understantiing of available safety improve!fientsv{hich are

effective in reducing accidents and travel costs.
e Past experiences of agency and other in the effectiveness of

specific Countermeasures.
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e outputs

e List of feasible countermeasures.
o List of potential effects of improvements.

Procedure Description

Two procedures are available to develop the feasible safety -relatea
countermeasures for a location.

* procedure 1 - Accident Pattern Tables.
e Procedure 2 - Multi-Disciplinary Investigation Tear~

Primary considerations for these procedures are shown in Table 58.

Procedure 1 - Accident Pattern Tables

Purpose

The purpose Gf this procedure is to identify feasible counterrleasur2s
based on defined accident patterns at a stucy location. Using findings
obtained from the accident sur~iaries and $Ielc review and suFplec-ented by
the traffic, environment, antispecial study procedures, canoidate counter-
measures can be develcped.

Application

The development of accident pattern tables is based on the followirg
assumptions:

e Patterns of accident types are associate ,,!ithprobable accidect
causes.

e The need for specifi,,cimprovements can be inferred froni analysis cf
probable accident causes.

Using these assufiptions, accident pattern tables can be developed. The
background for the tables are based on traffic safety engineering exper-
ience, the past experiences and evaluations cf zgencies, and various re-
search conducted throughout the United States.

Accident pattern tables have been developed h] various groups (1,2,3,
4). These tables have been sun~marized, produci r,:.? general accident pat-
tern table to assist in the development of counterr:easures, as GisplaJ/eo irl
Table 59.

@ Use Of Tables

In using these tables or locally developed tables, accident patterns
and probable accident causes, as Identified from previous activities are
used to identify a list of general countermeasures. For exan~)le, at a
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Table 58. Primary considerations for comtermeasure devel.oprnent procedures.

\
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\
Equipment t4a”po.4er Time Data
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Tab]..s
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.Li.t “f p“ssi -
whcre ,Iata is patter” P..,ibl. 1,1.co”nter -

“si”g tables tables adequate .l,r.bal,lc co. nter- m.”s”r. s
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Gcnt situation
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,~ite

ant probable data
Cause

K“lti-Discipli”- .Determincs No”. .I”divid”als witi Eae}, i“divicl”al .r\ccide”t .P...ib1e
.,?TeamApproach CO”nkerrne..”res

.I.ist. of possi.
varying disci - d.votes 0“, t“ .mmaries ..”s. s 1I1O or feasible

“.i”g a team of pli”es two ho”.. Per ,$i~c ~a~a .Possib].e CO,,.term.a,”res
individuals m site co”. tcr -
st”dy and el.ct
the colJnter-
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Table 59. General accident pattern table.

Accident Pattern

Left-turnhead-on
collisions

Rear-endCO1lisions
at unsignalized
intersections

ProbableCause

Large volumeof
left-turns

Restrictedsight
distance

Too short amber
phase

tisence of special
left-turningphase

Excessive speed on
approaches

Driver not aware
of intersection

S1ippery surface

Large numbers of
turning vehicles

Inadequate roadway
lighting

General Countermeasure

Create one way street
Widen road
Provide left-turn signal phases
Prohibit left-turns
Reroute left-turn traffic
Channel ize intersection
Install stop signs (see MUTCD)
Revise signal sequence
Provide turning guidelines (if
there is a dual left-turn 1ane)
Provide traffic signal if war-
ranted b.vMUTCD
Retime s>gnals

Rwtove obstacles
Provide adequate channel ization
Provide special phase for left-
turning traffic
Provide left-turn slots
Install warl~ing signs
Reduce speed 1imit on approaches

Increase amber phase
Provide all red phase

Provide special phase for left-
turning traffic

Reduce speed limit on approaches

. Install/improve warning signs

Overlay pavement
: Provide adequate drainage
. Groove pavement
, Reduce speed limit on approaches
, Provide “s1ippery when wet” sign:

. Create left- or right-turn lanes
Prohibit turns
Increase curb radii

Improve roadway 1ighting
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Table 59. General accident pattern tale (continued) .

Accident Pattern

Rear-end collisions
at unsignalized
intersections

Probabt e Cause

Excessive speed on
approach

Lack of adequate
gaps

Crossing pedestrian

S1ippery surface

Large numberof
turning vehicles

Poor visibility of
signals

Inadequate signal
timing

Unwarranted signals

Inadequate roadway
lighting

General Countermeasure

Reduce speed limit on approaches

Provide traffic signal if war-
ranted (see MUTCD)
Provide stop signs

Install/improve signing or
marking of pedestrian crosswalks

Overlay pavement
Provide adequate drainage
Groove pavement
Reduce speed limit on approaches
Provide “s1 ippery when wet” sign!

Create left- or right-turn lanes
Prohibit turns
Increase curb radii
Provide special phase for left-
turning traffic

Install/improve advance warning
devices
Install overhead signals
Install 12-in. signal lenses (see
MUTCO)
Install visors
Install back plates
Relocate signals
Add additional signal heads
Remove obstacles
Reduce speed 1imit on approaches

Adjust amber phase
Provide progression through a sel
of signalized intersections
Md all-red clearance

Remove signals (see MUTCD)

Improve roadway 1ighting
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Table 59. General accident pattern table (continued) .

Accident Pattern Probable Cause General Countermeasure

Rear-end collisions Crossing pedes- . Ir)stalI/improve signing or
at unsignalized trians marking of pedestrian crosswalks
intersections providewdestrian “WALK” phase

Right-angle cO]ljsi O”s Restricted sight . Remove sight obstructions
at signalized distance Restrict parking near corners
intersections 1 Install warning signs (see MUTCD)

. Reduce speed 1imit on approaches

. Channelize intersections

. Instal 1 advance markings to
supplement signs

Excessive speed . Reduce speed limit on approaches
on approaches . Increase amber phase

. Install rumble strips

Poor visibility . Install advanced warning devices
Of signal . Install 12-in. signal lenses

. Install overhead signal

. Instal 1 visors

. Install back plates

. Improve location of si nal heads
: :; ;;::;;;;::ds$:: ,~:::s

Inadequate signal . Adjust amber phase
timing Provide al‘1-red clezrance phase

. Add multi-dial controller

. Install signal actuation
Retime signals

: Provide progression through a set
of signal ized intersections

Inadequate roadway . Improve roadway illumination
lighting

Inadequate advance . Install advance intersection
intersection warn- wdrning signs
ing signs

Large total inter- Retime signals
section volume . ~d,jtraffic ,ane

Right-angle collisions Restricted sight . Remove sight obstructions
at unsignalized inter- distance Restrict parking near corners
sections . Install stop signs (see MUTCD)

. Install warning signs (see MUTCD)
Reduce speed 1imit on approaches
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Table 59. General accident pattern table (continued) .

Accident Pattern Probable Cause General Countermeasure

Right-angle CO11 isions Restricted sight Install signal (see M~CD)
at unsignalized distance ; Install yield signs (see MUTCD)
intersections Channel ize intersection

Install advance markings to
supplement signs
Install limit lines

Large total inter- . Install signal (see M~CD)
section volume Reroute through traffic

Excessive speed on . Reduce speed 1imit on approaches
approaches Increase mber phase

Install rumble strips

Inadequate roadway . Improve roadway illumination
lighting

Inadequate advance . Install advance intersection
intersection warning signs
warning signs

Inadequate traffic . Upgrade traffic control devices
control devices . Increase enforcement

Pedestrian-vehicle Restricted sight . Remove sight obstructions
collisions distance Install pedestrian crossings

Install/improve pedestrian
crossing signs
Reroute pedestrian ~ths
Prohibit curb parking near
crosswalks

Inadequate . Add pedestrian refuge islands
protection for . Install pedestrian barriers
pedestrians

%h~ol crossing - Use crossing guards at school
area crossing areas

Inadequate signals . Install ~destrian signals (see
MUTCD)

Inadequate phasing . Change timing of pedestrian phase
signal

.._.__. -——.’_—
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Ttile 59. Qneral accident pattern tale (continued).

kcident Pattern

Pedestrian-vehicle
collisions

Run-off-roadway
collisions

Probable Cause

Driver had inade-
quate warning of
frequent mid-block
crossings

Inadequate pave-
ment markings

Inadequate gaps at
unsignalized inter-
sections

Inadequate roadway
lighting

Excessive vehicle
speed

S1ippery pavement

Roadway design in-
adequate for traf-
fic conditions

Poor del ineat ion

Inadequate roadway
lighting

!nadeauate shoul de]

General Countermeasure

Prohibit parking
Install warning signs
Lower speed 1imit
Install pedestrian barriers

Install thermoplastic markings
Suppl ment markings with appro-
priate signing (see MUTCD)
Upgrade pavment markings (see
MUTCD)

Install traffic signal, if
warranted by MUTCD
Install pedestrian crosswalk and
signs
Install pedestrian “NLK-DDN’T
WALKr’ signals

Improve roadway 1ighti ng

Reduce speed limit
Install proper warning signs
Install pedestrian barriers
Enforcement

Overlay existing pavement
Provide adequate drainage
Groove existing pavement
Reduce speed limit
Provide “s1 ippery when wet” signs

Widen lanes
Re’locate islands
Close curb lanes
Install guardrails

Improve/install pavement markings
Install roadside del ineators

. Install advance warning signs

Improve roadway 1ighting

. Upgrade roadway shoulders
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Table 59. General accident pattern table (continued) .

Accident Pattern Probable Quse General Countermeasure

Run-off-roadway Improper channel i- . Improve channel ization
collisions zation

Inadequate pavement . Perform road surface repair
maintenance

Poor visibility . Increase size of signs

Excessive speed . Reduce speed 1imit
on approaches

Fixed object Obstructions in or . Rmove obstacles
collisions too close to road- . Install barrier curbing

way Install breakaway features to
light ~les, signposts, etc.
Project objects with guardrails

. Install crash cushioning devices

Inadequate roadway . Improve roadway 1ighting
lighting

Inadequate pave- . Install reflect ionized pavement
ment marking lines

Inadequate signs, . Install reflect ionized paint and/
deli neators and or reflectors on the obstruction
guardrails

Inadequate road . Provide proper superel evation
design Improve superelevation at curve

Install appropriate warning signs
and del ineators

S1ippery surface . Improve skid resistance
Provide adequate drainage
Provide “s1 ippery when wet” signs

: Provide wider lanes

Excessive vehicle . Reduce speed 1imit
speed

Coil isions with parked Improper pavement . Paint parking stall limits 7 feet
or parking vehicles markings frm curb face

Improper parking . Post parking restrictions near
clearance at drive- driveways
ways
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Table 59. General accident pattern table (continued).

Accident Pattern

Collisions with parked
or parking vehicles

Sideswipe or head-on
collisions

Probable Cause

~gle parking

Excessive vehicle
speed

Illegal parking

Improper parking

Large parking
turnover

Inadequate roadwa~
design

Improper road.
maintenance

Inadequate
shoulders

Excessive vehicle
speed

Inadequate pave-
ment markings

Inadequate
channel ization

Inadequate signin!

General Countermeasure

Convert angle parking to parallel
parking

Recluce speed limit if justified
by spot speed studies
Widen lanes

Enforcwent

Prohibit ~rking
Create off street parking

Create one-way streets
Reroute through traffic

.

.

.

—

C:eateone-way streets provide
wider lanes

Perform necessary road surface
repairs

Imorove shoulders

Reduce speed limit
Install median devices
Remove constriction such as
parked vehicles

Install or refurnish center
1ines, lane lines and pavement
edge 1ines
Install reflectorized lines,
edges

Install acceleration and deceler-
ation lanes
Channel ize intersection
Provide turning bays

Place direction and lane change
signs to give proper advance war-
ning
Md ilIuminated name signs
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Table 59. General accident pattern table !:cntinued) .

Accident Pattern PrObabl e Cause General Coun:2measure

Driveway-related Left-turning Install ma dn devices
collisions vehicles ., Install two-way left-turn lan2s

Improperly 1ocated . Regulate minimum spacing of
driveway driv2ways

. Regulate minimum corner of clear-
ance

. Move driveway to sidestreet

. Install curbing to define drive-
way location
Consol idat2 adjacent driveways

Right-turning Provide right-turn lanes
vehicles . Restrict parking near driveways

. Increase the width of drivew~ys
Widen through lanes
Increase cuti radii

Large volume or . Move driveway to sidestreet
through traffic . Constr,!ct a local service road

Reroute through traffic

Large volume of . Signal fze drivewaY
driveway traffic . Provide accel erat ion and decel er-

ation 1anes
Channel ize driveway

“Restricted sight . Rmove sight obstructions
distance Restrict parking near driveway

Install /improv2 street 1ighting
Reduce speed limit

Inadequate roadway . Improve street 1ighti ng
lighting

Excessive speeds on . Reduce speed limit
approaches

Train-vehicle Restricted sight . Remove sight obstructions
accidents distance Reduce grade

Install train actuated signals
. (see MuTCD)

Instal 1 stop signs (see MUTCD)
Install advance warning signs
(see MUTCD)
Install automatic flashers and
gates
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Tale 59. General accident pattern table (continued).

Accident Pattern Probable Cause General Countermeasure

Train-vehicle Poor visibility . Improve roadway 1ighting
accidents . Increase size of signs

ImprO er traffic
!

. Retime traffic signals
signs s pre-emption
ttming

Excessive vehicle . Revise speed limit
speeds on approaches

Inadequate pavement . Install advance markings to sup-
markings plment signs

. Install limit lines

. Instal I/improve pavment markings

S1ippery surface . Skidproof roadway

Improper pre- . Retime RR signals and gates
em tion of RR sig-

7na s or gates

Rough crossing . Improve crossing surface
surfaces

Sharp crossing . Rebuild crossing with proper
angle ang’1e

Wet-pavement S1ippery pavment . Overlay existing pavment
accidents . Groove existing pavment

Reduce speed limit
. Pro&ride “s1ippery when wet” signs
. Skiclproof roadway

Inadequate drainage . Provide adequate drainage

Inadequate pavement . Upgrade pavement markings
markings

Night accidents Poor visibility or . Install/improve street lighting
Lighting . Install/improve delineation

markings
Install/improve warning signs

Poor sign quality . Upgrade signing
. Provide illuminated signs

Inadequate channel- . Install pavement markings
ization or del inea- . Improve del ineation markings
tion Provide raised markers

. Upgrade advance warning signing



s~~nalizea intersection, it was determined that a pattern of right angle
collisions occurred. From previous activities, the probable accl~ent
cause was identified as “restricted sight distance. “

-~~,~ list of general countermeasures associated with these acc~cent
causes is obtained from Table 59. They are:

e ?eno#e sight obstructi ens.
e Restrict parking near corners.
e Install stop signs and remove signals (see ilUTCD).
e Install advance warning signs (see MUTCD).
e Reduce speed limit on approaches.
s Install yield signs (see i$UTCD).
Q Channelize intersections.
e Instal 1 advance marki ngs to supplement signs.
o Install “STOP” lines.

The list of feasible countermeasures is the output of this proceaure
and is used in followin9 activities to select a safety project.

@ Other Situations

Where several “probable causes” may have contributed to a particular
accident pattern, feasible countermeasures are determined on a collecti ve
basis. For instance, in the above example, if “poor visibility of signals”
was deterniined to be an additional or a secondary “probable” cause> the
list of $eoeral counterineasures would consist of the previous list aridthe
following list:

e Install advanced warning devices.
e Install 12-in. signal lenses.
e Install overhead signals.
e Install signal visors.
. Install back plates..
o Improve location of signal heads.
o Add additional signal heads;
o Reduce speed limit on approaches.
o Add illuminated street name signs.

The findings obtained from the various study procedures would produce
a list of feasi ble countermeasures. This list of feasible countermeasures
would then be used in the economic analysis to develop a single project.

A similar approach would be used to develop feasible Countermeasures
where two or more accident patterrls are defined at a location. The counter-
measures would be assessed collectively to develop the feasible counter-
measures.
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e Limitations

Advantages:

1. Provides a method which is inexpensive.
2. Tables are simple to use.
3. Requires very little manpower needs.

Disadvantages:

1. Piay result in incomplete or inconclusive findings.
2. Requires individuals with substantial highwa~ safety

experience to develop counternieasures.
3. Is difficult to apply for complex situations.

This procedure requires that an individual experienced in highway
safety b2 used for selection of feasible countermeasures. It has been
found favorable for roost locations due to its low cost and ease of applica-
tion. i~here Situations are complex, an alternate nethod, such as the team
approach, may be more favorable.

Findings

This procedure will develop a list of feasible countermeasures for a
location based on the itientifi2d accident patterns and probable causes.
The output will be used as input in the economic analysis and project
selection activities.

Procedure 2 - r.]ulti-Discipli nary Investigation Team

m

The purpose of this procedure is to define feasible counterr,;easures
based on tile input received from a study of the location by a team of indi-
viduals from varying disciplines. , From the input and discussion of the
teafiime~’,b2rs,a consensus of the causal factors and countermeasures to cor-
rect the hazardous location is developed.

Application

In this procedure, individuals from various agencies and disciplines
are used to review the safety problems and develop feasible counterr,’easures
for a site. These individuals collectively identify safety deficiencies
and develop countermeasures.
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@ Team Selection

To be effective the team needs indivisuals with a variety of
experience. It should also contain representatives of the a$encies or
groups responsible for the safe operation of the hazardous location.

Three criteria must be ret for an effective investigation team [9]:

1. The team should be smal1 enough to be managable and easily
organized, yet large enough to incorporate all desires
disciplines.

2. The professional disciplines should cover the areas of roadway,
driver, and vehicle aspects of highway safety to obtain a compre-
hensive analysis of the location.

3. There should be a variation in the degree of familiarity with the
1ocation by team personnel.

In addition to highway and traffic engineers, the study tea~l maY in-
clude:

o Hu~an factors experts (psychologists, sociologists, etc. ).
o Law enforcement officers.
● AutoMot ive engineers (mechanical engineers).
0 Physicians.
o Lay persons.

@ Study Performance

In performing a stuay of a hazardous location, the team should
assetile at the site to conduct a brief review session. At that tire, the
team leader (typically a safety engineer) supplies each individual with
copies of the available site data; e.g. , collision diagrams, volume data,
and condition diagrams. These data are discussed briefly and any questions
answered.

In the next step, each team member conducts a site investigation dur-
ing the period of significant accident experience. He drives slang all ap-
proaches, observ2s operations at the location, and inspects any character-
istics }!hich he feels may be important to the study. All observations and
findings are recorded.

Ldhile at the study location, each team member reviews th2 CO11ision
diagrams, possible causes, and other site data. They determi ne from per-
sonal judgement the predominant accident types, causal factors, and Poss-
ible countermeasures.

Each team member then prepares a short report on his findings. The
reports are subfi]ittedto the team leader.

The team fi]embersare then reassembled for a short critique and discus-
sion period. The critique usually begins with the safety engineer’s sur~-
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mary of his. observations. Input from other team Tembers is encourage G in
the discussion phase. During this phase, the flnclnqs of eacn tear] r.ler,ber
are reviewed and countermeasures discussed. From this discussion, the team
menbers reach a general consensus on the safety deficiencies and the feas-
ible counterrleasures.

@ Limitations

Advantages:

1. Attempts to view hazardcus locations fro~~ the stancpoi nt of
hur]an factors, law enforce~ent, etc. , as wel ~ as from the
highway and traffic engineering standpoint.

2. Provides extensive, cetai led, in-depth analyses.
3. Provides an excellent means of focusiny the attention of a-l

involved agencies to the hazardous situation.

Disadvantages:

1. Requires large arnunts of tire, effort, and funci::s.
2. Difficult to schedule a specific time for review a~onq

various team r~rbers.
3. Requires the use of several s~?ecially trained indivicuals.
4. Requires the cooperation of all tean Eer,bers, ~~t~ on *

individual and on a team basis.

This procedure, by involving ~ersons with varying backgrounds, can
result in a rore comprehensive anG critical review of a location. It toes
require, though, that the team leader be capable of handl in$ the teafi~a:?o
able to lead the varicus discussions.

Although this technique requires the cooperation of the involv~~
personnel, the success of using personnel with varying disciplines carries
extensive advantages. Not only is the viewpoi nt of differing ind~\,iGuals
ii!lportantbut the inclusion of personnel from the involved agencies will
typically facilitate the i(lplen]entationof the project. This prcceaure is
favorable for most locations when sufficient personnel is available. It is
reconlmended for tisein complex highway safety situations.

Findings

This procedure will develop a list of feasible countermeasures for a
location based on the input received fron! a team of individoals. The
output will be used in the econo:’,icanalysis ana project select ic!lacti vi-
ties.
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SUBPROCESS 3-DEVELOP oROJECTS

Activity 8 - Predict Accident-Reduction Capabilities of Counterneasure(sj

-

The purpose of ti]is activity is to predict the number of dccider~ts
prevented (reduced) resulting frocl tt]e imlplefilentationof a proposes
countermeasure. The information obtained from this activity is useti in
the economic analysis of feasible countermeasures.

Overview

The rajor objective of a highway safety project is to reduc2 acci-
dents (and severity) or the accident potential along the highway facility.
In this regaro, the effectiveness of a safety project is judged by its
ability to reduce tile nuclber and severity of accidents. Siil;ilarly, in
selecting safety iclprovements for a site, the anticipated effecti veness cf
a project to reduce accidents andlor severity serves as a major criteria.
This effectiveness (or lack of) is expressed in the economic analysis as a
benefit (or disbenefit).

@ Accident Reductjon Factors

To obtain an indication of the effectiveness of a safety Froject, th,e
developrient of factors suggesting the potential reduction of accidents
associated with an in!proverent is necessary. These factors, cofironly re-
ferred to as “accident reduction factors” (AR), have been ce~elopea by
nur~erous states and ag2ncies to sate. They are based on past and current
evaluation efforts of safety projects arra research data developea by
various yroups. Because of the variability in accident frequencies aronq
sites and sections of the country, differences in these accident reduction
factors for specific improvements exist between agencies. In a completed
FHI,IAbooklet[l], Accident Reduction factors for nationwide use is avail-
able. Through these efforts, a detailed list of safety improvec-ents and
their respective accident reduction capabilities were developed. They are
measured as a percent reduction of accidents (by severity type or accident
type). A sample of these factors [lJ are shown in Appendix F.

@ Use Of AR Factors

Accident reduction factors are used to determine the econor~ic bene-
fits of feasible counteri:leasures. They represent G critical factor in the
economic analysis since: (1) accident reductions are the primary objective
of any safety progral] and (2) accident recuctiorls will serve as a primar,y
benefit to offset safety inprcvement project costs. In detern;ining the
benefits of a feasible counterr,,easure,tile followiny formula [2,3j is
used:

Accidents Prevented = !!x Ak
+
ADT - after period)
/iD1 - before period)
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\/here:

N = Expected number of accidents k{ithout jmplefi~ntatjon ~f tt,e
improvement project

AR = Accident reducticn factor (percent).

ADT = Average daily traffic volume

In computing the number Of accidents prevented, values of “N” can be based
on average results for the study period. For instance, if ever G 3-year
period, the left-turn accident occurrence was 8, 12 and 9 accidents, re-
spectit,ely, the value of “1!”WOUld be 29/3 or 9.67 accidents. The use of
average values throughout a study perioc is encourageti to reGuce varia-
bility in the results anG tc r,ini~ize the likelihood of unchd.racteristic
results influer}cing the data.

Sinilariy, the “ADT-before perioG” volumes will be based 0:7 avera$ec
Vd]tieS thrcu~hout the ‘before’ study peri~~. The “ADT-after period” vGl-
u~lesare based on the anticipated volufi]esduring the period follo~iing i:,+
plec]entaticn of a safety project. This period will be determined by: ti]e
planned iiv?lementation period for the project. Estimates of future vol-
urles cen be coc;puted base6 on the nor~ial traffic growth, historical
trends, or cetailed transportation ifioaels.

~!here indj~idua] states or areas have a reliable list of #R factors,
these lists should be used. I!here ~ucb a list does not exist ~r is in~d~-
quate, the list providec in Appendix F is recof:],;ended.The factors are
stated in terr~s of “perCent of accidents reduced” and are usually classi-
fied by ifiproverent type as a functicn of accident type, severity, or
total nul;:berof accidents.

The use of the accident reduction factor in the above formula v~ill
result in the expected nufiber cf accidents to be reduced with the ifiiple-
mentation of a specific countermeasure. This value can be obtained fcr
total accidents at a locaticn,
class, whichever is available.

~ Nultiple Improvefi;ents

Accident reduction factors
measure at a location. However.

specific accident types or by severity

are usually based on a single counter-
where multi Dle countermeasures are being

proposed, the accident reduction factor ~~ill be a contiination of the indi-
vidual accident reducticn factors. Since it is not feasibje to reauce ac-
cidents by more than 100 percent, the following formula L3J is used to de-
velop an overal 1 accide~]t retiuctiorlfactor for fiiultipleimprovet:ents at a
location.
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AR14 = ARI + (1-ARI) ~Z + (1-ARI)(l-ARz) ~3 + ...

+ (l-AR1)(l-ARj_l) Mi

where: WI.I= overall accident reduction factor for rwltiple im-
provements (mutually exclusive) at a single location

ARi = accident reduction factor from Appendix F for specific
improvement or countermeasure

i= number of improvements at a single location.

The accident reduction factors for the individual improvements should
be 1isted by degree of importance. For instance, ml should be the
factor with tile hishest accident reduction factor; ARz, the second hiSh-
est factor; and so on. A different order of sequence will result in a.
different and, possibly inaccurate overall accident reducticn factor,
AR/\l.

Example

An exarlple of the use of this formula is shown for three imprcverents
at a single location with individual accident reduction factors of 0.45,
0.15, and O.30, respectively. Placing these factors in their order of
significance, the accident reduction factors are as follows:

WR1 = 0.45
AR2 = 0.30
AR3 = 0.15

The overall accident reduction is:

ARpl = AR1 + (1-ARI) wz + (1-AR1)(l-ARz) ~3
= 0.450 + (1-0.45)(0.30) + (1-0.45)(1-0.30)(0.15)
= 0.450 + 0.165 + 0.058
= O.673 = 0.67

Where individual accident reduction factors are available by sever-.
ity, a separate ARM factor can be developed for each severity class by
a~~lyinq an accident reduction factor fir each jevari t/ class co the aoove
foimil 3-

~ Other Situations

Current state-of-the-art does not adequately provide
accident reduction factors for multiDle improvements where

a means tc use
different data

bases are provided. For irlstance, one set’ of AR factors may be based on
the severity of the accidents whereas ano’;:herset may be based on the
reduction of certain accident types.

For this case, the use of a general or total accident r2duction fac-
tor for each improvement type may be used. It may, however, result in th2
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over- or under-estimation of the accident reduction potential since this
factor is applied tc the sun~ total of the accidents while the improver;,ent
rosy actual ly impact only one group of accidents.

Also, the AR factor for the principal countermeasure may be usec anc
adjrrsted upkjard or downward dependent upon the jud$ement of ti~e safety
engineer. Experience in engineering and safety evaluation is required tG
permit a reasonable estimate of the accident reduction potential.

@ Update of AR Factors

For reliable use of ~ factors the individual States should regularly
update the factors based on the evaluation efforts of the individual
State. This will pern]it the factors to be current and nnre representative
of the improvement being made.

@ Summary

This activity will provide an estimate of the number of accidents
that would be prevented by a countermeasure. Relationships kt,ween the
number of accidents prevented and accident costs will be used to deri ve
the r~lajorportion of the benefits anticipated for a countermeasure. This
output will be used in the economic analysis of the feasible counter-
measures.

Inputs and Outputs of Activity

o Inputs

e Accident data at location for study period prior to improve-
ment or the expected accident frequency without the improve-
ment.

e ADT volun]es at study location during study period.
e Future traffic VOIurj]esat study location.
c Table of accident reduction factors for various

improvements.
o List of feasible countermeasures.

e outputs

~ Accident reduction factor for countermeasure(s).
e Nur?ber of “expected accidents saved” as a result of feasible

countermeasures.
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Activity 9 - Perform Econonic Analvsis

m

The purpose of this activity is to perform an economic analysis of
the feasible countermeasures ~iith primary e~?phasis cn the accident reduc-
tion knef its and the cost of the project. The output consists of a m~-
merical value assessing the economic feasibility of each proJect.

Overvi ev{

T!;e econcn-,ic analysis Cf counterfieasures is a prifi)arytool in the
selection of a safety project. It uses the expectec economic benefits of
~n improvement to detern)ine the cost-effectj veness of the counterfi]easure.
A primary input to this analysis is the accident reduction benefits ce-
rived in the previous activity. These benefits are con:pared to the
project ccsts to obtain a numerical relationship ~~hich is used as the
nleasure of the cost-effecti veness.

@ Factors in Economic ;{nalysis

Key factors to consider in perforfilingan econo:~licanalysis include:

s Accident savings.
e Initial ifiplefi!ell-:dtion costs.
e Operation and Maintenance costs.
e Service life of improve njent.
e Sdlvage value of im~~rovement.
e Curre)]t or expec”:ed interest rates.

Otiler factors !~hich ray be used in the econon]ic analysis include ve-
hicle uelay-related costs, traffic grovlth rates, and the effects of infla-
tion.

Accident Cost or Savings

The accident savings represent the prifiary benefit anticipated for i.
counterlneasure. The results of l,ctivity 8 (Predict Accident Retiuctior]
Capabilities of Countermeasures) are used tc obtain the expecteu “nufiber
of accidents prevented” per year resulting from the countermeasure. This.
value is used as basic input in the economic analysis.

The accident savings can be expr2ssed in several \Yays. It can be
stated as the expected “nu)fiberof accidents prevented”, as obtained
directly froi;Activity 8. !ihere feasible, this factor fi]ayalso be separ-
ated by the severity of tt]e accidents (e.S. number of fatal acciaellts,
prevented, number of personal injury accidents prevented) or bj,the nufi]her
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of “equivalent property damage only” accidents. *

A secona rethcd of expressing accident savings is the anticipated
accident cost savings resulti ng frGm the improvement. The nur~ber of acci-
dents prevented as Obt?ined f!aGmActivity 8 is assigned a cost per acci-
dent to develop a total accident cost savings. This results in a dcllar
value assjgned to the expected number of accidents prevented.

“ibis method requires that the “number of accidents prevented” be
separated by the severity type and number of persons (or vehicles in PDC
accidents only) involved in each severity group. Since available accident
costs are typically stated in terms of the fatalities or injuries, the
accident savings data must be arranged in this format to be usable. This
is performed by tiefining ratios of the accident data as follows:

Ratios are defined as:

!{o.of persons ki1led
No. of fatality accidents

P{o.of persons injured
No. of injury accidents

No. of vehicles involved
No. of property damage only accidents

This information is identified from the accident surrunarydata for the
study perioa. Using these ratios and multiplying by the expected number
of injury, fatality or PDO accidents prevented, the expected number of
injured or killed persons or vehicles (for PDC accidents) saved can be
defined. Accident costs are applied to these values to determine the
accident costs savings.

Several sources of accjdent costs are currently used. They include:

e
e
a

Individual States.
National Safety Council (NSC).
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (liHTSA)

*Obtainea by use of equivalency factors for each accident severity group
(i.e., fatal accident = 12, personal injury accident = 3, property camase
accident = 1) and accu~iulating the groups to an EPDO (equivalent property
damage only) accident. Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handb~,
ITE, (1976)
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Many individual states maintain records on accident costs. They
assign a dollar value to accidents that are unique to that particular
agency. If a set of cost figures has been adopted by the agency, they
should be usec in the economic analysis and Gocun~ented in the economic
analysis report.

Accident costs for the other sources are shown in Table 60 11,2]
and apply to nationwide statistics. Differences exist between the costs
developed by these two sources. However, they can be attributed to the
different factors used to determine the cost in each source. For exaniple,
Nsc costs include ~~age losses, medical exl]enses, insurance, aar,inistrati v~
costs, and property damage. I;HTSA includes the calculable costs asso-
ciated with each fatality and injury plus the cost to society (i.e., con-
surlption losses of inaividuals and society at large caused by losses in
production and the inability to proGuce). It should be noted that ttle
!:HTSAcosts are given for 1975.

It is desirable in any case to use uniform cost figures in the ecc-
nomic analysis.

The evaluator may use cost figures developed specifically for the
agency, l{dTSA, !:SC, or other cost data. Ljhichever is se?ected, the evalu-
ator should use only the nest recent cost figures in the ecc:lG~ic analy-
sis

on
An exalnple of the use of accitient cost savings is shov{n belo~. Basec
he followiny a~erage a!lnual accident reductions:

e 1.33 fatal accidents (1.00 fatal ities/fatal accidents)
e 4.OG injury accidel~ts (1.50 injuries/injury accidents)
~ 9.25 property damage only accidents (2.00 vehicles per accident)

the expected number of units saved’ are determined to be:

Expected “nufi!berof killed persons” saved

= 1.00 fatality
1.00 fatal accidents X 1.33 expected fatal accidents saved

= 1.33 “expected fatalities” savea.

Expected “nun,berof injured persons” saved

= 1.50 injured persons
1.00 injury accicents X 4.00 expected injury accidents saved

= 6.00 “expected injured persons” saved.
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Tale 60. NSC and NHTSA acci~ent costs.

t
Cost Psr i

Source/Acci6ent Severity Involvement (1.) ~

iSC(1979)/ Fatal s 160;000
Nonfatal disablin: inju~ 5,200 I
Pro?erty damz~e (~ncluding i

mnor inj~ries) 870
I

cost ?er
Invol.venent(2)

I

JHTSIl(1975)/ Fa:ality s ?87,1.75
Critical injuq 192,240
Severe injury - life

threatening 86,955
Severe injury - not life

threatening 8,n85
!loderate injury 4,3.50
blinor injury 2,190
Average injury 3,185
Froperty damage only 520

-.

(1) Cost per fatality., injurvj or Per PDO accident
(2) Cost per fatality, InJury or Der vehicle (for PDO ?.CCl.deP.+:S)
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Expected “ntifiberof vehicles” (PLO accidents) saved

= 2.00 vehicles
1.00 PDO accidents X 9.25 expected PDO accidents saved

= ~8.5~ “expected vehicles” saved.

Using !iSCfigures (1979), the total accident cost

FATALITY: 1.33 “expected fatalities saved” X

savings would be:

$160,000 = $212> 850.00
tatallty

INJURY: 6.00 “expected injuries saved” X $6200 = 3j,200.00
injury

PDO: 18.50 “expected vei-liclessaved” X $g70 = 16,095.00
PDO accident

TOTAL = $266,095.00

Using IIHTSA fisures (19751, the total accident cost savings would be:

FATALITY: 1.33 “expected fatalities saved” X $287,175 = $3L2,9U0. OC
fatal ity

IFIJURY: 6.00 “expected injuries saved*” X $3,185
injury

PDO: 18.5ti “expected vehicles saved” X $520
=e-

TOTA1

These values are input into the econor~ic analysis

19,110.00

9,620.GO

= $411,630.00

~~dels as ~en~fi~

factors. A noticeable difference exists between the accident COSt savings
of the two sources, NSC and P/HTSP,. Either method, however, can je usec.
An agency should however, be consistent with its use of a source:,
particularly when conlparing countern12asures for the same location.

Initial Ilnplementation Costs

These costs represeilt the esti;~.ated initial cost to iclplefienta
coun+terfieasure. They include all costs associated with ri$;lt-of-;way
acquisition? construction, site preparation, labor, equipr,ent design,
traffic i:alntenance, and ether costs that may be associated wjth tfic
in!plelnentatior]of t}]e project. The overhead znd adlrinistrative costs,

*Assuming
—

“average injuries”
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however, are usually included as a percentage of labor and material
costs.

Individual agencies normally maintain a cost estimate file which
lists the varicus materials or construction units and their associate
cost per unit of measurement. These files shoulti represent current data
and be updated regularly based on recent costs or construction] projects.
Overhead and administrative costs r,laydiffer slightly each year. However,
these costs should be monitored to provide more accurate results. A sar~
ple cost estimate form is displayed in the Appendix (page I-25) .

Operation and hainterrance Costs

The operation and maintenance (O@l) costs represent the estimateo
costs to operate and maintain the facility both before and after the ir~ ,
plementation of a proposed countermeasure. These costs typical ly differ
due to changes in the highway conditions.

The “before implementation” O@i costs are derived from a review of
historical records of costs associated with the location. Typical oper-
ation and maintenance cost items include traffic sign upgrading, periodic
pavement rdrking, roadway repairs, power costs of signals, and otiiersite-
related items. These costs are usually summarized on an annual basis and
averaged over a period of time to represent the average O&Y ccsts. Where
a single large maintenance cost is involved, it may be more favorable to
defer this cost over a period of years using interest formulas.

The “after i~lementation” costs are based on the anticipated O&i
costs as expected by the safety engineer. They are based on the agency’s
experiences in O@ti costs due to chang2s i);the site conditions. The costs
are normally given on an annual period.

Service L ife Of Improvement

The service life of an improvement represents the time perioo ti]at
the improvement can reasonably be expected to affect accident rates [3j.
Both costs and benefits are usually calculated for this time period.
The expected service life reflects this time period and not necessarily
the physical life of tile improvement.

Generally, major construction or geometric improvefilentshave a maxi-
mum service life of 20 years. The prediction of service life for specific
highway improvefi,entscan be made reasonably accurately if the agency main-
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tains service life data and survivor curves for various types cf improve-
ments and projects.

It is desirable fcr each highway agency to maintain files to accu~-
ulate service life experiences and to develop service life estir;ation cri-
teria. The Frocedure for the development of survi vor curves for the ser-
vice life estir,ations are available in most errgineeritlgeconofi~ytexts. ~~,
the absence of service life data, past experience ana engineering JUGLe-
Clerrtshou16 be applieo for estirfiatingservice lives. The evaluator ray
also wish to i~se service life estimates generated by other agencies.
Table 61 displays estimates of severs] comn,on]Y used service life estj_
fi]atesfor safety improvements,

Several States, including California and Iowa, have developed sur-
vivor curves. Existing survi vor curves may provide a starting point fcr
an agency to deterri!ineexpected service life of safety improvements. The
service lives of safety io!provenents such as traffic signs and pavement
markings can be estimated frcr,]the life expectancy data of the manufac-
turer and fioclfied by actual field experience. The evaluator is recor-
n]endeo to start such service life data fries.

Based on the interest formulas used in the economic analysis of cctin-
terrjeasures, it has been sho,~n that the selected service life can I:ave a
profound effect on the eccnom.ic”evaluation? of jfiproLe~ent alterna~j ,VeS.
On this basis, an accurate account of the expected service
needed.

life is

Salvage Value Of Imorove[,]ent

The salvage value ~f an ilflproverentrepresents t})e cost value of an
im>rove:el?t at the end of its defined service life ~]inus t~?e cc~~s in-
volved in rerot,ing, repairing, transferring, or selli!lga device.
stance,

For in-
part of a traffic signal will have some k;crth folloh!ifigits

effective life. Similarly, the value of replaced (upgraded) traffic signj
will contain some value in either tiledlumi!lunlblank or the sign post.

Agency fiaintained histories cf safety improvements, service life
data, and subsequent usage should provide the basis for estimating tn:
salvage value of a project or an improvement. In the absence of organizej
data files, past experience and literature should be used to estic:ate the
salvege value. Although salvage value is generally considered as a posi-
tive cost itein, some projects Kay require an expenditure to renove the
residual elements therisel!,es. In these instances, the difference betwee~l
the cost cf reoGval should be deducted fron]the value of the scrap or res-
idual elements in estimatin$ tile final salvage va;tie. At tines, sal~aLe
value can be zero or negative.

For ):]csthighway safety Frojects,, the salva,ge values are general 1;,
very soIali, particularly for those with a relatively long service life,.
They often represents a sfi~al1 difference in the econo~iic analysis whethe;-
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TAle 61. S-pie service ‘llfe esttiates

* D,,.riptf..
Inrer,ectio. Proiects 7

S*rvic. Life Y., ,,,

10 Ck .. ..ltion. on. Ieft-t. r. bay
11

10
Traffic si*n.ls

12
10

C.. bi,, tion of 10 ●“4 11
13

10
SiSht di,t.,, = improved

19
10

other int, r$ectio”. except ,tr”ctu, es 10

Cress S.cri.n Projects
20 P.ve. enx %idenlng. . . lnne. $dded
21

20
L.nes .dd. d .irho. t . .. .edi..

22
20

Kithw. y di. idet. ... ..di.. .dded
23

20
Sh. vlder “idenin~ or i.pr .. ..e. t

24
20

C.= bi.. ti. n of 20-23
25 Skid tre. t., n, . zroevin E

10

26
10

skid x,,.,.,”, - .“e,l. y
27

10
F1. zte. %nt, cle. rl. i .!$. slope%

29
20

Other .z., s ‘e. zion or ... bin. tions of 20-27 20

Roadside APPu, fenances
60 Traffic *lS. s
61

6
Bre. k.w. y sign or I.. ia. ire supports

62
10

Eoad edt, t.. rd,, il
6S

10
M.di. n b,, rier

64
IS

M.rki. rs. d.line.tors
6s

a
Li*hti. g

66 Improve dr. i.. z, structures
Is

67
20

Fen. i”z 10
2.p*t* *tt*”u. to*s

::
10

Other roadside
C.. bin. ti.n .f 60-64

10

2
10

Cosbin. cion of 60 and 62
6D Co. bin, ti,. of 60 end 66 :

Ocher Safety zmpr. v...”t’
—

50 safety provisions f., roods id. fe. cur.. aad .Fp. rten.. c.’
*9 All pr. j.cts mot eehe.. i.. .Iszsifiable

20
20
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they are used or not. For most highv~ay safety iq]rovements, a zero sal-
vage value is asstiuee.

went or Expected Interest Rate

This value represen~s the expected rate of return of funcs eve]- ~~:
service life cf the countermeasure. Stated in other terns, it is ihs
,,
opportunity cost of capjt~l “ L4] or the assur:~edrate that COUIG be earriez
by funds if privately invested.

1. The interest rates should be ,zero for safety i!.~rcvefients
finarfced fro:;;ctirren~ taxation rattlertha!! borrohling.

2. The interest rate shoulc equal tire rate for borroviing :;ories. If
tne proposed safety irprovel;e]ltis to be fin?nce G by ~orrcvl~rq,
the interest s’r,culd ccrrespon~ to the cost of borro,;ir)g;’oney.
If the proposed s?fety itiprove[ent is to be financed froi,:exis?-
irrgfunds (current taxation), the interest rate should be si~ilar
to tklat for Iong-terl: invesicellt.

Current state-of -ttle-art does ret provide a single Criterici for ths
selection of an interest rate except

that an ~gerlcy be consis?:er;t in th(e

use of the rate &/hen comparing dltern~tives and that the rate be cccu-
fiented.

Many agencies adopt interest ‘rates ds a latter of policy. Ho\/ever,
in so~e instd!!ces the evaluator I,ay be r(?quired to assu!,lean jnterest
rate. The interest rate should consider:

e The ]:iarket.
e Interest rates for governr~entbGrrds and sec~]rities.
e Past practice of the agency.
e Current practice and [policy of the agency.

Tile ir;;:]ortar]ceof the interest rate c611be sho~ln in the effect of the
rate on an ir:provere!lt. Based cn past analyses, it tlas been. sho~,n that
lovi interest rates vlill ce!:erally favor a-terrratives ~~ith large capital
investments ~:hile high i,;teres~ rates ,jill tend to favor sl;;allcapital
investljelltprograms. ~n adoit ion, ~ ~OV/ interest rate will give d :,ors
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significant emphasis on improvement impacts in the more distant future.
High interest rates will tend to aiscount the effect of long-term il~-
pacts.

It my be advisable tc vary the interest rate to determine the eco-
nomic effectiveness of the Countermeasure. If a countermeasure ~S found
to change from a fiscally effective countermeasure to a fitirginaliyeffect-
iVe Counterr;easure with small changes jn interest rates, the evaluator ~iay
obtain additional insight as to the true effectiveness of the countermeas-
ure and draw appropriate conclusions in the final analysis of the total
countermeasure effectiveness.

These findings should be reviewed prior to selection of an interest rate
since the selection of an inappropriate rate could easily result in inap-
propriate countermeasure costs and benefits.

~ Other Factors

Other factors which may be i~ortant in the economic analysis in-
clude the vehicle delay-related COStS, traffic growth rates, and effect5
of inflation. These factors traditionally produce little effect on the
economic analysis findings.

Vehicle aela,y-related costs represent the expected costs resulting
from delay-related impacts. Considerations involved in computing these
costs include the number of stops, the length of stops, and the accelera -
tion/deceleration costs associated ~lith each stop. The cost of fuel, wear
of tires and brakes, oil, repairs, etc. are higher for stopping and start-
ing than for continuous operation. In addition, the time costs associated
with delay represent a negative cost iter. It is assumed that this tire
may be used for more productive purposes.

AASHTO [4] and others [5,6,7] have developed costs based on the adtii-
tional costs per stop. These costs include the acceleration/deceleration-
related costs. Standing delay, obtained from delay studies, is also in-
cluded. These costs are”usually calculated for a l-year period. AS such,
daily totals are sur~led for a 365-day period based on average daily delay-
related factors obtained from the Travel Time and Delay Study Procedure.

Traffic growth rates represent the expected growth rate in traffic
volumes, These rates are used in determining the nutier of accidents
saved and the vehicle delay-related costs. Since road user costs are
directly proportional [4] to the estimated ADT, any projected increase in
ADT will affect the overall road user and accident costs.

Traffic growth rates :r,aybe obtained based on a historical trend of
volume data where the safety improvement is not expected to attract a sig-
nificant change in traffic volumes. klhere a significant change nay be ex-
pected, the use of traffic projection fiioCels may be necessary. !~lanyof
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these codels are discussed in
search papers [4,811].

transportation planning textbcoks and re-

The effects of inflation on a safety project may be includes to
reflect price changes over the life of the project. Although the effects
of inflation are difficult to predict, an approximate figure of 2 percent
per year [4], col~potinded,has been used throughout the United States for a
long-tern rate. Since many safety projects may not be considered “1orlg-
term”, the use of an inflation rate may not be necessary. In additiofi,
the effect of inflation may be accounted for in the selection of an appro-
priate interest rate.

@ Use of Factors

The above information items can be used as input to econolnic analysis
model s to assess the effecti veness of proposed safety countero!easures.
Their inclusion will be aependent on the means selected to perform the
economic analysis. Only those factors need “to be identified o;hich v~ill ce
used in the specific economic analysis procedure.

The findin$s produced by these methods for several count eri:easures
\?ill consist of a range of values identifying the economic desirability of
the counterri:easures. The values are used to assess the econo[ic effect-
iveness of the countermeasures and to rank the countermeasures based on
the economic analysis.

To provide a proper comparison for the countermeasures, a single
procedure should be used to provide a commcn and consistent value. The
findings obtained frcl; this activity will be used as input to Activity 10
to select a safety project.

The economic analysis i~ill prove to be a particularly valuable tool
since it determines not only the effectiveness of a project based on
safety objectives but also assesses the economic effectiveness of the
countermeasures. This aspect is irportant since it is possible to have an
extremely effecti ve countermeasure in terms of recucing accidents but
which is cost-prohibitive.

Inputs and Outputs of Activity

@ Inputs

e List of feasible countermeasures.
e Accident data.
e Accident reduction factors.
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Cost inforfnation for project l,~plementation and operation and
maintenance cf project.

Traffic
Traffic
Service
Salvage
Current
Vehicle
Effects

volufi!edata.
groi?th rates.
lif2 of improvements (OPTIO!~L j.
value cf iinprovements (OPTiOP{&).
expected inter2st rate (OPTIOliAL).
delay-related costs (OPTIONAL).
of inflation (OPTIOIiAL).

e ~conofiic feasjbilj~y Of each ~~~~termeasure.
e Ranked list cf feasi51e countermeasures based on econofi~ic

analysis results.

Procedure Descriptions

Severdl procedures are available to determine the econo~ic feasi-
bility of counter~easures. They include:

e Cost-Effect iveness !iethoti(Procedure l).
o Benefit-to-Cost Ratio ~fiettloo(Procedure 2).
e Rate-of-Return l.’,ethoa (?rocedure 3).
e Ti!~e-of-Return Ptiethod(Procedure 4).
e lietAnnual Benefit i~ethod (Procedure 5).

!;l~jOr considerations Cf these Procedures are cive,, in Table 62. Folloy:ing
is a description of these procedures.

Procedure 1 - Cost-Effectiveness Method

-

The puruose of this procedure is to determine the COSt tC an ~gency
to prevent a’single accident (or “property damage”, “injury”,
cident).

“fatal “ ac-
It is measured in ternis of the dollar cost to prevent a single

accident.
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Application

This procedure computes the cost to the agency of preventin~ ? sing”le
accident. All COSTS are valued on ~ ~ol~ar basis. Hovlever, exrect?c
benefits are not pricec but tre used to aeterfi-,ine the expected COS~ of

reducing the type or total nufilberof acciGe~)t*. This can only be per-
formed for one type of accfde!;t at a time. For example, the ouicore of 6
cost-effectiveness analysis [nay inGicate that the cost for each expectec
accident to be reduced is $750. In the same analysis, it can also be
concluded that the cost for each expected injury accident to be reauce~ is
$25~~.

If the agency concluding the study has neither adopted a set of acci-
dent cost figures nor is ~qilling to select established figures, it is rec-
o~~!ended that the ccst-effectiveness tecnfiique be selected. P.150, if the
measure of effectiveness (i~lOE) of majcr interest is related tO a specific
accide~lt type (as opposed to severity), this method may provide a yooti
measure of econonlic effectiveness.

@ Procedure Steps

The following steps are performed [5] in the cost-effectiveness
riiethoti:

1. Determine the initial estimated cost of implementation)?of the
safety iriprovement being studied. Typically, such cost aata are
available $rom right-of-way (ROI,l),design and construction files
and reports.

2. Determi !]e the net estimated annual operat ing and )i!aintenance
costs. The net annual operating and filaintenancecost should re-
flect the annual difference between the costs incurred before
countermeasure in;p’lamentationand those expected to occur fol low-
ing the ic~pleclentationof.the countermeasure. Therefore, if the
counter]:easure is expected to result in a low cor;.bi;)edannual
operating dnd r,aintenance cost follo,tiin~the implementation, a
negative cost could result. On the other hand, if the after
operating and c,aintenance costs will be greater, the difference
is positive.

3. Select the units of effectiveness to be used in the analysis.
The desired units of effectiveness may be:

a. Expected nurfiberof total accidents prevented.
b. Expected number of accidents by type prevented’
c. Expected number of fatalities or fatal accidents pre-

vented.
d. Expected nur~ber of :>ersonal injuries cr persor)al injury

accidents prevented.
e. Expected nunber of EPDO accidents prevented.
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4. Determine the anticipated annual safety benefits derived from the
countermeasure. Safety benefits in this analysis prirari ly re-
fer to the ~auction in the accident frequency associated wiih
each severity !f!OE. This is the difference between the “before”
frequency and the expected ‘after’ frequency for each severity
Y,DE. These ‘valueswere determined earliel”in Activity 9.

5. Estirate the anticipated service life of the countermeasure.

6. Estifilatethe projected salvage value of the countermeasure.

7. Deternine the interest rate.

8. Using the information described in items 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7 above,
the equivalent uniform annual costs (EUAC) or present worth of
ccsts (PWCC ) should be determine. The ~ is deter:i ned free

the following equation:

Wi~ere:

EUP,C = equivalent uniform annual cost ($).

I = estioated initial cost of the project ($).

i = assul;ed interest rate (;;).

n = es:imatea service 1~fe Of ti,ecouliterrjeasure
&ears).

T = net estimated salvage value ($).

K = net estimated unifornl annuz~ cost of operating
filaintainingtile improvement’:($/year).

CRi = capital recovery factor for tlyears at irlterest
n rate, i.

~pi
= sinking fund factor for n ys:rs at interest

n rate, i.

The capital recovery factor may be found in the com?ouna interest
tables provided in Appenaix G or may be calculated as folloi~s:

cRi = (i(l+i)n)/(i+l)n -.1
11
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The sinking fund factor may be found in the compound interest
tables provideti in Appenaix G or it may be c~lcuiated aS

follokls:

SF~ = CRi - i
n n

Using the inforc~ation described in items 1,2,5,6, anti 7 above,
the present \vorth of costs (PilOC) may be determined from tl-le
following equation:

P)ioc= I + K (sPwi) - T (pi~i)
n n

}ihere:

Pi,lOC= pr2sent l~orth of COStS ($).

estimated initial cost of the project ($).

assuned interest rate (%).

estimated service life of the project or ifi:pro’,,ement
hears).

estimated net salvage value ($).

net estimated uniform annual cost of operating ana
maintaini ng the itiprovejrentor project ($/year).

present worth factor for n years at interest rate,
i.

present k~orth factor of a uniform series payclent
for n years at interest rate i.

9. Calculate the expected average annual benefit, ~, in the desired
units of effectiveness.

10. Calculate the C/E value using one of the following equations:

C/E = EtiAC/~

or

C/E = PblOC (CRi)/~
n
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Where:

CRi = capital recovery ftictor for n years at interest
n rate, i.

(This changes th~ PIIOC to an annrralizea cost for
cofilpatibilitywith B. )

This procedure is not applicable for multiple improvements with
unequal service lives. A C/E worksheet is provided in the Appendix
(page I-26) .

Advantages:

1. Does not require assigning a dollar value to huran life or
jn~’ury.

2. Is able to consider the cptimizatiorl of benefits on a
syster,wide basis.

Disadvantages:

1. I!ay be difficult to relate when a project is Justified.
2. Dlffi Cult to evaluate the effects Gf multiple ir’provefients.

This procedure is generally applicable to agencies which QO not wist
to directly assign dollar val~~es to huloan injuries and fatalities. It car
be applied using either nlanual or ccfi~putertechniques.

@ Example

A highway safety countermeasure to prcvide increased lighting levels
at an urban intersection k~ith a high level of night accident occurrence
is proposed. The followin~ su~riary shows estinlated initial in~plefi?entation
costs, net esti~lated operating and r;ainter?ance costs, and anticipated
annual benefits. The expected annual benefits were obtained by subtract-
ing the expected 3-yr accident frequency for the after period with the
counterr:easures fro[l the expected 3-yr after accident frequency without
the countermeasure arid annualizing the difference. They are expressed as
annual savings in injury accidents. The service life of the counter-
measure is estimated at 15 yrs with a salvage value of 10 percent of the
initial cost.
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Net Operating and
Initial

Benefits (inJury
Maintenance Costs Accl aents Prevented)

Construction
costs 1974 i975

S4’3,000 $1,000 $1,000 i $1,000
~ i

8 7~6~

An interest rate of lG percent is used in the analysis. The cost-
effect jveness calculations are shown in Figure 58.

A cost -effect ii,eness (C/E) value of $875/injury aCCident Savec was
deriveal. The results of this analysis may be interpreted by corparin~
this C/E value v~ith those from other competi ng high!{ay safety counter-
measures.

Procedure 2 - Benefit To-Cost R~tio IVlethod

Purpose

The
benefits
measured
benefits

purpose of this procedure is to determine the ratio of
accrued to tlhe costs incurred for a countermeasure.
in terms of a nuroerical value (ratio) comparing the
to be achieved at en estic!ated cost.

expected
~~ is

exoectec

Application

The ben2fit/cost ratio is the ratio of the expected benefits accrued
frorl an accident and/or severity reduction resulting fronl a countermeasure
to the costs neeaed to ifi~lement the countern:easure. it requires that z
dollar value be placed on all estimated costs and expected benefits
related to the counterc;,easure. ),ny countermeasure that has a benefit/cost
ratio yreater than 1.0 is considered economically successful.

The selection of a dollar value for the expected benefits must be
made bj,the evaluator in order to use the technique. These values should
be docun]ented in the analysis. If the agency conducting the analysis ilas
adopted a set of cost figures for highway fatalities, injuries, and pro-
perty dan:age accidents, the benefit/cost analysis technique is reccfi-
mended. Also, if the MOE of major interest is related to accident sever-
ity, the benefit/cost method may provide a good measure of economic
effectiveness.

The beriefit/cost Imethod l!ay be performed for either an individual
countermeasure or one consisting of several improvements.
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C/EAN&YSISw,OMSHEET

ival”atio”No: 1

,roject 1?0: I

)at,/EVahJatOr:9/20/80 (mrl

l“itial Implementation Cost, 1: $ 40,000

<. 1,”””.1 Operati”q and Maintenance
costs Before Project Implementation: $ 0

1. Mnual Werating and Maintenmce
costs After Project mpleme” tation: $ 1,000

1. Net m“”al Operating and Mai”tena”ce
Cost, , K (3-2) : $ 1.000

;. mn”al Safety Be”efit~ in NW. r of
Accidenti Prevented, B: ~

Accidc”t TYP Expscted - Actual = mmual Benefit

I“j.g [1974 ), ......... ............8
(1975 )......................7
(1976 )......................6

TOta1

= 21/3 = 7.0

;. Service Life, N: 15 Y~.

I. salvage Value, T: $ 4,0@

1. Interest Rate: ~% = O.1o

‘=

$40,000 (0.1315) + $1,000 - $4,000 (0.0315]

10. A“n”al Benefits:

E (frm 5) - 7.0 Injuq mccidemts pre.e”tcd per

Ye~~

11. C/E = EUAC/~ =
$6,134/7.0 = $8~5/l”j”ry nccide”t

saved

12. FJOC Calculation:

?W: “ Wi

sPw~= 7.60 G_

PWOCm 1 + K (STW~) - T (PW~)=S40,000+(7.606)$1,000
-$4,000(0.2394). $46,648.40

13. &n”al Benefit

n (from 6) - 15 y,,.

E [from 5) .7.0 accidents prevented per year

14. C/E = PwOC (C~)/B = $46 648.40 (0.1315)/7.0
$6, i34/7. O . $875/injuw a~a~eyt

?j.gure 58. Cost-effectiveness method - f?xampl.e.



@ Procedure Steps

The benefit/ccst retho~ requires the following steps to be perfor~ed’ [.5;

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Determine the annual estimated operating ana [r!aintenancecost for
the countermeasure.

Deterriine the annual safety benefits deri vea from the counterifiea-
sure. Safety benefits in this analysis refer to the anticipated
reduction in the accident frequency, using F,R factors? associated
with each severity }.;OE. This is the difference oet,ween the
expected adjusted frequency and ihe after frequency fcr each
severity lfOE.

~~any economic ~na]yses consider the difference in road user costs

as a highway safety benefit. Since the basic purpose of this
analysis is to evaluate proposed highway safety countermeasures,
the road user cost may be used.

Assign a dollar value to each expected safety benefit unit.

Estifitatethe predicted service life.

Estir:ate the projected net salvage value.

Assurie an interest rate.

Calculate the B/C ratio using equivalent uniform annual (esti-
mateti) costs and (expected) benefits. The use of these economic
parameters provides the evaluator with tk~e first of two alterna-
tives for obtaining a B/C ratio for the analysis of highway
safety countermeasures. This formulatio!~ of the B/C ratio can be
used when the expected service lives of individual counter-
measures withtn a single countermeasure are equal or unequal.

The EUAC is described in Step 8 of Procedure 1,

Equivalent uniform annual benefits (EUAB) may be deten!ined using
the information described in items 3,4,5, and 7 above afia the
following equation:

EUAB = ~

\Jhere:

EUJ\B = ex;)ected equivalent uniform annual benefit ($).



~ = anticipated uniform annual benefit derives from the
countermeasure throughout its service life. This
estimate is based on the expected annualized savings ic
various severity categori es, derived since implementa-
tion, times the appropriate accident cost values
($/year).

The B/C ratio for a countermeasure can be calculated using:

B/C = EUAB/EUAC

An alternate means to calculate the B/C ratio uses the present.
worth of costs ana benefits. The use of these parafieters pro-
vides an alternative for obtaining the B/C ratio for analysis of
hi$hway safety countermeasures. Ho\#ever, this approach of calcu-
lating B/C cannot be used for projects having nwltiple improve-
ments with unequal service lives.

The PMOC is calculated as described in Step 8 of Procedure 1.

The present worth of benefits (PMOB) may be determined using the
information described in items 2 ,3,,5and 7 above and the follow-
ing equation:

p\!OB = ~ (spMi)
n

i4here:

P140B=

~=

n=

Spb!i =
n

The B/C
approach

BIC

expected present worth of benefits ($).

anticipated uniform annual benefit derived frofilthe
countermeasure or inlprovement throughout its anticipated
service life ($/year).

predicted service life of the countermeasure (years).

present worth factor for an unifornl series payrfientfor
n years at interest rate i.

ratio for a countermeasure can be calculated in this
using:

= p\Jo6/p\Joc.

The B/C worksheet is included in the Appendix (page 1-27) .
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This method can also be applied on an incremental basis to deter-
mine the expected advantages resulting fro” addjfi~ ,mprovenerts to ~
countermeasure. If the addea improverrent results in ariincrease of the B/C
ratic, it can be concluaed that the added i~rovement is favorabie.

Advantages:

1. Provides a straight -forv{ard, trad<ticnal cethoti for ~,erfcr-
ifigeconomic evaluatiens.

2. Useful for situations where accident severity is the i~st

important ceasure of effecti veness.
3. Can consider the cptic:ization of expected benefits On a

systewide basis.

Disadvantages:

1.. Results are often affected considerably by the accident cost
values (iiSC,NHTS/4, or States 1 costs) selected, p~r~jcularly
Khen fetal accidents are being considered.

2. Relies on the placefi,entof a dollar value on a hu,~an life.

This procedure is favorable for all highway systems, in particular
agencies which have no objection to the placement of a dollar v~lue ofi

huclan injuries or fatalities. The benefit/cost method may be applied
using either n~anual or corfiptitertechniques.

In an effort to reduce the nuriber of rear-end collisions due to sl:id-
ding Of vehicles during wet-weather, a highwaj, agency is planni ng to
undertake a safety project of skid-proofing a l/2-mile roadway section by
constructing a texturized pavement section at an estimated cost of
$200,000. The estimated service life of the project is estimated at lG
yrs. with a zero salvage value. The average estimated annual r;aintenance
cost of the grooved pavement is essentially zero. The highway depart~ient
estimates the dollar beilefits of the countermeasure in terms cf injuries
prevented as $40,000, $45,000 and $50,000 for the 3 years follc,~ing the
implementation of the countermeasure.

An interest rate of 10 percent is assull~ed. The B/c calculations are
shown in Figure 59.
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B/c LVUYSIS WOW SHEET

Evaluation No: I

Project No; 2

D.t./E..l”ator: 9-20-80 [>IAF)

1. Initial Implementation Cost, 1: $~

2. A“””al Operating ..6 I*ai”tena”ce
Costs Before Project lmplementatiO”: $~

3. W“”al Opezating a“~ Maintenance
cost After Project Implementation: $ 4,50Q

4. Net m“wl Operating and
Mai”t. ”a”ce Costs, K [3-2) : $ -B-

5. m“ual Safety Benefits i. N“ti.r of
Accident, Prevented:

Se”. rity Expected - _ - mnual Benefit

a) Fat&l Accidents
(Fatalities)

b) I“jilry Accid.”ts _:
(Injuries)

-- --

c) Pm Accifients
(Involvement]

6. Accident Cost values [Source NHTSA ):

~ ~

a) Fatal Accident (Fatality) $

b) Imjug Accident (Injury) $ --

c) Pm Accident (I”v.lvement) $

7. :mn”al safety Benefi - i“ Dollars Saved, ~: $45,000

5.) x 6a) =

5b) x 6b) - [$40,000 + $45,000 + $50,000)/3

5c) x 6.) =

l.t.l - $ 45,000

8. se~ices life, n: ~rs

9. salvage Value, T, $~

10. Interest Rate, i: 10 % = ,~. lo

11. EUAC CalC”latiO”:

CR; = ~

~Fi . “ “6,75
n

EUAC - 1 (CR:) + K - T [SF:) = $200,000 (0.16275) + O

- 0 (0.06275) = $32, S50
12. EUm Calculation:

EUW = ~

= $45,000

13. B/c . EU~lEUAC . $45,000/$32,550 . 1.38

14.

15.

16.

PwOc Calculation:

P!?: - 0.3855

sPw~ = 6.1466

PWOC = 1 + K (SPWA) - T IPW&) = $200,000 + O (6.~4~6)

- 0 (0.3855) - $ZOO, OOO

PWOB Calculation:’

PwOB . E(SPW:) = $ts,o~~ (~.~i~~) . $*,6,507

B/C - PtiOB/P$~Oc- $276501/$200,000 = 1.38

Figure 59. Benefit-to-cost ratio method - example.



\/hen the B/C ratio is greater than unity, the benefits aeri ved frc;:.
the project out~tieigh the incurred costs. In this particular case, the B/C
ratio is 1.38. It presents a desirable alternative.

The B/C ratio should be compared ~~ith cofi,petinghighway safety coun-
termeasures to determine the nnst favorable alternati ve.

Procedure 3 - Rate Of Return ljethod

Purpose

The purpose of this procedure is to cetermine the rate of return cf
benefits expected to be obtained by an improvement. It is a i)leasureof
ttreexpected “yield” or effecti ve return of a safety counterfoeasure.

P.pplication

This technique computes an estimated interest rate for a safei;i
countermeasure at which the estir:atea net present annual ~~ortb of th2
countermeasure mifius the estimated i~rovement cost is equal to zero. ~~,

this case the net present annual ~iorth of the countermeasure is the
expected dollar value of safety benefits in terms of accidents preventec.
The estifiated improvement costs include those expected costs required fcr
in~lenentat ion and maintenance of the countermeasure.

This method is based on tv~oassu[fiptions[4]:

o The r21ati ve n,erit of an irwrovemellt is measured bY the
interest rate that sets its expected benefits equal to zerc.

e The estii~~atedcosts and expected benefits remain constant each
year.

Bas2a on these assumptions, an estictated i!~terest rate is determined.
It is considered as the “yield” of a possible investment. When a number
of countermeasures are considered for implemerltation, the project with the
highest “yield” is considered to be the most desirable, subject to its
meeting a minirlum attractive rate of return.

@ Procedure Steps

Steps for using the rate of return method are:

1. Deternline the estimated initial implementation costs.

2. Determine the estimated annual operating and [maintenance CCS:
for the countern~easure.

3. Est”ilfiatethe expected service life.
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4. Estimate the expected net salvage value.

5. Estimate the expected benefits for each improvement as in
Steps 3 and 4 of the Benefit-T o-Cost Ratio Method.

6. Calculate the estimated inter)lal rate-of-return (ROR), on a
trial-and-error basis that sets either of the following
formlas equal to zero:

I=

B-K
T

Where:

i=

I=

B=

~=

SpWi =
n

T=

pHi =
n

n=

cRi =
n

(B-K) sPw; - (T) PWi .... (A) or
n

=cRi ...................(B
n

estimated rate of return (ROR

estimated initial counterrleasure implementation costs.

expected annual benefits.

estimated annual Otificosts.

series present worth factor for n years at interest
rate i.

estimated net salvage.

present worth factor for n year at interest rate i.

predicted service life of improvement.

capital recovery factor for n years at
i

interest rate

Equation B is used for safety improvements with no terminal value or
a perpetual service life. This formula can also be used in the iterative
process to identify a starting rate of return in the trial-and- errcr
process.

The use of this technique in analyzing highway safety countermeasures
has been infrequent primari ly because of the “trial-and-error” type of
aPProach needed tO calculate the estimated ‘yield” if manual techniques
are used. Tile technique, ho~!ever, lends itself to convenient solution
when a con~puterized procedure is used by initiating an automatic search
process as a part of the software. A mathematical algorithm may be forr~-
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?ated with the objective of “converging” to the required solution i~hen
specific “bounds” of the solution are defined in order to nlini[!iizethe
searching effort. The technique is based upon sound economic theory ar,G
derives its primary I,leritfrol~~the fact that a pre-speci fied interest rate
is not to be aSSUK;ed as Dart Gf the ana]vs is. Instead of workir!g v;itfi
figures that are based up’on an assur,~edin”terest rate, the interest.
itself is the “unknown” quantity.

rate

Advantages:

1. Does not relj,on an assumed interest rate.
2. Able to consider the optimization of

system~ide basis.

Disadvantages:

1. ~~st be perfor~:ed on an iteratjve, i.e. ;
basis. This can be very time consuming,
fianudl r~ethods.

2. Results way be difficult to interpret.

benefits on a

“trial-and-error”
particularly for

This prcceaure is generally applicable for agencies with no objection
tO assigning dollar values to human Iives and vihose primary objective is
to insure selection of the I;ost ap~ .opriate ccunternleasure on d location-
by-location basis.

dding accidents, the folloy;ing antici-For the previous prcblen of sk
pated values are used:

I = $200,000 (estifiiatedinitial cost).
K = $0 (estinlatedO&~I costs).
T = $0 (estifiated salvdge value).
n = 10 years (estir:ated service life).
E = ($40,000 + $45,000 + $50,0CO)/3 = $45,000 (expected net benefit).

The estifilated rate of return, “i,” is found from the following
forrilulabj a trial-and-error p]ethod.

I = (B-K)Splli- (T)p!ji
n n

$200,000 = ($45,000-s0) SPI;]O- ($0) P!;i
10

$200 ,tioo= ($45,000 ) sp~ji
10
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sPwi = $200 000 = 4.44
10 -O

A review of interest tables for the se~.ies present worth factor of
4.44 with a 10-yr estimated service life shows:

SPW;: = 5.019

SPW;: = 4.192

Linear interpolation results in an estir~ted rate-of-return of 16.5
percent. This rate-of-return ray represent a favorable return. The RC;i
value is compared with competi ng highway safety countermeasures tO select
a project.

Procedure 4 - Time-Of -Rel:urnMethod

The purpose of this procedure is to deternline the estimated tin~
period in which the expected benefits anticipated by a counter~leasure
begin to exceed the estimated overall costs. A 1ow time of return I;;a,y
signify a favorable countermeasure.

Application

In the time-of -returrl (TOR) method, expected accident reductions anj
resulting benefits are forecast as in the other economic fiiethods. An
expected TOR value is computed by dividing the estimated cost of the coun-
termeasure by the estimated annual benefit. Interest rates and salvags
values are not considered in the analysis, and service lives of all pro-
jects are not taken into account. Countermeasures with the lowest TOR
values are considered to

@ Procedure Steps

The following steps

be the best.

should be carried out in this procedure:

1. Determine the accident types to be affected by the counter-
measure.

2. Estir]ate the reduction in each accident type, as in ~ctivitj
8. This estimate should be performed for a defined period ;!
tin:e; e.g., 2 years. This period should not be set such thai
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improver~ents will not begin to require replacement. As ~~c~ ,
a 1- or 2-yr period is nornlally selected.

3. - ‘+Lstlfia-e the expected traffic growth rates for ti,e def~pec
perioc.

4. Determine the estimated total costs (initial Operations anc
Maintenance costs) of the countermeasure for the defj,le~
period.

5. Determine the estil;,atedtotal benefits (dollars) deri ‘vealby
the countermeasure based on the nufilberof years of cata
analyzed.

6. Cc~ute the expected annual benefit by dividing the expectec
benefits (dollars) by the defined period.

7. Compute the estimated tine-of-return by dividing the expecteti
annual benefits by the estimated annual costs.

~ Sd~ple worksheet for the time-of-return method is incluo~d in the
Appendix (page I-28) .

Advantages:

1. Results directly in the estimated amuni of tire required
for a given countermeasure to pay for itself.

2. Can consider the optimization of expected benef~ts cn a
systefiwide basis.

Disadvantages:

1. A time measure is often misleading or difficult to inter-
pret. For example, a time of return of 5 years fi,aybe
considered very good for a Ihighway reconstruction counter-
measure “which has a 20-year service life but not desirable
for a pavement striping countermeasure with a service life
of less than 2 years.

2. Does not normal ly account 4or estimated interest rates,
estimated service lives of a? I projects, or estimated sal-
vage values which may affect r economic analysis.

3. !{ay not consider the optifi;iza..ion of expected benefits for
each individual location.

This procedure is generally applicable for agencies with no objection
to the placement of dollar values on humail lives or agencies v:ho ~~ish to
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compare countermeasures based on the time in which they wil 1 pay for them
selves in terms of expected accident savings.

. Example

The accident occurrence at an urban signalized intersection is ex-.
petted to have the following accident reduction characteristics as based
on a states individual statistics.

t
Accident Types

Period Driveway Related Rear End Opposing Left-Turn

1977 14 ace. 7PD 16 ace. 10PD 12 ace. 5?~
71NJ 6IF!J 71FJ

1978 10 ace. 9PC 18 ace. 13PD 14 ace. 6PD
1IliJ 51PJJ 81FJ

TOTW 24 ace. 16PD 34 ace. 23PD 26 ace. llPC
11Ii!J 1511U L

Estimated Accident Reduction By

~
The estimated initial i~lementation costs are:

Upgrade Signal Heads $3,860.00
Pavement tiarkings
Driveway Siyning

$ 255.00
$ 1,600.00

Driveway Reconstruction $15,000.00

ADT volur!es before and after (esti~ated) the iriprovements are 56,00C
and 72,600, respectively.

The time-of-return (TOR) calc~lacions are shO~lrlin Figure 60.

The time-of-return lfiethooyields an expected pay-off period of 0.38
years for the proposed countermeasure. This value is very good for any
count ercieasure. A comparison of this countern~easure to other competing
count ernleasures should be made to select a single project.
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~),,,.,.thud “t .v.l~,ating “.cidc.t.co:,ts, used below, 1. given o. Pn8. 67
of Roy ,l”r~ense”’erep”rt of lliEhwaySafety ImProvcmcnt Criteria, 1966
edition. cl,i,.catnemetl,odis gtv.” in tl,eD....” of P“blic Roads 1P121-
3-.67.

1“ t!,,foll.><i,,8a!laly.isthe costs provided by tl,eIlatio”alSofety
C“””cil .7,,,:1979,.1”.8

D“atl>..$160,000

No”fatal l“juw - $6200

l>..pertyD.m8a Accident - $B70

B - Nrfa X (q RI + 870.R2)

fiT;

~T - AVOrsge tzeffi. VOl”me after tl!eimprovement 72, 600
B

ADTb - Ave,rage tr.ffi. volume before the improvement 66,000

Ml - Reduction i“ fatalities a“d Ioj”rie, combined 14

R2 - Rcdt!ctio”1. property da!oaseac.ide”t. 13

Q - 2500 if no fatal accidents “cc”rred, a“d

q -160,000+ (1/F x6,20~ - 7,001 if at least 1 fatality occ”rccd.———.
I + XTF

Vl,ere

1/F - ltatioof i“j”ries to fatalities tl,atoccurred .Catewlde
duri”~ the Y.”, 1979

- 166 389 .. 85.3——
1,950

Tim. of Ret.r” (T.0~ based on ~ Y...e’Of data.

2 Yr.. B- JAI (5500 or 7001)& + (800)~1

_L. Y... ~-L._L_ [(Lc.&e_)+ (.UL) I-_m? 0

A,,r,,,.111- $53,~60 dull”,.

~-T“t”lc“>>tOf~cojcct

T.O.~.- C . ?0,715. 0.30Y.z,c..4.61Months
H !;3,960”

-——-—-——.-——.

L“catio” _JEiti. L.._ngd_Fo.!J.$%x....&L!.L.._..—–-_. —._ ... . . ...

CiCylfiw. s.~...x County_~L~~..-.__,-

C“”trolSt,.tie” _. 511J...—.——

—.—rFt:RIOD1977

———

1978

—-—.

TOTALS
-1

AccIDmT npxs

add

~~:i~”:;; ~“~1 ““~~-o%in’ ‘“” “-””--”””””-” “’--_Lef -txx.n......—.. < ..

7 10 5 .>! ,
14
_ ~l~d 7 ..~~. ..n~g.6 12 .14—1 ...... .. . .tid___—— .

9 13
10 1 18 5 14 z....

—.—. _—

16 34 2
?4

11

8 11 26 15—

A- l“cludes only &o”. accidents at drivewayfi where improvements ,,

p.opo. ed. l“clu<~es left- t”,. out of drive”aye , a“d rea,.ends,
SIdc:l”ipes, end .“TIOS caused by rigt,t t“r”s i“ti or out of the
driveways.

B- I“el”de, only ti,ooe accidents on the approaches (not driveway-
.elated) .

Anticipated A,>.,1.1 Dcnefit .~51&k!___

P..ject Arnnrtiz”ti’,” (T. o. R.) .. ...! ..30..y~.*~~_

..— .-.. -—--—. -—., . . .. .___ . . ..-. ___



Procedure 5 - Net-Benefit Method

m

The purpose of this procedure is to determine the expected net bene-
fits to be derived by a countermeasure. It is obtained by subtracting the
estimated annual costs from the expected annual benefits.

Application

This Drocedure is based on the ~remise that the relative merit of a
counterr~ea~ure iS measured by its ‘expected net annual benefit. The
expected net annual benefit of a countermeasure is defined as [4].

Net Annual Benefit = (EUAB)-(EUAC)

where:

EUAB = Equivalent Uniform Annual Benefit
EUAC = Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost

A positive value for the expected Net Annual Benefit indicates a feasible
countermeasure. The countermeasure with the largest positive expected Net
Annual Benefit is considered to be the best alternative.

0 Procedure Steps

The following steps should be used to compute the expected !ietAnnual

Benefit of a countermeasure:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Determine the estimated initial i~lerentation costs, esti-
mated annual Operation & Mai ntenance costs, predicted net
salvage value, and estimated service life of the counter-
measure.

Estimate the expected benefits [in dollars) for the counter-
measure.

Select an estimated interest rate.

Compute the expected Equivalent Uniform Annual Benefit, EUAB,
as in Step 8 of the Benefit-to-Cost Ratio Method.

Compute the estimated Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost, EUAC,
as in Step 8 of the Benefit-to-Cost Ratio Method.

Calculate the expected Net Annual Benefit of the counter-
measure by subtracting the estimated EUAC from the expected
EUAB.
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This method is used to select countermeasures that will insuCe maxim-
um total benefits at each lccation. As an example, suppose lccatlon A 1s
being considered for improvement. The alternative improvements with the
correspond ng B/C ratio and expected net benefit values are given in the
following table:

Comparison of Net Benefit to B/C Ratio

Alternative B/C Net Benefit—

1. Sign and Stripe 12.0
2.

10,000
Paverent Overlay 7.0

3.
20,000

Overlay, Sign and Stripe 5.0
4.

25,000
Reconstruction 2.0 200,000

Using the Benefit/Cost Ratio r~thods, Alternative 1, would be select-
ed, while the Net Annu?l Benefit methoa would result in the selecticn of
Alternative 4. The benefit-to-cost ratio will allow for the selection af
several low-cost alternative improvements which ray enhance project selec-
tion on a systewide basis. However, these i~rovements may not offer the
opti~m benefits for each individual location. On the other hand, the net
benefit method results in the selection of countermeasures that generally
offer the $reatest safety benefits at each location. However, these
alternat ives are often high-cost improvements which may not be optimal on
a systenwide basis. An agency should, therefore, be aware of both the
expected net benefits and also the benefit-to-cost ratio (or cost-effect-
iveness, rate-of-return, etc. ) for each countermeasure under considera-
tion.

Advantages:

1. Relative ease of calculation.
2. Applicable \fhen the selection of one alternative precludes

the selection of another alternative at the same time.
3. Considers the optimization of benefits for each individual

location.
Disadvantages:

1. Requires the placement of a dollar value on a human life.
2. Does not consider the optimization of benefits on a

systecw{ide basis.

This procedure is generally applicable for asencies with no objecticn
to assigning dollar values to human lives and agencies whose primary
objective is to insure selection of the mast appropri ate countermeasures
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on a location by location basis.

Using the sample problem from the cost-effectiveness procedure, the
following estimated values were obtained from Figure W.

EUAC = $32,550
EUAB = W5,000

The expected Net Annual Benefit = (EUAB - (EUAC)
= $45,000 - $32,550
= $12,450

This value may represent a favorable benefit. It requires comparison!
to other competing countermeasures to aetermi ne its selection for this
1ocat ion.
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Activity 10 - Select Projects

~

The purpose of tklis activity is to select a safety countermeasur~ for
a hazardous location based on an economic analysis and other co~lsic2ra-
tions.

Overview

The selection of a safety project for a site is the primary output of
Process 3 (“Conduct Engineering Studies”) of the Planning Component of the
HSIP. Based on a comprehensive study of the hazardous location ana ,the
detailed wview of the feasible countermeasures, a sin91e safetY ProJec~
is selected.

In order to select and i~lement the nlost favorable project LC
enhance safety at a location, it is necessary that all important factcrs
be considered. These factors wil1 include both economic and non-econo~,ic
considerations. A list of factors which may need to be considere~
include:

e
e
e
e
e
e
8
e
●

*

Economic analysis results.
Effect on safety.
Effect on highway capacity.
Effect on air and noise pollution.
Effect on area surroundi rigs.
Ener~ conservation.
Possible inplemlentation period.
Citizen opposition.
Available funding sources.
Buaget limitations.

The factors used in the selection process are chosen based on their rele-
vance to the study area. Not all factors may be important in tile selec-
tion of alternatives.

@ Description of Factors

Economic Analysis

Prinary to the selection of a safety project are the econom~c

+vide a neasure ojtthe economic attractivenessw:~t:;r ~)~~st~~~~~~~
andl sis findings determined as an output of Activity 9.

a count ermeastire. basically determines a feasible
countermeasure is expected to provide significant benefits to warrant its
implementation. In some cases, the selection of a countermeasure is based
solely on the economic analysis results. Otiler factors, such as those
given below,however, should be included in the selection process.
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In many cases, the effect a countermeasure may have on the overall
safety at a location is taken into account in the economic analysis. How-
ever, other considerations are included in the economic analysis which nay
reduce the impact of the safety considerations (the Net Benefit ifiethodr~ay
be an exception). Therefore, the overal 1 impact of the countermeasures on
the anticipated safety improvements may be considered.

Effect on Highway Capacity

In mny cases, a safety improvement at a location will result in a
change in the available capacity of a facility. For instance, the atidi-
tion of an exclusive left-turn lane will increase the available capacity
while implementing a left-turn phase at a signalized intersection may
decrease the total intersection capacity. These i~acts may be critical
in future years. Any possible impacts should be noted and documented.

Effect on Air and Noise Pollution

Many agencies have developed or are currently developing general
estir,ates for the anticipated i~acts of air and/or noise pollution
related to a roadway improvement. Where these sources are unavailable,
NCHRP 133 [I] can be used to determine the anticipated effect of the
i~rovements on air and/or noise pollution in the area. The possible
impacts should be recorded and documented.

Effect on Area Surroundings

In some cases, the possible impact on an area following a safety
i~rovement may result in increased land values and increased employment
opportunities. An example my include the construction of a two-way
exclusive left-turn lane along a strip commercial area. By making the
area more accessible, it my become mre attractive, thereby increasing
its value to its wners. Where they occur, these impacts should be
considered.

Energy Conservation

Where countermeasures are such that vehicle delay is reduced, an
improvement to energy conservation efforts results. Energy considerations
being a major concern as they are today, ener~ conservation efforts may
be a factor in the selection of a countermeasure.

Possible Implementation Period

The implementation period is the time period from the initial approv-
al for construction or implementation of a countermeasure to the comple-
tion of the project in the manner in which it was designed. It niay repre-
sent a key factor in the selection of a countermeasure. For instance, a
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high number of recurring accidents at a location may require that iW~e-
diate attention be given to the location. If a long implementation period
~s required, an alternative improvement with a shorter i~lef:entaticn
perioi (with reasonably similar benefits and cost-effectiveness) may be
selected, or interim ~’easures (short-range projects) may need to be imple-
mented. These effects cay need to be documented ano used as a facto!- in
the selection process.

Citizen Involvement

Citizen opposition represents an important factor in the selection of
countermeasures. Since the agency recomr,ending an improvement is a repre-
sentative of the public, input recei ved from the public should be reviewed
with interest. Although it is not always feasible or necessary to plan
safety countermeasures based on public opinion or sentiment, the views
received may provide valuable input in the selection process. They may
also serve as criteria in the Dlannin9 Or i~lementation of similar>
future safety projects.

Available Funding Sources

Based on the recent Highway Safety Act of 1966, funding is available
for many safety projects. The Federal share of costs typically ranges
from 75 to 100 percent. In addition, Federal Aid-Urban and other funds
can k used to ifiiplementa safety project. Applicability and availability
of these funds should be checked. A 1ist and description of various fund-
ing sources is included in Appendix H.

The importance of these funds can be envisioned based on considera-
tion of the cost of certain countermeasures. Limited local budget
resources might restrict certain safety i~rovements. This assistance,
primarily in the Highway Safety Act funds, has resulted in significant
improvements in safety practices throughout the United States [~].

Budget. Limitations

Limited local budgets will restrict the selection of certain counter-
measures. The extent that a countermeasure wi 11 detract from the budget
and the implefi!entationof other programs in its place should be noted.

e Selection l~ethods

Two methods are primarily used. The first method reviews each sel-
ected factor subjectively and determi nes the impact of each countermeasure
to the selected factors. For instance, it may be deternrined that each
countermeasure has little or no effect on roadway capacity. }{owever,
another alternative may be anticipated to create significant public oppo-
sition. A third alternative nay have prohibitive costs. These impacts
and the countermeasures are judged against one another with the individual
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evaluatorsselecting the rrost desirable counterrreasure. In this approach,,
the economic analysis findings are usually a prime consideration in the
countermeasure selection.

A seccnc cethcd prcvides a quantitative fieans of selecting alter-.
natives. The form is:

j
RI = ~ bii Li

i

where RI = rating index.

ii= wei ghted value for factors “i“.

L = level of impact of factor “ii’.

i = 1,2,3,...j; factors.

The rating index (RI) of each countermeasure evaluates the counterr,easures
based on a wei ghted rating of the selected factors as they i~pact the
countermeasure. A higher RI value will result in a r}ore desirable coun-
termeasure. This value should not, however, be used to select the lm,ple-
mentation of projects on an areawide basis.

In assigning weights to the factcrs, the econofiiicanalysis factor
typical ly receives the larSest weight. Other weigh”:s are assi$ned accord-
ingly based on an agency’s objectives in the stuay of the site. The SUE]
total of weights shodld equal 100 percent.

The ir,pact level refers to tile irpect of a counterl~easure cn the
selected factors. The ifi]pactsare reviewed against a scale to ceterr~~ine
its level of impact. Various schemes have been used to rate the level of
applicat ion.

A suggested scale ~ay be:

0- undesirable or infeasible.
i - major negative impact (not desirable).
2 - moderate negative impact (less desirable).
3 - filinornegative impact (desirable).
4 - very little negative irpact (very desirable).
5 - no negative impact (highly desirable).

In selecting a scale, the key criteria is that an agency be consis-
tent in its use of the scale, particularly when assessing counterr’easures
for ti~e sanle locat

It should be
be p2rforned by a

Ion.

noted that both countermeasure selection approaches can
single individual or a study team The te~r approach
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may k favorable sir!ce it can obtain viewpoints from varying disciplines.
Hwever, in the team approach, al1 team members should be ful lY aware of
the study objectives and should be oriented to the team solution of the
situation.

@ Other Considerations

when a ~Ountermea~~re is being planned for input Ont O an iMple Mer?ta -

tion schedule, several factors need to be considered.

1. Although the economic analysis and other input data ‘will select a
favorable countermeasure for a location, systemide ?lannin9 by
an agency may result in the countermeasure being lrnplemented
several years in the future. In this case, interim fi~asures
(short-range improvements) may need to be implemented to provide
im}ediate relief for some of the safety probler~s. These interim
measures should be included in the overall program,iing schedule
since they typically require additional funds above the regular
maintenance and operations funds.

2. Where federal funding of a project is anticipate or planned,
interim measures may be planned for the period unti1 funds are
made available. A 1apse of several years may occur between ini-
tial application for funding and final approval. During this
period, interim ilfiprovernentsto relieve imeaiate safety concerns
may be necessary.

3. For a project planned for implementation “x” years in the future,
continued monitoring of the location should be made to assure
tt,at the planned improvements will be applicable at the time of
implementation. Changing conditions nay have altered the problem
or an interim measure may have been implemented and resolved the
safety problem. In both cases, the planned improvement will not
be necessary as in its original form.

Consideration of these factors can result in improved safety during
the interim perioa prior to project implementation. The result will be
more favorable safety conditions at the location.

e Example

An example of the index method is shown for a signalized intersec-
tion. Three countermeasures are being studied for consideration in
selecting a single safety proJect. The selected and assumed wei ghts are:

e Economic Analysis Findings - 40%
e Effects on Capacity - 10%
e Effects on Air and Ploise Pollution - 10%
o Available Funding Sources - 20%
e Budget Limitations - 20%
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(RI‘s\hareshown in Table 63.
e impact level of the factors and the resulting rating indice:j

Table 63. Rating indices of comtemeasures.

-

Co”nte-as”re A B c

lnp”t Item (l)$*T. (2)LEWL (1)x(2) (l) WT. (2)L~L [1)X(2)
I +

II) WT. I (~)mmL (1):<(2)I

1
.Economic Analysis
Findings 0.40 4 1.60

15
0.40 I 2.00 0.60 ~ 2 ~ oq

.Effeti, ~ I
Ca?acity 0.10 2 0.20 0.10 ! 4 0.40 12~o~0.10 ,

.Effects m Air
Md Noise
Pollution 0.10 1 0.10 0.10 4 O.&o 0.1? I 3

‘“ :

0,,30

.Available
Funding
Sources 0.20 3 0-60 0.20 3 n.60 0.20 5 1,.OQ

.Budget
Limitations 0.20 3 0.60 0.20 4 Q. RI] 0.?0 1 n,>o

TmAL 1.00 — 3.10 1.00 — 4.20 1.00 2,,59

—!

Based on these findings, Alternative “B”, with an RI value of 4.20
would be selected for implementation.

,

Findings

The findifigs of this activity will result in the selection of ~
safety project for the hazardous location. It should meet the project
objectives developed at the outset of the safety study and be economically
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feasible. The s lected project
7proJects for lmp erentatlon.

Inputs And Outputs Of Activity

o Inputs

● Economic analysis of
e Other input factors.

e outputs

e Selected project for

will serve as input to the progrcnrting of

alternatives.

a location.
o Interim masures.
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pignatarO, Louis J., Traffic ~nqineering: TheorY ana practice

prentice-Hall, Inc., (1973).
,

Traffic Control Systems Handbook, U.S. Department of Transportation,
FHWA, June, 1976).

Highway Capacity Itianual, Highway Research Board Special Report 87,
(1965).

“Interim Materials on Highway Capacity, ” TRS, Transportation Research
Board Circular 212, (1980).

A Volume Warrant For Urban Stop Signs, ENO Foundation, (lg50).
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Subprocess 1, Activity 3, Procedure 13 - Traffic Lane Occupancy Studies

1. Traffic Ccntrol System Handbook, U.S. Department of Transport at ion,
Federal Highway administration, June (1976).

2. Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook, Institute of Traffic
Engineers (1976).

3. Pignataro, Louis J., Traffic Engineering: Theory and Practice,
Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1973).

Subprocess 1, Activity 3, Prccedure 14 - Queue Length Studies

1. Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook, Institute of Traffic
Lnglneers, ?rent Ice-Hal 1, Inc. (L9/b).

2. Traffic Control Systems Handbook, U.S. Department of Transportation,
kederal Highway Adminsitratlon ~976) .

3. Drew, Donald R., , McGraw-Hill, Inc.
(1968).

Subprocess 1, Activity 3, Procedure 15 - Roadway inventory Study

1. Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook, Institute of Traffic
Engineers, Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1973).

2. “A Prccedure for the Analysis of High Accident Locations”, \ayne
State University, Michigan (i976).

3. Pignataro, Louis B., Traffic .Engineering: Theory and Practice,
Prentice-Hal 1, Inc. (1973).

4. “A Pol icy on Geometric Design of R,.uralHighways”, AASHO (1565 ).

5. “An Introduction to Highway Trans~ortation Engineering”, Institute of
Traffic Engineers (1968).

Subprocess 1, Activity 3, Procedure 16 - Sight 5istance Studies

1. A Policy of Geometric Design of Rural Highways, AASHO, (lg65).

2. Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Oevices, U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, FHMA, U.>. Government Prlntlng office, (1971).

3. Transportation and Traffic Engineering t!andbook, Institute of Traffic
Inglneers, Prentice-Hal [, inc. i~g~b).



4. Weber, W.G., “Passing Sight Distance and No-Passing Zones: Present
Practice in the Light of Needs for Revision,” ITE Journal, September,
(1978).

Subprocess 1, Activity 3, Procedure 17 - Roadway Serviceability Study

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Phang, W.A. , “Pavement Condition Ratings and Rehabi lition Needs, ”
Transportation Research Record 700, TRB, (1979).

Carey, W.N., and Irick, P.E., “The Pavement Serviceabi lty Performance
Concept, ” HRB, Bulletin 250, (1960), pp. 40-57.

Roberts, F.L., and Hudson, W.R., “Pavement Serviceabi 1ity Equat ions
Using the Surface Dynamics ?rofi]ometerl:, HR5 special Report 116,
(1971).

Williamson, Hugh J., Hudson, W.R., and Zinn, Dale c., ‘iRelationships
Between Various Classes of Road Surface Rougl~ness and Ratings of
Riding Qual ity, ” Transportation Research Record 602, TRB, (1976).

Oteng-Seifah, S. and Manke, Philip G., “Study of Rutting in Flexible
Highway Pavements in Oklahoma, ” Transportation Research Record 602,
TRB, (1976).

Karan, M.A., Kobi, D.H., Bauman, C.B., and Haa~, R.c. G., ‘(subjective
and Mechanical Estimation of Pavement Serviceabil ity for Rural - Urban
Road Networks, ” Transportation Research Record 715, TRB, (1979).

Brokaw, M.P., “A 5-Year Report on Evaluation of Pavement Service-
abil ity with Several Road Itieters,‘i HRB Specjal Report 116, HRB,
(1971).

Williamson, Hugh J., HU, Yi Chin, and McCullough, B. Frank, “Perfor-
mance of the Mays Road Meter, ” Transportation Research Record 633, TRB
(1977).

Zegeer, C.V. , Agent, K.R., and Rj~enbergs, R.L., ,,use of Economjc
Analyses and Dynamic Programming In The Select ion of ?rojects for
Resurfacing, ‘I Kentucky Department of Transportation, February,
(1979).

Yoaer, E.J., principles of pavement Design, Wiley and Sons, (1575).

AASHO, A Policy on Geometric Oesign of Rural Highways, (1965).

Subprocess 1, Activity 3, Procedure 18 - Skid Resistance Studies

1. “Skid Resistance, ” NCHRP 14, Highway Research Board, 1972.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Effectiveness of Alternative Skid Reduct ion Measures, FHwA, Volumes
I-4, November (1978).

“Highway Design, Construction, and ~~aintenance,,, Hjgh~aY, Safety pro-
~ram l~anual No. 12, FHWA3 February, (1974).

“pavement Design, Eva] uation, and ?erforman~e, !: Transportation Re-
search Record 602, TRB, (1976).

—

ASTM manuals.

“A Policy on Geometric Design of Rural Highways, ” American Association
of State Highway Officials (1965).

Yoder, E.J., Principles of Pavement Oesign, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
(1975).

“Skidding Accidents-Tires, Vehicles, and Vehicle Components, !i Trans-
portation Research Record 621, TRB, (1977).

“Pavement Surface Properties and Performance, “ Transportation Research
Record 633, TRB (i979).

“Skidding Accidents -pavement Characteristics, ” Transportation Research
Record 622, TR5; (1977).

“pavement Distress, - Evaluation, and Performance, “ Transportation
Research Record 715, TR3, (1979).

“Skidding Accidents-Met-Weather Accident Experience, Human Factors,
and Legal Aspe~~s, IITransportation Research Record 623, TRB, (lg77) -

Kummer, H.W. and Meyer, W.E., llTentatjve Skid-Resistance Requirements

for Main Rural Highways, ” NCHRP Report 37 (1967).

Subprocess 1, Activity 3, Procedure 19 - Highway Lighting Studies

1. ‘(An Informational Guide for Roadway Lighting”, MSHTO, Washington,
U.C., (1976).

2. “American National Standard Practice for Roadway Lighting”, RP-B-1977,
Illuminating Engineering Society - American National Standards Insti-
tute, New York, N.Y., (1977).

3. Roadway Li htin Handbook, Federal Highway Administration, Implement a-
de~ber [1978).



4. Walton, Ned E. and Rowan, N.J., “Warrants for Highway Lighting”, NCHRP
Report 152, Nat ional Cooperative Highway Research Program, Was=
ton, D.C. 0974).

5. “Fixed ll]umination for pedestrian prote~t ion!,, Franklin Institute,
FHWA RD-76-8. December, (197-5).

6. Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook, Institute of Traffic
Engineers, Prentice-Hal 1, Inc. (lg76)-

7. ?ignataro, Louis J. , “Traffic Engineering: Theory and Practice”, Pren -
tice-Hall, (1973).

8. A User’s Guide to Positive Guiaa”ce, Federal Highway Administration,
DOT-FH-11-8864, June (i977).

Subprocess 1, Activity 3, Procedure 20 - Neather-Rel ated Studies

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

“Highway Fog, Visibi 1ity and Measures (l,NCHRP Report No. 171, National
Research Council, (1976).

“A Pol icy Geometric Design of Rural Highways - 1965”, AASHTO.

Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook, Institute of Traffic
Engineers, Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1976.

Blackburn, R.R., Glauz, W.D., Kobett, D.R., and Sharp, M.C., ‘,An Ice
and Snow Detect-ion and Warning System Feasibi 1ity Study”, Federal
Highway Administration, Contract No. DOT-FH-11-7428, November,
(1971).

Hanscom, F.R., “An Evaluation of Icy Bridge Warning Signs”, Traffic
Engineer in~, September (1975).

Brinkman, C.P., “Highway Ice Detection”, Transportation Engineering,
November, (1977).

Mawhinney, R.C., Lovell, C.C., and Ruden, R.J., ‘iSnow and Ice Detec-
tiOfl and Warning Systems”, Final Report No. HdWA-RD-76-25, Federal
Highway Administration, Washington, D.C., (1975).

Subprocess 1, Activity 3, Procedure 21 - School Crossing Study

1. “A Program For School Crossing Protection”, Institute of Traffic
Engineers (1962).

2. Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook, ITE, prentice-Hall,
Inc. (ly~’0).



3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Pignataro, Louis J., Traffic Engineering: Theory and Practice,
Prentice-Hail, Inc. (1972).

“School Trip Safety and Urban Play Areas”, Volumes I-VII, FHWA
A-RD-75-11O (1575).

,,,VodelPedestrian Program User’s Manual”, Federal Highway Administra-
tion, June (1978).

Canfield, Robert R. “School Zone Hazard Rating”, ITE Technical Notes,
December (1978).

“A Guide To Selection, Training and Warrants For Operation”, Michigan
Department of Education, (1978).

Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices, U.S. Government Printing
Office (1978).

“Traffic Safety Planning on School Sites”, Institute of Transportation
Engineers (1978).

Subcrocess 1, Activity 3, Procedure 22 - Railroad Crossing Studies

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Railroad - Highway Grade Crossing Handbook, U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, Federal Highway Administration, FHWA-TS-78-214, August,
(1978).

Richards, H.A., and 8riages, G.S., Traffic Control and Roadway Ele-
ments - Their Relationship to Hiqllway >afety: hapter 1 - Ral /road

~ ‘U’omot’ve ‘afety ‘
oundation, Washington, D.C.,

Bezkovovainay, G., “Optimum Hazard Index Formula. for Railroad Crossing
protection for Lincoln, Nebraska”, Traffic, Engineering, VO1 . 38, No.
3, Oecember (1967).

Peabody, L.E., and Dimmick, 7.8. ‘iAccident Hazard at Grade Crossings”,
Public Roads, Volume 22, No. 6, August, (1941).

“Rail - Highway Crossing Hazard Prediction Research Results”, F+MA,
FRA-RRS-80-02 (1980) .

Manua,l of Uniform Traffic Control Devices, U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, kedera I Highway Aomlstratlon, , 978).

Roadway Lighting Handbook, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
Rlgnway fiaminlslrax]on, Implementation Package of 78-i5, December,
(1978).
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8. American National Standard Practices for Roadway Lighting”, ANSI/IES,
RP-8, 1977, IES Rcadway Lighting Committee, Journal of IES, October,
(1977).

9. Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook, Institute of Traffic
Znglneers, Prentice-tial 1, Inc. , (lg~6).

Subprocess 1, ActivitY 3, Procedure 23 - Traffic Control Oevice Stydies

1. Manual of Traffic Enqineerirlg Studies, Institute of Transportation
Engineers, (lg/b)-

2. Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook, Institute of Trans-
portation Engineers, Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1976).

3. Pignataro, Louis B., Traffic Engineering; Theory and Practice,
Prentice-Hall, Inc. , (1973).

4. Manual of Uniform Traffic control Devices, U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, Federal Highway Administration, (1978).

5. Speed Enforcement Policies and Practices, David K. Witheford, Eno
Foundation for Transportation, (1970).

Subprocess 1, Activity 3, Prcceaure 24 - Bicycle and Pedestrian Studies

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Model Pedestrian Safety Program - User’s Manual, U.S. Department of
~ransportatlon, Federal Highway Administration, Implementation Package
78-6, June, (1978).

Safety and Locational Criteria for Bicycle Facilities User’s Manual
‘Jolume i:. Bicycle kaclllty Location Grlterla, U.S. Department of
Transport at ion, Federal Highway Aamln]stration, FHWA-RO-75-113,
February, (1976).

Safety and Locational Criteria for Bicycle Facilities User’s Manula
lolume LI: Ueslgn and 5afety Crlterla, U.S. Uep artment of Transport a-
Ilon, tederal Highway Afimlnlstrat ion, FHNA-RD-75-114, February,
(1976).

Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook, Institute of Trans-
portation Engineers, Prentice-Hal 1, Inc. , (1976).

Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices, FHWA, (1978).
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Subprocess 1, Activity 4 - Select Techniques

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Institute of Transportation Engineers,
Studies (1976).

Manual of Traffic’ ~ngineerin g

—~

Institute of Traffic Engineers, Transportation and Traffic Engineering
Handbook, Prentice-Hall, Inc. , (1976).

Pignataro, Louis B., “Traffic Engineering Theory and Practice”,
Prentice-Hall, Inc. , (1973).

“Data Collection Guidelines and Analysis Techniques, Part I“, Informa-
tional Report, Technical Council Committee 6U, Traffic Engineering,
t4ay, (1975).

Institute of Traffic Engineers, An Introduction to Highway Transpor-
tation Engineering, (1968).

Subpracess 1, Activity 5 - Perform Procedures

1. Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies,
(lY1

Institute of Traffic Engineers,
6).

2. Planual on Identification, Analysis and Correction of High Accident
Locations, FHWP,, April, (1976).

3. Traffic anti Transportation Engineering handbook, Institute af Traffic
kng]neers, Ii9/6).

4. A Procedure for t~e Analysis of High Accident Locations, Mayne State
tinlverslty, Uecember, (lY/o).

Subpracess 1, Activity 6 - Identify Safety Deficiency(s)

1. Manual on Identification, Analysis and Correction of High Accident
Locations, kdtiA, ~?rl I (1Ylb).

2. Traffic and Transportation Engineering Handbook, Institute of Traffic
tnglneers~

3. Bax, Paul, C., “Accident Pattern Evaluation and Catintermeasure”, Traf-
fic Engineering, August, (1976).

4. Abramson, P. , “An Accident Evacuation Analysis”, Transpcratat ion Re-
search Record 486, TR8, (1974).

5. Accident Research l~ianual,Uni~ersity of ;iorth Carolina - Highway Safe-
ty Kesearcn Center, January, (1980).
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6.

7.

8.

9.

l-OWd~fl, P.R., and R?y, J.C. , ‘{Hiahway safety,,, Inst jtute of Traffic
and Transportation Engineering (University of Cal iforni a), (1968).

A ?roceaure for the Analysis of High Accident Location s,, Wayne State
Dnlverslty, Uecember, 19/b.

Pignataro, Louis J., Traftic Engineering: Theory and Practice,
Prentice-Hal 1, Inc. (1977).

Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies, Institute of Transportation
Eng3neers /b).

Subprocess 2, Activity 7 - Develop Feasible Countermeasures

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

a.

9.

10.

11.

Manual on Identification, Analysis and Correction of High Accident
Iocatlons, A, April

“Continuing Accident Surveillance Programs”, ITE Technical Notes,
April, (1979).

Box, Paul C., “Accident Pattern Evaluation and Countermeasures”, Traf-
fic Engineering, August, (lg76).

A Procedure for Analysis of High Accident Locations, Wayne State Uni-
versity, December, (1Y/6).

Biermafl, H., 8onini, C.P., Hausman, W.H., Q“a~~itative Ana]YSis for

Business Decisions, Richard D. Irwin, Inc. , Fittn Ldltlon, (19//).

Wagner, H.M., Principles of Operations Research kith Applications to
Mangerial Decisions, Prentice-Hal 1, Inc. (1969).

Hiller, F.S., Lieberman, G.J., Operations Research, Holden-Day, Inc. ,
(1974).

Laugh lana, J.C., Haefner, L.E., Hall, J.W., Clough, D.R., “Methods for
Evaluating Highway Safety Improvements” National Cooperative Highway
Research Program, Report No. 162, (1975).

Ogren, J.R., “A Multidisciplinary Team Study of High Accident Loca-
tions”, Report No. JHRP-7a-18, Indiana State Highway Commision, FHWA,
October, (1978).

Rai lroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbool<, TS-78-214, FHWA, August,
(197a).

Traffic and Transportation Engineering Handbook, Institute of Traffic
Engineers (1976).
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12.

13.

14.

15.

?ignataro, Louis J., Traffic Engineering: Theory and practice,
Prentice-Hal 1, Inc. (1973).

Accident Research Manual, University of North Carolina-Highway Safety
Pesearch Center, January, (i980).

Lowaen, P.R. , and Ray, J.C., “Highway Safety”, Institute of Traffic
and Transportation Engineering (University of California), (1968).

Abramson. P.. “An Accident Evaluation Anal vsis”, Transportation R2-

search ~;cor~ 486, TRB, (1974).
..–

Subprocess 3, Act~vity 8 - Predict Accident Reduction Capabil ities of
Countermeasures

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Laugh lana, J.C., “Accident Reduction Factors Developed At The
National Level”, FNwA, DRAFT, June, (1980).

Methods for Evaluating Highway Safety Improvements, NCHRP 162, Trans-
portation Research 8oard, (19/5).

Roy Jorgensen and Associates, “Evaluation Of Criteria For Safety
Improvement On The Highways, 8ureau of Public Roads, October,

(1966).

Traffic and Transportation Engineering Hand=, Institute of Trans-

portation Engineers, (19/5).

Solomon, D., Starr, S., and Weingart2n, H., Quantitative Analysis of

Safety Efforts of The Federal Highway Administration, FHWA, Office of
Research and @envelopment, February, ~1970).

Council, F.M., and Hunter, W.N., Implementation of Proven Technology
in Making the Hiqnway Environment Safe, Chapel :11 , Nc: University
of North Carolina, Highway Safety }Iesearch Center, August, (1975).

Texas Department of Highways and Public Transportation, Guide to the
Highway Economic Evaluation Model, Austin, Texas, February, (~gtb’)-

Winfrey, Robley, Economic Analysis for Highways, Scranton, PA: In-

ternational Textbook Co. , 1968).

Subprocess 3, Activity 9, Perform Economic ,~nalysis

1. “Estimating the Cost of Accidents”, Bulletin No. T-i13-79, National
Safety Council, (i979).
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2. Faigin, B.M., “1975 Societal Costs of Plotor Vehicles Accidents”,
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, U.j. Department of
Transportation, December, (1976).

3. Laugh land, J.C., Haefner, L.E., Hall, J.w., Clough, D.R., ,!Methods
for Evaluating Highway Safety Improvements”, Report No. 162, National
Cooperative Highway Research Program, (1Y75).

4. Pignataro, L.J., Traffic Engineering - Theory anti Practice, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., (19731.

5. “Evaluation of Highway Safety Projects - Users Planual”, Federal High-
way Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, (1978).

6. WinFrey, R. , “Traffic Accident Costs in Economic Analysis”, Highway
Users Federation for Safety and Mobil ity, November, (1971) .

7. ‘rHighway Safety Program Costs Compare to Benefits Received”, Highway
Safety Research Center, University of North Carolina, June, (1967).

8. Martin, et al. , Principles and Techniques of Predicting Future Traf-
fic Demand for Urban Area Transportation, MIT Report NO. 3, 141T

Press, (1Y61).

9. R.L. Creighton, U,rban Transportation Plan17ing, University of Illinois
Press, Urbana, Ill., (1970).

10. silver and Stowers, “population, Economic, and Land Use Studies jn
Urban Transportation Planning, ” BPR, July, (1964).

11. Fratar, “Forecasting Distribution of Interzonal Vehicular Trips by
Successive Approximations” in HRB, Vol. 33, (1954).

12. Hall, J.M., Carter, E.C., “Cost-Effectiveness of Traffic Accident
Countermeasures”, Institute of Traffic Engineers, Compendium of Tech-
nical Paper, August, (1Y73).

13. Hall, J.W., “Safety Benefits from the Categorical Safety Programs”,
Transportation E~gineering, February, (1978).

14. Binder, R.H., “Cost-Effect iveness in High,way Safety”, Traffic
Engineering, December, (1976).

15. Roy Joraensen Associates, Inc. and Westa,t Research Analysts, Inc.,
,,rvalua~ion of Criteria for Safety Improvements on the Highway”,

(iY66).

16. Manual on Identification, Analysis and Correction of High Accident
Locations, Mqdwest Research Inst]tute, !~llssourl State Highway
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Commission, Federai Highway Administration, U.S. Department of
Transportation, (1975).

17. Informational Guide for Highway Safety Improvements, Washington
Trat T lC 5afety Lommlsslon, Pedera I i?lghway Aomlnlstration, U.S.
Department of Transportation, (1978 Edition).

Subprocess 3, Activity 10 - Select Projects

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Procedures Fcr EstimSjing Highway User Costs, ,4ir Poliution, and
Noise Effects, NCHRP 133, Highway Research Board, (1972)

Hall, T.A. , “National Highway Safety Program Effect iveness, ” Trans-
portation Engineering Journal, ASCE, July, (1978)

Laugh land, J.C., Haefner, L.E., Hall, J.M., Clough, D.R., “Methods
for Evaiuat ing Highway Safety Improvements, ” Report No.. 162, National
Cooperative Highway Research Program, (1975 ).

?ignataro, L.J., Traffic Engineering - Theory and ‘Practice, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., (1973]..

“Evaluation of Highway Safety Projects - Users Manual ,“ Federal High-

way Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, (1978).

Roy Jorgensen Associates, inc. and Westat Research Analysts, Inc. ,
“Evaluation of Criteri a for Safety Improvements on the Highway”,
(1966).

Manual cn Identification, Analysis and Correction of High Accident
Locations, iq~dwest ,<esearch Institute, [~llssourl>tate Highway Comrnls-

sion, Federal Highway Administration, U.S. Department of Transporta-
tion, (1975).

Informational Guide for Highway Safety Improvements, Washington Traf-
fic Safety Commission, Federal Highway Administration, U.S. Depart -

ment of Transportaticr}, (1978 Edition).
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APPENDIx B. GLOSSARY OF TERFIs

AASHTO - American Association of State Hjgfi~ay and Transport atjo,,
Officials

ACCiDE}4T - Any unplanneo event that results in injury, property dafi~age,or
loss.

ACCIDENT-BASED EVALUATION{ - The assessment of a hi ghway Safety ProJect or
program in terms of the extent to which the nur,,berand severity of acci -
dents are reduced.

ACCIDE!JT-BASED PROCEDURES - The stuay procedures used to analyze the acci -
dent act ivity or pattern at a locat ion.

ACCIDE!iT CAUSALITY CHAII! - The chain of events (major causal factor -
roajor contributor factor - safety problem) which lead to accident exper-
ience or accident potential.

ACCILEiVT COSTS - The collar value of an accident relating the costs of the
nur(rberof fatalities, injuries, and property dafnage invol ved in an acci-
dent. These costs may be deflnea by a State agency, the National Safety
Council (NSC), or tile !{ational Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA).

ACCIDEb,T FREQUENCY - The curiber of accidents which occur during a speci-
fied peri Od of time (i.e. , accidents per year, accidents per t~rree
years).

ACCIOENT PATTERN TABLES - Tables used ir] identifying feasible safety
countermeasures as a function of the accident type and “probable cause”.

ACCIDE!~T POT EKTIAL - An impending accident situation characterized by an
unsafe roadway condition.

ACCIDENT RATE - The nufiiberof accidents wkick occur during a specified
period of time, divided by a ~asure of the degree of vehicular exPosure
over the same period.

ACCIDE!T REDUCTIO~! FACTORS - Values of percent acciaent reduction derived
from the observed accident reduction on one or several highway safety
projects or programs.

ACCIDEl~ REPORT - A written report containing data concerning an indivi-
dual accident incluaing time, place, location description, property
oamage, injuries, violations, and possible cause. Such reports are sub-
mitted either by the investigating officer or the involved motorists.

ACCILE!{T SE’VERITY - A measu’~$ of the seriousness Cr violence of an acci-
dent or all accidents at a ilighway location. Acci dent sev2rity [Cay be
expressed in terms of the number of fatalities, injuries, or property
aamage accidents or involvements which occur during a specified period
of t~me.
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ACCIDEtIT SURROGATE OR PROXY - Measurable traffic Operational or driver
behavioral characteristics which have quantitative relationship with
accident measures and can be used as a substitute for accident exper-
ience.

ACCIDENT TYPE - The specific accident occurrence as related by the speci -
tlc movements of the invol’~ed vehicle(s).

ACCURACY - The degree of freedom from error by wh ich a measurement is
~ Or an Operat ion performe@. For example, if a measurement js

stated as 1.02 + 0.05, accuracy is plus or minus five hundredths.

AOEQUATE GAP TIME - Safe crossing time for a group of pedestrians as a
function of the crossing distance, the number in the queue, and time
between queues.

AERIAL SURVEILLANCE METHOD - ?hotograpbic technique from an cverheao posi-
tion, usually using an airplane or helicopter.

ANNUAL VOLUMES - Estimated or actual volume of traffic using a facil ity
for a yearly (365 days) period.

APPEARANCE - In roadway serv iceabi 1ity studies, tbe genera] appearance of
the pavement.

APPROACH TINE - Time used by any vehicle to traverse approach delay sec-
tion.

APPROACH OELAY - Approach time mintis the approach free flow time.

APPROACH kJIOTH - Distance accross a roadway from curb-to-curb or curb-to-
median for divided facilities.

ASTil - American Society of Testing Materials

AUTOMATED COLLISION DIP,G?AMS - Accident CO1 1is ion diagrams using computer
plottlng techniques to plct collisions.

AVERAGE ANPiUAL DAILY TRAFFIC (AACT) - The totai yearly volume divided by
he number of days ;n the year.

BASE FAILURE - Pavement cracking or breaking loose due to failure in base
or sub-base material of roadway.

BENEFIT-COST RATIO - The economic value of the reduction in fatal ities,
lnJur7es, and property damage divided by the ccst of the accident reauc -
ing measure.

BOTTLENECK - Physical or geometric features of a street of freeway With
reduce the facility’s capacity [or abil ity to accommodate flow) as ccm-
pared to other locations cn the same facilit:i.
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CANDIDATE COUNTERMEASURE - Feasible improvement to reduce safety hazards
at a site.

CAPACITY - The maximum number of vehicles which has a reasonable expecta-
tion of passing over a given section of a lane or a roadway in one
direction (or in both directions for a two lane or three lane highway)
during a given time period under prevail ing roadway and traffic condi-
tions.

CATEGORICAL PROGRAMS - Highway safety improvement class ificat ion provided
in FHPM 6-8-2-1.

CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION - Distribution of test statistic used to test the
null hypothesis of “independence” for two or more variables.

CLASSIFICATION VOLUME - Volume count of vehicles by specific type of vehi-
cle, i.e. , truck, passenger vehicle, or other similar breakdowns.

CLUSTER ANALYSIS - Method of accident pattern identification by eye in-
spection method, i.e. , a visual search of accident data.

COLLECTOR STREET - Provides for traffic movement between major arterials
and local streets, with direct access to abutting property.

COLLISION OIAGRAM - A schematic drawing that shows the direction of trav-
el, prior to contact, of the vehicles and/or Pedestrians whose Presence

contributed to the CO1l ision.

COMPARISON SiTE(S) - A site or group of sites with similar characteristics
which are not exposed to the same countermeasure as the project site,
used to aid in determining if the results achieved by the treatment
group are a consequence of the countermeasure rather than the result of
some outside influence.

COMPONENTS - Refers to the three general phases of the HSIP; (1) Planning,
(2) Implementation, and (3) Evaluation.

COMPUTER TECHNIQUES - Use of computer facilities in recording, CO1 letting,
analyzing, and outputting data.

CONDITION DIAGRAM - A scaled drawing of the important physical conditions
of a h]ghway spot or section. It is used to relate the accident pat-
terns on a collision diagram to the roadway and operational event at the
hazardous location.

CONFIDENCE II!TERVAL - A range of numbers computed from sample data, that
form an interval which has a probabil ity of including the population
parameter.

CONFIDENCE LIltiITS- The up?er and lower limits of the confidence inter-
val .
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CONTRIBUTING CIRCUilSTANCES - Information identified in an accident report
form which may be used to suggest possible accident causes. The infor-
mation is suppl ied by the reporting officer.

CONTROL OF ACCESS - The condition where the right of owners or occupants
OT duttln5 land or other persons to access, light, air, or view in
connection ‘with a highway is fully or partially controlled by public
authority. Ful 1 control of access means that authority to control
access is exe~ed to give preference to through traffic by providing
access connections with selected public roads only and by prohibiting
crossings at grade or direct private driveway connection. Partial
controi of access means that the authority to control access is ex?ected
to give preference to through traffic to a degree that, in addition to
access connections with selected publ ic roads, there may be some
crossings at grade and some private driveway connect ions.

CORRECTABLE ACCIDENTS - Accidents which Couid be alleviated by means of a
feasible safety-related countermeasure specific to the study site.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS - A form of economic evaluation in which input is
measured in terms of dol lar costs and output is measured in terms of
economic benefit of a project as compared ‘to the incurred cost of the
project.

COST-EFFECTIVE ANALYSIS - A comparison study between the cost of an im-
provement (initial plus upkeep) and the benefits it provides. The lat-
ter may be derived from accidents reduced? travel t ime reduced, or
increased volume of usage, and translate into equivalent dollars
saved.

COUNTERMEASURE - A specific activity intended to improve one or more as-
pects of the traffic safety or contribute to the solution of a specific
accident problem.

CRITICAL MOVEMENT ANALYSIS - Method to compute the level of service of an
intersection by summing the observed volumes of critical mvements (as a
function of signal phasing) and comparing to design values.

CYCLE SAMPLING NETHOO - Method to compute the level of service of an in-
tersection by sampling the load utility of each cycle per approach end
comparing to the number of cycles during the sampling period.

OATA BASE - The document CO1 lect ion or file of CO1 Iected data which serves
as the basis of an information retrieval system.

DATA COLLECTIOhi - The process of accumulating statistical information re-
1at lng to the empirical effects of a highway safety project.

DATA SE? - A set of data pertaining to a singie jite or a single data
collection period.

DATA TABULATION - The process of displaying experimental results in a
table so that the information can more readily be interpreted.
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DIVIDED HIGHWAY - A highway with separated roadways for two directional
traffic.

“DO NOTHING” ALTERNATIVE - An alternative which refers to the existing
state of the system.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS - Determinantion of the cost-effectiveness of a project
by comparing the benefits derived and the costs incurred by a project.

EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION - A statistical and economic assessment of the
extent to which a highway safety project of program achieves reduction
in the number and severity of accidents (accident-based evaluation), or
the intermediate impact of a project on observed traffic operations and
road user behavior (non-accident based evaluation).

EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES - Indications of the extent to which program objec-
tives are being attained.

EIS - Environmental Impact Statements.—

85TH PERCENTILE SPEEO - Vehicle speed at which 85 percent
drive at or below. It is commonly used in assigning speed
sect ion of roadway.

ENGINEERING - Pertaining to highway and traffic engineering,
sign, construction, maintenance, and traffic engineering and other
branches having to do with the physical highway plan.

of vehicles
limits for a

includes de-

ENVIRONPIENTAL 8ASE0 STUDIES - A study that involves collection and analy-
sis of al1 information rel ated to the physical features of the roadway
for specific spots, sections, and elements.

EPOO - Equivalent Property Oamage Only Accidents. A measure of accident
=perience based on attaching weights to accident severity categories as

multiples of property damage only accidents.

ERRATIC MANEUVER - An unusual action by a road user which could lead to a
traffic accident.

EVALUATION - A comparison process that measures an item of activity
against certain predetermined standards or criteria. A judgement of
value or worth.

EVALUATION COMPONENT (HSiP) - The third of three HSIP components. This
component consists of one process and four subprocesses which involves
the determination of the effect of Highway Safety Improvements through
the appropriate use of 1) non-accident based project evaluation, 2)
accident based prcject evaluation, 3) program evaluation, and 4) admin-
istrative evaluation.

EVALUATION! OBJECTIVE - A brief statement describing the desired outcome of
an evaluation study.
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EXPECTED RANGES (ER ‘S) - Estimates of the variance associated k,;th ~cci-
aent reduct ion factors (See ACCIDENT REDUCTIOI! FACTORS j.

“EXPECTED VALUE” ANALYSIS - Method to define a pattern of accidents by
developing an expected value or range of values of an accident charac-
teristics from comparison sites and comparing these values to the study
location.

EXPOSURE - The a:ant ity of vehicles, vehicie-miles of travel or other
vo lume and/or time related factor which measures the degree of vehicular
exposure to a particular situation.

FATALITY fl,CCi DENT - An accident event involving at least one fataiity.

FHPM - Federai-Aid Highway ?rogram Ylanual.

FIELD REVIEW - The observance of field conditions at a site by reviewing
tne site conditions using either manual or photographic techniques.

FOG INOEX - An index used in the measurement-
Lhe Visual range of a study area under fog

FREQUENCY - Number of observations falling
category.

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION - Division of a
classes, or systems, according to the natijre of the service they are to
provide.

of fog density by identifying
conditions.

in a cell or classification

transport at ion network into

FUNDAMENTAL OBJECTIVES - Four eval uat ion objectives which shGuld always be
lncluoed in Accident-based evaluation. Tnese objectives are to deter-
mine the effect of the project/program on; 1) total accidents, 2) fatai
accidents, 3) injury accidents, and 4) property damage accidents.

GAP - Time or distance between successive ,vehicles in a traffic stream.—

GAP ACCEPTANCE - The acceptance or use of a gap in a major stream of traf-
fic by a minor stream traffic flow.

GAP DISTRIBUTION - The frequency and range of measured gaps in a traffic
strea,m.

GAP STUDIES - A study conducted to measure the time headway or GAP between
vehicles along a highway section (or at a poil~t), and to analyze the GAP
acceptance characteristics where a minor or alternate traffic stream in-
tersects a major traffic stream.

GRADIENT - Ratio of vertical to horizontal lengths.

GROUNO LEVEL METHOD - Filming method to obtain traffic data. Camera is

usLially situated on a pole above the area to be viewed so as to provide
a clear visual picture cf the location’s activities.
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HAZARD - Conditions which exist on the highway system which are conducive
to future accident occurrences.

HAZARDOUS LOCATION - Highway spots, intersect ions or sect ions experiencing
abnormal ly high accident occurrences or potential .

HAZARDOUS ROADWAY FEATURES INVENTORY METHOD - A technique of selecting
sites with a potential for high accident” severity or numbers on the
basis of identification of hazardous roadway features; Narrow Bridges,
Steep Roadside Slopes, etc.

HEADWAY - Distance between successive vehicles in a traffic stream

HIGH COST PROJECT - Major highway safety projects which require a signifi-
cant initial cost outlay. Examples include lane additions, bridge re-
placements, roadway alignment changes, constructing highway grade separ-
at ions, etc.

HIGHWAY CAPACITY MANUAL - (Highway Research Board Special Report No. 87).
It displays associated tables, charts, and formulas required to assess
the level of service for freeway, ramp, weave sections, roadway links,
and signalized intersection areas.

HIGHWAY SAFETY GOAL - Expected safety improvements result ing from a high-
way safety program.

HIGHWAY SAFETY PROJECT - One or more remedial countermeasures instituted
to improve speclflc safety deficiencies on the highway or its environs.

HIGHWAY SAFETY TREATPIENT - A single remedial countermeasure instituted to
Improve the overal 1 safety environment of the highway system.

HISTOGRAM - Graphical method for describing a set of data.

HIGHWAY, STREET, OR ROAD - A general term denoting a public way for pur-
poses of vehicular travel , including the entire area within the right-
of-way.

HOURLY VOLUME - Volume of vehicular or pedestrian traffic for a 60-minute
or one-hour period.

HSIP - Highway Safety Improvement Program, defined in FHPM 8-2-3.

HYDROPLANING - A condition where one or more tires of a moving vehicle are
separated from the pavement by a film of water; usual ly due to a combin-
ation of depth of water, pavement surface texture, vehicle speed, tread
pattern, tire pressure, and other factors.

IMPLEMENTATION COMPONENT (HSIP) - The second of three components. This

component consists of one process and three subprocesses which involve;
1) the scheduling, 2) the design and construction, and 3) the opera-
tional review of project(s).
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE - P, 1isting of the events needed to complete a
particular project activity. The listing is arranged in a chronological
sequence according to the time for initiating each event and with an
estimated time of completion.

INJURY ACCIDENT - An accident event involving an injury (Type A,B,or C) as
the most severe characteristic.

INPUT-OUTPUT METHOO - Method of measuring the intersection travel time by
sampllng the ‘vehicles as they enter into and exit from the study area.

INTERCHANGE - A system of interconnecting roadways in conjunct ion with one
or mre grade separations, providing for the mvement of traffic between
two or more roadways on different levels.

INTERSECTION - The general area where two or more highways join or cross
,within, which are included in the roadway and roadside facil ities for
traffic movements in that area.

INTERSECTION SIGHT OISTANCE - The measured clear sight distance in and
around the intersection to provide safe movement.

INTERSECTION VOLUMES - The traffic volume, vehicular or pedestrian, re-
corded through the intersection area.

INVENTORIES - List of items or occurrences such as roadway and roadside
features, accidents, high accident locations, etc.

ITE - Institute of Transportation :ngineers.—

LAG - The interval of time between the arrival of a minor stream vehicle
=nd the arrival of a major-stream vehicle at a reference point in the

area where the streams either cross or merge.

LANE DISTRIBUTION - The distribution of traffic by specific lane along a
roadway or at an approach.

LANE OCCUPANCY - A measurement of vehicie presence ~,ithin a zone of detec -
c time a gjven ,point or area istion, usual ly expressed as the percent o,

occupied by a vehicle.

LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE - Probabi 1ity of accepting the nul 1 hypothesis when it
Is true 1- .

LEVEL OF SERIJICE - Denotes any one of an infinite number of differing com-
binations ot operating conditions that may occur on a given lane or
roaaw~y ‘when it is accommodating various traff<c volumes. It is a quali -

tat ive measure of the effect of a number of factors including speed,
travel time, traffic interruptions, freedom to manuever, safety, driving
comfort and convenience, and operating costs. In practice, selected

ievels are defined in terns of particular limiting values of certain of
these factors.
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LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE - Refers
of hypothesis.

LIGHT MITER - Meter devised to
1~ght source.

LOCWL STREET OR LOCAL ROAO - A
idential, business, or other

to the outcome of specific statistical test

measure the output of light intensity of a

street or road primarily for access to res -
abutting property.

LOCATION - The name given to a specific point on a highway for which an
‘fication of its linear position with respect to a known point is

desired. A location may be where an accident occurred, where a roadway
characteristics (such as surface width) changes, where an operational
characteristics (such as traffic volume) changes significantly or where
some maintenance activity started or ended.

LONG-RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN - A 10- to 20-year plan that has specific
goals, is system- and major-project oriented, and includes the highest
priority projects and a funding projection indicating that funds will
probably be available for the plan’s completion.

LOW COST PROJECT - Highway safety projects which require low or moderate
initial cost outlays. Examples include pavement edgel ining, traffic
signal timing maific~tions, traffic sign installation, roadway delin-
eator install ations,’ etc.

MAJOR CAUSAL FACTORS - Specific hazardous elements associated with the
highway, environment or vehicle, or actions associated with the road
user which describe why an actual or potential accident problem exists.

MAJOR CONTRIBUTORY FACTOR - Elements or activities which lead to or in-
crease the probability of a failure in the road user, the vehicle or the
highway environment.

MAJOR STREET OR MAJOR HIGHWAY - An arterial highway with intersections at
grade and direct access to butting property and on which geometric de-
sign and traffic control measures are used to expedite the safe movement
of through traffic.

~~Nu~L COLLISION OIAGRAM - Diagram displaying accident events at a site as
manually prepared by an individual .

MANUAL METHOOS - Method to obtain traffic data by physically obtaining
data on-site.

MEAN - Average of a set of measurements. The symbols X and U denote the
~ans of a sample and a population, respectively.

MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS (MOE) - A measurable Llnit or set of units assign-
ed to each evaluation objective. The data collected in the units of the
MOE wil 1 allow for a determination of the degree of achievement for that
objective.
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MEDIAPi - The portiofi of a divided highway separating the travel lea ways
for traffic in opposite directions.

MEDIAN SPEE~ - 50th percentile or
pattern, f.e. , one-half of the
median and one-half are lower.

~ID~L~cK VOLUME - vol~me of ~~affi~

major intersect ions.

middle value in a speed distribution
observed values are higher than the

recorded on a roadway link between two

MODAL SPEED - Speed at which greatest frequency of observations occurs.
The speed most frequently observed.

MODELLING - ileans of identifying a relationship in an event using mathe-
matical tools.

!40NITORING - The process of checking the actual progress and comparing it
with the scheduled progress.

PIOVING VEHICLE METd OO - Means to determine travel times and approximate
voiumes along a roadway faciiity by driving in a traffic stream and com-
puting the necessary information using recorded values of opposing
volumes, passed traffic vollJmes, passing traffic volumes, and time.

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY iNVESTIGATION TEAI? - A group of two or more analytical
~ersonnel with at least one re~resentative frcm the engineering and
enforcement agencies and, if des”ired, representatives from other ‘agen-
cies assigned to advise and assist in the analyses of crash occurrences
and in recommendations and eval uations of corrective measures.

MUTCD - Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Oevices

NCHRP - Nationai Cooperative Highway Research Program: an objective
%ional highway research program supported by participating member

states and the Federal Highway Administration.

NEEO - A deficiency which should be corrected in the interests Gf PUD1 ic
Yfety.

NET BENEFIT - A measure of cost-effectiveness, gross benefit minus im-
provement cost.

NHTSA - National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

NODE - An intersect ion of two major streets.

NON-ACCIDENT MEASURE - A measurable unit of safety which is logical lY
rel”ated to accident measures such as traffic performance and operation
(travel time, delay ~nd speeds) ~nri road user behavior (traffic control
t,lolatlons an~ erratic maneuvers).
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NON-CORRECTABLE ACCIDENTS - Accidents of a random l~ature which are not
specifical ly amenable to correction by a countermeasure.

NORMAL DISTRIBUTION - A symmetrical bell-shaped probabil ity distribution.
?1any events in nature have frequency distributions which closely
approximate the normal distribution.

NSC - National Safety Council .—

NULL HYPOTHESIS - The hypothesis, tested in statistical analysis, assumes
that there is no difference between the before and after accident ex-
perience.

OBJECTIVE - The specific accident or severity measures which are to be
evaluated by the evaluation study. There are two types of objectives:
1) Fundamental objectives refer to those measures which must be evalu-
ated in al1 studies. They are total accidents, fatal accidents, per-
sonal injury accidents and property damage only accidents; 2) Objectives
relating to project purposes. These objectives may include one or mre
of the purposes of the project (See PURPOSE).

OPERATIONAL NON-ACCIDENT MEASURE - (See NON-ACCIDENT MEASURE)

OPERATIONAL REVIEW (IN THE IMPLEMENTATION COMPONENT) - The observation and
ad.]ustment of constructed countermeasures for the purpose of ensurinq
sm~oth and safe traffic flow at the location (j) and that the improvemen~
was constructed as designed.

PACE - The 10 mile-per-hour range in speeds containing the highest number
= recorded observations.

PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE - Oesign standard for a given speed to permit safe
passing conditions along a section of roadway.

PATH TRACE METHOO - Method of obtaining travel time and delay information
by follow.ins a single vehicle’s path and recording the appropriate
travel time and delay characteristics.

PCR (PAVEMENT CONOITION RATING) - Method of de~iving the serviceability of
a pavement as a function of cracking. ravel lins, rutting, base failures,
and other characteristics and comparing to standard values.

PEAK-HOUR VOLUMES - Hourly traffic volumes during the highest or peak
travel periods at a location.

PEDESTRIAN CONFLICT - Traffic conflict resulting from a pedestrian mve-
~ ee TRAFFIC CONFLICT).

PEDESTRIAN VOLUMES - Volume count of pedestrian movement at a locat ion.

PERMANENT COUNTERS - Traffic counters permanently instal led at a location
to record volume (and other data) over a lonq period of time. They may
be used to obtain control counts for volume expansion purposes.
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PERMITTED ERROR - Ai lowab]e difference (measureG in percent) in re~ult~
obtained by sampl ing methods.

PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES - Method of data
film processes, ground level fir aerial .
highway situation.

PHOTOLOGGING - A technique

ways and its e~vironment
distance.

that involves
from a moving

collection involving the use of
It provides a film record of a

taking photographs of the high-
vehicle at equal increments of

PLANNING COMPONENT (HSiP) - The first of the three HSIP components. This
component consiscs of four processes (and associated subprocesses) which
involve; 1) identifying hazardous locations and elements, 2) conducting
engineering studies, 3) developing candidate countermeasures, 4) devel-
oping projects based on the candidate countermeasures, and 5) priori-
tizing the developed safety improvement project.

POISSON DISTRIBUTION - A distribution which often appears in observed
events which are very improbable compared to al1 possible events, but
which occur occasional ly since so many trials occur,
deaths,

e.g. , traffic
industrial accidents, and radioactive emissions. The mean and

variance of the poisson distribution are equal .

POINT-SAMPLE METHOO - lieans to obtain delay data by sampling vehicles at
an @preach in successive time intervals.

PORTABLE COUNTERS - }!echanical counters able to be instal led from site-to-
site. They are usual ly lightweight and able to be handled by a single
person.

POPULATION{ - The total set of items defined by a characteristics of the
items.

PRIORITY RANKING - The overall ?rocess of producing a rank order of prior-
ity projects and project sections, using tecfinical and non-technical ,
quantifiable and non-quantifiable factors as the criteria for ranking.

PRIORITY RATING - A complex rating for evaluating or com?aring projects.

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION - Representation of the theoretical frequency
distribution for e randcm variable.

PROCEOURE - Possible ways in which each of the processes or subprocesses
may be attained. For example, the procedure for conducting engineering
studies (Process 3-Planning Component of HSIP) are: accident-based,
traffic-based, environment-based, and special study procedures.

~ZOCESS - The sequent ia] elements within each comPonent of the HSIP.

PROGRAM - A group of projects (not necessar~ly similar in type or loca-

~ implemented to achieve a common high~jay safety goal of reducing
the number and sever it:{ of accidents and decreasing the potential for
accidents on al1 roads.
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PROGRAMNIIIIG - The matching of available projects with available funds to
accomplish the goais of a given period.

PROGRAP4MED PROJECTS - A highway safety project, forma] ]y planned for
implementation at some point in time. Projects contained in the Annual
kork Program (AWP) are programmed projects.

PROGRAM/PRO,JECT BENEFITS - A measure of the positive effect of a highway
safety program or project given in terms of accident measure reduct ion.

PROJECT - .One or more countermeasures implemented to reduce identified or
potential safety deficiencies at a location on the highway or its envi-
rons. Also, a project may consist of identical countermeasures imple-
mented at several similar locations, which have been grouped to increase
the evaluation sample size.

PROJECT IMPACT - Project effect iveness in achieving the evaluation objec-
tives; also any unexpected consequences of the project such as publ ic
reaction.

PROJECT JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT - A formal statement of the perceived need
tor Imp Iementlng a particu far highway safety project. This statement is
general ly submitted to State funding agencies as a request for project
funding. The statement general ly provides a quantitative justification
in terms of the existing adverse conditions (accidents) as well as the
expected benefits to be derived from the project.

PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENT - Accident event involving only property damage
between the involved vehicles.

PSI (PAVEYIENT SERVICEABILITY INDEX) - Measured index to determine the
serviceability of a roadway as a funct ion of cracking, rutting,
ravening, and other pavement characteristics.

PSR (PAVEMENT SERVICEABILITY RATING) - subjective eval Uation of pavement
rating based on a O to 5 scaie with 5 having the most desirable charac-
teristics.

PURPOSE - The reason for which the highway safety project was implemented.
~urpose refers to the reduct ion or el iminat ion of a specific highway

safety deficiency such as a type of accident, a severity class, a hazard
potential indicator and/or a traffic performance variable.

QUEUE LENGTH STUDIES - A study that identifies the number of vehicles that
are stopped ]n a traffic lane behind the stop line at an intersection.

RADAR METER - Meter device used to CO1 lect spot speed informat ion.
~ oppler principle,

Based
it provides a direct reading of the vehicle

speed.

RANDOM SELECTION - A process by which every element in a population has an
equal probabil ity of being chosen.
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RANGE OF A SET OF MEASUREMENTS - Difference between the larg2st and smal 1-
est members of the set.

RATE-OF-RETURN PIETHOO - A form of economic evacuation based upon the com-
putation of the interest rate at which the n2t present annual worth of
the project minus the improvement cost is equal to zero.

RPVELLING - Loss of material in the surfac2 of the pavement resulting in a
coarse or pitted pavement texture or loss of material at the edges or
joints of the pavement

REFERENCE POINT - A fixee, identifiable feature, such as an intersection,
railroad crossing, or bridge, from wh ich a location can be measured or
referenced.

RESOURCE EXPENDITURES - Elements used in the implementation of a project
of program such as: 1) the level of manpower involvement, 2) the amount
of time used to complete s?ecific activities or meet implementation
milestones, 3) the quantities of materials used, and 4) the cost of
manpower materials.

2iGHT-OF-WAY - A general term denoting land, property, or interest there-
in, usually in a strip, acquired for or devoted to transportation
purposes.

ROADSIOE - A general term denoting the aree adjoining the outer edge of
the roadway. Extensive areas between the roadway of a divided highway
may also be considered roads id2.

ROADSIDE CONTROL - The public regulation of the roadside to improve high-
way safety, expedite the free flow of traffic, safeguard pr2sent and
future highway investment, conserve abutting property values, or ?re -
serve th2 attractiveness of the landscape.

ROADWAY (GENERAL) - The portion of a highway, including shoulders, for
veh~cu lar use, A divided highway has two or more roadways. (In con-
struction specifications, the portion of a highway within limits of
construction).

‘20UGHNESS I\iDEX - A number which provides a measure O: rouqhness developed
from the study Gf highly irregular pavement surface.

RUTTING - Depression or wear of the pavement in the wheel traCkS.

SA.FETY PROBLEM - Specific types of accidents or potential accidents which
resu It Trom the existence of a causal afid,/orcontributory factor.

SP.LVAGE VALUE - Estimated residual worth of program or project components
at the end of their expected service lives.

SAMPLE - A subgroup of the population. A finite portion of a population
or tiniverse.
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SCHEDULING (IN THE IMPLEMENTATION COMPONENT) - The dei:erminat ion of when
highway safety projects (lndivldually or as part of d program) should be
started and completed under real -world constraints.

SCHOOL ROUTE MAP - Map displaying safe school routes for pedestrians in
traversing to and from school . It is devised to minimize conflicts
between pedestrians and potential safety hazards.

SERVICE LIFE - The period of time, in years, in which the components of a
program or project can be expected to actively affect accident exper-
ience.

SERVICE VOLUME - Volume of traffic serviced by a highway facil ity.

SEVERITY INDEX - A number computed from applying weighting factors to
lnJury and tatality accidents based on their severity.

SEVERITY WEIGHTING METHOD - Means to rate the hazardousness of a specific
accident pattern by assigning weight values for the severity occurrences
of the accidents.

SHOULDER - The portion of the roadway continuous with the travel led way
for accommodation of stopped vehicles for emergency use, and for lateral
support of base and surface courses.

SHORT-TERM VOLUMES - Volume count, vehicular or pedestrian for a period
shorter than one-hour. It, typical ly, is in the range of 5 to 15
minutes.

SKEWNESS - The distribution pattern of a speed/frequency curve. A larger
group of simi 1ar speed values wil 1 represent more favorable condit ions.

SKID NUMBER - The coefficient of friction times 100 (1OOX) of a tire slid-
ing on wet pavement when tested at 40 mph with a two wheel skid trailer
or equivalent device following the procedures outlined in ASTN!
E274-65T.

SPECIAL STUOY PROCEDURES - Procedures required in special engineering
Situations but are not classified as one of the other procedures.

SPOT MAPS - Maps often used by police and other public agencies to provide
a quick visual picture of accident concentrations identified through
“spot “ marks or pins on a street map.

STANDARO - One of the 18 Highway Safety Programs Standards promulgated by
he Department of Transportation to implement the Highway Safety Act of

1973, 23 USC 402.
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STANDARD DEVIATION - Measure of data variation. Square root of the
variance. It represents the population standard ceviaion. S represents
the sample standard deviation.

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE - The determination of whether an observed change
in a MOE (by use Gf a selected statistical technique) constitutes a sig-
nificant change ‘within a selected level of confidence.

STOPPED DELAY - Time vehicle is stopped, with locked wheels.
to

It is equal
he stopped time.

STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE - Safe sight distance required for a vehicle to
stop aiong a section of roadway upon sighting an object !which will re-
quire the vehicle to stop.

SUBPROCESS - Specific activities which are contained within certain Pro-
cesses. For example, under Process 3 of the Planniny Component, the
three subprocesses are: (1) Collect and Analyze Oata; (2) Develop Candi-
date Countermeasures; and (3) Develop Projects.

SURFACE CRACKING - 3reaks in the pavement resulting from structural fail -
ure or general weathering of the pavement.

TECHNIqUE - Feasible means to perform a selected procedure. For example,
the volume study proceoure may be perfovmed by: mechanical methods,
manual counts, photographic techniques, or the moving vehicle method.

TEST-CAR TECHNIqUE - Methods to obtain travel time and delay informat ion
by physically driving a vehicle within a traffic stream and measuring
the appropriate travei time and delay characteristics.

THROUGH STREET OR THROUGH HiGHWAY - Every highway or portion thereof on
which vehicular traffic is given preferential right-of-way, and at the
entrances to which vehicular traffic from intersecting hiyhways is re-

quired by law to yieid right-of-way to vehicles on such through highway
in obedience to either a stop sign or yield sign.

TIME -iN-OUEUE DELAY - Time from first stop to vehicle’s exit across “STOP”
line. It is equal to the time spent in the queue.

TIME-OF-RETURN (TOR) METHOD - A form of economic evaluation in which ex-

pected accident reductions are forecast using data f}-om previous before-
and-after accident studies and a TOR value is computed by dividing the
estimated cost of the project by the computed annual benefit. ?rojects
with the iowest TOR values are considered to be the best.

TRAFFIC CONFLICT - A traffic event involving two or more road users, In
wh~ch one user performs some atypical or unusual action, such as a
change in direction or speed, that places another user in jeopardy of a
co]] ision unless an evasive maneuver is undertaken.
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TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE - A sign, signal, marking, or other device places
on or adjacent to a street or highway by authority of a public body or
official having jurisdiction to regulate, warn, or guide traffic.

TRAFFIC ENGINEERING MEASURES - Engineering procedures for control ling or

regulating the movement, direct ion., speed, right-of-way, and parking of
vehicular traffic and, where applicable, pedestrian traffic on streets
and highways. This includes such elements as one-way streets, turn
controls, reversible lanes, crosswalks, etc.

TRAFFIC LANE OCCUPANCY STUOIES - Studies that provide a measure of the
traffic performance of a highway facility as a function of vehicles
iengths, volumes, and speed.

TRAFFIC OPERATIONS -BASEO STUDIES - Studies which provide essential infor-
mation to assist in the se Iection of the most appropriate safety im-
provements at identified hazardous locations.

ULTIMATE SAFETY OBJECTIVES - A significant reduction in the number and
severity of accidents.

UTILiTY INDEX - A means to provide a quantitative assessment of alterna-
tives including non-quantifiable variables by assigning weights to each
variable, setting a level value to each variable, multiplying the level
value by the weight assignment, summing the values, and comparing them
to each other.

VARIANCE - Measure of data variation. T2 represents population variance
S< represents sample variance.

VEHICLE DELAY-RELATED COSTS - Costs associated with the occurrence of
delay at a location. It includes the extra vehicle costs (fuel, tires,
etC. ) and “time lost” costs to an individual,

VIDEOLOGGING - A technique that involves taking video tape pictures of
highways and its environment as a subst itute for photo logging.

VOLUME - The number of vehicles passing a given point during a specified

mod of time.

WARRANTS - The minimum conditions which would justify the establishment of—
a particular traffic control regulation or device, usually including
such items as traffic volumes, geometr ics, traffic characteristics,
accident experience, etc.
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~~~E),~~ix~:

PROCEDURE

A. Accident-Based Procedures

Acci dent Sumroary By TJJp2

Accident Summary

Acci dent Summary
Ci rcui,lstances

BAT}. OBTAI P/ED

Sy Severity .

by Contributing

Accident Summary by Envi rorl-
mental Conditions

Accident SufilmaryBy Time ?eriod .

Sumnary of accident data b), speci -
fic accident type at a location.
Identified ~ccictent patterns or
trends by accident type.
Possible accident causes.

Sumria~ of accident data by sever-
ity characteristics.
Identified se{erity patterns or
trends for a location.
Weigllteo accident characteristics
for a location.
?ossible accident causes.

List of “correctable” ana
noncorrectable’i accidents at ?
site.
Surlti:aryof coritributing
circui!]stances by accic2nts at
location.
Ident~fied patterns or trends
cant ributing circul;stances.
Pcssible accident causes.

Sumnlary of accicent data by
environmental characteristics.

a

of

~dentifjed envjr”nn2nta]

characteristic patterns or trenas
for a ?ocati9n.
Possible accident causes

Summary of accident by tin~e of .
day, day of tieek, or nontil of
year.
Identif~2d time Ferioti acciaent
patterns.
Possible accident causes.
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APPENDIX C: PROCEDURE AND DATA OBTAINED (CONT ‘U)

PROCEDURE

B. Field Review Procedure

. Safety Performance Study

c. Traffic-Based Procedures

Volume Study

Spct Speed Study

Travel Time Ahd Delay Study .

Roadway And Intersection
. Capacity Study

Traffic Conflict Study

DATA OBTAI NED

Review and notes of physical and
operational characteristics of a
study location:
Possible accident causes.

Vehicular volume data by tim
period, location, or classifica-
tion of vehicles.
Pedestrian volum data by tire
period and location.

Spot speed characteristics (median
speed, modal speed, 85th percen-
tile speed, skewness, pace).
Speed distribution pattern.
Assessment of safe speed
conditions.
Probable accident causes.

Travel time characteristics (trav-
el time, approach time, approach
free flw time,. travel speeds. )
Delay characteristics (approach
delay, stopped delay, time- inqueu,?
delay. Dercentace of vehicles
stop~ing). “
Operating level of service of a
roadway faci 1ity Y
Major delay points.
Probable accident causes.

Capacity of facility.
Available service volume at
various levels of service.
Operating level of service of
facility.
Probable accident causes.

Sumary of confl icts, conflict
rates, conflict types.
Con:Flict diagram displaying
confl ict types.
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?ROCEDURE DATA OBTAINED

. ~ !-aff~c Conflfic: Stucy Probable accident causes<
Possible safetj,-related
Count erfileasures.

Gap study Gap distribution of rlajor and/or
Ifiinor strearfivehicles.
Lag distribution of nlerginq,
crossing or \/caving traffic
streams.
Gap acceptance characteristics cf
a I!ij nor stream of vehicl es.
Critical gap or lag.

. Evaluation of safety at gap
situations.
Prohabie acci dent causes.

Traffic Lane Occupancy Study . Lane occupancy characteristics
(density, occupancy).
Operating level of service of
faci iity.
Probabie acctdent causes.

. Queue Length Study . QLleue Ienyth characteristics.
Possibie oper~ting level of
service of facility.

0. Enirironrnental-Based Procedures

Roati~~eyInventory Sttidy Inventory of roaavlay and roadside
characteristics.
Observed field sight distance
conditions.
Required safe sight distance.
Assessment of safe sight distance
c~ntiitions.
Sight obstructions.

. ?robaole accident causes.

Skid Resistance Study

. Higllt!ayLighting Study

Friction force of pavement at 4b
ifiphanc veryi nS speeds.
Assessn]ent of Favement skit
characteristics.

. probable accident cduses.

Assessment of lightiny ;~arranting
cond<t?ecs.



APPENDIX c: pROCEDURE AND DATP, 0BTAIF4E0 (CONT ‘D)

PROCEDURE

Highway Lighting Study

Weather-Related Study

E. Special Study Procedures

School Crossing Study

Railroad Crossing Study

.

Traffic Control Device Study .

. Bicycle and Pedestrian Study .

F. Countermeasure Selection Procedures

Accident Pattern Tables

DATA OBTAI NED

Assessment of adequacy of existing
1ight.
Assessment of need for new or
additional light in~.
Probable accident causes.

Conflict data under specific con-
di::ions.
Sa-fe sight distance under specific
conditions.
Predicted visual range for for
conditions.
Probable accident causes.

Pedestrian demana at crossing.
Available safe cross ins gaps at
crossi ng.
Pedestrian conflict data.
Assessnlent of crossing protection
needs.
Probable accident causes.

Railroad crossing site review.
Review of sight visibility
triangle.
Probable accident causes.

Observance characteristics of
trzffic control by tirivers or pea-.
est.rians.
Probable accident causes.

Conflict data for specific
situations.
Reviw of operations.
Probable accident causes.

List of general countermeasures.
L ist of fess ible counterrleasures.
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c. Economic Analysis Procedures

COSt-Effecti veness ~qeth~d Annual safety benefits (accidents
saved).
Equivalent uniforrilannual cost of
present worth of costs.
Cost -effecti veness ratio.

Benefit-To-Cost Ratio Ilethod

Rate-Of-Return ~lethod

Time-Of-Return Method

liet Benefit itiethod

Annual safety benefits (accidents
sa{eti and dol lar value).

. Equivalent uniform annual COSt ana
equivalerlt uniform annual
benefit.
Present worth of cost and present
!worth of benefit.
Ber]efit-to-cost ratic.

},nnual safety benefits (accidents
savec ana collar value).
Capital recovery factor of
improvement.
Expected rate-of-return of
ilzprovelfientinvestment.

A:!nual safety benefit (accidents
saved and doliar value).
~xpectea tirlle-of-return of
lnvestfilentas based on expected
benefits.

Annual safety benefits (accidents
sa’{ed and dollar valuej.
Average annual benefits.
Average annual COSi S.
/{et benefit deri ved fro~,
incrover,]ef]t.
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l~PE!lOIX G: FiL!411!GPROCESSES,..,

I. PH~T~LUGGI~iG

@ Field k;ork

In photologgi fig, an instrun-lented vehicle with a 35c1fi1tine/pulse type
cafiierdis driven along the roadways and pictures are taken wit!] a typical
frequency of lUOtF\ or ?Jtith of a mile (0.016 or 0.008 kilometers). These
films beco!re a permanent record of the roadway and its environment as seen
auring the day of the photo logging. The PliotolOgs are then analyzee in
the cffice under a controlled environment by technicians and analysts
trained to perform th2 evaluation phases which are generally done in the
field by a manual fiethod.

T h~re are two different types of photo logYing equip rient available
toaay. The first generation photo legging method includes a 35(nm
Ci ne/pu] se camera connected to distance measuri ng equip r,,ent, and a control
box which can directly input the [oileage information tiynamically ir] each
frame of the photograph. Other information, such as: the roadway direc-
tiOn listing, road,,,ay n~rfie, date of fjlming, route nu~b~r, etc. also

appears on each photograph.

Second generation systems include not only the data which can be
Obtaiflea in the first generation, but also, other dynamic information,
such as roadway roughness, Supere]evation, curvature, grade etc. , djs -
played on each photograph.

The fielti work in cost photologging methocs involves fil!],ing the
roadway using a first generation type photo log sj,sten,. Only one person is
normally required in the photo lgging field ,work. Based on past exper-
ience, the use of a 2 person crew increases the probability of error in
filming due to an increase of conversation i>ythe photcloggers. To insur2
an easier and r~ore accurate data extraction capability, photo loggicg is
usally performed using a 1/20Cth of a mile filr,ing rate.

@ Data Extraction

Tile extraction of data in the photolos$ing technique involves the
viewing of the photo log film frame by frame to observe arrd/or evaluate the
required data items. The mileage, distance fror: vehicle, lateral distance
frorn roadway, and other pert inent features are recorded from the fi lrr,onto
inventory sheets grovi deti for direct entry of the data onto computer
files. The distance frofrlvehicle and lateral placement fieasurefiientsare
obtained from a graduated grid, Overlayea on the vieifer. The use of an
audio system, coordinated with the filming process+ can be r:ade to record
other data, irl particular, data unable to Obtdlned accurately frorl) a

review of the fi lri record.
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@ Check Of #,ccuracy

?hotologginq, tYPlc~llY, resu its in a longitudinal error of several
feet over tile course of the study area ana a lateral place merft error of
less than 1 foot if .c;leobject is within 5 feet of the eoge of the roadway
artd~ 1 foot if the object ;~as beyond the 5 foot range. Color quality of
the filfi;is excellent and, thtis, permits an accurate assessment of various
conditions. E,etailed i!lformation is able tc be accurately notes.

@ Summary

Photo logging provides a cost .!a$fectjve technique for use in CeVe]-

opi ng most computeri zed informat ion systems. It provides pictorial
recoros of the ifive~taried roadklay system ulhich are capable of use for
oti]er thzn for the inventory purpose. They can liriit the use of field
trips to check data. To-date, they haVe been useG to exti”act o\,er fi “e
different inventory types {sign, roadl,vay, obstacle, pavement n]arkings,
etc. ).

Photologging, due to the utilization of a single-man crew for the
data collection activities, can be an inexpensive alternative. It is

recoi~nended fcr use when ifiventorj,ing nore than two information types,
i.e., sign, road,~ay, etc.

11. vInEoLGGGIliG

* Field \(ork

Video logging iS
Videc camera systems
oictures recoraeti on

another pictorial technique for data collection.
are nlountea in either a,n automobile or van anb the
vic20 tapes. Mitil thi S s.ysterlltile data co]]ectors

have an option af verbal ly ;jcordi ng any additional information that may
be pertinent to the data base, on the video tape itself. Viaeologging
systems are ava~lable irI bottl black and white as well as color. The
color, 3/4 inch vitiec tape format seer,~sto have the most potential for the
type of data collection necessary to de~elop roac,$ay information systems.

In this method, a two person crew is nornially utilized in a vehicle
equipped with a distance measurjng device. The display of the elapsed
distanc2s frOM the B!41 are made a part of the picture. j})e arjver of the
vehicle observes the roadway and roadside fedttires ana selects a Gri ving
speed which is sufficient for the second person to record any necessary
audio data to supplement tile picture.

@ Data Extraction

For the videcloqging technique,, aata extraction is very similar to
the photo log procedure. The video capes are played back cn the TV moni-
tors and VieWed in a Contro] led, office envi ronrnent. The data j~ recorded
or]to ?nventory sheets for entry onto the compc:er. Lateral placement of
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signs and obstacles are obtained using a grid overlay as is the distance
frcm vehicle in rligh informat ion areas. In are2s where informat ion den-
sity is low, the technician providing verbal cofinjentscould “mark” a fea-
ture on the 2udio track. however, in 2reas where infor[,lation is ,~ore fre-
quent, too m2ny “marks” occur on the audio track under operation at the
normal tr2vel speeds. This can be alleviated by slowing or stopping the
vehicle, which in turn, lowers productivity ar,d increases the cost of this
phase of },ork. The value of tt,e input of the information on the audio
track tends to offset the product ivity costs.

D2ta extraction times are slightly higher for video logging than
photologging. The video tape must be in continuous operation to take
advanta~e of the audi o information. This requires the technicin to listen
to the audio backup, and then view the tape. Audio data m2y be required
in describing information as the resolution of the viedolog system used
may not, be comparable to the degree of resolution founo in the 35NJ phGto-
10s systems.

O Check Of Accuracy

Videologging tends to produce results sirrlilarto photo logging. The
accuracy of distance measurements is similar as in photo loggirrg. Data
concerning general descriptive characteristics is also very good; however,
the lack of visual detail , as compared to photo lo$s, does lead to sor,ie

inaccuracies in defining details. Rel iante on audio comments is requi red
for some of tiiis data.

e Summary

Videologging provides a cost effective technique for use in develop-
ing most computerized information systems. As in the photo logging alter-
native, it provides a pictorial record of the inventoried roadway system
which are capable of use for other than for zhe invent Gry purpose.
Videologs provide the capability for an audio ccmment, but lack the visual
resolution capable in the phctolog technique. AS such, a limited amount
of information may be obtained from a single data collection pass using
the videoloy$ing procedure.

Videologging systems suffer from a problem related to the size of the
highk~ay system. Extraction of data from the video pictures supplemented
by the audio records is quite confusing at times unless the data collector

(Person recording) and data extractcr are very proficient. However,
f~ture improvements in video equipment which may perr,it the ae>~elopment of
portable equipment capable of a resolution comparable to the 35mm photo-
logs imay tend to modify these conclusions.



III. oTHER PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

In addjtion to photo anti video-logging ~echnjq~es, otner photograp~li~
!methotisare used to collect traffic data. These m!ethaas employ cent inuous
or time-lapse fi lining to record traffic data during the selectea periods.

AP\~lication Of these riethods can occur fro[;i either an elevated position or
an aerial view.

@ Field Ilork

In these photographic ~,ethods, a camera is positioned at an elevated
position or an aerial view within range (view) of the stuay area. In an
elevated position, use of existing poles or structures are made to attach
the camera. The aeriai niethod uses a helicopter cr airplane to fly or
hover over the study area. A helicopter is able to remain [nore stationary
while fil[ning the data and is able to filr:!the study area at a much closer
visual range, thereby able to better aepict traffic situations.

The filming process can be performed cor!tinuous or in a time-lapse
interval. Tile continuous filming permits the data to be recorded contin-
uously at a }!igh speec film rate. Time-1 apse rlethods allow for the inter-
mittent filming of the traffic situations.
ferred.

This method is usually pre -
Time-lapse intervals for traffic safety purposes usually range

frcm! O. 5 - 3.0 seccnds. camera capabilities, ho~;ever, permit the interval
to be as hi gh as 99.5 seconds. The time-lapse prccess will perfilitsigni-
ficantly ntore data to be accu!l!ulated in a single roll of filrji. Tc ioen-
tify t~me period characteristics in cotll processes, a timer, buiit into
the camera, can be used tc include the time-of-day information an each
filil frame or periodically.

@ Data Extraction

The extraction of data for
video log and photclog r;lethods.
frar~e to observe and/or eval uate
primari]y viewed in a continuous

these filr!iorocesses are similar to the
The film is abie to be viewea frame by
the required data items. However, it is
r(iannerto abtain the required data. The

data is projected on~o a screen for extraction or revievl purposes. I!1
some aerial ~thads, ~ndi’~idual film frames of the study area are blown up
and used to collect the pertinent data ~tems. Distance informztjon is

obtained using a given reference point on the film record; hcwever, uniess
the reference distance is si~;uated at approximately ninety degrees to the

camera, the distance infarrnation may result in a high degree of i!lac-
curacy.

~ Check Of Acctiracy

tiher2 refer2~~ce distances are used, the accuracy of the data is
highiy dependent on the dimensions of the study area and tile ca,mera angle
to the reference distance. A greater area v~ewec
will typicaliy result in greater inaccuracy. On
error scale is typically less than t 2 percent.—
due ta cafiieraparallax.
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0 Surmary

The elevated method of filfi;in$is used in widespread use ir! studyin$
traffic situations. it allows filming of a large amount of aata with
little (:anpower required (2xcept for set up/removal time and perio~ic

ctiecks of the camera’s function). Time- 1apse methods are i~ore appropriate
for these uses.

Aerial methods ar2 not as favorable as the elevated position method.
It is significantly affecteti by available flying tine and can be used for
only short survey periods (one hour or less). In fi!anycases, the traffic
data requires time consuming data extraction methods.



Appendix E

Table of various types of improvements and corresponding

accident types.
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General Cmntameasures for Accidenl P@Hems and Their ProbnMe Cauaes

I ACCIDEN1 PATTERN

tiiobt-on~la collisions 01

sig~lizad intemoc -

tiom

(Continued)

PROttAB 1.E CAUSE

Restricted sight di$tance

lor~e total irdenection

vo!usr,e

High opprmch $peed

———

Poor visibility of signals

(Cent i“”.d)

—
GENERAL COUNTERMEASURE

Iemovo sight obstwctions

Restrict patking near cocncm

l,,,tall ,IW sigm (see MUTCD)

Inst.11 worning aigm (s.. M(JTCD)

InstollAmptove street Iiohlim

R.duc. !peed limit 01>opprwches’

Imloll ‘$ignab ($.. MUTCD)

I“ttoll yield !ign: (,.. MUTCD)

Cbonne!ix. intec.ecti~

install sior,ab (s.. MUTCD)

Rerot8te through trolti c

Reduce sped limit on opprooches*

Install m,nble strips

Ifittoll advanced wamin~ devlce$ (s.. MUTCD)

Inftatl 12-i”. zignal Iena.s (,.. MUTCD)

In%tgll overhead signa15

Itutall vison

install bock plala$

n.
———

IqOUrCe: MaZ)[la].on Idcntificat.ion, Analysis, ~,~d corrc:ct~o,, of

IIi.gli- Accident I,oc:atiolls,1.976.



Ganerei Countermeasures for Accldenl Paiierns and Their ProkMe Cauaea

ACCIDENT PATTERN

Rear~A colllsionr ot

umigmlizd intamec-

tiom

(Continued)

● Spot fpeed stidy should=

PROBABM CAUSE

lmdeWate $ignal timi~

Driver wt aware of

Intenection

Slipp~ surface

aucted to iustify sWed limit reducl
— —

GENERAL COUNTERMEASURE

Improve Ioco;ion of signal heads
Add o~itio~l sigml bed!

Reduce sWed limit on opprmchea”

Adiust amber pbse

Provide all-red clearance phes

Add multi4ial controller

Insbl I signal octuat ion

Retime signal$

Pmvlde p~resslon thrwgh a set of signoli zed
intenectiom

Instal Ifimpmve signi~ or maki~ of pedestrian

cro=walks

U locate cmswalk

Imt.11/tnpmve womi~ sinm

Overlay ~vement

Provide deWate drainuge

Grmve pvement

Reduce sped limit on opprwches’

Provide “SLIPPERY WHEN WET” $igns
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General Counterrrreasuree for Accident Patterns and Their Prokble Ceuses

ACCIDENT PATTERN I PROBAOti CAUSE I GENERAL COUNTERMEASURE

Slippery surface Overlay ~vement

Provide deWatedrainoge

Grwve pavement

lReduce speed limit on approaches*

Provide “SLIPPERY WHEN WET” signs

UnwOrrontd sigmls Remove signals (se. MUTCD)

Lorge turning volumes Create Ieft-orright-tum lanes

Prohi&t tum

Increme cub rdii

Pedestrian accidentsat inter- Restricted sight distance Remove sight obstwctions

sections Install pedestrian cr-sin~

improve/in%tof I pedestrian crossing sigm

Reroute pedestrian pattu

l~dequate protection for Addped.strian refuge islods

pedestrians

l~deq.ote signob ln5toll pedestrian sigmls (lee MUTCD)

lmdequote signal phasing Add p~.strian “WALK” phme

(Continued)
Change timiwof pedestrionpkse

● bt Wd $ti v should be cotiucted to tusttfvsoeed I ,m, t reduction.



General Cwntemneasures for Accfdeni Puttorns and Their Probabfe Causes

‘ACCIDENT PA~TERN I =OffARLS CAUSE 1 GENERAL COUNTEWEASURE
I ——— —

SclIwl crO=iW area Uses.kml crossing g.ads

?edestrion accidetsts b.twaen Driver Ims indeq,oio WaIII- Prokibf t parking

intenecl ions inQ of freq”ont mid-block Instul I worning sigsx

ccadnQs hwer speed Iitn;t”

instull pedestrian brrlom
—

Pedestrians w.lking orI Install sidewalka

Iodwoy

Lon~ distance toneorest lmtol I pedestrian crmw.ik

crmswa Ik Im}oll pedestrian o.tuot.d $in~ls ($.. MUTCD)

Pedcstria#t accid%nts at drive- Sidewalk tooclosa to , Movasidowulk Ioterully owoyfrw,, ltigltway

woy crossinos tr.va led vdoy
—.-— _—— —

L. ft-ta,rn collisinw at k,Qe ““i”<fle Of i.ft tvrn$ Provid~ Ieft-turn sign.lphmes

i,>ten.. t ions Prokibit left t.m$

Rem. te left-turn traffic

Ckan.elize intemection

Instol I STOP *ions ($.. MUTCD)
Crest. “Ile-woystre. ts

P<ovfde turning guide lineifif tkere isaduot

(Contit,u.d)
teft-tum lune)

zs?~’”d $I”dy skould be coduct.d to iutt~=e-~imit reduction.
——.

—-—



General Counlemeasures for Accident Patterns and The!; pro&Me CaUSeS

ACCIDENT PATTERN PROBABLE CAUSE GENERAL COUNTEWEASURE

Restricted sight distance Remove &stac Ies

, Install warning slgm

Reduce speed limit on apprwches*

%gltit-turn collislow at i“- Short timing rodii Increose CUA rdii

temectio”s

Fixed+~ecf mlli$iom Obiech near traveld way Remove &$toclw war rwdw”y

Instal I barrier cuting

Instol I breakaway fea~re to light poles, slgn~sts,

etc.

Protect obie.b with guadrail

Fixed~biect colli,iom and/ Slippery pweme”t Overlay existiw pvement

or vehic Ies mnnina off Provide de~ate drainage

rmdw.y Grmve existi~ pavement

Reduce speed limit”

Provide “SLIPPERY WEIE N WETc’ sigm

Rmdway d=ign inadequate Widen Ianos

for traffic conditions Relocate islands

Close cu~ lane

(~ntinud)

● --, ---- . . . . . . . . . Al .- -..4.. -,-4 .- !... ,, t.. .- ..4 r!-!. --J,.then..Y”, QF=”” .,””7.,,””,” - -“,-”.,=” ZU ,“>, ,,y ,,,..” !,!!LI! !.””. . .



General Counlernleasllres for Accident Patterns and Theb Probable Causea

ACCIDENT PAITERN

—.—

Slde,wipe coilisiom b~tioen

vei,icfes t,oveli,>~ i“ oppo-

site directiom or head-o”

colliaiom

Collisiom between vehicles

trav. tiW in same di,ec-

!ion such a%sideswipa,

turning or Inns chansinQ

.——

Coil isiot,% with pocked cam

or CON bai”ti p“rked

(Contirtued)

PROBA8 LE CAUSE

Poor de [ineat ion

—

Rwdwoy des i~rti i“adeq””te

for traffic conditio,>s

Rwdway dosigft inode-

q“ota for traffic cen-

ditiom

large parking Iurlloven

(Cent inued)

GENERAL COUNTEMEASUR~ —1
.1

Improve/install pavement ,nackin~s

In$tol I roodside de Iineatoa

lnst:!l_:dvance wamii~ si~ns (e .Q., cuwe5)

4
lnstall~mprove pave”,erlt mo,k i“gs

Ch.nnelize inlers..ti.”s

Craat. OnQ-way Slrael,

Recnove constrictions such as parked vahi. Ies

Imto’11 median divider

Widen lanes
-—

Widen lanes

Chonna Iize intanections

Provide tur”i(t~ bap

IIISIOII advat>co route or ~treatjigm

tnstol l~mprove povement lane lines

Remove parki”~

Reduce speed limit*
——

Prohitit p.tk i“~

ChoIIgu frm” ongla to p.mi[ol porkfrt~

Rero”t. through t<affic

Create one-v,oy streeb

on. i



General Countermeaaurea for Accident Patterns and Their Pro&Me Causes

ACCIDENr PATTERN I PROBABLE CAUSE I GENERAL COUNTERMEASURE

Create off-street ~Aing

Reduce speed Iimi t*

Roodway de!i gn indequa!e Widen lanes

for pmse”t coditiom Change fmmaWle topumllel poking

Prohitit pa~ing

Reroute thro.ghtrorfic

Colli$iom at drivewap Left-timing vehic (es Install median divider

Install two-way !eft-hrn tunes

lmprWerly lo~oted drive- Regulate minimum spacing of driveways

way Regulate minimum corner clearance

Move driveway to side ~freet

Imtoll cutingto define driveway Iocotio”

Comlidate adiocent drivowoyr

Right-turning vehicles Provide rigl,t-tirn laws

Restrict parking near drivewo~

Increme the width of thedrivewoy

\
Widen through 1o”-

Increme curb rdii

(CO.tinue~
.

. %01 weed ,I,dw ,hm,ld h e .n ,!.14 *n :,,.,; (” .,eed limit reduction.., ,. . . ---- , . ..--. ——- —. —----- .- ,... ... .V
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Gener81 Countermeasures for Accident Pattarns and Their Prokble Causea

ACCIDENT PATTERN I PROBABLE CAUSE I GENERAL COUNTEWEASURE

Collisions a! miltid cr-siWs Restrictd sight &stance Remove sight obstmctions

Reduce grades

Install train acWated signals (see MUTCD)

lmtallst~sigm (iee MUTCD)

In$tall gates (see MUTCD)

In,tall advance wamingxigm (see MUTCD)



The accident reduction factors and the material describing the use of

the factors vdas taken froril“The Accident Reduction Factcrs Booklet, ” pages

16-18 and pages 2i-29. The fiiaterial included in th~s appendix only

addresses acci cent reducticn faczors related tc intersection conditions.

The user should consuit the booklet for factors related to other geor,ietric

anti safety conditions.



You

thill@ :

1.

2.

3.

can we the ~ f=tors in Cb.spters5 and 6 to do the follo,tir,g

~si~, ~,d PI m your over~l hi @xay safety i.~rove~nt pmgrm.

% lect i~rove~r,t t~es for a specific problem.

Comute the cost-effectivenessof a specific iqrovemnt.

~s chapter outlines a variety of situations in ,Wtich the .~ factor
.
tabies c=, be med.

SITUATION ONE

You m the head of the traffic en&ineering section. ?he state :fi@way

adtitistrator is ?repzi~g legislati:vemd ‘oudgetxy -comr,~atio~s sr.c

mqmsts for the hi@way safety i.~mvement pmgrm.. He aiso is trjtingto

encom~e com,ties to join the state in a highiy visible md concerted

hi@way i~rovemnt effort. He wants to ta-get certain i.~-mvemnt V@es.

He =k you h~~ch five iqrovemnt types shctid be encam~ed.

YOU don’i w~.t to ~~ie .

% first, you revietitinegene~~ A>

f~tOrs md seiect al i,~.mvemnts with.~. Indc?xOf ‘isri~ility Of i (Or

2, if 1’1”is too restrictive). ‘Th,en.you .wview t:n.exfi P.Sd ,~LRfactors for

F-2
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the selected i~rovemnts to see how ~ f~tors differ .W1ative to IOCa&;on

characteristics. You &cide to we i~mve.mr,ts wi t,h wide sp~ad effective-

ness or you c;noose to zem iP. on a particdm iocation ty~e witrl~ Pm

factor over 20A and a 2>W Index of Vari~ility. Pny variety of rationale

co~d be used to m~e YOU- find selection. No matter what rationtie you

used, tk }~ factor tales cont~n enou~ infomtion to allow a raiion~

selection process. You c~ report ycw selections tO the state hi@way

-nistrator ad ;~avea basis for jwtifylr.g Snem.

SITUATION TWO

You aw a trtific en~;neer ~si~,ed the task of selecting potentid

imrovewnts for a location identified as llh~~-dow1!b~ed On ~cident

experience.

You analyze the types of accidents occw-ring at the iocation. If a

clear patte.m is qp-mnt, you check the ei@t i.~rovemnt objectives and

select the @propri ate corresponding AX factor subsets. men, you go to

the selected subsets and ~tiew the Mfected .kccidentMatrix mid the

Refined A? factors to find i~mvements that ~“feet the type of SCCident

being e~erienced.

SITUATION THREE

You are the s~e en~neer as in S1tuatiOn t~n. YOQ me awe that

M factors ~ aver-es aqd that if the Va-iation ~out that aver%e is

wide er.ou@ that the.w is SOR cP,=,ce c.ff~ i,~e. You Walt to tinifize

‘hat chance. ~erefore, yo’dreject any i~rovemnt that &es noi met

the following criteria:

1. If the ~d.~ction fmtor

-the i.

2. lf the ~duction factor

-t be 2 or better.

is o to 15, tb.eindex of Variability

is 15 to 35, the Ir,dexof Variability

3. If the factor is 35 to 55, the IP.dex-t be 3 Or better.

4. if thiefactor is 55 to 85, tk.eIndex D:S: be 4 or better.

5. If the factor is over 85, any index wiii suffice.

~_~



&senti dly you = sa~ing that you will not accept an impmvemnt

ti.oseexpected range exten& into the zone of net accident incresse.

SITUATION FOUR

You are the PIamning and pmgrmng engineer ad are developing cost

ad benefit data for a list of improvements From tiich only a limited

ntier of projects are going to be inst~lea tfis pro~am period. The

indexes of Vsrisbility of the M f=tors for the improvements are not dl

+&e S=. You decide you wsnt to give some a&a.t~e to impmvemnts

tit,hlow vwi ability in the estimated range. ~P.emfore, you ~bi tr~i~y

adjmt the cdctiated benefits accorting to tne following sched~e:

1. For Index l—no adjust,~nt.

2. For Index 2 or 6-–1WA reduction.

3. For Index 3 or 7--2@A reduction.

4. For Index 4 or 8–-3OA redwtion.

5. For Index 5 or 9--4@~ ~d~~tiOn.

k sf2ted above, such a step is arbitra~, but v~id nonetheless.

In the red wrld pm ject selection is rot 2 lWA automatic process.

Judge~nt ad policy preferences play an i~ortant role. This situation

demmtirates how judgement may be ~flected in a .qusntitativeway.

SITUATION FIVE

Again, you m developing cost md benefit data. me .~ factor is

an essenti~ input into the benefit side of the equation. h-C~ Report

162 centsins sever~ m~ho~ for co~ut ing accident ~duction benefits.

Refer to Appendixes E, F snd Q. In these metino&, you first COmpJ~e

m.u~ benefits er,dth,enccmpute the monetary v~de of these benefits.

The equations for co~uting mm.u~ benefits require an =ci dent .wduction

exp~ssed ~ a decimd, =.d tich is the expected ~duction in the

=cident rate. If necessary you may use an A_Rfsctcr b~ed OP.reduction

in nwbers of accidents. Factors b~ed OP.ntiers of acci~~.ts wudly

- less =Cmate but mm consewative--lov~r--than these based on

accident rates. This is due to tm f,.sttiqattr~mfic volms wu~ly

F-b
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M FACTORS
Smsm A

OR’~TI~ : To reduce n~~bers of accidents related to poor pe.~e?tion of

the efistance of sr.dconditions at ir,tersectiorfi=d other

mints of co.uflict.

IWRO-NT WES :

N= ?~e Code

Advanced Wa~ing Sims 24 A-60

Advaced Wm,ing Si~~s 25 A– 2

Wle Strips 26 A- 3

Si@t Distance Impmvemnts (7dh’ACode 13) 28 A-13

Li@ting (~lA Code 65) 29 A-65

~L comm,TA?Y :

Studies of intividu~ @placations inticate good s~ccess tiere a

clear lifi h= been est~lisned betmen the accident pmble~, md limited

si~t tist~ce or other thdr,~ tlhatlifi’L a d~iverfs sbility to percei-we

the presence of =, intersection or its corfi@at ion or other i~foma–

tion to m&e sde ~~ivirlgdecisiors.

Wm.ing Devices

Warning si~s ~pesr to have a mre consistent success ~cord ti~an

advanced wsrning si~ais Gr r,mble strips. Si~s often are the first

i~nve.mnt made at ioca&iors tie~ =, =ciaer,t p~”D~e~, h,~ dev-eioped

a.d where no wm.ir.g de~,ice etisted ‘oefom. Cn the otkr hand, si~ds

or rmbie strips ger.er~ly ~e inatdled to supplemrLt etisting si~.s.

Hence, si~s m mre likely to resp success at retreated sites than

sWPie~nt~ iWN’~eEnts to previously treated sites. hw vola, rw?d

mli ghted in.tersecticr,ssre mst iikely to need atia.ce wm.ing devices

kcause of ?oc~r geo.wtrics ~(d fewr visu~ cues. Visual CES are

=Iatec to activity cr d&velopmer,tat a location.

Si@t Dists-nce lw.wvem.nts

Accident reducticn factors for sight distar,ceiwmvemnts at

intersections Wm dev-elopedfmm the Ar.-,udReport data. I%st i.~r.ve-

mm.ts have beep.applied to rural, b~.tivided situations. Success Yates



Lighting

~ adfing illtination to a 10Catilonsom ni@tti.m incidents cm,

‘m eliminated. \tienestimting tinen’fier that till be eliminated, it

is tifficult to detemine to hat extent tb.er,i@I ‘im 2ccident ?rsblem

is ~lated to dar~.ess. Li@ting projects =cor~r,g to the -ud Repcrt

data h~e a fixed .wcord of success v.blchmerages out & a molest smcess,.

Caref@ adysis of emn location is necessa~y. For more dettiled infor-

F-6
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AFFECTED

-.

TYPE
OF

IMPROVE ME,U1

ACCIDENT MATRIX FOR

tile Strips

)

L:. Con., ,“,. COnd

+



AR factors

Tvw0+Improvement

Refined Descri?ci.n _

Gene,al AR factors



A.R factors

Reducl ion %

tndex of
Variability

Souccc
Reference

TvPe of Accidenr

Ail F.,,) 1“]”(” Fs, al/1., ury PDG

I 1 1 f i

20 40 39 15

g 9 9 9

[ 66 56 66 66 I

I

2

Gro. P I i“c!” d., “H, .0, RR and FA Progr am,, Group ,) i“c!. de. SL, S.3 .“s SR ,,ogr am,.

Numbers i“ital,cs re. re,en: r.d,,.,’ on. !“ number,. AI, o,.., AF :,.,0,, are ,,...,,., s ,. acc,den, ,,,.,.

F-9



AR factors

~yPe~’,mD,Ovem,”lRmble Strips

BIO Refinements
Refin@dDescription

m

Page 1 of 2

Reduclion %

!“dex of
Vaciabilitv

So”’ce
Reference

Refined AR factors

TYPe of Accident

All Fatal Inj”r” Fafa!ll. i”rv POO

27 26

5 5

33 33

1 G,.”, i ,“.,.6,, HH, RO, RR an. FA .,og,. m,. G,... 1, ?“.,.0., sL. SO and S. ,r. gram,.

2
Numb.,, i“ i,olics re.re, en, red”c, io.,!“ numb.,,.

26



AR factors

~yPeof,mP,Ovemefl~Rmbie Strips

Description 9eii.emenls

bcatio” Chacameristics TvPe of Accident % I y:;, ~ Ref. -AR

At intersections PDO 15 9 66

TOta 20 9 66

I

I

Ii

~-~~
2 ?



AR factors

Tvw of Improvement Sibt Distarce ZTDrV.-ementS

Refined Descripti”” @ I~tersec~~o~s ( See -low)

m ‘f’
Page~

General AR factors

Tvpe of Accidenc

All
I

Fatal 1“,”<” Farall!n)”rY ?DO

Red”ctio” % 27 59 20 22 29

Index of
Variability 2 4 ~ 3 2

so”,..

Refer. ”., 74 74 74 74 74

1

2

28



AR factors

Genera! AR factor,

1 Tyoe ofAccidenf
Al I I Fatal I Iniury Fara(il.j.ry PDO

Red”c?i.n %

Index of

Variability

source

Refer. ”.,

12 38 I -12 -11 -1

1 4 2
I

!



-------- ------- ------- -------- ------- ,------- ------- ------- -----

1 1 Si~:GLE PAYl~F$JT 1 ~17uLL ~~Y1.\EjtiTSERIZS 1
+ +------------ ------ +------ ---------------------------- -+
3 1co’~,?o(lf<oPRESENT ] CO14POUfif) Slh!K1f4G PRESE?{T CL PITALI

1 YEAR 1 A~!OUfiT YtGRTH 1 A!.+OLJfijT FUi\O )iORTH RECOVEPV]

1 ] FACTOfi FACT2R 1 FACTOR FACTf12 FAcTOR FACTOR ]
1------ +-- --------- ------.+- --------- --------- -------------- --+
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
j

11
21
31
41
51
6]
71
al
91

10 1
11 1
12 1
13 1
14 1

15 1

10 1

17 1

18 1

19 1

?0 1
21 1
z? 1

?3 1
24 1
?s 1
26 1
27 1
28 1
29 1
30 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
j
1
1
1
1
---

51 J

32 1
33 1
3U 1

3s j
36 I
37 1
38 1
~Q ]

40 1
41 1

42 1

43 1

U4 ]

15 1

U6 1

47 1

4a 1
~a ]

50 j
-------

1.070 0.~346 ;
1.145 0.8734 1
1.??5 0.?163 1
1.?1} o.7b~9 ]
1.403 9.7130 1
1.501 0.b663 1
1.606 0.6?2? 1
1.713 0.5820 1
1.83+ O.?u?q 1
1.967 0.5083 1
2.105 0.0751 ]

2.257 O.UUUO 1
2.410 Q.U150 1
2.579 0.5878 1
2.75Q 0.3674 1
?.95? 0.3357 1
3.15q 0.3166 1
3.380 0.2959 1
3.617 0.2765 1
3.870 0.2584 1
4.141 0.2415 1
4.U30 0.2?57 1
U.741 o.alo~ ]

5.072 0.1971 1
5.4?7 o.l@42 1
5.807 0,1722 1

6.?lu 0.1609 1
6.649 0.1504 1
7.114 0.140b ]
7.612 0.1314 1
8.145 0.1228 1
8.715 0.1147 1
9.~~s o.lo7~ J

9.Q78 0.1002 1

10.677 0.0937 1
11.424 0.0875 1
12.2?Q 0.0818 1
13.07q 0.0765 1
13.9Q5 0.0715 1
lu.~7u 0.0668 1
1$.0%3 0.062U 1
17.144 0.0s83 1
j8.34d 0.0505 1
19.628 0.050q ]

21.00? 0.0475 1
22.U73 0.0u45 1
?4.ou~ 0.0416 1
~~.?~q o.~3pQ J
27.~30 o.o~b3 ]
2a.Q57 0.0339 ]
- -- - - - - -- --- - . - - - -

1.000
2.070
3.215
U.U40
5.751

7.153

8.654
10.260

11.978
13.816
15.784

17.a8a

20.141
z2.550

25.129

27.888

30.840

1.UOOU
0.UF31
C.3111
0.2252
0.1739
0.1396
0.li56
0.0Q75
0.0835
0.072(4
o.ub34
o.oj5~
0.0497
o.oa43
0.039s
0.0359
0.03?4

0.9346
1.8080
2.6243
3.3872
4.1OO2
G.76b5

5.3893
5.9713
b.5152
7.0236
7.4987
7.9U27

8.3577
8.7uS5
9.1079
9.u466

9.7632

1.0702
0.5531
o.3a!l
0.2?5?
O.zaxq
0.2095
~-)~56
0.]075
(?.:j35
0.1U24
0.1334
o.125~
0.1197
0.1143
o.lfi9a
o.!~59
0.1074

33.9q9 o.u2q4 10.0591 0.0994 1
37.379 0.0263
40.995 0.0204
~4.~65 0.0223
u9.ooh 0.0204
S3.U36 0.0187
5e.~77 0.U17?
63.249 o.u15d
b8.Q76 0.0146
74.404 Q.U154
80.69e 0.0124
87.347 0.0114
94.461 0.0106
10?.073 0.00Y8
110.218 0.0051
118.933 0.0084
128.259 0.0078
138.237 0.0072
1U8.913 0.0067
160.337 0.005?
172.56! 0.0058
185.640 C.00S4
19Y.635 0.U050
214,610 0.0047
230.632 0.0043
24?.776 0.0040
266.1?1 0.0038
2e5.7U~ ,0.0035
306.752 ‘3.0033
329.224 0.0030
353.270 0.0028
37a.Q99 0.0C26
406.529 U.oo?s
-----------------.

10.33S6 o.o~be ]
lo.5q40 0.0944 1
10.835s o.~Q~3 ]

11.0b12 0.000Q ]

11.2722 0.0F87 1
11.0b93 0.0s72 ]
11.6536 o.085e ]
11.e2s8 0.0846 1
11.9867 0.0H3U 3
12.1371 0.0824 1
12.2777 O.oalu 1
12.4090 0.0806 1
12.5318 o.07qa ]
12.6466 0.0791 1
12.7s38 o.07au ]
12.8540 0.0?78 1
12.9u77 0.0772 1
13.03s2 0.07b7 1
13.1170 0.076? ]
13.1935 o.075a ]
13.2649 0.07s4 ]
13.3317 0.0750 1
13.3941 0.07U7 1
13.4524 0.0743 1
13.5070 0.07u0 J
13.5s7q o.073a 1
13.60s5 oa~735 ]
13.6s00 0.0733 1
13.6916 0.0730 1
13.730s o.072e ]
i3.7h6e 0.0726 1
13.8007 0.07?s 1
,----------.-----.
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9% INTERFST FAcTORS FOR ANNUAL COMPOIJNOING INTERESi

-------- --------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------

1 ? SINGLE PAY!.~E?.!T ] EQUAL PAYMEf{T SERIES 1
+ +------------- -----+-------- ---------------- -----------+

1 ]coMPo(l/in PRESENT 1 COMPOUNo SINKIISG PRESENT CAPITALI

1 YEAR 1 AMOU~\T :40RTti ] AMOUNT FUbJG NORTH QEcOVERY)

1 ; FACTOR FACTGR I FACTOR FACTOR FAcTOR FACTOR ]

1 ------+-- --------- -------+--- --------- ----------- -------.--- -*

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
J
J
1
1
J
1
1
1
I
1
)
1
]

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
j
1
]
---

lJ
21
31
41

5)

61

71

81

91

10 ?

11 1

12 1

13 1

IU J

15 1

lb 1

17 1

13 3

19 1

?0 1

?1 1

?2 1

23 1

?4 J

?5 1

26 J

27 1

28 1

29 1

30 1

31 1

32 1

33 1

34 1

3s 1

36 J
37 j
38 1
39 1
Uo 1
al 1
42 1
43 1
44 1
45 1
46 1
07 1
48 1
U9 1
50 1
--------

1.000
1.188
1 .29s

1.412
1.539

1.b77

1.8?8

1.993
2.!7z

2.367

~.5xQ

2.813

3.G66
“3.3&2

3.642

3.970
0.328

u.7j7

5.14?

5.60~

6.109

6.659

7.25e

7.911

a.b23

9.39Q

10.245

11.167
1~.J7p

13.2ba

10.46?

15.763

17.182

18.728

20.014

??.251
2u.25d

?6.437

28.816

31.uf19

3U.2?~

37.318

40.b7b

Q&.337

U8.3Z7

52.677

S7.U18

b2.585

68.218

74.35a
,---- --

0.9i7U
fl.a417
0.7722
0.7084

0.6499

0.59b3

0.5470

~.~~ja

0.0604

0.UZ2U

0.3875

0.35s5

0.3262

0.?992

0.2?45

0.2519

G.2?li

0.21?0

o.l~us

0.:764

0.1637

0.15f12

0.1378

0.1264

O.llbO
0.IQS4
0.0976
0.08QS
0.067?
o.n?54

O.ObYl
0.0630
0.0582
0.0s34
o.nu90
0.04U9
0.0U12
0.0378
0.0347
0.0318
o.029~
n.026a
0.0246
0.0?26
0.0207
0.01$0
0.6i74
0.0160
0.91G7
oeo~34

--------

1
]
?
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
?
1
1
1
1
1
J
1
1
1

----

1.000 1.0000
2.090 0.Q78S
3.278 0.3051
4.573 0.2187
5.98S 0.1671
7.523 0.1329
9.?00 o.lea?

11.028 0.0907
13.021 0.0768
1s.193 0.0658
17.s60 0.0S69
20.141 0.0U97
2~.Q53 0.0U36
26.019 0.0384
29.361 0.0341
33.003 0.0303
36.974 0.0?70
U1.301 0.0242
tib.ola 0.0217
51.lbO 0.0195
S6.76S 0.017b
62.873 0.0159
69.5?2 0.0144
76.790 0.01;0
84.701 0.0118
93.32u 0.0107
102.723 0.0097
i12.q68 0.0089
124.13S 0.0081
136.308 0.0073
149.57s 0.0067
!64.037 0.0001
179.800 0.0056
196.982 0.0051
?1s.711 0.004b
23b.125 0.0042
2Sa.37b .0.0039
~8~.b30 0.0035
309.066 0.0032
337.862 0.0030
369.292 0.0027
403.5~a o.on25
u40.8a0 0.0U23
481.522 0.0021
525.8s9 0.0019
s74.lab o.og17
626.863 0.0016
ba4.280 0.001s
745.a6b G.00I?
315.084 0.0012

0.9174 1.0900 1
1.759: O.sbas 1
2.5313 0.3q51 j
3.2397 0.3087 1
3.8a97 0.2571 1
u.4as9 0.2229 1
S.0330 o.19a7 J
s.534a 0.1807 1
S.99S2 0.1668 1
6.4177 0.15s8 1
6.80S2 0.lU6q 1
7ilbO?
7.ueb9
7.78b2
e.0b07
P.312b
a.s43b
8.7s56
8.9s01
9.1285
9.2922
9.4424
9.s802
9.7066
q.622b
9.9290

10.026b
10.1161
lo.19a3
10.2737
10.3U28
10.UOb2
10.u644
10.5178

10.S66a
10.6118
10.b530

0:1397
0.1335
o.12eu
0.1241
0.1203
0.1170
0.1142
0.1117
0.109s
0.1076
0.1059
0.1044
0..1030
0.1018
o.lrlo7
0.9Q97
0.0989
0.0981
0.0973
0.0967
0.09bl
0.0~5b
O.oqsl
0.Q~46
o.o~42
0.0939

10.bY08 0.0935 1

10.725S 0.0932 1
10.7574 0.0930 1
lo.7ab6 0.0927 1
lo.a134 0.0925 1
10.8380 o.oq23 1
10.860s 0.0921 1
lo.aa12 o.o~19 ]
10.9002 o.oq17 1
lo.q175 o.oq16 ]
10.933b o.o~15 ]

10.9482 0.0913 1
10.9417 o.oql~ ]

---.----- -------- -------- -------- -
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11X I!JTEREsT FAcTORS FOR ANt41J4L COt.lPOU;4~ING I!jTEREST

--------- ------------------- ---------..-----.,-- -------.- --------

1 1 SINGLE PAYF*ENT I EQUAL PA~li4ENT SERIES 1
+------------ ------+------ --------------------------- ---+

; lcO?.!PouNn PRFSENT ] cO~4POUND SINKING PRESENT
1 YEAR 1 4NOUNT

CAPITALI
WORTH ] A!XOU~UT FUND

1 1 FACTOR
WORTH

FACTOR ] FACTOR
RECD\JERY]

FACTO* FACTO* FACTOR j
] .-----+- -------- -.------ -+------- --------- ---------- ------.- --+

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

;
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

11
?1
31
41
~]

61
71
al
91

10 1
11 1
12 1

13 1
14 1
15 1
16 ]
17 1
18 I
19 1
20 1
?1 1
?? 1
23 i
24 J

25 1
?6 J
?7 1

28 1
2q ]

30 1
31 1
32 1
33 1
34 1

35 1
?6 1
37 1
?8 1
39 J
40 ]

41 1
42 J
43 J
44 1

us 1
46 1
U7 ]

Ua J
49 ]

50 1

1.110 o.~oo~
i.?32 0.al16
1.368 0.7312
1.518 (!.6587
1.685 0.5,93S
1.870 0.53u6
2.07b 0.4F17
?.305 0.433Q
2.558 0.3909
2.h39 0.352?

3.15? 0.3173
3.098 0.2858
3.883 0.2s75
4.310 o.z3~o
4.785 0.20Q0

S.311 0.!863
5.895 0.1696
6.SUU o.1528

7.263 0.1377
8.06? 0.1200
8.qu9 0.1117

9.930 !9.1007
11.026 0.0907
12.?39 0.0817
13.S85 0.Q776
1S.080 0.0663
16.739 0.0s97
J8.5~o o.053~

20.620 0.048S
22.a92 0.0437
25.410 0.0394
?8.?06 0.035s

31.308 0.0319
34.75? 0.0?88
3a.575 0.0259

42.818 0.023U
47.5?8 0.0210
S2.756 0.0190
S8.S59 0.0}71
65.001 n.01S4
72.1s1 o.o13q

80.08a 0.0125

aa.8Q7 9.0112
Q~.67h o.~~o~

!09.53~ O.ooal

121.579 0.008?

1
1

1
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
J

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.000 1.0000
2.110 0.U739
3.342 0.2992
U.71O 0.2123
6.2?a 0.1606
7.913 0.1264
9.785 0.1022
11.8sq 0.0943
14.164 0.07u6
16.?~~ 0.0s98
19.S61 0.0s11
22.713 o.044d
26.212 0.0382
30.09s 0.0332
34.405 0.U?91
39.190 c.b255
44.501 0.022s
50.396 0.0198
5b.939 0.0176
6u.~03 0.uJ56
72.?6s O.olja
81.214 o.o!~3
91.148 0.0110
10?.174 0.0098
114.413 o.ood7
127.999 0.0078
143.079 0.0070
159.817 0.00b3
178.397 0.00s5
199.021 0.0050
221.913 0.004s
247.324 0.0040
27s.s29 0.0036
306.837 0.0033
341.s90 0.002Q
380.164 0.0026
422.952 1).0024
470.s:1 0.0021
523.267 0.0019
S81.826 0.0017
646.827 O.oois
7~a.978
799.06S
8a7.963
9a6.63q

109b.169
134.95? 0.0074 1 1217.707
140.7q7 o.~o~7 1 1352.700
166.27S 0.0040 1 1S02.U97
lh4.S65 0.00s4 1 1668.771

1
J
1
1
1
1
1
1
)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.0014
0.00i3
0.0011
0.0010
0.0009
(1.(1008
0.0007
0.0007
C!.000a

0.9009 1.1100 1
1.712s o.5a39 I
2.4437 0.4092 1
3.102U 0.3?23 1
3.69S9 0.?706 1
0.2305 0.2364 ]
4.7j2~ 0.2122 1
S.1461 o.lqu3 ]
S.5370 o.lao6 1
5.8892 0.1696 1
6.2065 0.1611 1
6.4924 0.1s40 ]
b.7U99 e.lua~ ]
6.9819 0.143?
7.190q 0.1391
7.3792 0.13ss
7.SQ89 0.1325
7.7016 0.1298
7.8393 0.1275
7.9633 o.l~s~
8.07s1 o.123a
a.~7s7 0.1223
e.2664 o.l~lo
8.3481 o.l19a
8.4217 0.1187
a.48al
a.s47a
a.bO16
a.bsol
8.6q3a
a.733~
8.7686
a.aoos
a.a293
a.ass2
a.a7e6
a.aqQb
8.qla6
a.93s7
8.9S11
a.964q
a.9774
8.9386
8.998a
9.0079
q.Olbl

9.0235
9.0302
9.036?
9.0U17
--------

o.l17a
0.li70
0.1163
0.1154
0.1J50
0.114s
0.1140 ]
0.1136 1
0.1133 1
0.1129 1
0.!12b 1
o.1~24 ]
0.1121 1
O.lllq ]
0.1117 ]
O.illS 1
O.lllu 1
0.1113 1
0.1111 1
0.1110 1
O.llnq ]
0.1108 1
0.1107 J
0.1107 1
0.1106 1
.------ --

I
I

I
I

J
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lj% I\~E?EST FACTORS FOR AIIPJUAL CUN. PO Ut49i NG 1X7 SRFST

------- ------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------- --------- ---

1 1 SINGLS PA Y:.!EIIT 1 ECUAL PA Y~.$E!JT SE QIEs i
+ + ------------ ------ +----- ------------------------------ +

1 1 coM?ou~!o PRESE)JT 1 cOIAPOU!i D Si!~fiIP~G PRESE!JT CA? ITAL1
] YEAR 1 AP!OUNT !YORTW 1 A140uNT FurJD WORTH REcol/ERYl
1 1 FACTO% FACT?+ ] FACTOR FACTOR FAcTOR FACTOR )
) ------*- -------- -------- -+------- -------- -------- ----------- -+

11
21
31
41

s)
61
71

81
91

10 1
11 1

1? 1
13 1
14 1
15 J
16 1
17 1
18 1
19 1
?0 1
21 J
~~ ]

?3 1
24 1
2s 1
?6 1
27 1
2? 1
29 1
30 1
31 j
32 J
33 1
34 1
35 J
36 1
37 1
38 J
39 1
40 1
41 1
42 1
43 i
44 1
as 1
46 1
47 1
U8 1
49 1
50 1

1.130 ~.8850 1

1.277 0.7831 1
1.UU3 0.6931 1

1.630 n.6133 i
1.642 0.S428 J

1.000 1.0000

2.13G 0.tib95
3.U07 0.2935
4.8sn 0.2062
6.480 0.15U3

2~ti?2 0.4.Q03 1 8.323 0.1202
;:3+3 0.4?51

2.658 0.37h2
3.004 0.3329

3.395 n.?Qu5
3.P36 0.2b07

u.335 (~.23n7
U.R98 0.2042

5.535 o.lao7
s’~~q 0.15Q9

7.067 0.1415
7.986 0.12S?
9.024 0.11C8

lo.1~7 o.09al
11.s23 O.O&ha
13.021 0.0768
lu.713 0.0680
16.6?7 O.ObOl

18.7a8 0.0532

21.231 0.0U71
~3-991 @.oQlj

%7.lo~ o.03~9
30.b33 0.0326
34.616 0.0?89
39.ilb 0.0250
4u.201 0.0?26
49.~Q7 fl.~~oo

56.440 0.0177
63.777 0.u157
72.069 9.n139 1
81.437 0.0)23 1
92.c12u o.nln9 ]

103.987 0.0096 1
~~7.505 ~.noas ]

132.78? 0.0075 1
150.043 0.00b7 1
159.54~ 0.0059 1

191.S90 0.0052 1
ZID.097 0.904b 1
24U.b4! 0.0041 1
Z76.UU5 0.0030 1
31~.3a~ ~.oo3z ]

352.992 n.oo2a ]
3~8.s81 0.00?5 1
u50.736 0.00?? I

10.UO5

12.757
lS.41b
la.u20
21.a14
2s.650
?%.985
34.8a3
40.U17

46.672
53.739

61.7?5
70.74q
80.947
92.470

lo5.aql
120.?05
136.a31

155.b20
176.a50

2oo.a41
2?7.Q50

25a.583
~q3.199

332.315
376.51b
42b.463
482.903
546.6al
bla.749
700.187
792.211
896.198

1013.704
1146.fi86
129b.52q
1466.078

1657.668
1874.165
2119.806
2395.251
?707.b33

3@b0.6?b
3as9.5c7

0.0901

0.078U
0.u64Y
0.0543
0.0u58

0.0390

0.U334
0.0287
0.0247

0.0214
O.olab

0.01b2
0.0141
0.012Q
0.0108
0.0095

0.0083
0.0073
0.0064
0.0057

0.00s0
0.0044

0.0039
0.0030
0.0030
0.0027
0.00?3
0.0021
0.0018
0.001b

0.0014
0.fJOi3

o.onll

0.0010
0.0009

0.0006
0.0007
0.0006
0.0005
0.0U05
0.0004
0.0004

0.0003
0.0003

0.8850 1.1300 1
S.b681 0.j995 1
2.3612 0.4235 1
2.9745 0.3362 1
3.5172 o.2au3 1
3.9975 0.2502 1
4.4226 0.2251 1
0.7988 o.2oau ]

5.1317 0.1949 1
S.U252 0.i8U3 1
5.b869 0.:758 i
5.q17b 0.:690 3
6.1218 0.1634 1
6.3025 o.15a7 I
b.4$24 0.!507 ]

b.603q 0.1514 1
b.7291 0.14ab 1

6.8399 O.lUbz ]

6.9380 0.1441 1
7.0248 0.14?4 1
7.10lb o.140a ]
7.lbq5 0“13$s ]

7.2297 0.1383 1

7.2829 0.1373 1
7.3300 o.13a~ 1
7.3717 0.13s7 1
7.408b 0.13s0 I
7.4412 0.1344 1
?.4701 0.1339 1
7.4957 0.1334 1
7.S183 0.1330 1
7.5383 0.1327 ]
7.5560 0.1323 1
7.s717 0.i321 1
7.58S6 o.131a 1
7.5579 0.1316 1
7.b08? 0.13i4 1
7.6183 0.1313 ]

7.6268 0.131i 1
7.b344 0.1310 1
7.bUIO 0.1309 1
7.4Ub9 0.1308 1
7.652? 0.1307 i
7.6568 0.1304 1
7.bco9 0.1305 1
7.66uS 0.:305 1
?.b677 0.1304 1
7.6705 0.1?04 1
7.6730 0.1303 3
7.67S2 0.1303 1

- ------- -------- - -- - - - ----------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ------ - ----
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15X INTEREST FACTORS iOR ANNUAL COMPOUNDING INTEREST

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -.------ ------.- -------

1 1 SINGLE PAYMENT 1 EQUAL PA’fMENT SERIES 3
+ +-------------- ----+--------- ---------------- -----------+

1 lCOMPO(JtJD PRESEFJT ] COhlPOUNO SINKING PRESENT CAPITALl
1 YEAR

3
1 ------

j
1
1
1
)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
---

1
2
3
4

s
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
?2
23
24
25

26
27 1
28 1
29 1
30 1

31 1
32 1
33 1
34 1
35 I

3b 1
37 1
38 1
39 1
40 1
41 1

42 1
43 1
aq ]
45 1
46 1
47 1
48 1
49 1

50 1

AWOUNT wORTH ] AMOUNT FuNO wOR;H RiCO;ER;;
FACT@R FACTOR 1 FAcTOR FACTOR FAcTOR FAcTOR I

.------- -.------ --+----- --------- ---e---- -------- ------+

1.150
1.3?3
1.521
1.7U9

2.011
~.313

2.bbO
3.059
3.518
4.046

4.6S2

5.350
b.153
7.C,76

8.137
9.35a

10.7bl
12.375
14.232
lb,367

18.e22
21.64S
2U.89\
2a.h25
32.919
37.857
43.s35
50.066
57.575
b6.212
7b.144
87.565

100.700
115.805
133.17b
153.152
176.1?5
20?.503

232.925
?67.864
3oa.ou3
35U.250
U07.387
Q68.a~5
538.7b9
619.565
712.5?2
alo.uol

942.311
1083.6s7

0.8b9b

0.7561
0.5575
o.57~a
0.0972

0.U3?3
0.3759

0.3269
o.2a43
0.2472

0.2149
0.18b9

0.162S
0.1413

0.12?9
O.1O6Q
o.00~9

0.0808
0.0703

0.0611
0.0531

0.046?
0.0402

().0349
0.0304
0.0264
0.0230
0.0200

0.017U
n.o151
0.0131

0.0114
n.oo99

o.ooa6
0.0075
0.f10b5

0.0057
0.0049
0.00U3
0.0037
0.0032
o.oo2a
0.0025
0.0021
0.0019
0.0016
Q.oolu
0.0012
0.0011
0.0009

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

:
1
1
1
1
1
]
1
1
1
1
,

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
J

1.000 1.0000
2.150 0.u651
3.4?3 o.2a80
4.993 0.20G3
b.7U2 0.1483
a.754 0.1142
11.0b7 0.0904
13.727 0.0729
16.7ab 0.0596
20.304 0.0U93
24.349 0.0411
29.002 0.0345
34.352 0.0291
UO.505 0.0247
G7.580 0.0210
55.717 0.0179
6S.075 0.0154
75.a3b 0.0132
88.212 C.0113

102.UU4 0.0098
118.810 0.0084
137.b32 0.00?3
159.276 0.00b3
la4.lb8 1!.0054
212.793 0.0047
245.?12 0.0041
?83.509 0.0035
327.104 0.0031
377.!70 0.0027
43U.745 0.0023
500.957 0.0020
S77.100 0.0017
660.666 :0.0015
7b5.3b5 0.0013
881.170 ,3.0011

101U.346 (0.0010
llb7.U98 (0.0009

1343.622 0.0007
1546.165 0.000b
1779.090 0.0006
20Ub.954 0.0005
2354.997 (}.0004
2709.24b ().0004
3116.633 0.0003

3S85.120 0.0003
4123.a98 0.0002
u7u3.4a2 0.0002
5456.005 (1.oouz
6?7S.40S 0.0002
7217.716 0.0001

0.a696 1.1500 ?
1.6257 0.b151 1
2.2832 0.4380 1
2.8s50 0.3503 1
3.3S22 0.?983 1
3.7845 0.2bU2 1
4.1604 0.?40U ]
4.4a73 0.2229 1
4.7716 0.2096 1
5.ola8 0.1993 1
S.2337 0.1911 1
S.420* 0.1845 1
S.5831 0.1791 1
5.7245 0.1?47 1
5.8a74 0.1710 1
5.9502 0.1679 1
6.047? 0.16s4 1
6.12ao 0.1632 1
6.1982 0.16:3 1
6.2S93 o.159a I
6.312S 0.1s84 1
b.3S87 0.1573 1
6.3988 0.lSb3 1
b.4338 0.1s54 1
6.4bUl 0.1s47 1
6.4906 o.l~ul ]
b.S13S 0.1s35 1
b.533S 0.1S31
b.5509 0.1527
6.Sb60 0.15?3
6.S791 0.1520
6.S90S 0.1517
6.600s 041515
6.bOql 0.1s13
b.b16b 0.1s11
6.6231 0.1s10

b.628a 0.1509
6.633a 0.1507
b.6380 0.1506

b.b41a 0.150b
6.b450 0.1s0s
6.6U7a O:
b.6503 O.
b.b52U O.
o.b543 O.
b.6S59 9.
b.b573 O.
6.b5a5 0.

504

504
S03
503
502
502
so>

b.659b o.l~o~
6.660s 0.1501
-------- ------.
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Appendi>: 2

FuND1~G ~~SUES

Section 105 (a) of Title 23 (United States Code) requires each State
to submit a progrm of proposed projects for the utilization of appor-
tioned funds. In accordance with the provisions of FdPM 6-3-2-2 (“Feder-
al-Aid Programs Approval and Authorization”), m Mnual funding Pro9ram is
required to be submitted to FHWA. The submittal dates, and program con-
tent and format are to k determined joiotly by the State and the FdW
Oivision Administrator.

Currently the following highway safety construction programs are:

Title 23
Section
Number Program Title

Rail-Highway Crossings (Section 203 of 1973 Act)

15i Pavement Marking Demonstration Program

i52 Hazard Elimination Program

Also, the Safer Off-Syst2m Roads Progrm (23 USC 219) provides for highway
safety construction off the Federal-aid system. Details of the programs
are given in Table 1 , which includes sumary information of (2):

@ Type of system for funding
e kunt of funds allocated in i974-i976.
e Percent of Federal tunds
o Other information

Funds from 23 USC 402 can also k used to implemnt the Highway Safety
Program Standards. PrimariIy, these funds are used for p;arming and
evaluation activities in support ti the safety construction program.

Certain guidelines mst be satisfied in order for tasks to be eligi-
ble for FHWA funding. Fundable tasks should be directed toward “reducing
the ~reguency and severity of rotor vehicie accidents”, and should be ori-
:nt2d toward long-term benefits.

Tasks involving studies, surveys, inventories, data col Iection, and
analysis, etc. should be directed :oward (1):

e Identifying accident locations;
o Defining hazards,
@ Determining needs and deficiencies (in the h:ghway-related Standard

areas),
e Developing programs for’ correction of identified hazards (and



Table I . Safety programs.

Section203Of 1973 23 USC 151 23 USC 152
Program Act Rail-highway PavementMarking Nazard
Requirements Crosainga Demonstration Eliminations 23 USC 402 23 uSC 214

S uxveys Conduct and maintain: None Conduct and system-
for all highways

None None
atically maintain
for all highways

Pri0riti08 All crossings signed Rural areas Assignment required: tisigment
h funds for protect-

+ of funds
first

ive devices
required for safety

pro jects

Improvaent Rsq”ired None Required
Sched,ile

NSP None
re<pirti

Fund8 I All highway except’ All highwaye
A$Jailable For

Federal-aid system All pUbli C
Inter. tate

Public Rd.
except except Interstate highways Federal-
Interstate Aid off

— Systm

Percent Federal
Fundu 90 100 90 15 or 100 75

Reporting Statea
to 00T ye H Yes Yes
DOT to Congress Yea

Yes
Yes Yes Yes

Miucell&neou6 Federal funds may Funds not. Support
provide local needed may be safety
share when State released for
law requires

C0n5tmc-
off Federat- ion

local matching Aid system.
of State funds Nigl, Nazard

Impr0vement6.



high-accident locations), and
6 Evaluating the effectiveness of improvements.

The benefits of tasks wst be related to the reduction of traffic
deaths, injuries, and property damage. Where practical, the benefits
should also be measurable in quantitative terms (1).

According to Section 402 (g) Title 23, United States Code, safety
funds may !{OTbe used for:—

e Highway construction, maintenance, or desiqn (other than hiqhwa.v
deiign‘or safety features to

e Any purpose for which funds
title.

There are several reasons why
the saw purposes for which Section

be used in the ~tan”dards), or - -

are authorized by Section 403 of this

Sect ion 402 funds cannot be used for
403 funds are authorized (1):

TO insure that 402 funds are used to help the States initiate new
safety activities and improve or expand existing safety activi-
ties.

To insure that research programs are carried out under Section
403.

To avoid unnecessary duplication of effort anti expenditures tiich
would occur if each State undertakes its own safety research ‘md
development program with Federal assistance.

Section 403 (Title 23, United States Code) is based on the idea that
traffic safety research must be conducted from a total systems viewpoint.
It authorized the expansion of the highway safety research and development
(R Md D) activities under 23 U.S.C. 307 (a) to cover al1 aspects of
highway safety (1).

Guidelines for the funding of specific tasks are
order nutier M75603 Volume 3, Chapter 111 (“Funding
given in the Appendix. The tasks described include:

Field Reference Systems
Training
Highway Safety Needs Studies
Warning and Regulatory Signs
Sk<a Resistance Program
Bridge Inspection
Equipmant Purchases
?ubiic Information

@scribed in ~WA
Eligibility”), as

. Specific Section 402 suFport tasks are aiso listed in the Appendix,
as classified under the appropriate Component and Process of the Hignwey
Safety Improvement Program (HSIP):
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VEHICLE VOLUME COUNT

DATE DAY WEATHER TIME TO

COUNTY TwP, vILLAGE or CITY

INTERSECTION OF ANO—

n

ST,

/

1 I

I

REMARK

+

~_]



i
-
2



Source:Maual of TrafficEnqineerinqStudies (1976)
Instituteof TransportationEngineers
525 SchQl St., S.W., Suite 410
Washington, D. c. 20024
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~OSSWALK FIELD SHEH
PEDESTWAN COUN7

21UE —TO —

DATE

OBsmw —

—

Source:

N

!

I
I

I

(STREET Nm)

Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies {1976)
Institute of Trmsportation Engineers
525 School St., S.W., Suite 410
Washington, D.C. 20024



SPEED SURVZY S:HEET

ROAD: BETWEEN AND:

_N SEWOF

. cIry OR TOWNSHIP OATE:

TIME: OIREcTION BEING SURVEYED:_

WEATHEa: CL=R CLOUDY 8AIN SNOW

PAVEMENT: 08Y wET ICY SNOW

TEMPERATURE: WIND: LIGHT — STRONG GUST —

70 5? M_ 31

69 56 43_ 30

88 55 42_ 29

67 54_ 41 28

66 53 40 — 27

65 52. 29_ 2s

M 51 38 — 25

63 50 37 — 24

62 49 36 _ 23

61 48 35 — 22

60 47 34 21

59 46 33 — 20

58 45 _ 32 _ 19

TOTAL c0uN7

G% PERCENTILE —

AVERAGE



SPOT SPEED SWDY

F!Ei~ SHEET

Date L.c,I, on_ D,rection

Time We,lher Eoae surface Condit, on

Sc,arce: .Mar.ual of Traffic Enoin.eerinu Studies (1976)
I...situtete of Tza.v.spOrt atio.n En.gir.eers

I

525 School St. , S.W. , Suite ~1~

Washingtioz, D.c. 20024

~_6



TRAVEL TIME AND DELAY WUDY
TEH CAR TECHNIQUE

FIELD SHEET

DATZ WEATHER — TRIP NO._

ROUTE DIRECTION .

TRIP STARTED AT AT __
(LOCATION) (MILEAGE)

TRIP ENOEO AT AT__
(LOCATIION) (MILEAGE)

I I
TRIP LENGTH_ TRIP T] ME_m_TRAVEL SPEED_

RUNN[NG TIM.-—STOPPED TIME _RLINNING SPEEn I

SYMBOLS OF 3ELA, C.”Sk S-, RAFF(C S,GN. LS 55-STOP S,=, LT—LE~ TURNS
,K— PARKED CARS D,- Do”8LE ,ARK,NG 1-G: NERAL
=ED— PED<51R,ANS 8P-2”S PAsSENGERS LOAO!NG OR UNLOAD!NG ~

COMMENTS

RECORDER _

Sowce: Manual of Traffic Enqine=rinaStudies (1976)—
—.

InstituteOf Tr~spOrtatiO]lEngi~eers
525 School St., S.W., Suit{>410
Washington, D. C. 20024
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OBSERVZP _ RECOR DE. _

Source : Manual of Traffic Enqineerina St>~dies !1976)
Institute of Transportation. Engineers
525 School St. , S.W. , Scite 410
Washiagtor. , D.C. 20024



INTERSECTIONDEL,AYSTUDY
FIELDSHE~

Lmation Approach Movement _

Gate West her Study No. Obsemer _

Zme Total Number of Vehicles Approach Volume
(minut;;tafling Stopped in the Approach at Time

Number Number Not

+ O sec
1

+15sec +30 sec +$5 $ec Stopped Stopping

i

I
1

I

1

Subtotal

Total
I

Total Celay = Total Number Stopped x Sampling Intewal

X15= veh-sec

AveraGe Delay pec Stopped Vehicle =
Total Delay

Number of S:opped Vehicles

sec

Total Delay
Average Delay per Approach Vehicle =

Approach Volume

Sec

Percect of Vehicles Stopped =
Number of %,opped Vehicles

=_ percent
Approach Volu,ne -

Source : -Manual of Traffic Znqineering Studies (1976!
Instit,~te of Trmsportation ERqi2eers
525 School St. , S.fi., Suite 410
Washington, D.C. 20024

~-g



CiTY OR TOWNSHi?:

EATE :
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Day Date Obsewer
‘5’

COUNT

START

TIME

(Ml LITARY)

COnfl ict - C, Secondary Confl icf - SC
,

b“ \- ,!+, ,- ~:: b“ r- &~~ till 1- ;=;& *(* !-
* w,=,,- ,* Y.,,’. k o,!-!h * .,! ,“ ,,* ,- ,!*

APPROACH 3 + -f ~ 4 7 f 1- F
TOTAL

VOLUME c ]Sc Clsc c Isc C]sc Clsc c Isc Clsc Clsc c Isc Clsc c Isc Clsc

I 1 I I I

TOTAL

Severe Con C*S! I

Polsible Couses of Slow Vehicle Conflicts:

Other Notes and Comments:



GAP STUDIES

DATE TIME

WEATHER LOC.

I I
12 I to25 SEC. I 26 to 30 SEC. 31 to —

REMARKS:

i-12



Queue Length Data Swary Sheet

LOCATION:

CITY : DATE :_

EAY : WEATHER:_

Time
Quetie
Length Time

—

—

—
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7@CAT 10N :

CITY CR TW: DATE :

WEATHZ?.:

AIR. TEMPE~TU~ :

.WTHOD LISED FCR .~XURING :

COV.WNTS :

*~~.c~”~~s id~~~ific~~ionQf Study section(route ntier , mi Ie poet,

l-e) md testing data (wheel locked, tast speed, etc. )



Raadway Lighting Warrar.1:Form

LOCATION :

DESCRIPTION :

CITy OR TWP: DATE :

\ I. volume Data I
f

Description

I ‘o-
1 t

1 1

] 2. Accitient Data

I Time Period I Night/Day Accident Rate

I

I
3. Other Dzta

1

I
1-15



Fog-Related Study OAtp,Jt Form

LOCATION :

CITY OR TWP: DATE :

DAY : TI,~ : TEMP :

TRAWL SPEEDS:

/
j Test No. 1

i

I

!



PEDZSTR1m, GRou? 51.. ST~Y

S..dy date _ ,%..: F,.. .,> — ~ocat~on —

::0s...11< a.:oss _ _ curb- t.-c”,cb distance

Divided .O.dw.y? Y,s ‘0 ?iidth of island _— .—

::T; ,
,“mber 0: Gro”.s

Tall C,m.lati”e I Co...ta,ion.

~’ota’~
Ii

26 - 30

:=,, ~: [.,=:;

i~

Ii

~-

Source : A Program far School Crossiag Protection

Institute of Transportation Engineers
525 School St., s.w.;o;~te 410
Washington, D-C.
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sbarce: A progran. Ior scn.ool LIUZSL.IY ZLU.=L. AVII

Institute of Transportation Engineers
525 schOOl st-, s.w.jo:;;te ~1~
~flashi~.gton, D. C.
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PEDESTRIAN OBSERVANCEOF TRAFFIC SIGNALS
FIELD SHEET

-. .,.. .. —

—

Source: ManCal of Traffic Engineering Studies (1976)
Institute of Trw. sport ation Engineers
525 School St., S.W., S~Jite 410
Washington, D.C. 20024



DRIVER OBSERVANCE OF TRAFFIC SIGNALS
FIELD SHEET

.omt )0.

,
,,LLOW A~ER GREEN

+

—

SourCe: ManEal Of Traffic Ecgineeri~9 sti~dies (1976)

InstitlJte of Transportation En9ineers
525 SchOO~ Sk. , S.W. , Suite 4i0
Washington, D.C. 20024



DRIVER OBSERVANCE OF -OP SGNS
FIELD SHEET

Lomtion .—

Tme _ to—we.th. ~

NON-STOPP!tiG

PRACTICALLYSTOPPEG-0 t. 3 mPh

sTOPPEDBYTRAFFIC

VOLUNTARYFuLL STOP
:

3
ti
. RiQ,t
z

straight

2
I o ‘e:

7 1 +
Lel: straight RIQR,

VOL”N.iARYFULLSTOP

STOPPED BY TRAFFIC

practically STO?PED -010 s mch

NON-STOPPING

:

j

.
ti 1
z I

Date Rwor$er

scurce: ]qanuai Of Traffic Enqineerina Studies (1976)
Ir.stitute of Transformation ZngiP.eers
525 school St., S.W., SCite ~io

D.C. 20024\iashingtOn,



Technique UtilitY Form—

Management
Concerns

!

Technique

W~Le”el I
(1) / (2) ; (1)X(2:

i [



—--—___

:rask, -Ma~~>wer and Equipment Sheet—.—

-. —. ..-—. — ...-.—

Tecllnique
“.

._—. —___ . . . . .. . . _____ —--

‘raslc, Manpower and l~qui.pment Neecls
-—— ———

——_



Cost Estimate Form

LOCATiON:

CITY OR AMA: DATE :

GENZ~L DESCRIPTION:

f
Item Unit

I ;7
~~~ Quantity COSt

II I

!

r

1

Stitotal

I

Engineering/Contingencies

1

TOTAL

i-25
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val”, ti.n N.,

ro,. ct Not

,t, /Ev.l”a tort

Initial lmplemenmtio” coat, 1* $

Ann”al Owrating ,.$ Hainten.nce
. cost. Before Project Xropl.m.ntition, $

. A“n”al Opereti”g a“a !!aintema”ce
cost After Project Impleme!,tatim, $

. X.t kn.”al operating a“d
Mait,te”ance costs, K [3-21s $

. A“””al Safety Benefits i“ l;wkr
of Accidents Prevented,

~v~ Exwcted - Act”al - ~“”al Ba”ef!

.I Fatil Acc Sdent.
(Patal$ti.sl

b) Xnj”.y ficoident’
(Injuries)

=) PDO Accidents
(I”vol”-t)

Acclde”t Cost v.l”e. (sO.... )1

SWeriil coat

.) Fatal Accident (Fatality) $,

b) Inj”,.y Ac. ide.t (r”jury) $

c1 POO Accida”k ~v.lv_t) $

Annual Safety Be”eflts in Dollars saved,, K$

5.) x 6.) -

5b; x 6b) -

5{:1 x 6.) -

,,”,.1 - $
———— ,— —.

—

B, Services lifq ns ~C*

3. salvage value, T, $

>. Interest Rate, 1, t-o -

L. 2UAC Calculation,

CRk -

~F: ~

EUAC - 1 (CR~l + K - T [=:)

2. EUAH CalC”latia,

EUAB . z

.

%. s/c . EUABfiUAC -

t.Fww Calc”lationt

Pw: -

SPI{: -

Pus - 1 + z (sPI#:) - T (PM:)

S. PmB Calculation:

Plwu . E(sPli:l

5. U/c . PmB/Plw -
———

Berlefit-COs~ L40rksheet



VI!wr.

XtF - Ratio of i“J\!rleEto f.talitle. ,1,.,occ”rrad .1.,...14.
d!,ri,lgtl!eye,, 1977

.

1<>,.. LI“tl-__-_”- —
!

clcy/n*. court, 7 _ ___
———.

C.tlz..l S.cti”” Sxx # - ._

Ti]rie--of-l?ekurnVJork.sheet



COuN1EKt4CAjuRE ANI. LYSIS w0RK5Hf ET f“, ,. ~

COUNTERM, [ASURE NO i$,,~”.b.~c~ 5ERVICE LIFE—,.—YEARS

COUNTERMEASURE nEscRlpTlck —.. .-..,_ _,, . ._ _
CURRENT 19_” ADT ESTIWTED 19_,. - ADT_____

E8TIWTED ANNUAL ACCIDENT REDUCTION:

Estimo,,d Accide”,, E, fiw,ed
7. Reduction x .f ,h; , = Acciden,
+)00 TYP, Red”cfion

Accident PDO PDo. _
TYPe...-.. ______ x F&l_.._ = F 8 I ____

Ac<ide,>, PDO ___ PDO ___
TYP. —.. ..— x F&l._ ._ = F&, _

A..ide”t PDO __ PDO _

FOP..–...–..- –__ x F&l ___ = F&l_

hc~iden, PDo __ PDo __
ryp. .._.. __.__—— x F&l ___ = F&l_

TOIOI Red”clio. PDO. _F &l_

6VERAG[ ANNUAL 8ENEF!TS:
1, E“tec !),. estimkcd red.cl;o. “{ PDO Acc;de”f,
2. Enter the o.eroge co,, of o PDO A’c; de”!

—.. .._—

3. V,”ll; ply Line I by G.. 2 (6.,,.9, nn””ml Len,fi, .f
-.—

,ed,, ci,,g PDO }.cc; den,,) ——.
4. En?er fl,e es,; m.tcd reduct i.. Of (.101 .md ;ni.ry .cc;de<,t$
5. Er,!er the ..er.ge ..s1 Of “ (.,”1 0$ init,,y “cciderft
6. M“lri ply L;,,, 4 by Line 3 (over.ge a“nuel benefit .f

red,rci”g f.!. ! .“d ini,,ry .ccident$)
7. Add Line 6 to Line 3 (overage 0“.”01 benefit fr.m

... ....?.n._..;d:’:! .__.. _....._ .._. ___ __________ --’1-””
:OMPLETE I.INEs 8 lllROUGtl 13 IF ADT WILL INCREASE DURING

SERVICE LIFE OF IMPROVEMENT--IF NOT GO TO LINE 14
8. Euler tl,e expected ADT .1 file e“d of the xcr.ice life
9. Enfc, II,. present ADT

~~ ;

. .. . .._
0. Add Line 9 10 G“, 8 . . . . . .
1. Divide Line 10 by 2 (0.eroge ADT d.,ing ~ewice life)
2. N,vide u,,, 11 by u“, 9 (ADT ~rowlh foc,or)
3. M“lfiply Line 7 Ly Line 12 (overoge or,n,,ol benefit,

..—.

from r,.d”ci”g occ.,de,,,,--ADT i“cre.,i”g ). . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . .,___ _____ ._ ____ __ -.,,_.-... . . . .
4 f,,,,, ,, . . ...!.,, .C,,i,.l ,.e, ,efi; s ;r. m ir,}or.vema”l

COUNTERMEASURE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
?0,,” n;

4VERAGE ANNUALIZED COST*:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Enter the initial cost of impco.ement

Enter the capitol recovery factor for service life of the

improvement (see I“teres! Factors Toble

Multiply Line I by Line 2

Enter the terminal value of improve”,e”t

Enter the sinking fund facto< at the semice life of the

improvemerlt (see Interest Factor> Table

Multiply Line 4 by Line 5

Enter the constant a“n”ol cost

Subtract Line 6 from Line 3, then add Une 7 (Average

Ann”olized Costs)

!VERAGE ANNUAL NET RETURN:

1. Enter the Average Annual Be,>efits

2. Enter the Average A“n”alized Costs

3. Subtract Line 2 from Line I (Average A“n””l Net

Return)

ENEFIT/COST RATIO:

1. Enter the Average Ann”al Benefib

2. Enter the Average Annualized Costs

3. Divide Lirle 1 by Line 2 (Benefit/Cost Ratio)

_ .—

— —-
— -—.
—. —-—-

——
—.——
———

———.——

—.-e. -—

—— ..,. —...

—— ..—

——. .—

—.. -—

—-. . ..—

‘8ased on 5Ye interest, ann.ol cost uniform thro.gho”t service life.

—. —— —--—--- . . ..—-. —.—. ——

Net A[lnllal. ij[?nefit WO~kS]leet



CASE STUDY :1

-

The intersection of Maple Road and I!onroe Road was selected by the
City of Avon in 1978 for analysis under its Accident Location Study
Program. The purpose of this study was to determine the safety problems at
the intersection and recommend appropriate improvements which wi11 al1evi -
ate the existing accident situation and reduce the potential for future
accidents.

Background

The City of Avon is a rural community with a populat~on of approxi-
mately 5,000. Its area is 9 miz. The City is governed 5y a !fayor, City
Manager, and six (6) Council persons. Its [engineering staff consists of the
City Manager (public works engineer with limited traffic safety experi-
ence) , a Pol ice Chief (significant experience in traffic safety) , and one
technician. If needed, technician-level personnel from another department
Or 10Cal PO1 ice officers are available to collect traffic data.

The City is equipped with the following traffic engineering equi >-
ment:

One counting board (four tally markers).
Stop watch.
Hand measuring wheel.

: Radar gun.
. Speed and vol ume data forms.

Other necessary equipment may be borrowed from the County Road Commission
or the State Highway Department.

Due to a limited staff and its use for ail City engineering services
(plOt review, sewer services, etc.), minimal time requi rement~ a!.e
available for this study. In addition, a I.-week time frame is a“llotted for
the study of this location and a final report to the Council.

The pol ice department has files of al1 accident reports for the la!jt
five years. In addition, the City has been recently monitoring the
accidents at this location and has available copies of these reports for
use in.the location’ s accident analysis.

Site Background

The intersection of Maple Road and Monroe Road is located 1 mi’1e
within the Avon City limits. It is an unsignal ized intersection witho!~t
overhead lighting “STOP” signs are placed on the approaches of t40nr]e
Road.



!~aple Road runs east-west and intersects Pontiac Road , a major route,
in the west end of the City, Monroe Road is a north-south route. The
pcsted speed limits of the north and south approaches are 25 and 35 mph,
respectively. Speed 1imits of the east and west approaches are 35 and 45
mph, respectively. Al1 approach legs at the intersection are 2-1 ane.

Study

The study, according to the HS~P, involves three subprocesses tiich
include: (1) collection and analysis of data, (2) development of candidate
countermeasures, and (3) selection cf projects. Following are the details
of the study.

Subprocess 1: Col 1ect And Analyze Data

Activity 1 - Perform Accident Study Procedures

Copies of locational accident reports were obtained for 1975, 1976,
and 1977. Col 1ision diagrams were drawn and are used to define accident
patterns. The collision diagrams are shown in Figure 1.

A review of the accident reports produced prel iminary site information
to assist in the accident analysis. This information identified the inter-
section as consisting of four legs with a single approach lane per direc-
tion. Stop signs are posted on the Monroe Road approaches to control the
right-of-way.

A preliminary review of the accident data reveals that 1? accidents
occurred in 1975; 13 in 1976;, and 14, in 1977. bout 23 percent (9 of 39
acc~dents) of all accidents over this 3-year period were of the personal
injury type, resulting in nine injuries with no fatal ities.

Procedure 1 - Accident Summary 9Y Type

The detail ed review of the accident data identified the fol1owing
accident patterns by visual inspection-cluster analysis methods. They
are:

fied.

Rear-end accidents along Maple Road approaches

Right angle accidents at the intersection

rom these accident patterns, possible accident causes were identi -
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ACCIDENT PATTERN

. Rear-end accidents at Plaole Road

Right angle accidents at the
. intersection (unsignalized)

POSSIBLE CAUSE

Crossing pedestrians.
High volume of turning
vehicles.
S1ippery surface.
Excessive speed on
approaches.
Inadequate roadway 1ighting.
Inadequate channel izaiion.

Restricted sight distance.
Inadeqi~ate roadway lighting.
Inadequate intersection
warning signs.
Inadequate traffic control
devices.

Excessive speed cn
approaches.

Procedure 2 - Accident Summary BY Severit.Y

A review of the severity characteristics showed that of the 39 total
accidents (1975-1977) , a total of nine “pe~sonal injury” accidents (23, 1
percent) occurred (1975, 2; 1975, 3; 1977, !). To determine whether a
pattern of a specific sever!ty characteristic occurred, a comparison of
these frequencies with controi val ues was performed. The citywide area
during the same time period had the foil owing severity characteristics:

SEVERITY CHARACTERISTIC

Fatal ity accidents
Personal injury accidents
Property damage accidents

TOTW

The areawide percent ~f
was 246/808 or 30.4 percent.
val ue showed:

be

CITYMIOE (COWROL)
1975 19 67 i977 TOTAL
—— ——

163 209 lg~ 562—.
240 290 m m

“personal injury” accidents to total accidents
A comparison of the site value to the control

SITE COWROL SITES

23. i% < 30.4%

The severity characteristics at the study site are not determined to

o~verre?resentati,~e and are not considered a significant factor in the
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intersection study. By specific accident Lype, a severity pattern does not
exist.

Procedure 3 - Accident Summary By Contributing Circumstances

From a review of the “contributing circumstai~ce” data on the accident
reports, the fol 1owing circumstances and their frequency were observed:

Failed to yield right-of-way (14).

S1ippery surface (6).

. Unsafe speed (9).

Alcohol involvement (5).

Debris in roadway (1).

Fixed object (1).

This data revealed several findings:

1. Of the 14 “failed to yield right-of-way” observations, 12 wel”e
recorded for the right angl e at intersection accidents. This
pattern tends to show the 1ack of proper observance of the stop
signs by the Monroe Road traffic. “Unsafe travel speeds” along tile
Maple Road approaches were also noted in seven of these cases.

2. In five of the rear-end accidents along Napl e Road, “s1 ippery
surface” was noted as a contributing circumstance.

Procedure 4 - Accident Summary By Environmental Conditions

The environmental characteristics were also reviewed. A comparison of
the “wet pavement” and “dark conditions’” accidents for the study si”:e
reveals the following:

STUDY SITE—

CHARACTERISTIC
ACCIDZMS PERCE W

i975 1976 1977 TOT AL OF TOTAL—— —— —

Wet pavement 5 14 35.9
Dark conditions : 1 7 16 41.0

Total accidents 12 13 14 39

For the
environmental

same period (1975-1977) , the citywide accidents for these
situations were:
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CITYWIDE (CONTROL )

CHARACTERISTIC TOTAL (1975-1977) pERcEkT OF TOT~

Wet pavement 352 43.6
Dark conditions 321 39.7

Total accidents 808

The citywide average val ues are used as control val ues. A comparison
of the study site vs. control site percentages show:

CONDITION STUDY SITE CONTROL SITE

Wet pavement/total ace. 35.9% < 43. 6%
Dark conditions/total ace. 41.0% > 39. 7%

From these comparisons, the “dark conditions” accidents were ~denti -
fied as an accident pattern. Tne wet pavement accidents, however, do not
represent a pattern.

A similar review was made. b.y defined accident ~attern. to determine
if the environmental conditions contributed as a possible accident cause.
The accidents under these conditions and their comparison to control site
values showed:

CONDITION

Wet pavementj
total ace.

Dark conditions/
total ace.

REAR-END ACCIDEWS ,4LONG !4APLE ROAD APPROACHES
iIRm~-

COWROL
1975 1976 1977 TOTAL %—— ~

i/2 2/3 2/4 5/9 55.6 > 43.6

1/2 1/3 2[4 4/9 44.4 > 3?. 7

6



RIGHT-ANGLE ACCIDE!~S AT INTERSECTION

CONTROL
CONDITION 1975 1976 1977 ]~ & m

Wet Pavement/
Total Ace. 0/5 1/4 3/4 ~1/13 30.8 < 43.6

Dark Condition/
Total Ace. 1/5 0/4 1/4 2/13 15.4 < 39.7

An overrepresentation of “wet pa~enent” and “dark conditio~”
characteristics are reflected in the 1ist of possible causes for rear-end
accidents along the Maple Road approaches at Monroe Road.

Procedure 5 - Accident Summary By Time ?eriod

Time period characteristics were provided for time of day data only.
A review of this data on an intersection-wide and an accident pattern basis
reveal ed that the peak volume hours related a pattern in accident
occurrence.

Summarizing the accident findings, the following list of possible
accident causes by accident pattern was obtained.

ACCIDENT PATTERN POSSIBLE CAUSE

Rear-end accidents along Maple Road Crossing pedestrians.
. High vol ume of tu;.ning

vehicles.
S1ippery surface.
Excessive speed on
approaches.
Inadequate roadway 1ighting.
Inadequate channel ization.

. Right angle accidents at the
intersection (unsignal ized)

Nighttime/dark conditions-
rel ated accidents.

. Restricted sight distance.
Inadequate intersection
warning signs.
Inadequate traffic control
devices.

. Excessive speed 011
approaches.

Inadequate roadwa:~ 1ighting.
1 Poor sign quality.

Inadequate channel ization sr
del ineation.
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Activity 2 - Field Review Location

The field review of the site was performed by manual methods. Due to
the importance of this acti{ity, personnel with a safety engineering back-
ground were recommended for the field review effort. The police chief ‘was
sel ected to perform the field revie!w.

Major conditions noted from the rev?ew were:

The posted speed 1imits of the north and south approaches are 25 and
35 mph, respectively. Speed 1imits of east and west approaches are
35 and 45 mph, respectively.

This location is an unsignal ized intersection with limited roadway
1ighting.

“STOP” signs are situated on the approaches of Monroe Road.

Procedure 5 - Safety Performance Study

Following the general review of the site, the pol ice chief performed a
safety performance review. using the accident findings, a survey length

was defi ned. The location was observed for a 60-minute period. The

evening peak ?eriod (5-6 p.m. ) {was selected for to observation of the
intersection operations. An earl ier period was used to review the physical
features. The findings of the safety performance review are shown in
Figure 2. Questions not considered pertinent did not contain responses.

This review produced the fol 1 owing observations.

Pedestrians are not a factor at the intersection.1.

2. Confl ict and delay occurs oetween left turn and through traffic
along Mapl e Road due to mul tipl e use of the same traffic lane.

3. Travel speeds along !laple Road appear higher than posted.

4. A general lack of roadway 1ighting exists.

5. Al1 approaches to the intersection are open and clear of sight
obstructions.

6. Adequate intersection warning signs exist along Maple Road.

7. Del ays occur to !Ionrae Road traffic in attempting to cross or
enter the rtaple Road traffic.



OFE~TION~ ~ECKLZST:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

DO obstructions block the drivers vi~ of
opposing vehicles?

m drivers respnd incorred lY to simals,
signs or other traffic control detices?

Do tiivers have treble finding the correct
path through the location?

tie vehicle speeds too high?

Are vehicle speeds too 1-?

Are there “iolations of parkinq or other
traffic regulations?

tie ~rivers confcsed about ro=tes, street
rimes, or other $uidance informati0n7

Can vehicle delay be reduced?

Are there traffic flow deficiencies or
traffic conflict patterns associatti witi
turning movewnts?

1s the vol- of thru traffic CaUSin9
problems?

Is tie Volme of t=nisg traffic causing
problems?

m ?edestrian movem&ts through tie
location cause conflitis?

~ biqclist movements through the
location cause conflicts?

we there other traffic flw deficiencies
0s traffic conflict patterns?

Is existing lighting operating correctly?

m ?he presents of existing ~riveways con-
tribute to accidents or erratic move.=nts?

tie ?ave.=nt conditions causing drivers
to react h m er=atic fashion?

YES

Fiu,are 2 . Safety per fore, ance review.
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PHYS lC.W C+ECXLIST: Vo

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

1.

a.

9.

10.
Ii.

12.

13.
14.

lj.
16.

17.

18.

;::

21.

22.

cm 3ight obstructions be removed or
decreased?

Are the street aligrment or wi~ths
inadwua:e? ~

~-e curb radii too s~ll?

Should ?edest:ian crosswalks be reloczted?
Se?ainced?

Axe si.~nsinadequate as tO usef~iness,
message, size confo~ity ar.dplacement?
(see XUTCD)

A=e si?zals inade@ate as to placsment,
confomity, nutier of si~al heads, or
tire.img? (see :4UKB)

Are pa..ementma=kizgs inadequate as to
Lkeir clearness cr location? ~

Is channelizaticn fisland9 cr paint
markings) inadequate for red,~cingcor.-
flict areas? J
Separating traf:ic flows?
Defining movements? ~

Does tie legal parking layout a:fect
sight distance?
~rough or tuning vehicle pa~hs?
?=aff~c flow?

DO s~ed lizits sppear to be W.safe?
Unreasontile?

Is tie ode= of lines insufficie~t? ~

1s street lighting inadwuate?

Are driveways tiadequately designed? J
LOCa ted? ~

Does tie pavamt c~ndition (potholes,
wastioard, or slippe~ surface) con-
tribute to accideats?

-e apFroach gzades too steep? L

COWLNTS :

@erational--” O” -d ito .=*.Z
pfiysical--”P- b~? ita rider



8. The physical qual ity of signing in the area is considered exce”l-
1ent.

9. Pavement markings in the area are considered highly adequate.

These findings and the comments provided on the fiel d review sheets
resulted in the following revised list of possible accident causes.

ACCIDE~ PATTERN

Rear-end accidents along Maple Road

.

Right angle accidents at the .
intersection (unsignal ized)

. Nighttime/dark conditions-
rel ated accidents

POSSIBLE CAUSE

H~ghvolume of turning
ve;~lcles.

Excessive speed on
approaches.
Inadequate roadway 1ightin~~.
Inadequte channel ization.

Inadequate traffic control
devices.

Excessive s~eed on
approaches:
Inadequate roadway

Activity 3 - select Appropriate Traffic Environmental And sp

Study Procedur~

ighting.

cial

8ased on the accident patterns and possible causes, the data needs arid
other procedures necessary to identify the safety deficiencies were
defined. By accident pattern and possible cause, the folIowi ng data neec,s
and procedures are apparent:



ACCIDE~ PATTERN

Rear-end CO1 1~sions
along Maple Road.

Right angle acci-
dents at the inter-
section (unsignal -
ized)

Nighttime/dark
conditions-related
accidents

liigh volume of ~.Volume data. ~.Vol ume study
$

turning vehicl es. !.Roadway inven- 1.Roadway inven-
~ tory.

~.Confl ict data. l.{iz{ist~~ 1
] fl ict study. ~

I

Excessive speed ~.Speed charac- \.Spot speed ~
on approaches. ] teristics. ~ study.

(
Inadequate ~.Roadway inven- !.Roadway inven-
channel ization. ~ tory data.

1.Vol ume data
i tory study.
!.Vol ume Study

~.Confl ict data ~.Confl ict Study

Inadequate traffic ~.Roadway inven-
control devices.

I V;!~~e data
~ Delay or Gap
I data
~.Confl ict data
~ Observance data

,
Excessive speed 1.Speed charac- ~ Spot Speed
on approaches. I teristics I Study

~Roadway inven-
! tory Study
~:g;yo::$

\ Study
!.Confl ict Study
\TCD Study

Stimmarizfng the necessary study procedures required to define the
sefety prcbiem(s) at the site results in the following list:

Roadway Inventory Study
Volume Study
Traffic Confl icts Study
Spot Speed Study
Highway Lighting Study
Delay Study
Traffic Control Device Study

12



Activity 4 - Select Techniques

Due to limited equipment resources, tkle techniques selected to perfol.m
these procedures are limited primarily to manual techniques. Exceptions al-e
the spot speed and highway lighting sttidie:s. They wil 1 be performed USI]ng
the radar meter method and the NCHRP 152 method, respectively.

P.ctivity 5 - Perform Procedures

The data CO1 lection periods were defined by the time of day accide!?t
patterns. This data results in the peak volume periods being used for most
of the data collection effort. Following are the planned data collection
periods for the procedures.

Roadway inventory study (daytime, nc)t 1imited by time period)

Volume study (7-9 a.m. , 4-6 p.m. )

Traffic confl ict study (7-9 a.m. , 4-.6 p.m. )

Spot speed study (7-9 a.m. , 4-6 p.m. )

Delay study (7-9 a.m.”, 4-6 p.m. )

. Highway 1ighting study (nighttime field review)

Traffic control device study (7-9 a.m. , 4-6 p.m. )

The data collection schedule was devised to optimize the time and
manpower resources. The personnel avail able for the data co? 1ection effort
consisted of the pol ice chief and one technician. The schedule is arrang:?d
such that studies are performed during b,oth a morning and evening pe~ik
period.

Following is the planned time schedule.



——.—— ———
TOE s~Ay

T IPiE
1

TASK DESCRIPTION MANPOWER
1

7-9 a.m.
I
~ Conflict Stlldy (10 min. Pol ice Chief.
; on 5 min. off. Change
~ itaple Road approaches on
; each count). !

~ Volume Study (turning move- , Technician.
~ ments by i5 min. periods).

I
3 a.m. - ! Roadway Inventory Study.

I ;~lice Chief.
ice Chief and Technician.

! Highway Lighting Study.4 p.m. ,

4-6 p.m. ~ Conflict Study (as above). Pol ice Chief.
Volume Study (as above). Technician.

WEONESDAY

7-9 a.m. Del ay Study (sampl ing Police Chief.
~ method, N=l ,600 vehicles).

~ Spot Speed Study (sample size Technician.
~ of 100 per direction).

4-6 p.m. i Delay Study (as above). Police Chief.
Spot Speed Study (as above). I Technician.

~
THURSDAY

7-9 a.m. Traffic Control Device Study Technician.
4-6 p.m. Traffic Control Device Study Technician.

—

Additional time may be required to collect the minimum sample size for
the delay data. This data mav be ~lanned for Thursday (a.m. and p.m. ) or
Friday m~rning.

-,

Oata CO Ilection forms were prepared for
performed. The CO11 ected data is shown on
For several cases, only a sample of the data

From this data, the findings are:

these procedures and they were
the forms in Figures 3 to 8.
forms are included.

~. During the morning peak sample per;od, 21 confl icts were noted
between E3 Maple Road through and left turn traffic on the west

14
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apprcach. During the evening peak sample period, 53 conflicts
between these movements were recorded.

2. Conflicts between crossing or entering traffic from the north aod
south leg of Monroe Road (i.e. , left turn from left, cross traffic
from !eft, left turn from right, and right turn from rjgbt)
resulted in 88 conflicts and 38 conflicts, respectively. Durifig
the morning peak sample period, the conflict frequencies were 160
and 38, respectively.

3. The 8jth percentile speeds along ifap]e Road were recO~ded as 4g
mph and 43 mph for the ,westbound and eastbound directions, respec-
tively.

A For the minimum sample size, the average delay for vehicles on the
‘. north leg of Monroe Road during peak hours is approximately 35.4

seconds.

5. Using NCHRP 152 lighting criteria for the intersection, the evalu-
ation sum was 64.0 points. 75.0 points warrant external lighting
of an intersection.

6. . The traffic control device study showed virtually no lack of
observance of the “STOP” signs on the Monroe Road approaches.

A review of tile accident patterns, possible causes, and findings
follows:
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~—
!-”TO~~~T PATTE21i............ PROBABLE CAUSE STUD’I FINDINGS

.Rear-end CO1l isions .High volume of turning .Confl ict data showed
along Maple Road. vehicles. a high rate of confl ic:s

between through and
left turn traffic.

!
Turning vol umes, how-
ever were considered
low for most of the

I study period.

.Excessive speed on ~ .Spot speed studies
~ approaches. showed excessive travel

I speeds along both Mapl 1:
~ Rsad approaches.

Inadequate roadwaj
I lighting.

1 .Highway lighting studi!~s
showed that external

I 1ighting is not warran-

! ted at this location.

~. Inadequate channel i- ~ .Confl ict data showed

I zation. !“’
I :J::;f:i:::gio:::’::::-

I turn traffic.

.Right-angle accidents~ . Inadequate traffic ~ .;:~~ya::~~;e~fs~fla~
at the intersection. control devices.

1 experienced by the
~ traffic on Monroe Road
I Significant confl ict
~ rates are occurring

due to this excessive
~ delay. A quick check

of the available gaps

1 ::s:u[i::c:n::; ti:;:w:’~g.
I that the vol ume’of
1 Monroe Road traffic is
~ not able to be serviced

I at an acceptable level
of service.

I .Spot speed studies —
~ ~l~~~~~s~peed ‘r’ ~ showed excessive travel

speeds along both Mapl r:
I Road approaches.

.Nighttime/dark Inadequate roadway
I

,.
conditions- lighting or del in-.
related accidents.

‘at’on F:
23



From these findings, the fol iowing accident patterns and probable
causes are defi ned for use ~n the selection of countermeasures.

Ac~iDE~ p~,~~ERN PROBABLE CP,USE

.Rear-end collisions along .Excessive speed on approaches.
Maple Road. .Inadequate channel ~zation

.Right angle accidents at .Inadequate traffic control devices
the intersection. .Excessive speed on approaches

. Nighttime/Dark Conditions- . Inadequate del ineation
Related Accidents.

Subprocess 2: Develop Candidate Countermeasures

Activity 7 - Develop Feasible Countermeasures

From a careful analysis of all available information, several safety
improvements were devel oped to reduce the accident problem and to improve
the operational characteristics of the intersection. These improvements
were devel oped based on accident pattern identification, probable causal
relationships, and careful engineering judgement. as exercised throuqh the
use of Accident Pattern tabie~.

Usina the accident oattern tables. the
measures ~re deve!oped.

fol 1owing feasible counter-

IACCIDENT PATTERN

i.Rear-end collisions
I along Maple Road.

I.Right-angle accidents
, at the intersection.

1
I.Nighttime/dark

conditions-rel ated
accidents.

PROBABLE CAUSE

.Excessive speed on
approaches.

. Inadequate channel-
ization.

. Inadequate traffic
control devices.

.Excessive speed on
approaches.

.Inadequate del inea-
tion.

FEASIBLE COUNTERMEASURE ~

+
.Reduce speed 1imit on
approaches and increase en-
forcement.

.Create separate turn
lane(s). /

.Upgrade intersection t

control. I

.Reduce speed 1imit on
approaches and increas2 en-
forcement.

. install or improve del in-
eation markings
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For
sel ected

1.

2.

3.

the study site, the following
for further analysis:

Reduce speed limit on approaches
instail traffic signal.

Create a left-turn lane on both
install a traffic signal.

feasible countermeasures

and increase enforcement;

approaches of Mapi e Road;

are

and

and

Create a ieft-turn iane on both approaches of Mapie Road; instal i
a traffic signai ; and instail edge markings in the intersection
area.

Subprocess 3: Deveiop Projects

Activity 8 - Predict Accident Reduction Capabilities of Countermeasures

The following table gave the accident reduction capabil ities of each
alternative countermeasures using Accident Reduction (AR) factors, as
provided in the source for Appendix F of the Procedural Guide:

COUNTERMEASURE
PERCENT ACCIDE~ REDUCTION

FATAL 1)/JURY PDO TOTAL——

Reduce speed limit -- -- -- --

Refiectori zed edge markings -4 -lo -1 -4

Install traffic signal

Instail left-turn 1ane

The final coi umn
reduction factors for
avail abie data. Accident reduction factors for the multiple improvements
need to be devel oped. The following formula is appl ied:

t64 +27 t33 +31

-13 +32 +40 +37

of this tabie wil 1 be used to compute accider}t
the countermeasures since it contains the most

ARM = AR t (l-AR1) AR2 t (1-AR1)(l-AR2) AR3 + ...

+ ~l-ARl)(l-ARi-~) ARi

where .4RN = overai i accident reduction factor for muitiple improvements
at a singie iocation.

ARi = accident reduction factor for specific improvement.
i = number of improvements at a singie iocation.

The
formula.

countermeasure with the highest AR factor is used as AR1 in this

The next highest is AR2, and so on.
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COUMERXEASURE i - Reduce speed 1imit on approaches and instal 1 traffic
signal.

AR = 0.31

COUWERMEASU2E 2 - Create a left-turn 7ane on both approaches of Maple Road
and install a traffic signal.

ARM = 0.37 t (1-o. 37) 0.3] = 0.37 ~ 0.20 = 0.57

COUMERMEASURE 3 - Create a left-turn lane on bath approaches cf Maple
Road, install a traffic siqnal , and instal 1 edgemarking in the intersect~on
area.

ARM = 0.37 t (1-0.37) 0.31 + (1-0.37)(1-0.31)(-0.04)
= 0.37 t 0.20 - 0.02 = 0.55

In determining the number of accidents saved, other data

Intersection volume (1975) - 14,000 vehicles per day

intersection vol Ume (i980-~rOjeCted) _ 17,000 ve~ic]es

used were:

per day

Expected number of accidents - 13 accidents per year (sum of
. 1975-1977 accidents divided by 3 years).

The expected number of accidentj presented are:

COU~ERMEASURE 1

Accidents prevented = 13 accidents x O. 31 x 17,000 = 4.89
m

COU~ERMEASURE 2

Accidents prevented = 13 accidents x O. 57 x :~,~:g = 9.00
,

COUNERNEASURE 3 -

Accidents prevented = 13 accidents x 0.55 x W = 8.68
,

Activity 9 - Perform Econom~c Analysis

The city has in the past used benefit-to-cost analysis to determine
the econonic effectiveness of its projects.
famil iar iiith this ?rocedure, it \+ill

Since City personnel is
he used in the economic analysis of

safety projects also. Other data used in the economic analyses are:
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Accident Cost Savings (1979 NSC figures are used)

Fatal ity - $160,000
: Personal injury - $6,200

. Property damage only $870

Initial Implementation Costs

Install traffic signal - $15,600
Install left turn-lane

(Additional ROW not needed-
150’ storage with tapers) - $35,000
Install edgemarkings - $200

Operating and Maintenance Costs

Countermeasure 1 - $50 per year
: Countermeasure 2 - $150 per year

Countermeasure 3 - $350 per year

Service Life

15 years

. Salvage Value

$0

Interest Rate

15%

It is assumed that in computing the accident benefits, the savings in
personal injury accidents occur at a similar ratio as the occurrence cf
personal injury/property damage accidents. Also, vehicl e del ay rel ated
costs are not considered significant for this analysis. The economic
analysis is included in Figure 9-11.

The benefit-to-cost ratio for each countermeasure were:

ALTERNATIVE B/C RATIO

Countermeasure 1 3.24
Countermeasure 2 1.B4
Countermeasure 3 1.74
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,,”ject uos ~;NTERAl&Asv?6” /

Oa’ehval”a’O’: GLF
i. r.itial Implem.ntition cost, It

2. tinual *rating and Ha f”temanc.
costs Before Project tiplm.”btima

e) Pm Ac.1dant8 4.@9 - 9.09[023] ‘.3 77
[Imlmt)

6. Aocident cost V,l”es (Souc. ~5c -/979),
s.”e.it~ ‘cost

a) ?at.1 Accident(r.tality) $/@, 000

b) lnju.rY A..ide.t Ixnj”rr) $ 6ZO0
C)PDO Aceide”t ~Iv_t,

$870
7. A.:1”.l S.fety Benefits i“ Dollars Ba”ei;, u,

5,) . 6.) . @

51,; x,,).~69+

$,) x 6.) .&J2&

Tot,; - $ /@, Zzq

1. sewice, lifq B* /5 ~r.
1. Salvage value, p, $0
1.Interestnate,i8 /n5

SPW: .

P* . 1 + K (sP,+:)- * IPw: )

F“.i.qure 9 . Economic analysis evaluation form (B/C ratio) .





Pic~urk3 1.1 . Ec;onnmic analvsi. s evaluation forlv (B/C ratio) .



Activity 10 - Select Projects

Ranking the alternatives based on an a cost-effectiveness objective
produced the following preliminary ranking:

RANK ALTERNATIVE

1 Countermeasure 1
2 Countermeasure 2
3 Countermeasure 3

Other important considerations in the project selection are: (1)
effect on capacity, (2) effect on air and noise pollution, and (3) budget
1imitations. These factors were reviewed and the fol 1owing impacts used to
select a single safety project.

EFFECT ON CAPACiTY

Due to anticipated significant irlcreases in devel opmen-t over the
next 5 years in the areas north and south of Maple Road, significant
turning movements from Maple Road onto Monroe Road can be expected.
It is anticipated that added approach lanes to the intersection will
be needed.

. EFFECT ON AIR AND NOISE POLLUTION

Due to the expected delay experienced by through traffic waitirg
behind left-turn vehicles, air and noise pollution in the area mey
increase sharply. P,separate turn 1ane at each approach WOU1 d allevi -
ate the situation.

BUDGET LIMITATIONS

It is expected that Federal funds wi 11 be avail able for any ore
of the countermeasures. Therefore, it is expected that the City wi11
pay approximately 25 percent of the project costs. Since this is tkle
major project for the City for the study year, sufficient funds should
be available in the City budget.

In a City review of the countermeasures, the selected plfioject W8,S
Countermeasure 2. Although Countermeasure 1 had a greater B/C ratio, tkle
anticipated need for a left-turn 1ane on the Maple Road approches 1imited
the selection of this alternative.

Countermeasure 3 was similar to Countermeasure 2 except that it
incl uded edgemarking in the intersection area. Since the safety impact cjf
edgemarking was not shown to be significant, Countermeasure 3 was nclt
selected.

it is planneal that Countermeasure 2 Ibe impl emented as soon as funcls
are available. The proposed improvements jhoul d improve the safety at the
intersection. An “,After” evaluation sho{~ld be conducted to assess the
effectiveness of the improvements.
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CASE STUDY 2

PurDose

In 1979, the intersection of Howard Road and 10 Mile Road was selected
by the City of Surrey for analysis under its Accident Location Study pro-
gram. The purpose of this study was to cc,nduct the engineering studies at
the intersection and recommend a safety project.

Background

The City of Surrey is a major urban area with a population of 500,000.
It is governed by a llayor and seven Council persons. Its roadway system
comprises approximately 400 miles with nearly 150 miles consisting of major
streets. The remainder of the street system is comprised of local streets
and a few miles of County roads.

The City has its own Transportation Department consisting of a Trans-
portation Director (head of Department and an experienced transportation
engineer) , an engineer i!l charge of traffic signal systems, an engineer in
charge of signing, pavement markings, etc,,, and an engineer in charge ,Jf
highway safety. Overal 1, six technicians (two technicians per enginee-)
are mployed in the Department.

The Department has access to the City’s computer system and current’!y
maintai ns computerized accident files for its system. Computer plottilg
capabilities are also available. The Department also has the fol1owilg
traffic engineering equipment:

Ten portable mechanical traffic vol Lime counters.
Various permanent traffic volume coonters.
Four hand counters.
Two radar speed guns.
Two hand measuring wheels.
Time lapse photographic equipment (2 cameras).
Four stop watches.
Other miscel 1aneous items.

Site Background

The intersection of Howard Road and 10 Mi le Road is located about 1
mi. within the Surrey city limits. 10 Mile Road runs north-south, while
Howard Road is a major east-west route through the area. The north arid
south approach legs of the intersection are four-lane with a center left
turn lane and a posted speed limit of 35 mph.
Nile Road is about Z0,000.

The hi-directional ADT on 1.0
The east and !west approach legs contain ‘ocr

lanes with a posted speed limit of 30 mph and a hi-directional AOT of abOLt
i2,000. The intersection is currently signal ized with a kyo-phase, fixed-
time control 1er operating under a cycle length of 60 sec. during al1 hours.
Photographs of this location are shown in Figure 1.



I

i

Howard Road-eastbou~3 approach

2



T — ...

10 Mile Road-southbound approaci?.

Figure 1 . Intersection ‘f Howard Road and 10 Mi~~ ROad (COntin~ed)_

3



A major factor which may affect traffic is the proximity of the Hazei
?ark Race Track, located 3/4 ml. north of the intersection. The traffic
generated by the race track causes great fluctuations in traffic volumes on
all major roads in the area. These H actuations are dependent upon the
racing season and the t~me of day.

=

The study involves three subprocesses which include (1) collect and
analyze data, (2) develop candidate countermeasures, and (3) develop
projects based on an economic evacuation of proposed improvements.
iollowing is the safety engineering study of this location.

Subprccess 1: Collect and Anaiyze Data

Activity 1 - Perfom Accident Study Procedures

Accident report data for i977 and 1978 were obtained from the compu-
terized accident file. This computer analysis includes details of colli-
sion diagrams (Figures 2 and 3), individual accidents (Figure 4) , and
statistical summaries.

A manual summary of the accident data (Table 1) revealed that 40 acci-
dents occurred in 1977, and 38 in 1978. Mout 33 percent of all accidents
over this two-year period were of the personal injury type, resulting in 37
injuries and zero fatal ities. There was a 17 percent increase in the num-
ber of personal injury accidents between 1977 and 1978 with the number of

personal injuries increasing 24 percent. In addition “wet pavement” was a
factor in 40 percent of all accidents and “nighttime;’ conditions PlaYed a
role in 39 percent of the accidents. The primary accident types included
27 rear-ends (35 percent) and 26 opposing left-turn accidents (33 percent).
The secondary accident types were right-angle (21 percent) and sideswipes
(6 percent). Accidents related to race course traffic were not considered
significant.

Procedure 1 - Accident Summary by Accident Type

Coil ision diagrams of the intersection for 1977 (Figure 2) and 1978

(Figure 3) Iwere reviewed. Rear-end and opposing left-turn accidents were
predominant. Eleven rear-end accidents occurred on the north le9 (41 Per-
cent of al1 rear-end accidents) and seven occurred on the west leg (26
percent). Vehicles travel 1ing east and west on 10 Mile Road were involved
~n twenty of the opposing left-turn accidents (77 percent). Analysis of
available summary data for 1972 through 1976 also showed the eastbound and
westbound left-turn movements to be the most prevalent of the 0pPOSin9
1eft-turn accidents, There were aljo eleven angle accidents at the
intersection in 1977-1978, with five of those involving vehicles attempting
1eft-turns.
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Table 1 . Sumary of accident character ist~c~.

LOCATi ON:
H~MARD ROAD AND 10 !,iILE;<~p,~

1~%

1977 1978 Avg.lYr.
o. I No. % No. I—

TYPE OF ACCIDENT
—

Opposing Left-Turn 13 32.5 13 34. % 13 33.3
—

Rear-End 13 32.5 14 36.8 13.5 34.6

Angle 9 22.5 7 ‘18.4 8 20.5
—

Sideswipe 2 5.0 3 8.0 2.5 6.4 —

Run-Off-Road 1 2.5 9 --- 0.5 1.3

Head-On 0 -- 0 --- 0 ---

Driveway-Related 2 5.0 1 2.6 1.5 3.9

Others 0 --- 0 ---
I

0 , ---

—

PAVEMENT COND1TIONS

\

Wet Conditions —

Ory Conditions
17

Snowy-Icy Conditions 7

LIGHT CONDITIONS

Day Conditions 22

Dawn or Ousk Conditions
o

Night Conditions 18

ACCIDENT SEVERITY

Fatal Accidents
P

(No. Persons )

Injury Acci dents
(No. Persons)

30Property Damage Accidents

40
TOTAL ACCIDENTS (INJURIES) (16)

—

q=...



From this data, the following accident patterns and possible accident
causes are defined.

ACCIDE!U PATTERN
OR TRE P{g POSSIBLE CAUSES

.Left-turn head-on CO1l ision Large vol ume of 1eft-turns.
between EB and i,iBtraffic.

Restricted sight distance.

~.
Too short amber phase,.

Wsence of special left turning
phase when needed.

Excessive speed on approaches.

Rear-end collisions at f. Improper stgnal timing.
signalized intersections.

] . Crossing pedestrians

High volume of turning vehicles.

[: S1ippery surface.

~ . Excessive speed on approaches.

[ . Poor visibility of signals.

di~~~:~

Inadequate roadway 7ighting.

Inadequate roadway 1ighting.

Inadequate advance intersection
warning signs.

/. Poor visibility of signais.
I
i. Excessive speed on approaches.

Inadequate signai timing.
I.
1. Large total intersection volume.



Procedure 2 - Accident Summary by Severity

One-third of the accidents resulted in a personal injury accident.

Statistics are not available to compare this percentage with a control

val ue. However, based on engineering judgment, the severity characteris-
tics are considered to be uncharacteristic. A study of spot speed and
other characteristics rel ated to accident severity patterns shoul d be
performed.

Procedure 3 - Accident Summary by Cclntributing Circumstances

“Disregarding traffic signal “ or “fai 1ure to yield right-of-way” (37
percent) and “following too close” (23 ?ercent) were the most frequent
“contributing circumstances”. Nine drivers were also cited for improper
turn or signal use, five for drug or alcohcll use.

Most of these cases represent “correctable” accident situations and
were incl uded as factors in the possible causes defi ned as an output of
Procedure 1.

Procedure 4 - Accident Summary by Environmental Conditions

Further in-depth analysis of accident characteristics were determin{?d
usi ng SPSS computer summaries of frequency by each accident factor and al!jo
hi-variate tabulations. It revealed that rear-end accidents were found ‘to
be greatly affected by night conditions (56 percent of all rear-e]ld
accidents) and wet pavement cond~tions (44 percent).

In a comparison of site values (for all recorded accidents) to control
values, patterns of “wet pavement” or “nighttime” condition accidents were
not defi nea. For example, the ratios of “wet pavement” accidents and

“nighttime” accidents to total accidents on an areawide basis were 43, 2
percent and 43.6 percent, respectively.

CHARACTERISTIC SITE VALUE- CONROL VALUE

Met pavement ftotal ace. 39.7% < 43. 2;i
Nighttime/total ace. 38. 5% < 43. 6%

Procedure 5 - Accident Summery by Time Period

Using the SPSS computer summaries, time period data for the acciden::s
were analyzed. Accidents were most prevalent in the three month period
from November to January and also in the month of March. These periods
were duri ng the race track c1osed season.

The distribution of accidents was quite uniform through the days of
the ‘week. It was noted, however, that 26 ;]ercent of the accidents occurred
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between the hours of noon and 3:00 p.m. The latter time period represents
a pattern. field review and other procedure results would include this

time period in t;teir study efforts.

The results of the accident summaries is a prel iminary list of acci-

dent patterns and possible causes. Following is this list.

ACCIDEhT PATTERN
OR TREND ~OSSIBLE CAIJSES

.L2ft-turn head-Ofi ~o~l jsion , . Large volume of left-turns.
between EB and WB traffic.

I
{. Restricted sight distance.

1. Too short amber phase.

. Msence of special left turning
phase when needed.

i. Excessive speed on approaches.

.Rear-end CO1 lisions at i. Improper signal timiny.
signalized intersections.

Crossing pedestrians.

1.
;digh volum,e of tL,rning ~,ehicles.

~. S1ippery surface.

!. Excessive speed on approaches.

Poor visibil ity of signals.

Inadequate roadway 1ighting.

1: Unwarranted signal.

.R~ght-angle CO?l isions at i. Restricted sight distances.
slg~al ized intersections.

I Inadequate roadway 1ighting.
1.

!
i. Inadequate advance intersection

warning signs.
I

i.
Poor visibility of signa; s.

Excessive speed on approaches.

Inadequate signal timing.

Large total intersection V07ume.
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P,ctivity 2 - Field Review Location

A review of field conditions, past complaints, and ?ast field notes
was made, providing a review of the on-site characteristics of the stu5y
1ocation. The review was performed by the Safety Engineer and a techni-
cian. To provide a review of the daily conditions, time-lapse photography
was also used to record the intersection activities.

Daytime and nighttime field inspections \were conducted at the site in
October, 1980. With the use of the photograph,: techniques, the re”j,aw
team was able to limit their review of the intersection. The findings cf
this activity are shown in Figure 5. It should be noted, however, that
Hazel Park Race Track was closed at the time of site inspection and, there-
fore, did not impact the observed traffic characteristics.

Additional notes on the field revie~l activities are also provide{i.
Following is a summary of the notes for each approach leg.

E8 Howard Road (West Leg)

Traffic backed up on nearly every cycle on this approach during after-
noon peak periods. The right lane cleared fairly well , but the left lane
remained backed up and congested for several cycl es. This back-up :s
attributed to the fact that there are a high percentage of vehicles
attempting left-turns, but, frequently, only one or two vehicles per cycle
are able to compl ete the maneuver.

The absence of lane del ineation presents problems for both the east-
bound and westbound trdffic. Traffic movement is often hinder2d by vehi -
cl es occupyi ng more than one 1ane, particularly the eastbound vehic; es.
The south side of Howard Road is lined with buildings, parking areas, and
pedestrian walk areas which are within ten feet of the roadw?y. .,Thi$

along with the absence of delineation, encourages drivers in the curb lane
to encroach upon a portion of the left la~?e. This was particularly tr:le
during the evening investigation. Vehicles turning onto MB Hcward Road
from 10 Mile Road also seem to have problems restricting their travel to
one lane.

Visibil ity is also a problem on this approach” Eastbound vehicles are
unable to see northbound traffic approaching the intersection due to the
location of Tom’s Restaurant. This poor visibil ity increases the potent it.1
for right-angle accidents. Visibil ity is also poor for eastbound vehicles
turning left onto 10 Mile Road. It is virtually impossible for these
vehicles to see oncoming traffic in the westbound curb lane when there are
1eft-turn vehicles from the opposite direction. This situation is espec-
ially prevalent during afternoon peak periods.

W8 Howard Road (West Leg)

The wide curb lane on this approach presents a problem for westboufid
vehicles. Right-turn vehicles attempt to “create” a separate right-turn
1ane to avoid traffic back-up or slow-down caused by left-turning vehicles.

i8



DO obstructionsblzck the driversv:e.$of
opposinq..,ehicLes?

DO drivers =espond ir.correctly to simals,
sigr.s or ctner t:affic controldevices?

the correct

cr o.h,.sr

Fiqure 5 . safe~~ perfo~mance review.



1.

2.

3.

4.
j.

6.

7.

9.

9.

10.
11.

12.

13.
14.

is.
16.

17.

i8.

;;:

21.

22.

—

Can siqht obstructions be removed or
tiec=e?sed?

Does Lhe legal parking layout a?feet
s ight distafice?
ThrOuqh or tUrning vehicle ?a~~s?
Traffic flc,d?

Do s~e=d lir,its ap?ear to be uP.sa;?=?
Unreasonable?

Is t;,e amber of Imes i.-.sufficie!lt?

~, St=ee E lighting i.-.adequate?

Are driveways inadequately design,?<?
Located?

Does Lh.epzvev.ent conditicn [pot?.ole. ,
washboard , 0= =lip?e,y surface) ca,.-
t=ib=te to accitien=s?

a, .p?=o.ch <,.2,, too stee~?

CD.W:l? s:

@ezatio..zl--” O” and ita n=?be=
P.iysical--”?” and it- n~tie=

Fiqure 5 . Safety performance review (contin.ded) .
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A high pctent ial for rear-end and sideswipe accidents is created by such a

situation. There were also a high number of weaves by drivers to avoid the
back up in the left lane.

Visibility is poor for vehicles attempting left-turns onto 10 Mile
Road when eastbound vehicles are making the same attempt. Several vehicles
were observed inching into the opposing lane of traffic because they were
unable to see the traffic in the eastbound curb lane from their original
position. Some vehicular back-up was experienced on this approach but
traffic general ly cleared wel 1. There were also a number of htgh speed
vehicles observed.

Severai weaves were observed involving eastbound vehicles after they
had passed the intersection.

NB 10 Mile Road (South Leg)

Traffic on the northbound approach backed up on every cycle but
cl eared extremely wel 1. Several vehicles were observed travell ing at high
speeds and others made abrupt stops or increased speeds to c1ear the inter-
section on the yellcw (amber) phase. A few vehicles ignored the “NO TUR!I
OFI RED” signing on this approach. Al1 northbound traffic was delayed at
the beginning of nearly every cycle whil e waiting for eastbound and west-
bound left-turn vehicl es to clear the intersection. The location of Tom’s
Restaurant made it difficult for drivers to see eastbound traffic
approaching the intersection. Nighttime investigation reveal ed that
burned-out lamps were located on northbound 10 Mi 1e Road on the southeast
and northeast corners.

ss 10 Mile Road (North Leg)

Traff~c general ly flowed smoothly and back-up and congestion was
minimal during the afternoon peak period. However, several vehicl es were
observed travell ing at high speeds. Wrupt stops and through movement on
the yel 1ow (amber) phase were also frequent. Many motorists appeared to
have trouble negotiating right-turns onto WB Howard Road. This caused some
?roblem with the succeeding (following) vehicles, causing them to brake
harder than normal. Some resurfacing has taken PIace recently on the two
northbound lanes from the intersection to about 200 feet north.

The accident summaries and the on-sjte review resulted in the
foi lowing list of accident petterns and possible causes.
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ACCIDENT ?ATTERN
OR TREND

—

,Left-turn head-on COII ision
between EB and IJB traff~c.

———

.R:ar-end CO1l isions at
s,gnal ized intersections.

.Right-angle collisions at
signal ized intersections.

]

POSSIBLE CAUSES
I——

Large volume of left-turns.

Restricted sight distance. ~

Mjsence of special left-turning ~
. phase when needed.

I
High volume of turning vehicles. ~

I

. S1ippery surface. I

Excessive speed on approaches. I

Inadequate roadway 1ighting.

Restricted sisht di stances.

Inadequate roadway 1ighting. ~

. Excessive speed on approaches.

1

Activity 3 - Select Appropriate Traffic, Environmental and Special
Study Procedures

The fol 1owing 1ist of study procedures are recommended.

Traffic-Based Procedures

Volume Study (Procedure 7)
Spot Speed Study (Procedure 8)
Travel Time and Oelay Study (Procedure 9)
Highway Capacity study (procedure 10)
Traffic Confl ict Study (Procedure 11)

. Environmental -8ased procedures

Roadway Inventory Study (Procedure 15)
: Sight Distance Study (Procedure 16)

Skid Resi stance Study (Procedure 18)
: Highway Lighting Study (Procedure 19)
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Activity 4 - Select Techniques

A review of the management concerns involved in selecting study
techniques were made. Based on these concerns, the fol lowing techniques
‘were selected.

PROCEDURE

Volume Study
(Procedure 7)

Spot Speed Study
(Procedure 8)

Travel Time and Del ay Study
(Procedure 9)

Highway Capacity Study
(Procedure 10)

Traffic Confl icts Study
(Procedure 11)

Roadway Inventory Study
(Procedure 15)

Sight Distance Study
. (Procedure 16)

. Skid Resistance Study
(Procedure 18)

Highway Lighting Study
(Procedure 19)

TECHI{IQUE

. Turni ng movements-manual
ADT-mechanical , portable

Radar gun

Samp? ing inethod - manuai

Critical lane analysis

Manual

Manual

Skid Trail 2r - borrowed from
State Highway Department

NCHRP 152 Method - intersection

Activity 5 - Perform Drocecures

Significant resources were avail able to perform the procedures. No
additional training was needed. In addition, a skid testing machine and
?ppropri ate State personnel to operate the machine will be avail eble from
the State Highway Department.

The data collection pian was as follows:
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PROCEDURE DA-~A COLLECTION PERIOD
!

Volume Study (Procedure 7) i.
Turning movement - (7-9 a.m. , 4-6
pm,, ) weekday

. AOT - 24 hour, weekday

Spot Speed Study . (9 {a.m. - 4 p.m. ) weekday
(Procedure 8)

Travel Time and Oel ay Study . (7-!3 a.m. , 4-6 p.m. ) weekday
(Procedure 9)

Highway Capacity Study
1.

Any time following collection of
(Procedure 10) vol Iume and roadway inventory data

Traffic Conflicts Study . (7-!3 a.m. , 4-6 p.m. ) weekday
(Procedure 11)

Roadway Inventory Study 1. Daytime
(Procedure 15)

Sight Di stance Study . Daytime
(Procedure 16)

Skid Resistance Study Nighttime, any day
(Procedure 18)

Highway Lighting Study Day and night review
(Procedure 19)

These activities were performed within a two-day period with the
following findings.

Roadway Inventory Study

The existing physical conditions at tkie intersection are shown in the
condition diagram (Figure 6). Lane widths range from 10 feet on the left-
1anes of the east leg to 16 feet on the curb lanes of the same leg. There
is no lane del ineation on the west leg with the exception of center of
roadway designation. There are no left- or right-turn pavement markings on
any approach. “NO TORN ON REO” signs are 1ocated on al1 approaches and al1
sign types are given by code on the di agram. Utility poles are located
along both roads adjacent to the back of the curb and numerous driveway
entrances exist on al1 four approaches. Tom’s Restaurant on the southwest
corner offers visual obstruction to both eastbound and northbound traffic.

Two span wire mounted signals with faces fronting each direction cur-
rently exist, with each face having eight-inch lenses. Stop bars and ped-
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PROCEDURE DATA COLLECTION PERIOO

Vol ume Study (Procedure 7) Turning movement - (7-9 a.m. , 4-6
. p.m. ) weekday

ADT - 24 hour, \weekday

Spot Speed Study . (9 a.m. - 4 p.m. ) weekday
(Procedure 8)

Travel Tim2 and Delay Study . (7-9 a.m. , 4-6 p.m. ) weekday
(Pr~~edure 9)

Highway Capacity Study . My time following collection of
(Procedure 10) vol ume and roadway inventory data

Traffic Confl icts Study . (7-9 a.m. , 4-6 p.m. ) weekday
(Procedure 11)

Roadway Inventory Study Daytime
(Procedure 15)

Sight Distance Study Daytime
(Procedure 16)

Skid Resistance Study Nighttime, any day
(Procedure 18)

. Highway Lighting Study Day and night review
(Procedure 19)

These activities were performed within a two-day period with the
following findings.

Roadway Inventory Study

The existing physical conditions at the intersection are shown in the
condition diagram (Figure 6). Lane widths range from 10 feet on the left-
1anes of the east leg to 16 feet on the curb lanes of the same leg. There
is no lane del ineation cn the west leg with the exception of center of
roadway designation. There are no left- or right-turn pavement markings on
any approach. “NO TURN ON RED” signs are l[]cated on all approaches and all
sign types are given by code on the diagram. Util ity poles are located
along both roads adjacent to the back of the curb and numerous driveway
entrances exi st on al1 four approaches. Tom’s Restaurant on the southwest
corner offers visual obstruction to both eastbound and northbound traffic.

Two span wire mounted signals with faces ‘renting each direction cur-
rently exist, with each face having eight-inch lenses. Stop bars and ped-
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estrian crosswal ks are marked on al1 approaches with the exception of
,westbound approach. Left-turn lanes are provided On the northbound
southbound approaches.

Volume Study

tile
al?d

Turning movement sunmar~es are shown in Figure 7. They were obtained
for the morning and evening peak periods,, The ADT at each approach is
shown in Figure 8.

Spot Speed Study

Speed data were CO1 1ected at the site on October 3, lg80 (see Tab’!e
2). A sample size of 100 vehicles was used for each approach (a total of
400 vehicles). The average speed was 32.7 mph on the eastbound Howard Ro,~d
apProach and 37.8 mDh on the westbound approach. The corresponding 851:h
percentile speeds were 37 mph and 44 mph. On 10 \lile Road, the northbound

aPProach had an avera9e speed of 37.8 mph and the 85th perce.ntile speed (of
43 mph. The southbound approach had average and 85th percentile speeds of
37.9 and 42 mph, respectively.

Travel Time and Delay Study

The input-output sampl ing method was used to study the approach del ziy
for the east and westbound traffic. The average delay per approach vehicl e
was 19.4 and 20.6 seconds, respectively. A significant portion of the
delay can be attributed to the left turn traffic using a traffic 1ane ar]d
1imiting the use of a single lane per approach by the through traffic.

Highway Capacity Study

The review of capacity for the peak hour of tile day is shown in Figure
9. The critical movement analysis method is used. l/01umes by lane were <is
obtained in the field.

The capacity analysis showed a level of service “D’’-’’E” operation
d,uring the peak period (5-6 p.m. ). During other peak periods, the level of
service indicated “C” or “D” operations.

Traffic Conflicts Study

A traffic confl ict count was conducted at the intersection on October
9, 1980 between 7-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m. using two data co] lectors. A summary
of the count may be found in Table 3. The most severe problems were S1ow-
for-left-turn contl icts, S1ow-for-right-turn confl icts, and weaves. Tfie
study reveal ed that the S1ow-for-left-turn confl icts are predominately on
the Howard Road approaches, Tnere were 52 confl icts per hour observed on
the eastbound approach and 30 confl icts per hour oi~ the westbound approach.
The S1ow-for-right-turn confl icts total 1ed 122 per hour and ranged from 2!0
to 40 per hour with the southbound 10 Mile Road approach at the top end of
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I;Jeaves

!Jeave COIlflicts

Opposi.llq
Left-,rurn

Slow For
Ri.g13t Turn

S1OTW for
Left Turn

IJ1-e\?iOus
Left ‘rum

Run Iled
Liyht

I>rj.vevtay
!lel.at-.ed

‘rraffi.c BacI<-

‘P/ COngestiOn

Howard Road——

IIB Sn— —

10.0 14.7

1.3 2.7

2.0 5.3

4.7 7.3

20.0 40.0

0.0 0.0

4.7 3.3

4.7 4.0

120.0 69.0

Iol?ile Road

NB ,sB— —-

31.0 26.0

5.0 8.0

8.0 9.0

5.0 7.9

29.0 :33.0

x? ~~-., 30.0

49.0 22.0

6.0 3.0

12.0 8.0

116.0 80.0

I>>ltacollected on October 9, 1980 (7:00-9:00 a.m.;

4:00-6:00 p.m.). Values given in conflicts pc?r hour.

T() ‘r AL

81.7

17.0

24.3

24.0

122.0

82.0

62.0

1.7.0

28.7

:385.0

I



the range. !Jeaves were a problem on the eastbound approach (26 conflicts
per hour).

The eastbound and westbound approaches also dominated the opposing
left-turn conflicts and driveway-related conflicts. Opposing left-turn
conflicts total led 24 per hour and 71 percent of these occurred on either
the eastbound and ,westbound approach. Drivewey-rel ated conflicts on these
two approaches combined for 69 percent of all driveway-related conflicts.
ADrupt Stops total led 24 per hour )with 7 per hour on each southbound
aPProach and the ‘westbound approach. A total of 385 conflicts per hour
were of the traffic back-up and congestion type. This may be used as an
indication of a high potential for rear-end accidents.

Sight Distance Study

The study results showed a sight obstrl~ction on the southwest corner
of the intersection. The presence of a restaurant and trees in the boule-
vard section restricts the clear sight distance in the area.

Skid Resistance Study

P, preliminary field inspection of the intersection resulted in the
identification of the pavement surface as very smooth and ?ol ished on all
four approaches to the intersection. .4 review of accident records showed
that about 40 percent of the accidents occurred under wet pavement condi -
ti ens. Skid tests were conducted in 1976 and 1979 by the Department of
Transportation. Low value skid numbers (Table 4) for Howard Road ranged
from 28 to 32 in 1976 and from 34 to 41 in 1979. 10 Mile Road had TOW
val ue skid numbers ranging from 27 to 36 in 1976 and from 30 to 33 in 1979.
Such skid numbers may be low enough to influence the potential for !,{et
weather dccidents.

Highway Lightina Study

The results of the study are shown in. Figure 10. It reveals near
,warranting conditions on a point system basis. However, due to the high
ratio of night to daY accident rate, additional lighting is warranted. The
nighttime field review indicates that lighting systems at the site are not
sufficient. Some lighting does exist in the intersection area.

Activity 6 - Identify Safety Deficiency(s)

A comprehensive analysis was made of collision diagrams, condition
diagrams, accfdent summaries, conflict data, and other available informat-
ion (speed data, volume counts etc. ) in order to identify the specific
safety problems at the intersection. Information obtained during tke field
investigation was also considered and the following safety pro51 ems were
identified:

1. The absence of delineation on the ~west leg of the intersection
presents channel ization problems. Tkis encourages improper lane
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Table 4 . Skid data Swxmary.

~=
Hmard Road at 10 Mile Iioward Rd.

RO ad

Bitminom EBOL 0.28 0.29 0.29

Bi~~inou EBIL 0.31 0.34 0.32
Bit~inou wOL 0.32 0.33 0.33

Bitwinow mm 0.31 0.36 0.34

Bitminom hWOL 0.27 0-31 0.29
Bitmtiow ~~ 0.29 0.32 0.30
Bitminow NBLT 0.36 0.39 0.37
Bitminom !SBOL 0.28 0.31 0.29
Bitminow :3Br~ 0.29 0.34 0.31
Bitmtiom !jBLT 0.35 0.41 0.37

1976 dzta:

Test Location Roadway

I

Silrface
TyFe

Lane

-Howard Road at 10 Mile Road 10 Mile Road Elit NBOL
NBIL
SBOL
SBIL

!Ioward Road Elit EBOL
EBi L
\JeoL
W81L

Coefficient of Wsf

Low

C.31
0.30
0.31
0.33
0.3J
0.41
0.35
0.34

kk
0.35 0.33
0.34 0.33
0.34 0.33
0.36 0.34
0.40 0.39
0.45 o.~3

o.3b 0.35
0.37 0.35
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use and increases the potential for rear-end and sideswipe acc’ -
dents. There is also an absence of other pavement markings on
this leg. Pavement markings on the other approaches are also
beginning to show signs of wear.

2. Poor visbility and insufficient gaps for left-turning traffic (!n
eastbound and westbound Howard Road during peak periods create a
hazardous situation. There are a’1so high left-turning volumes on
these approaches. Opposing left-turn accidents made up 33 percent
of the total accidents in 1977.-1978 and 77 percent of these
invol ved eastbound-westbound movement.

3. pavement surfaces on al1 four approaches appears smooth and
polished. Met pavement has been a factor in 40 percent of al1
accidents over the past two years.. Skid date from 1976 and 1979
reveal low skid values. Resurfacing has only been done recently
on the northbound 1anes of the north leg.

4. The Cl ear vision area for eastbound and northbound traffic is
greatly reduced by the location of Tom’s Restaurant. This inabil-
ity to see traffic approaching at an angle increases the potenti;ll
for right-angle accidents.

5. The wide curb lane (16 feet) on tne westbound approach encouragf?s
drivers to make judgement errors regarding lane use. Frequerlt

attsmpts are made to create an additional lane to avoid traffi c
back-u D and congestion. The ootential for rear-end and sideswi[]e
accidents is in~reased by such driver actions.

6. Roadway illumination is inadequate. Lamps on the northeast
southeast corners of the intersection are burned out. The
intensity may possibly be less than desired, even after the
are repaired.

These results produced the following list of probable accident causes.

and
igilt
amps
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~__,___

~ACCIDENT PATTERN
~–—

OR TREND
1

PROBABLE CAUSE
1

~.Left-turn head-on CO1l ision . Restricted sight distance.
between EB and WB t~affi~.

!

~.Rear-End collisions at High volume of turning vehicles.
; signalized intersections. 1

. S1ippery surface. I

(

i.
Inadequate roadway 1ighting. !

Inadequate channel ization. ~I
I I j
~.Right-angle COII isions at Restricted sight distances. I

I signal ized intersections.

1

I

~
Inadequate roadway 1ighting.

I

This 1ist wil 1 be used tO select countermeasures.

Subprocess 2: Develop Candidate Countermeasures

Activity 7 - Develop Feasible Countermeasures

After careful a~~~ysis of a] 1 avajl able j~fo~mat jon, several cou~~e~-

measures ‘were selected to reduce the accident problem and to improve the
operational characteristics of the intersection. ~flese improvements were
sel ected based on probable causal relationships , pattern identification,
and careful engineering judgement using accident Dattern tables. The iist
of avail able improvements are:

Provide left-turn slots,
Overlay pavement,

. Improve roadway 1ighting, and
Improve pavement markings (del ineation).

For this location, the following alternative
veloped:

Countermeasure 1 - Provide left-turn SIots
and improve pavemert
approaches.

countermeasures are de-

For EB and k!B approaches
markings along al?

Countermeasure 2 - Provide left-turn S1ots for E3 and 1)13approaches,
overl ay pavement, and improve pavement markings
along al1 approaches.



Countermeasure 3 - Provide left-turn slots for EB and WB approaches,
over] ay pavement, improve roadway 1ignting, and
improve markings along al1 approaches.

Activity 8 - Predict Accident Reduction Capabil ities of Countermeasures

The AR factors used are given from the SOUI.Ce for ~ppendix F. For
each countermeasure, they are:

COUNTERMEASURE
AR FACTOR (%)

FATAL m~ ?00 TOT AL— —

.Provide left turn S1O:S 5

.0v2rl ay pavement !] :: 2; 14

.Improve roadway 1ighting 38 .-12 -11 12

.Improve pavement markings 58 4 3 3

The

The data by specific severity characteristic is used.

AR factors for these countermeasures are:

Countermeasure 1: ARM (FATAL) = 0.58 t (1-0.58) 0.10
= 0.58 + 0.04 = 0.62

ARM (INJURY) = 0.04 + (1-0.04)(-0.02)
= 0.04, - 0.02 = 0.02

Countermeasure 2: ARM (FATAL) = 0.58 + (1-0.58 0.10 t (1-0.58)
(1-0.10)(-0.09 1

= 0.58 + 0.04 - 0.03 = 0.59

ARM (INJURY) = O.0~~ + (1-0.04) (-0.02) t {1-0.04)
(1-( -0.02 ))(-0.09)

= O.oq - 0.02 - O.og = -0.07

ARM (POO) = 0.23 t 1-0.23) 0.07 + (1-0.23)
f(1-0.07 (0.03)

= o.23+o.05t 0.02 =0.30

Countermeasure 3: ARM (FATAL) = O 58 t (l-O 58)(0.38) + 1-0.58
(i-O.38) O.io + (1-0.58) [-0.38]
(1-0.10)(-0.09)

= 0.58+0,16 tO.03 -0.02=0.75

ARM (INJURY) = O.OLI + (1-o.04)(-o.02) + (1-o. oq)
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ARM (PDO) =

(1-(-~.~2))(-o.og) + (1-o.~4)

(1-(-0.02 )(1-( -0.09 ))(-0.12)
0.04 - 0.02 - 0.09 -0.13 =-0.20

0.23 t (1-0.23)(0.07) + (1-0.23)
(1-O.07)j0.03) t (1-0.23)(1-0.07)
(1-0.03 )\-0.11)
‘~~ + 0.05 + 0.02 - 0.08 = 0.22

The “expected number of accidents prevented by each countermeasure can be
computed. Using the following data, the expected values can be obtained.

Averaqe number of accidents. N = 39
ADT (’;efore period)
ADT (after period)

Countermeasure 1:

Fatal ity accidents

= 32,000
= 38,000

prevented = O

Ifljury accidents prevented = 13(0.02) ~<_~_~o~}-=0.31
(32,000)

PDO accidents prevented = 26(o. 10) (38,000)=3.09
(32,000)

Countermeasure 2:

Fatelity accidents prevented = O

Injury accidents prevented = 13 f-0.07) ~1=-~*08
(32,000)

PDO accidents prevented = 26 (0.30) (38,000 =9.26d
Countermeasure 3:

Fatality accidents pre,;ented = O

Injury accidents prevented = 13(-0.20) (38,000)=-3.09
(32,000)

PDO accidents prevented = 26(0.22) (38,000 =6.79

d
The ratio of in~uries/injury accidents was 1.42 (18.5/13). Therefore, the
number of injuries prevented were:

Countermeasure 1: 0.31 accidents (1.42) = 0.44 injuries
Countermeasure 2: -1.08 accidents (1.42) = -1.53 ~njuries

: Countermeasure 3: -3.09 accidents (1.42) = -4.39 injuries
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Activi:y 9 - Perform Economic Analysis

The benefit-to-cost ratio is selected for use by the city since this
method provides a direct comparison of benefits d~rived to COS~S incurre,i.

Oata necessary to use this procedure are:

Initial Implementation Costs

Countermeasure 1 = $55,400.00
. Countermeasure 2 = $70,700.00
: Countermeasure 3 = $75,700.00

. Operations and !Iaintenance Costs

Countermeasure 1 = $200.00
~ Countermeasure 2 = $200.00

Countermeasure 3 = $300.00

Service Life

15 years

Salvage Value

. $0

Interest Rate

. 6%

The benefit-to-cost ratio calculations are shown in Figures 11-13. They
result in the following ranking of alternatives based on economic analysis
objectives.

RANK ALTERNATIVE B/C RATIO

Countermeasure 1 0.92
; Countermeasure 2
3

0.19
Countermeasure 3 -2.69

Activity 10 - Select Projects

In selecting a project, the utility index method is used by the city.
The major factors used in the selection process we”e:

Economic analysis results,
. Effect on air and noise pollution, and

Effect on area surroundings.

Assigned weights, obtained through me(!ting of engineering staff, were
0.60, 0.25, and 0.15, respectively. In defining levels for each factor, a
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O to 5 scale was used with a “O” having the most negative impact and a “5”
showing the most positive or favorable effect. It should be noted that.,
for purposes of this analysis, the effect on area’ s surroundings wil 1
increase as the amount of improvement increases.

~ ‘!:“::W:::~!.

.Effect on Air
and Noise Pollu-
tion (0.25) 3 0.75 31 [ 0.75 14 1.00

.Effect on Areas 4
S~rroundings (0. 15) 3 0.45 3 ~.!:~ ~ 0.60

4
TOTA 3.~~ 2.4.0 2.20

J4

Based on this assessment, Countermeasure 1 (Provide Left Turn slots
for EB and 1(B @preaches, and Improve Marki Ilgs) was selected.

This project should be planned for implementation as soon as possible.
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